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Abstract 
 
This thesis is the first sustained critical and sociological reappraisal of the poetry 
produced by Scottish poets who came of age during World War Two and a selection of 
those who were old enough to have experienced the previous conflict whilst still 
responding in their art to World War Two. This thesis carves out a critical space for 
World War Two poetry beyond the poetry of pity and loss espoused by poets of World 
War One. It also takes into account the conditions and circumstances that mark out 
Scottish poetry of this conflict from English poetry of the same era, for programmatic, 
political, poetic and linguistic reasons as well as re-configuring the definition of World 
War Two poetry to encompass the experience of women poets.  
 At the core of this thesis lies the idea that the Scottish poetry of World War Two 
was committed to something more than anti-fascism. These poets did not simply oppose 
a tyrannical, fascist force in their work, they were also developing ways in which their 
work and art could contribute to a better post-war Scottish society and in many ways 
espousing both internationalism and proto-transnationalism as well as anti-imperialism. 
All of these poets contributed in both practical and intellectual ways to post-war 
Scottish society. In this, this thesis takes its lead from Alice Templeton’s literary theory 
of a war poetry of ‘possibility’ that transcends both the trauma, witness and outrage of 
reactions to war. The cumulative effect of the work of these poets is a legislative and 
educational impact made on society, that poets could have a say in their work on how 
post-war society could be reconstructed in fairer and more equitable ways. This poetry 
is both modernist and romantic in the sense that it desires a change and sees life and 
potential that is being denied by imperial super-powers and structures while it invests 
the poet with an empowered voice.  
From the home-front to the front-line, diverse avenues of experience are treated 
as being of vital importance. The first chapter of this thesis explores the Elegies for the 
Dead in Cyrenaica and a number of folk songs by Hamish Henderson, to show his 
unique commitment to post-war Scotland in his folk-song work. Chapter two compares 
and contrasts the work of Alexander and Tom Scott, showing their range of reaction 
from the epic to the highly personal elegy. The thesis then moves into an analysis both 
of George Campbell Hay’s war poetry, which sympathised with the native Arab 
populations during the desert war, and the work of Sorley MacLean, who found his 
political certainties shaken. From this point the thesis explores the anti-heroic work of 
Edwin Morgan and Robert Garioch as well as the political and personal reasons for 
refusal of conscription expounded by Douglas Young and Norman MacCaig. The thesis 
closes with a discussion of women’s experience and poetry of World War Two, and an 
in-depth a look at the major influential figures on the poets of this time, Hugh 
MacDiarmid and Edwin Muir. Between these figures we shall see a range of 
experiences, but each poet is united in their struggle, dramatized in their work, for a 
better post-War Scotland, a drive which this thesis explores and discusses for the first 
time in detail.  
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 1 
Poets as Legislators: Self, Nation and Possibility in World War Two Scottish 
Poetry 
Introduction 
 
The main objectives of this thesis are to firstly free the poetry of World War Two from 
its previous aesthetic and stylistic entanglement with the trench lyric of the First World 
War. After this, the thesis repositions and poetically, politically and socially 
contextualises Scottish poetry from past anglocentric discussions of World War Two 
poetry. In this, consideration has been given to all of the prevailing arguments for and 
against the social impact and use of poetry at the time, and to how many English literary 
movements deliberately downplayed the importance of World War Two poetry to a 
large degree. This thesis also argues that it is necessary to see Scottish literary change 
and endeavour as separate from and different to that of British poetry trends at the time: 
as war literature scholar Simon Featherstone has argued, these poets in the main are able 
to ‘find a continuity in the political objectives of the war and their earlier commitment 
to the socialist causes of the 1930s’.1 In his 1995 book War Poetry: An Introductory 
Reader, Featherstone says that in none of these poets’ work do we find any enduring 
signs of the ‘disillusionment or realignment that afflicted writers such as Stephen 
Spender and George Orwell in England’. Rather, for many of these poets ‘the war was a 
continuation of a tradition of heroic political struggle that found its expression in the 
oppositional language and traditions of Scottish Nationalism and in the old alliance with 
European, rather than English, cultures’.2 As such, Featherstone emphasises the 
difference of the Scottish poets in this respect. The main idea here then is that this thesis 
and the poetry in it are about confrontation and peace: Scottish poetry of World War 
Two idealistically aims to defeat fascism as it secures peace. It is this optimism and 
humanism that this thesis emphasizes. Scottish World War Two poetry cannot be 
regarded as an anomaly, but is a central experiential event in twentieth-century Scottish 
life and affairs and central to a sense of national identity, if not through military then 
through a cultural victory. 
 In order to frame this trend, we need to look to the war poetry theory of 
American academic Alice Templeton who has noted three distinct types of war poetry, 
                                                
1 Simon Featherstone, ‘British Cultures II: Scottish Cultures and Poets in Exile’, in War Poetry: An 
Introductory Reader (London: Routledge, 1995), pp. 82-94 (p. 86). 
2 Ibid. 
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which we will return to at length in this introduction. Intrinsically, the three types of war 
poetry argued for by Alice Templeton are those of ‘witness,’ ‘outrage’ and 
‘possibility’.3 For Templeton, it is only the poet that can look beyond the immediate 
horror and temptation to document events, who achieves a lasting poetry of 
‘possibility’. While Featherstone notes the continuation of certain aspects of Scottish 
poetry and society, I would say that the unprecedented anti-fascist nature of this 
struggle means that the best of World War Two poetry is doing something radically 
different from that of previous conflicts. We are familiar with poets of witness and 
outrage in war, and World War Two calls upon poets of ‘possibility’ who have a long-
view and invariably socialist vision of post-war society.  
These figures were not simply poets commenting on their society: they played 
active, constructive roles within it in education, folk-song, language and politics. As 
such we will also look into Shelley’s claim that poets act as legislators, and the 
practical, political and poetically metaphorical meanings of this claim will be examined 
and considered. These poets are effectively commentators and creators, they are figures 
of possibility who scrutinise society and in their own collectively individual ways 
contribute to its improvement through their work and poetry. Edwin Muir, in a letter to 
Sydney Schiff in the 1920s, writes that he is a ‘Romantic’ poet for while ‘Classical 
literature is a very good thing if we could be classical; it is like asking a man to be calm 
when his house is burning’.4 During and after World War Two there was a very real risk 
that the earth house-hold could burn down and out of these times of extremes and 
distress we find poets calling for and becoming poets of possibility and potentiality.  
The following chapters show how World War Two was a central influence on 
Scottish poetry and in turn, Scottish poetry endeavoured to improve post-war Scottish 
society in a collective yet individualistic fashion, meaning that, while the work and 
influences of poets were spread over a wide base and took place in many decades, for 
instance the 1960s and 1970s for Edwin Morgan and women poets who came to 
prominence in these and later decades, there are crucial similarity in their programmatic 
and idealistic tendencies. The purpose of each chapter is to briefly contextualise the life 
and poetry of each poet, showing their socio-political activities and location during the 
war and singling out their war poetry for a close reading. Where necessary, comparisons 
                                                
3 Alice Templeton, ‘What’s the Use? Writing Poetry in Wartime’, College Literature, Vol. 34, No. 4 
(2007), pp. 43-62 (p. 45). 
4 Edwin Muir, ‘To Sydney Schiff: 23 June 1926’ in Selected Letters of Edwin Muir, ed. by Peter Butter  
(London: The Hogarth Press, 1974), pp. 56-57 (p. 57). 
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have been drawn between poets. Certain poets share a chapter where an aspect of their 
work is similar, such as the expression of the anti-heroic that we find in the work of 
both Robert Garioch and Edwin Morgan. The chapters situate each poet within the war 
and show the influence of the war on their work, crucially exploring the ways in which 
their post-War work articulates social reform, identity, selfhood and community. In 
other cases, poets such as Alexander Scott and Tom Scott are brought together to show 
a contrast of approaches but also to emphasise that either approach is interrogated and 
challenged by the other in vitally constructive ways. 
The purpose and method of each chapter then is to ask and answer a series of 
questions concerning what each poet did in the war, their political or ideological stance 
and how this was changed by their role, how their work changed in its response to war 
and how this work began to ask key questions about the point of the conflict and what 
could be gained for post-war Scotland. While the thesis is primarily concerned with the 
poets and poetry of World War Two, the argument leads forward and points to the ethos 
of progressive and constructive social and national regeneration. The war poetry here is 
emphatically not leading to disillusionment but to a determined effort in a Scottish 
future to be fought for in artistic and cultural, rather than military, terms.  
America was relatively quick to recognise its poetry of World War Two after the 
war in anthologies such as the 1945 War and the Poet, edited by Richard Eberhard, who 
writes in his introduction that the finest war poetry ‘expresses the poet’s attitude to 
something beyond the immediacy of war.’5 This thesis reveals a similar struggle faced 
by Scottish poets, and the onus placed on such poets to take some degree of 
responsibility to guide society into a better post-war world. Alan Riach, who writes that 
these Scottish poets wrote ‘in a constellation’, argues that ‘our poets and artists are our 
best guides to how the world can be seen and understood, how the challenges of 
modernity can be addressed and how we can make the best of our lives. Their work is to 
help us to live.’6  
This thesis aims to take us back to that point and recognise the achievement of 
these figures, who were mostly formed in the war and who were all changed in different 
ways through a devotion to imagining and helping to realise a social, intellectual and 
                                                
5 Richard Eberhard (ed.), ‘Preface: Attitudes to War’, in War and the Poet: An Anthology of Poetry 
Expressing Man’s Attitudes to War from Ancient Times to the Present (New York: The Devin-Adair 
Company, 1945), pp. v-xv (p. ix). 
6 Alexander Moffat, & Alan Riach, Arts of Resistance: Poets, Portraits and Landscapes of Modern 
Scotland (Edinburgh: Luath Press, 2009), p. x. 
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aesthetic programme for post-war peace. Even Hugh MacDiarmid’s most controversial, 
‘anglophobic’ war poetry cannot be simply viewed as racist or tribalist, but is actually 
an attempt to destroy old orthodoxies, hastening the end of an empire already on its way 
out.  
This social programme of improvement, change and peace can be seen as 
flourishing particularly from 1960 onwards, when many important Scottish literary 
figures rose to prominence, such as Liz Lochhead, Tom Leonard and Alasdair Gray. 
Writing to Alec Finlay, Edwin Morgan claimed that Scotland was awakening in the 
1960s and that ‘the whole decade for me was a period of liberation. I would almost date 
my life from 1960 instead of 1920.’7 Morgan describes this as a ‘Scottish spring’ and it 
is the direct result of the work and actions of the Scottish poets of World War Two who 
attempted to put it into effect in post-war society. Writing about the courage and 
innovation of the poets to come out of World War Two, editor and poet Duncan Glen 
claimed that ‘some of us did something similar in the early 1960s. I think World War 
One and World War Two changed how people saw the world and gave writers new 
opportunities.’8 In this light, the poets of this thesis saw their wartime work as an act of 
anti-fascism but also one of progressive possibility leading to an accommodation of 
difference and identity in cultural articulation, and a development of a sustained, 
responsible vision of what society could become in a time of peace, something to which 
their work points and leads the way. This is indeed a concrete enactment of the work of 
Shelley’s ‘unacknowledged legislators’.9  
 
The Poetry of World War One 
 
World War One is often thought of as a poets’ war, where ‘a poetry of pity’ was 
expounded by Wilfred Owen in the 1918 note to his posthumous 1920 volume Poems.10 
This is because record numbers of young, literary-minded and public school educated 
men fought, wrote about, and died in that conflict. Today, in Scottish poetry, the names 
of Scottish poets of that first war are relatively familiar and their works still discussed, 
                                                
7 Edwin Morgan, ‘Letter 3: January 2002 to Alec Finlay’ in Justified Sinners: An archaeology of Scottish 
counter-culture (1960-2000), ed. by Ross Birrell & Alec Finlay (Edinburgh: Morning Star Publications, 
2002), unpaginated. 
8 Walter Perrie, ‘Interview with Duncan Glen’, in Fras, 5 (2006), pp. 25-40 (p. 40). 
9 Percy B Shelley, ‘A Defense of Poetry’, in Shelley’s ‘A Defense of Poetry’, ed. by Albert Cook  
(Boston: Ginn & Company, 1891), pp. 1-46 (p. 46). 
10 Jon Stallworthy, Wilfred Owen (London: Chatto and Windus/ Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 266. 
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such as Charles Hamilton Sorley (1895-1915) and his poem ‘When you see millions of 
the mouthless dead.’11 However, World War Two poets are often forgotten or neglected. 
This thesis addresses this poetry and the lived experience of war, in order to engage 
more deeply with the post-War period of Scottish poetry. Featherstone, in arguing for 
the importance of a reappraisal of Scottish poetry of World War Two, wrote that with 
only small exceptions ‘there was little or no difference to the stock responses of English 
wartime writing’ and the work of Scottish poets during World War One, in that Scottish 
war poetry offered a ‘mixture of patriotism with an accent of tartanry and a sentimental 
affection for an idealised Celtic homeland derived from the Kailyard school’.12  
Santanu Das cited Sorley’s work as an example of the ‘trench lyric’ of ‘the 
broken body’ presenting a picture of the Scottish World War One poet as damaged but 
resilient. It is this image that has ‘remained etched on British consciousness’ to the point 
where ‘we associate it with a part of our former selves. Today, the poetry of the soldier-
poets has coalesced, beyond literary history and cultural memory, into a recognisable 
structure of feeling’.13 Literary journalist and academic James Campbell goes further to 
say that the work of soldier poets of World War One offers us ‘combat gnosticism’ – 
that there is a depth of knowledge and experience in this poetry of horror that we cannot 
fully understand if we have not suffered similar experiences. This, Campbell argues, is 
one of the reasons why the poetries of war during the twentieth century have ‘given us 
the nearest thing to a modern national myth’ and why the combatant trench poetry of 
World War One is the one that has become synonymous with ‘war poetry’ in general 
and where most readers’ aesthetic, literary and ideological expectations lie.14  
Irish historian Owen Dudley Edwards argues that while ‘World War I was a 
soldier’s war, World War II’ was ‘a people’s’15 and this point is evident in Angus 
Calder’s choice of title for his book on World War Two, The People’s War (1969). 
World War Two, by contrast with the first, was a war on a much larger scale, in which a 
                                                
11 Charles Hamilton Sorley, ‘When you see millions of the mouthless dead’, in From the Line: Scottish 
War Poetry 1914-1945, ed. by David Goldie & Roderick Watson (Glasgow: Association for Scottish 
Literary Studies, 2014), p. 78. 
12 Simon Featherstone (1995), p. 83. 
13 Santanu Das, ‘Reframing First World War Poetry’ (n. d.) <http://www.bl.uk/world-war-
one/articles/reframing-first-world-war-poetry> [accessed 01/03/2015]. 
14 Tim Kendall, ‘Combat Gnosticism and the Women Poets’ (2009) 
<http://ww1centenary.oucs.ox.ac.uk/memoryofwar/combat-gnosticism-and-the-woman-poets-of-the-first-
world-war/> [accessed on 01/03/2015]. 
15 Owen Dudley Edwards, ‘Sectarian Songs: The Hamish Henderson Lecture 2011’, in At Hame wi’ 
Freedom: Essays on Hamish Henderson and the Scottish Folk Revival, ed. by Eberhard Bort (Grange of 
Locherlour: Grace Note Publications, 2012), pp. 151-196 (p. 157). 
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wider diversity of sections of society were conscripted and fought, with varying degrees 
of willingness or reluctance. Of all the Scottish poets in this thesis, not one died in this 
conflict, thus preventing them from becoming the archetypal static ‘soldier-poets’ who 
died in battle, like figures ranging from Charles Hamilton Sorley through to John 
Cornford and Keith Douglas. This thesis is less concerned with the phenomenon of the 
tragic soldier-poet than with a generation of survivors that lived through, experienced, 
responded to and wrote about the war with the expectation that something better was 
being fought for, such as ideals of self-government, education, language and socialist 
responsibility.  
This is one of the reasons, arguably, why Scottish war poetry has remained 
relatively neglected in relation to UK poetry of World War Two: that expressions of 
nationalist fervour (other than those espoused by Churchill) and idealism were treated 
suspiciously in a climate where aggressive forms of nationalisms had given rise to 
fascism. This is a continuing topic of debate in Scottish literature and culture with 
recent books such as Gavin Bowd’s Fascist Scotland, discussed in this thesis, both 
revealing pockets of fascist sympathies in Scottish life but also placing too much 
dramatic emphasis on the relationship between nationalism, poetry and fascism. For 
example, as we will see, while poets such as Hugh MacDiarmid did engage 
ideologically with nascent forms of early 1920s Italian fascism, they were in no way 
crypto-fascist sympathisers. A look at MacDiarmid’s 1938 poem ‘When the Gangs 
Came to London’ is enough to gainsay this misconception, with its withering lines of 
indictment to Chamberlain’s policy of appeasement and denunciation of ‘Hitler / the rat 
in power!’16 Importantly, the work of every poet discussed here, taking into account the 
moral and human dilemmas of fighting, is characterised by its firm and consistent anti-
fascist commitment. 
An emphasis on the influence of the war on post-war society is necessary when 
considering an essay by the most famous English World War Two poet, Keith Douglas. 
In ‘Poets in the War’ he argues that despite war’s new mobility, its poetry is ‘nothing 
new’ because ‘hell cannot be let loose twice’ and now the soldier-poet is haunted by the 
belatedness and expectations placed upon him by the poets of the Great War.17 
                                                
16 Margery Palmer McCulloch, ‘”When the Gangs Came to London”: On the Recent Thanksgiving for 
“Peace”: Some thoughts on Hugh MacDiarmid’s unpublished anti-appeasement poem’, in Scottish 
Studies Review, Vol. 1, No. 1 (2000), pp. 94-98 (p. 94). 
17 Bernard Bergonzi, ‘Poetry of the Desert War’, in War Poets and Other Subjects (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
1999), pp. 29-49 (p. 39). 
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However, Douglas also crucially points out that if World War Two poetry is to do or 
achieve anything more than the poetry of World War One ‘it would not be written until 
the war had ended’.18 War poet Vernon Scannell agreed on a more practical level, when 
he wrote that since the war was such a mobile one, men simply did ‘not have the 
opportunity to write anything at all. So it is not surprising that a good deal of the poetry 
written […] which takes war as its subject was written sometime after’.19 Edwin 
Morgan, as we will see, wrote that his war poetry was a ‘very delayed action’ when he 
published ‘The New Divan’ in 1977 and nearly all of the poems discussed in this thesis 
are traceable back to the war, if not explicitly about it, yet few were published during 
the period 1939-1945.20 Although Linda M. Shires, in British Poetry of the Second 
World War, writes about the worth and continued neglect of World War Two poetry, 
she nonetheless maintains that ‘the finest war poets [such as Douglas, Lewis and Keyes] 
were dead’ by the end of the war and did not live to see social reconstruction 
thereafter.21 By pronounced contrast, through sheer luck, determination or self-
preservation, all the Scottish poets in this thesis survived the conflict, though many, 
such as George Campbell Hay, were mentally scarred as a result. It is their unflagging 
commitment to leading and living fulfilled post-War lives that makes the study of their 
war poetry necessary, as they use the war and return to their experience as an 
ideological touchstone, revealing the extremes they went to in order to protect and 
improve a civil post-War society in Scotland. 
Brian Gardner wrote in the introduction to his 1966 anthology The Terrible Rain 
that World War Two was ‘a conflict close at hand in the scale of history, but now 
accelerating away fast into distant memory.’22 If such a call was made in the 1960s, then 
we are now, forty years later, faced with a pressing need to locate and re-appraise the 
work of poets of that war. While Gardner’s anthology was devoted to the re-discovery 
of lesser-known war poets, it remained largely anglocentric in focus. In fact, studies and 
anthologies of World War Two poetry continued in a largely anglocentric vein until the 
1990s when critics such as Simon Featherstone began to argue that non-English cultures 
                                                
18 Ibid, (p. 40). 
19 Vernon Scannell, Not Without Glory: Poets of the Second World War (London: The Woburn Press, 
1976), p. 22. 
20 Edwin Morgan, ‘Your Jack London bit: interview with William ‘Buzz’ Barr (Glasgow, 6 January 
1982)’, in Nothing Not Giving Messages: reflections on work and life, ed. by Hamish Whyte (Edinburgh: 
Polygon, 1990), pp. 89-112 (p. 98). 
21 Linda M. Shires, British Poetry of the Second World War (London: MacMillan, 1985) p. 146. 
22 Brian Gardner, ‘Introductory Note’, in The Terrible Rain: The War Poets 1939-1945 (London: 
Methuen Ltd, 1987), pp. xvii-xxv (p. xvii). 
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within Britain were having their accounts and narratives of the war obscured. Even 
more than that, he showed that it was not enough to judge this work by arguments and 
debates that had centred on English war poetry. For instance, elements of nationalism 
and politics had to be understood within the context of Scotland, not simply within 
English discourses. Accusations of anglocentricism in literary criticism are not based 
upon a vague sense of discrimination: many editors (particularly Robert Conquest in 
1956) were willing to exclude writers on the basis of their nationality and language. In 
writing about the legacy of 1940s poetry and criticising the growing sense of plurality 
of poetic identity in post-War UK nations, Conquest writes: ‘other types of vicious 
taste, too, began to be catered for […]. Residual nuisances like the social-realists, the 
Lallans-mongers, the church furnishers, and the neo-Georgians’.23 Maurice Lindsay’s 
retort to this claim was that it was made by an ‘arid pedlar of the neo-Augustanism of 
the 1950s’.24 This shows us ways in which certain, particularly English, literary 
movements had tried, through a process of poor literary critical and tacit racial disdain, 
to suppress poetic plurality leading to its subsequent neglect and impose a hegemonic or 
culturally imperialist form of post-war poetry.  
Joy Hendry, editor of Scottish literary magazine Chapman, argues that the 
neglect of Scottish war poets is simply a more specific symptom of an overall ‘chronic 
cultural myopia’ when coming to terms with poetry that was produced by people who 
were fighting for core public and social ideals.25 Hendry goes on to say that her ‘real 
teachers’ were in fact the Scottish poets whose work she felt she had been denied access 
to, her ‘cultural birth-right.’26 Such a view brings in a more nationalist approach to the 
poetry under scrutiny, predominantly written by figures who had a strong belief in an 
independent, self-governing nationalist and internationalist identity. The war poems by 
George Campbell Hay and Hamish Henderson particularly show an interest in forging a 
transnational Scottish identity, and their post-war work shows a commitment to the 
causes of nationalist independence, something that Joy Hendry shows a keenness to 
reconnect with. Similarly, Liz Lochhead, in a 1987 article on Marion Angus, writes that 
when she ‘began to write, I began to read’ and that her tutors were ‘MacCaig and 
                                                
23 Maurice Lindsay, ‘Scottish Poetry in the Forties’, in Akros, Vol. 10, No. 28 (1975), pp. 36-53 (p. 39). 
24 Ibid. 
25 Joy Hendry, ‘The Scottish Accent of the Mind: Introduction to the Sympathetic Imagination: Scottish 
Poets of the Second World War’, in Borne on the Carrying Stream: The Legacy of Hamish Henderson, 
ed. by Eberhard Bort (Grange of Locherlour: Grace Note Publications, 2010), pp. 197-227 (p. 198). 
26 Joy Hendry, Heritage of Scotland: Literature and Language: The Way Forward (Edinburgh: SNP 
Publications, 1981), p. 4. 
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Morgan, then Garioch and Muir and MacDiarmid’.27 As we will see, teaching in a post-
war context is a value intrinsic to all of the poetry in this thesis. We should remember 
that poets in World War Two were not exclusively from the lettered upper-classes, but 
that the average soldier involved in the Maghreb Invasion of 1942 and during the Desert 
War was a literate and literarily aware one, a beneficiary of the 1919 Education Act. For 
instance, Hamish Henderson paid tribute to captured ‘Wehrmacht I.O.s and SS high-
ups’ in a 1946 letter to Maurice Lindsay by writing that the officers had been shown a 
copy of Lindsay’s Poetry Scotland One and they all ‘without exception picked on 
Sorley MacLean’s poem as the most interesting thing in it!’28 This again emphasises the 
transnational quality, power and currency of such work, that it speaks immediately to 
those in the conflict itself but also articulates ideas of post-war peaceful recovery 
centred on Scotland. 
 When it comes to class, the intrinsic mistake made at the time, and a mistake 
that has not yet been fully corrected, of this poetry that appeared through a great raft of 
periodicals and journals such as Oasis, Poetry Scotland, Horizon, Scottish Art and 
Letters, was the nostalgic expectation that it should replicate the Augustan poetry 
written by the lonely officer-class soldier in the trenches of the previous war. In literary 
circles, the poetry of patriotism or bloody horror and futility became the stylistic and 
aesthetic paradigm to be achieved by poets of the next war, in a form of grim mimesis. 
The sometimes confused and muddled poems written in this war reflect the dilemma of 
poets wanting to express individuality but also feeling under pressure to produce a 
poetry of occasion. The wide-ranging poetry to come out of the war largely defied this 
cultural expectation and was judged accordingly, and therefore unfairly seen as inferior 
juvenilia. Even contemporary anthologies such as Tambimuttu’s Poetry in War Time 
(1942) neglected much of the work of rising Scottish poets, instead only publishing 
work by Scots whose style could then have been argued to belong to the New 
Apocalypse school, a literary movement of the late 1930s and 1940s which put 
emphasis on imagination and language over documentation or realist engagement. The 
work in this thesis looks beyond work associated with these various cadres and trends of 
the time, from the socialist, realist Pylon school of Auden and MacNeice to the bardic 
music, surrealism and imagery of the New Apocalyptics. The term ‘Pylon school’ was a 
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facetious coinage made by Cyril Connolly in the 1930s to describe the younger, left-
wing and often public-school educated male poets of the time, ‘Pylon’ referring to their 
often self-conscious use of contemporary technological references.29 According to 
David Morley, the ‘New Apocalyptics’ are defined as a 1940s poetry grouping where 
the practitioners espoused a form of prophetic, linguistically obscure and neo-Romantic 
poetry informed by British surrealism.30 By contrast, the poetry of Henderson, MacLean 
and Campbell Hay amongst others is a body of work fraught with ideological problems 
where youthful conviction and the absolute imperative to see the fall of fascism must 
look into the pallid face of a dead German boy soldier or a burning street full of 
innocent natives and question the clarity of their resolve. As this introduction 
establishes, it is the poetry of inner conflict that remains devoted to the paramount need 
to secure peace that is the most enduring call, twinned with a sense of a longer view or 
vision for society after the war.  
 Trevor Royle, in his article ‘Keep Listening for Reveille’, reminds the reader of 
the general dismissal of much World War Two poetry by quoting the ‘notorious 
question’ of the time: “Where are the war poets?”’31 While a significant amount of 
poetry was being produced and circulated and discussed amongst soldiers, it was back 
home where attempts at scotching their reputations and work were being broached. 
Cecil Day Lewis, working in propaganda for the Ministry of Information, developed the 
question by contending that it was impossible to write good poetry during this conflict 
because it was a war defending, in his words, ‘the bad against the worse.’32 Indeed, the 
poems and letters of Sorley MacLean show this, as does MacDiarmid’s writing of the 
period, which often pours as much scorn on the more anti-democratic and repressive 
elements of the British Empire as it does Nazi Germany. While MacLean approached 
this from the angle of the Gaelic language and its oppression under the British Empire, 
he went on to produce some of the most pre-eminent poetry of the war in an 
international arena. Alexander Scott’s first collection of poems was entitled, with bitter 
irony, The Latest in the Elegies (1948) and Cecil Day Lewis’s poem ‘Where are the war 
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poets?’ seems to react in a similarly direct way to the fashionable demand for a 
particular type of poetry in war, instead of engaging with the existing Second World 
War poets. 
In order to engage with the crucial lived experience of pre- and post-War literary 
life in Scotland, I will situate Scottish World War Two poetry both topographically and 
intellectually within the prevailing pre-War and post-War discussions of the use of 
poetry. I then move on to show how these poets were acting in both vitally modernist 
and romantic ways as, to use Shelley’s term, ‘unacknowledged legislators’ in a society 
they fought to protect idealistically and returned to live, learn and teach in and how they 
went on to make far-reaching and positively pervasive changes on the literary and 
cultural landscape of Scotland.33 The personal and political thus come together in this 
poetry to a much greater extent than it had done before. 
 
Co-ordinates 
 
As this study of Scottish poetry of World War Two will be thorough in its re-evaluation 
of poets of the period, it must for the sake of detailed analysis draw distinctions between 
the poets’ involvement and location during the war. The work of ten men and four 
women is explored in this thesis, an imbalance in itself which highlights a traditionally 
male conception of military priority and poetry. Of the ten men, two were old enough to 
have experienced World War One (Edwin Muir and Hugh MacDiarmid), two refused 
military conscription on political and pacifist grounds (Douglas Young and Norman 
MacCaig), one was decorated with an M.C. for his role in the Battle of Reichswald and 
the crossing of the Rhine (Alexander Scott). Four were, as Roderick Watson writes, ‘in 
the same theatre of action’34 (Sorley MacLean, George Campbell Hay, Edwin Morgan 
and Robert Garioch) and Hamish Henderson, a poet who will feature in this thesis, 
wrote that ‘a good deal of the most interesting [poetry] undoubtedly emerged from the 
historic crossroads of the Middle East.’35 The campaigns fought in the Maghreb formed 
the dusty locus of much of the most important combatant (and non-combatant in the 
case of Edwin Morgan) verse to emerge from the war. Here it is worth noting that this 
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study is necessary because some of the most influential studies of World War Two 
poetry still make some blundering claims, for example Shires writes that ‘the Middle 
East was one of the least disagreeable landscapes for exile’.36 A look at the poetries of 
Sorley MacLean and George Campbell Hay show that this landscape could be as hellish 
as any other, such as the bombing of Bizerta. It was a place of mirages and illusions and 
general sensory and cultural othering but also a place of new cultures to explore and 
befriend, where Hamish Henderson noticed the eerie ‘doppelganger’ effect as lines 
between enemies and allies were blurred and a strange symbiosis emerged.37 Trevor 
Royle reminds us: 
 
They were fighting over a landscape which had few comparisons with the other 
theatres of the Second World War and the war poets seem to have been affected 
by its wild beauty. At first acquaintance the North African terrain was harsh, 
barren and inhospitable, but it was also strangely compelling, a landscape which 
imprinted itself on the minds of the men who fought there.38 
 
Into this disorienting setting came young men who would become some of Scotland’s 
foremost poets of the twentieth century. Hamish Henderson noted that the war in the 
Middle East was a highly mobile one, and so in order to effectively get a sense of where 
each poet was and what they were doing, we have Edwin Morgan’s 1984 poem ‘North 
Africa’, taken from the collection Sonnets from Scotland which we can use to map the 
wartime positions of some of these poets and which gives us a sense of the bond 
Morgan felt with these poets all plunged into the same theatre of war. Morgan implies 
in this poem that even in the extreme conditions of the desert, poets were seeking an 
oasis by participating in and confronting the war. Nearly all the poets in this poem are 
the subjects of chapters in this thesis (with the exception of G. S. Fraser who is quoted, 
but as an exilic Scot, not actively included): 
 
Why did the poets come to the desert? 
They learned the meaning of an oasis, 
the meaning of heat, fellahin’s phrases, 
tents behind the khamsin-blasted dannert. 
We watched MacLean at the Ruweisat Ridge 
giving a piercing look as he passed by 
the fly-buzzed grey-faced dead; swivelled our eye 
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west through tank-strewn dune and strafed-out village 
with Henderson; and Hay saw Bizerta 
burn; Garioch was taken at Tobruk, 
parched Kriegsgefangener, calm, reading Shveik; 
Morgan ate sand, slept sand at El Ballah 
while gangrened limbs dropped in the pail; Farouk 
fed Fraser memorandums like a shrike.39 
 
Yet the poetry forged in this landscape of front-line fighting does not represent the full 
expression of the war experience: it is also necessary to listen to voices from the home 
front. The home front poets are contemporaries of the combatant poets in North Africa, 
who offer other perspectives on the war, from questioning the militarism of Scotland, as 
poet and playwright Joan Ure does, to refusing conscription for the sake of a nationalist 
cause, as Douglas Young did, or for personal pacifist reasons, such as Norman 
MacCaig. The major poets who pushed their incipient poetic talents to the limits and 
matured, in what Hugh MacDiarmid has termed the ‘forcing bed’40 of war, thus 
producing both a discrete but also sympathetic body of work, are the subjects of this 
thesis: Hamish Henderson, George Campbell Hay, Sorley MacLean, Robert Garioch, 
Edwin Morgan, Alexander Scott and Tom Scott. In addition, this thesis considers both 
the home-front and the frontline to be central locations at war, and the poets of the 
home-front will be Norman MacCaig, Douglas Young, Joan Ure, Naomi Mitchison, 
Janet Caird, Margaret Tait, Hugh MacDiarmid and Edwin Muir. 
As the scope of this thesis cannot achieve a comprehensive study of all of the 
Scottish poets of World War Two, certain omissions should be noted. One possible 
tranche of such a study is the increasing number of exilic Scottish poets, in the form of 
poets such as Kenneth White who Douglas Dunn has reminded us is often in exile for 
personal or financial reasons, and not issues of political climate, for ‘no British secret 
policeman has escorted a single living Scottish writer to the docks, airport, railway 
station or a barbed-wire frontier post.’41 However, this thesis does not look into the 
work of W. S. Graham, G. S. Fraser and Norman Cameron because, while each poet 
engages with Scotland to varying degrees of intensity, I am more interested in the poets 
who felt they were fighting for something that could be enacted in the Scotland in which 
they lived and which they wanted to change. Although a poet such as G. S. Fraser kept 
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himself fully cognisant of developments in Scottish poetry, he nonetheless spent much 
of his life outside Scotland, in London, Tokyo and Leicester. His poetry flirts with but is 
never wholly invested in the New Apocalypse or the dry empiricism of the 1950s 
Movement poets, and further study of his life and poetic and critical work is certainly 
necessary. That said, he was treated harshly by his Scottish contemporaries who called 
him ‘that Janus among cultural journalists… a Scot to the English, and an Englishman 
to the Scots’ thus imposing an impossible dichotomy on his work.42 While such a claim 
is unfair, the vitriolic tone suggests that issues of nationhood and identity were painfully 
central in the post-war cultural reorientations undertaken by Scottish poets.  
Nevertheless, drawing this line between resident and exilic Scottish poets is 
problematic, and a number of resident or civilian poets remain omitted from this thesis 
too. While Sydney Goodsir Smith wrote moving poems about the plight of grieving 
mothers and war-widows in The Deevil’s Waltz, there is a sense that these are produced 
out of the burden of expectation on a young poet of the time by the public and its call 
for ‘war poets’. At this point Smith would have been working on the poems that formed 
his major long poem sequence Under the Eildon Tree (1948). Two other notable 
omissions are George Bruce and Maurice Lindsay who both worked in important 
literary and cultural roles as broadcasters for the BBC. Their most valuable contribution 
to the poetry of this war could be argued to be in that capacity, where they helped to 
further or establish the careers of other poets. Maurice Lindsay, in dismissing his own 
war poetry, has said that his role as a poetry editor of journals such as Poetry Scotland 
(1943-1949) and influential anthologies such as Faber’s Modern Scottish Poetry: An 
Anthology of the Scottish Renaissance 1920-1945, was the most ‘important social duty’ 
he could perform for ‘the necessary popularisation of literature’.43 It is worth 
mentioning that when Maurice Lindsay and Alexander Scott provided summaries of the 
poetries of the 1940s and 1950s for Duncan Glen’s literary magazine Akros (1975), they 
both employed a criteria of worth based largely on the anthologisation of poems and 
how they remained in print or were lost.  
Maurice Lindsay, always prolific, wrote a great deal of war poetry, but his 
private letters to his wife Joyce and annotated copies of his own books suggest a 
profound interest in the poetry of World War One and a desire to translate the poetry of 
that conflict into World War Two. In one letter to his wife, dated June 1944, Lindsay 
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writes of the poets of World War One possessing ‘a nobility, despite the gradual 
awakening to the filthy realities of war, which this time we have never had. They 
believed in to-morrow after the war, but we don’t really.’ Acknowledging the ‘smell of 
defeatism’ in his writing he writes ‘I hope I am wrong.’44 It is tempting to say that there 
is something amiss about this stance, as a great number of some of the best World War 
One poems haunt us to this day because they cannot see tomorrow, that they are works 
written from a nadir. Lindsay’s preference is confirmed in his 1975 article on Scottish 
poetry in the 1940s when he writes that ‘my otherwise inspiring English school-teacher 
[…] succeeded in convincing me that poetry died in Greece with Rupert Brooke during 
that earlier war, which threw up out of the blood-soaked Flanders mud poets of protest 
and pity’.45 Although Lindsay would later violently disown, in the way Norman 
MacCaig also did, his New Apocalyptic ‘imaginative egomania’, he writes that this 
movement as well as Scottish nationalism ‘were attempts to counter the impersonal 
realities of wartime […] within personalised Romanticism’.46 While the New 
Apocalypse movement is not explored in depth in this thesis as it would entail a 
separate body of work, Lindsay writes that it was an important, if fleeting influence, 
enabling poets to try to express ‘faith in man’s freedom, wholeness and necessity for 
organic living’ in an age threatened by mechanised war and depersonalised killing.47 In 
turn, Lindsay argues, this interest in Romanticism, poetry, identity and home-nations set 
the foundation for the development of a much stronger post-war Scottish poetry, 
enabling Alexander Scott to say of 1950s Scottish poetry that it was ‘not so much a nest 
of singing birds as a gigantic eyrie’.48 
Maurice Lindsay’s 1945 Faber edition of Modern Scottish Poetry contained a 
number of fresh and directly-related war poetry by many of his peers and yet by the 
time of its re-issue in 1966, Lindsay lamented in his introduction that ‘the war verse 
which appeared in the previous edition has mostly disappeared, since it did not 
transcend the occasion that called it forth.’49 To dismiss a generation of valuable and 
needful work so tersely seems wilfully contrarian. One of the main thrusts of this thesis 
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is to critically and analytically refute such a claim, as the work of poets such as Hamish 
Henderson, Sorley Maclean, George Campbell Hay and Robert Garioch continues to 
move, challenge and inspire readers. Maurice Lindsay seems to have expected a poetry 
that returned to the trenches of World War One, not a forward-looking poetry of 
modernity that could see well beyond the war and into the later twentieth century. 
 
Scottish war poetry 
 
Although poetry of conflict has been composed for thousands of years, Angus Calder 
believes that ‘at least in the West, the 20th century generated a conception of “war 
poetry”, implying novelty in the fact that the two had come together when conscription 
in 1914-1918 hurled up young civilians in their millions into appalling battles.’50 While 
‘war poetry’ emerged as its own genre in the twentieth century, the literary history of 
Scotland is steeped in many precedents of the poetry of battle and martial glory, from 
literal fighting to the use of a military vocabulary to describe relationships and activities 
within the literary world, such as the rhetoric used by MacDiarmid post-World War One 
to describe his Renaissance being awoken by an awareness of ‘the rights of small 
nations’.51  
Angus Calder has noted that ‘both language and war are societal inheritances’ 
and that ‘language is among the defining characteristics of what it is to be human, 
therefore it is crucial to have poetry at a time in which circumstances are driving 
towards de-humanisation, as in times of war.52 One of the major characteristics of the 
Scottish poetry of World War Two is the staunch belief in the value of human life. Not 
a single poet here merely reiterates the tone or tenor of older Scottish war poetry, rather, 
they draw on a range of influences to achieve a modern yet intertextual utterance. The 
poetry is not purely militaristic or bloody, neither is it wholly anti-war or pacifistic. In 
Henderson’s poem, there was a feeling that this war was not just history repeating, but a 
new war unlike any other. Henderson himself felt that he lived to see a ‘very different 
Scotland now from what it was in 1947’ and he was opposed to the idea of subsequent 
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generations ‘going out to War again.’ 53 Effectively, no matter how much pride a 
modern Scottish poet invested in their literary forbears, they were, by living, fighting 
and writing their way through World War Two, seeking the end of war poetry, or the 
end of the need for it in a modern context. Henderson was looking for a time beyond 
war, where the link between ‘Scotland and a military set-up’ could be severed and it 
found a place ‘for its rejection in the song.’54   
Simon Featherstone reminds us that World War One gave a ‘powerful impetus 
for nationalist movements within the British Isles. The war was supposedly fought on 
the principle of self-determination for small nations, and this, combined with the 
uneasiness of English / British identity in the period, encouraged opposition to English 
dominance’.55 Therefore, when we think of the patriotic effusions of English World 
War One poetry, we are likely to think of Brooke’s pastoral and colonialist/ nationalist 
vision of the soldier buried in ‘some corner of a foreign field / that is forever 
England’.56 MacDiarmid’s nationalist awakening during the same period came from a 
notion of an oppressed nation within an unhappy Union. The literary renaissance 
MacDiarmid forged acted in waves throughout the 20th century, the second wave of 
which directly involved the Scottish poets of World War Two. The nationalist yearning 
for a better, stronger and fairer society could only become more pronounced in the 
aftermath of World War Two when, as Ian Brown and Murray Pittock remind us, 
Scotland began, for the first time in wartime ‘to be identified not as a constituent nation 
within the Union, but as a region within the British State’.57 As a consequence, after 
1945 and the fall of Empire and expansion of British social and economic policy, 
London was no longer the capital as ‘an economic magnet only, it was now also a social 
master’.58 In effect, while many socialist ideals were coming close to fruition (such as 
the NHS, welfare state and education), the identity of Scotland needed to adjust to, or be 
guarded against, the post-war, post-imperialist world. It is understandable, then, that 
many of the expressions of identity made by post-War Scottish poets were aimed at 
Scotland, as they used their poetry as a means of projection or vigilance, to uphold the 
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anti-fascist and socialist ideals for which they fought in World War Two. While English 
poetry began to fragment into individuals and movements after the sense of the loss of 
faith and commitment to the overtly political and socialist work of poets during the 
1930s, this thesis will argue that, by contrast, Scottish poets, working from a sense of 
cultural renewal, behaved in a more programmatic way. 
The deaths and survivals of World War Two required that people remain 
vigilant within society and guarded peace. This was one of the tasks that the poets in 
Scotland took up. Linda M. Shires writes that the 1950s, in poetry and further afield, 
was a decade of rationality and practicality, where the public became concerned with 
the immediate tasks of rebuilding the nation and that perhaps poets were considered by 
the public to be less relevant.59 As such, Scottish poetry and poets needed to keep up 
with the speed of social innovations if it (and they) were not to be relegated to the 
literary annals of Scotland’s martial poetry. The aims for society fought for in World 
War Two by Scottish poets needed to be maintained and upheld at all times, which is 
why in Edwin Morgan’s penultimate collection A Book of Lives, published in 2007 
when he was 87, we find the half-droll, half-serious poem ‘Acknowledge the 
Unacknowledged Legislators!’ which is the work of someone acutely aware of all of the 
20th-century arguments against the social uses of poetry and its continuing relegation 
from social, political and legislative matters: 
 
[…] Someone – 
I can’t remember thousands of scribbling names – 
Has said ‘Poetry makes nothing happen.’ 
I find that slightly fundamentalist. 
Yes, but do I go along with it? 
I do not go along with it. No, I don’t. 
Do I protest too much? Probably! 
 
[…] 
 
But better still, always far better still 
Is the sparkling articulacy of the word, 
The scrubbed round table where poet and legislator 
Are plugged into the future of the race, 
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Guardians of whatever is the case.60 
 
 
Poets as Legislators 
 
As we have seen, one of the most prevalent phrases concerning the poetry of World War 
Two is the platitudinous question ‘Where are the war poets?’ which was initially posed 
by Cecil Day Lewis, but also taken up by other older poets such as Robert Graves, who 
could only admire one World War Two poet, the Welsh poet Alun Lewis.61 This was 
perhaps because Lewis initially turned to Graves for editorial advice, and Graves’s son 
David was killed in the war, as was Alun Lewis. For Robert Graves, the question was a 
means of further cementing his reputation as an archetypal war poet and reacting against 
the ‘foul tidal basin of modernism’.62 The question was most commonly asked by an 
older generation or else by populist journalism. According to R. N. Currey (a poet of 
World War Two himself) for the journalist it meant ‘Where is the Rupert Brooke of the 
Second War?’ and for the older intellectual it meant ‘Where is there a Second War 
Wilfred Owen?’63 The question itself is an assertion of canonical power and 
disempowerment on the part of the World War Two poet where their work is effectively 
nullified. It also implies a limited, thanatic understanding of war poetry. Effectively it 
suggests that the war poet needs to die in battle as a young man and that war poetry is 
not about maintaining a sense of responsibility to society after the event itself. This 
already begins to set up a dialectic which the Scottish poets of World War Two will 
attempt to defy. Added to this question is a statement gleaned from a W.H. Auden poem 
which has also almost become a truism of World War Two poetry: ‘poetry makes 
nothing happen’, which we have seen Edwin Morgan playfully rebuking in his poem 
‘Acknowledge the Unacknowledged Legislators!’64 
 This line comes from W. H. Auden’s oft-quoted ‘In Memory of W. B. Yeats’ 
and is taken to be a declaration of a lack of faith in the power of poetry in modern 
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societies. However, this line needs careful contextualisation, for it was written in 1939, 
on the cusp of World War Two. 1939, as Linda M. Shires reminds us, was the year in 
which Yeats and Freud died, war was declared, Auden and Christopher Isherwood 
departed for America and many of the major Modernist magazines, such as T. S. Eliot’s 
The Criterion, closed.65 The political idealism of the 1930s had reached its lowest ebb 
with the defeat of the international brigade in Spain and the rise of fascism in Germany 
and Italy. All of these factors combined to fragment and fracture culture, the arts and 
poetry, and created a sense of an ending and a crisis of artistic confidence and 
factionalism. Simultaneously, they expose weaknesses within English poetry and the 
division between social realist ‘Pylon school’ poets and the neo-Romantic, neo-bardic 
New Apocalypse school which favoured language, music, imagery and surrealism. In 
Scotland, while there were quarrels over the use of Scots as a language for literature, 
there was a more coherent sense of a literary renaissance taking place. The sense of an 
English ending could be taken to mean an opportunity for the projection of a Scottish 
poetry. In essence, Auden’s line is not merely sounding a defeatist note, it also 
expresses frustration and the desire to defy its own diagnosis.  
 Just as Paul Potts wrote that Eliot displayed as much courage as Hugh 
MacDiarmid when, against a backdrop of war and anti-fascism, he published Old 
Possum’s Book of Practical Cats (1939), so too we must not make the mistake of 
considering Auden’s move to America as an act of avoidance or cowardice.66 In writing 
about Rilke’s feelings of ‘numbing horror’ at World War One, Auden states that it 
would be a ‘cheap and wicked lie’ to claim that Rilke’s distance from the war and the 
work he created was in any way an ‘ivory-tower’.67 MacDiarmid taunted Auden as a 
‘complete wash-out’ who sought refuge in America in the same way Robert Garioch 
criticised Ruthven Todd for his move to America, yet considering the prevailing 
political views in England and Scotland at this time, such a move was an act of courage 
and free-thinking, even if it may represent giving up to a certain extent.68 Such reactions 
do show that Scottish poetry, more so than English poetry of this period, was rooted in 
political commitment and lived experience, and followed something of a social and 
intellectual programme for Scotland. R. N. Currey observes a dilemma in the mind-set 
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of the English poet on the verge of war, caught between feelings of commitment to 
political partisanship and the non-commitment of being to a certain extent free to 
‘choose the manner and extent of their participation’.69 There is more of a sense with the 
Scottish poets of this period that they were driven by strong convictions, from Hamish 
Henderson’s militarism in his claim that the 51st Highland Division was doing more to 
solve Scotland’s problems than the actions of protesting poets back home (like Douglas 
Young), to Norman MacCaig’s uncompromising pacifism.70 Even a strongly non-
violent poet such as G. S. Fraser ‘felt that the war must be won and some foundation 
laid for a better society’, although he felt this could be best achieved by wishing ‘the 
process run down to a standstill’. 71 Much of his poetry marks an attempt to live as 
pleasurably as possible in the surroundings of war, waiting for that result. Here Fraser 
seems to be caught in a dilemma on the cusp of a momentous period in history, 
choosing between engagement and idealism or disengagement and fatalism. Arguably, 
Fraser is less easily seen in the company of the other Scottish war poets for this reason: 
he is more drawn to disillusionment and even cynicism.  
There are a number of over-used phrases that abound in relation to World War 
Two poetry that ostensibly appear to work against it, from Adorno’s quote about the 
barbarity of writing poetry after Auschwitz, which we have already seen, to George 
Steiner’s belief, that the events and crimes of World War Two are so far outside of 
human rationale, they are unreachable with language, and therefore poetry. Steiner 
argues that World War Two and its associated horrors and propagandas helped to create 
a ‘new illiteracy’ of political speak, advertising and cliché which threatened literature, 
where language had been severed from its ‘moral and emotional’ roots72: ‘Has our 
civilisation, by virtue of the inhumanity it has carried out and condoned […] forfeited 
its claims to that indispensable luxury which we call literature?’73 These claims, like 
Auden’s provocative line ‘poetry makes nothing happen’, are written with a view to 
sparking a new form of post-war poetry that at all times questions politics, power and 
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retains a vigilant watch over peace and the achievement of a better society. The mark 
made is to signal the priority of what ‘the people’ fought for, and what radical 
egalitarianism may be brought about in actual, social terms, in the post-war world. 
 In the poetry of Yeats, as read by Sorley MacLean, we see a shared dilemma of 
the artist caught between an intellectual remove from affairs and a desire to participate 
in them. However, as we will see, MacLean’s war poetry and faith in society places his 
work firmly in the territory of engagement, activity and participation despite his 
occasional flickering doubts that poetry offered a ‘frail defence’ against a darkening 
world.74 What will become apparent in the following chapters is that while the poets of 
World War Two can be said to belong to the second wave of the Scottish Literary 
Renaissance, they belong to no particular movement or school. In many ways, one of 
the reasons why poetry of World War Two and its direct aftermath still occupy a critical 
lacuna is the desire imposed by the poetry and poetry criticism of the 1930s and 1950s 
to place poets into discrete camps. For instance, the choice for the young poet in war 
was almost a choice between accepting or disowning the bardic, neo-Romantic school 
of Dylan Thomas and the empirical, rational, anti-Romantic school as expounded by 
William Empson. In England, particularly, it appeared as if each poetic generation was 
in competition with the last, attempting all the time to debunk the poetry that 
immediately preceded it. Movement poets of the 1950s reacted strongly against what 
could be seen as the verbal debauchery of the New Apocalypse school of the 1940s. 
Philip Larkin managed to disguise the fact that he had written no worthwhile war poetry 
when he gave his criteria for the ‘first rank’ war poet: ‘[he] should ignore the squalid 
accidents of war: his vision should be powerful enough to disregard it’.75  
Shires argues that the stock dismissal by the 1950s Movement poets of the 
poetry of the 1940s is ‘more than simple, ritualistic Oedipal impulse’ in that it is an 
earnest attempt to make a ‘self-protective gesture against the overwhelming chaos’ of 
the time.76 In the 1950s the emphasis is placed on the individual from the growing 
projection of the 1930s poets, such as Auden and Spender, as literary celebrities with 
autobiographies, so that old acts of political faith in humankind, such as those written 
by 1940s poets, could be rejected, in the words of D. J. Enright, as ‘foolish’.77 Against 
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the growing identification of the poet of selfhood, we see a more collective sense of a 
poetry of national identity that needed to be guarded in Scotland, as Murray Pittock’s 
comments on post-war Scotland and the Union remind us. When Joy Hendry 
interviewed the surviving Scottish poets of World War Two, she was struck by how 
they all seemed to be ‘singing from the same hymn sheet’ in that they had mutual aims 
and oppositions, despite personal disagreements of the years.78 Their work is 
characterised by both its difference and individuality as well as shared beliefs in the role 
of the poet in wartime society and the role of the poet as an active participant in politics, 
literature, society and education. Whether it is work in Scottish folksong and folk-art 
pursued post-War by Hamish Henderson or the revival of Gaelic as a poetic and 
educational medium in the work of Sorley MacLean, all of these figures contribute in 
sympathetic ways to the formation of a post-War society, with ideals they fought for 
and often wrote about during World War Two. 
 John Press, in his 1963 study Rule and Energy: Trends in British Poetry Since 
the Second World War effectively accuses the English poets of the 1950s of a serious 
dereliction of duty or vision when he writes that they ‘have scarcely attempted to 
describe the physical or mental contours of the new, revolutionary society established 
here in 1945, nor have they explored the significance of the changes in these worlds 
beyond these lands’.79 All of these accusations do not comfortably apply to the Scottish 
poets of this thesis, who were precisely at work in arguing for and attempting to create a 
better, more radical society. It is worth noting that many critics of the time seemed 
frustrated that poets had not kept up with post-war advances in the condition and state 
of the nation. Walter Keir, the Scottish critic, also accuses Scottish poets in the 1950s 
(but to a much lesser degree) of failing to live up to the ideals of post-war life and pre-
war literary renaissance. His argument is based upon the fear that writing in Scots 
specifically will begin to forget the original objectives of the Renaissance and is narrow 
in scope. Keir urges Scottish poets not to be tempted into ‘playing safer’ and to 
remember the ‘mood of the immediate post-war years’ with feelings of ‘“Look, we’ve 
come through” and a knowledge of the cost, plus a desire to clear up the mess’.80 At this 
time, much of the work this thesis draws on was not yet published and Keir’s 
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impatience reveals the great faith and expectation still invested in the role of the poet 
within society as a changer, reformer or improver.  
 The impression of empowerment we get from contrasting the Scottish poets with 
the general air of disillusionment in English poets of the beginning of the war, is the 
belief that cultural figures need to carve out not powerful positions for themselves in 
society, but a powerfully collective utterance. Edwin Morgan’s ‘Acknowledge the 
Unacknowledged Legislators!’ is not a poem saying poets should be official legislators 
with governmental positions, but that they must always be on their guard, looking 
inward from personal and national peripheries, defending ethical, aesthetic and 
intellectual values and willing to engage in dialogues within society, an idea comparable 
to Edna Longley’s claim that ‘poetry itself is always an outsider, always instead of a 
utopia’.81 In this thesis we see poets that demand utopias, as in Tom Scott’s epic 
struggle for a ‘New Jerusalem’, and poets whose idealism is radically tempered by their 
wartime service, such as George Campbell Hay. Yet all take it upon themselves to 
enunciate goals for a better society and speak out when circumstances are failing to live 
up to the struggles and sacrifices of the war. In a letter sent by Keith Douglas’s mother 
to Maurice Lindsay, she paraphrases the feelings of her son about being put in an almost 
impossible position as a war poet: ‘To trust anyone or to admit any hope of a better 
world is criminally foolish, as foolish as it is to stop working for it’.82 Against the 
confusion and dilemmas imposed on poets such as Douglas by war, the work of Scottish 
poets seems more unshakably invested in the fabric of a better society.  
The concept of poets being intimately invested in and dedicated to the interests 
and success of a society has its precedent in Shelley’s 1821 manifesto ‘A Defense of 
Poetry’ where Shelley calls for the poet to move into the public realm and try to 
influence the workings of the society in which they live. While in 1950s English poetry 
we see a celebration of the individual and the argument for seeking small amounts of 
pleasure in a bureaucratically dull post-war world, a century earlier Shelley argued that 
while it is not enough for poetry to appeal purely to hedonic and cultural values, poets 
must become ‘the institutors of laws, and the founders of civil society, and the inventors 
of the arts of life, and the teachers’.83 Shelley argues that poets and those who look to 
poets must take a much longer view of the society in which they live. They cannot 
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criticise the human failings of a single poet or become impatient with their inability to 
make immediate profound changes to society, in a vision that carries with it a very long-
view. He writes of his own society and age: ‘in spite of the low-thoughted envy which 
would undervalue contemporary merit, our own will be a memorable age in intellectual 
achievements, and we live among such philosophers and poets as surpass beyond 
compassion any who have appeared since the last national struggle for civil and 
religious liberty’.84 In effect, Shelley is calling for total intellectual and political 
engagement in a turbulent time which mirrors the outbreak of World War Two.  
As we have seen in his elegy for Yeats, Auden writes that ‘poetry makes nothing 
happen’ but in Yeats’s own work we see that he did fear the power, influence and 
impact of his own writing at times of great national struggle, such as civil war. John 
Press reminds us that Yeats’ 1916 collection was entitled Responsibilities and in the 
poem ‘The Man and the Echo’ the speaker asks: 
 
I lie awake night after night 
And never get the answers right. 
Did that play of mine send out 
Certain men the English shot?85 
 
The poem suggests a recognition that writing is much more than aesthetic rhetoric, that 
it can inspire and mobilise people into action but it owes a duty to poets to guide, 
instruct and inform those people through the event itself and in its aftermath. If 
anything, Yeats’s haunting sense of guilt shows us that poetry is about social 
responsibility, service and tenacity, rather like Edwin Morgan’s poem about dialogues, 
legislators and poets.  
Precisely because these poets are so different and yet hold similar ideals for 
society, their work enables a form of self-regulation. For instance, Douglas Young and 
Norman MacCaig were close friends, yet as poets and political figures they were almost 
polar opposites. MacCaig was a ‘patriot for me’ and not a ‘political patriot’86 despite 
being moved to vote for the Scottish National Party because of the rise of Thatcherite 
politics. Young tried to convince a nation that Scottish independence was the way 
forward for post-war society. MacCaig teaches us to be critical thinkers, to ‘have a 
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shrewd nose for the fake’87 and to interrogate big abstract words too glibly used by 
people in power – thus taking his lead from MacDiarmid who would exclaim that ‘all 
the big words died’ in the Great War.88 Yet Young passionately shows us rhetoric and 
the worth of nationalist aspiration.89 Edwin Morgan remarked that MacCaig’s claims for 
his art were modest and that in many ways he was the opposite of Shelley, whose ‘In 
Defence of Poetry’ MacCaig would have questioned for its grand claims.90 
Nevertheless, both figures have in mind a form of ethical truth they wish to apply to 
their art and the world in which they live.   
The aim of the poetry reappraised in this thesis and the poets who wrote it is 
perhaps most pithily expressed by Robert Irvine in his recent article ‘The Scottish 
Soldier in Literature’: that all of these poets, civilian, combatant and non-combatant, 
saw the international dead of the war as united in solidarity, as in Hamish Henderson’s 
Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica, thus ‘prefiguring […] a post-war new order of 
international socialism’ which had to begin at home and draw on past Highland and 
Gaelic traditions of ‘resistance and social reform’.91 Naomi Mitchison’s comments in 
her eighties, in her Saltire Self-Portrait, about how her dreams and ideals for Scotland 
had not come to pass, is framed within a similar belief that the struggle towards a better, 
fairer society takes many generations and that the writer needs to invest in those future 
generations and retain hope.92 This concept, that artists, poets and writers are often on 
the active frontlines of their societies is supported by the existence of such scholarly 
projects as Scott Hames’s ‘Narrating Scottish Devolution’ which aims to close the gap 
between purely political discussions of reform in Scotland and the cultural argument 
‘that Scottish writer and artists paved the way for the politicians’.93 Quoting Robert 
Crawford, Hames writes that ‘devolution and a reassertion of Scottish nationhood were 
imagined by poets and writers long before being enacted by politicians’ and it is one of 
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the central aims of this thesis to argue that much of the pioneering effort of these poets 
was generated by an involvement in World War Two.94   
 
The Poetry of Possibility  
 
Vernon Scannell, writing in 1976, observed that to a large extent American World War 
Two poetry was exempt from many of the discussions and arguments surrounding 
British poetry of the same war. Scannell attributed this critical openness and freshness 
to the fact that for American combatant poets, there was no established tradition of 20th 
Century war poetry and therefore no concerns of belatedness and the anxieties of 
influence from World War One. This has allowed American critics and literary theorists 
to develop ideas and an approach to the art of World War Two that represents an 
appreciably more open discussion than offered by many post-war literary critics in the 
UK.  
Writing about American poetry of World War Two, Alice Templeton argues, in 
an essay entitled ‘What’s the Use? Writing Poetry in Wartime’, that the time of war is 
essentially a period of ‘artistic depletion’ and creative confusion or inanition. War 
poetry that seeks to record this ‘corruption of consciousness’ cannot see beyond the 
horrors and political morass of the time and will ultimately become the war poetry that 
is forgotten.95 This is because it relates too keenly the intellectually exhaustive power of 
war onto the reader, thus disempowering even further the reader confronted with the 
sheer helplessness and scale of the situation. Templeton argues that it is the poetry that 
defies this that will really give the reader in times of peace an accurate and effective 
sympathetic understanding of the costs and gains of war. Such a poet moves beyond 
acting as a ‘witness’ or an outraged participant to begin to see ‘possibility’ and is 
spurred into action as a result.  
Bearing in mind Templeton’s terms such as ‘artistic depletion’, ‘corruption of 
consciousness’ and ‘possibility’, as well as the political cohesion, ethical socialist 
values and quest for solidarity we have discovered in World War Two poetry, we can 
begin to apply her theory to Scottish poetry of the same era, for we see a more 
programmatic pattern emerging in these poets who are either consciously removed from 
English literary arguments or marginalised by them. We could easily apply the terms 
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‘outrage’ and ‘witness’ to both the New Apocalyptic work and much of the ephemeral 
poetry published in magazines during the war by amateur poets. We could also apply 
the appellation of ‘poet of possibility’ to a figure such as Hamish Henderson, of whom 
Margaret Mackay, in her obituary for Henderson, writes that ‘he believed in the 
constantly regenerative power of our heritage, ever giving birth to new creation and 
modes of expression.’96 Against the silencing of voice, which often happens in the war, 
Henderson produced his long sequence Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica and he helped 
bring post-war Scotland to life in song, by encouraging not only the writing of new folk 
songs, but a reconnection also with tradition through collection, recollection and 
preservation. Alice Templeton writes that such poets see literary heritage – or myth in 
the case of Edwin Muir – as representing change or possibility. ‘These poets’, 
Templeton writes, ‘are drawn towards subtle, complex connectedness not by fear for 
themselves or contempt for others but by their attraction to the life-giving energy of 
process and growth.’97 She moves on to contend that such poets, who are the ones 
capable of producing enduring wartime poetry, ‘neither fix evil or fixate good’ and that 
peace is ‘not lack of war, but a drive towards’ the Yeatsian idea of ‘unity.’ These ideas 
are immediately evocative of the troubled poetry of conflict by Henderson and MacLean 
primarily, who, being confronted with the problematic idea of their earlier rancour 
towards fascism, see it boiled down to the flesh and bone of the young dead German 
soldier for MacLean.  
A pattern is beginning to emerge from the criteria for memorable, empowering 
and effective war poetry, a poetry that does not deplete nor exhaust its reader in times of 
peace and instead optimistically looks forward to that time. One of the central aspects of 
the most enduring Scottish war poetry is that it is not written in solitude or with a firm 
hold on political belief or opinion, but rather is a work of inner conflict where anti-
fascist commitment must be measured with and adapt to the humanist dilemma of 
killing an enemy: 
 
Was the boy of the band 
who abused the Jews 
and Communists, or of the greater 
band of those 
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led, from the beginning of generations, 
unwillingly to the trial 
and mad delirium of every war 
for the sake of rulers?98 
 
When Sorley MacLean is confronted with the young cadaverous face of the enemy he is 
‘ashamed of his many foolish generalisations about the need to wipe out fascists’ as ‘he 
realised the ordinary soldier is not any kind of an “ist” at all.’99 Here, for perhaps the 
first time in Scotland’s long-standing canon of war poetry, we find a deep ontological 
and humanist dilemma where abstract political thought collides with the ‘dirty business’ 
of war.100 These poems break away from the mode of Manichean opposition, between 
‘them and us’, to forge a poetry that looks beyond the immediate valour, horror or 
events to a place that must engage in warfare but does so problematically and only 
because of the urgent need to protect personal and national freedoms and identities. 
Looking beyond the threat of fascism, some poets in this thesis, like MacLean, grappled 
with the dilemma of fighting on the same side as an Empire that had sought to suppress 
or dispossess Gaelic culture. This is only reconciled in MacLean’s 1965 poem ‘Heroes’ 
where he sees heroism displayed by a small, unassuming Englishman who sacrifices 
himself on the battlefield. Here MacLean is not casting himself as the tragic hero but 
instead he observes in awe the self-sacrifice of the soldier in the line of enemy fire. 
MacLean is so moved by this action that he cannot help but draw parallels with his own 
Gaelic heritage: 
 
I saw a great warrior of England, 
a poor manikin on whom no eye would rest; 
no Alasdair of Glen Garry; 
and he took a little weeping to my eyes.101 
 
Likewise, in the war poems of Alexander Scott, we get a sense of a poet who is 
necessarily burdened by the expectation of the dead men in his regiment to speak for 
them and live a fulfilled life, thus defying the silencing effect or ‘artistic depletion.’ In 
‘Coronach’, Scott writes movingly about the need for poetry to carry on striving, 
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through and after the war, to restore voices to the dead and make their sacrifice 
meaningful: 
 
‘You hae the words we spak, 
You hae the sang 
We canna sing, […] 
 
Makar, frae nou ye maun 
Be singan for us deid men, 
Sing til the warld we loo’d […] 
 
I hear their wae 
Greetan greetan dark and daw 
Their death the-streen my darg the-day.’102 
 
Templeton writes that against a prevailing climate of imaginative and cultural 
decrement imposed by war it is the poet who all too readily ‘takes corruption (or 
loveless-ness) as the primary subject’ that fails to create any new utterance, for instance 
the poet who cannot look beyond today and its horrors and threat of death. For 
Templeton the poetry of war is fraught with traps or impasses that the poet can be 
drawn towards, such as the poet who settles ‘for the artistic goal of replicating the 
failure of emotional engagement rather than pushing poetry to yield life-giving 
experiences that counter the habitual negations of feeling in war time.’103 There is also 
the poet who ‘is complicit in culture’s impoverishment when good and evil are seen as 
oppositions – the poet thus evades truthful complexity and offers a false apocalyptic 
vision of either perfection or death.’104 These categories provide very compelling 
reasons why much of the poetry of World War Two has been overlooked, and 
Templeton illustrates it by quoting American poet Muriel Rukeyser (1913-1980) who 
contends that ‘it is the poem in conflict with itself which is so depressing to the 
reader.’105 I maintain that the obverse is nearer the mark: that it is precisely the place 
where the abstractions of firmly held political belief forged in times of peace are 
challenged and blurred by the melting pot of war, and it is the poetry of personal 
dilemma that holds on to the prospect and possibility of change that produces the most 
meaningful expressions during war. Bernard Bergonzi has written that much World War 
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Two poetry of value has been dismissed by dominant 1950s New Criticism schools, and 
that we need to learn to appreciate ‘the function of aporias and discontinuities’ which 
could easily speak for the anti-heroic work of Robert Garioch or Edwin Morgan.106 
Similarly Alice Templeton could be writing about Hamish Henderson, Sorley MacLean 
or George Campbell Hay when she insists that the finest war poems are those ‘of power 
and love and vitality, where suffering and joy are fused in growth’, poems that are 
‘creations of life-giving energy, not just protests against death.’107 This thesis then 
constructs an optimistic vision of the voices of the Scottish poets of World War Two in 
their self-appointed humanist roles as legislators of experience and possibility. 
 
Literature Review 
 
Earlier in this introduction there was a brief mention of two Scottish poets, Maurice 
Lindsay and Alexander Scott, writing about the poetries of the 1940s and 1950s in 
retrospect who had applied as their major test of value the idea whether or not the poem 
under scrutiny had remained anthologised, years after its composition. Anthologies are 
certainly a sound starting point, despite all editorial biases, of gauging the range and 
scope of poetry produced during the war. For English World War One and Two poetry 
there is no shortage of anthologies, often working from different angles, from Catherine 
Reilley’s Virago Book of Women’s War Poetry and Verse and contemporary 
anthologies of various movements such as the New Apocalyptic The White Horseman 
through to rather anglocentric, white and male-dominated anthologies of World War 
Two poetry, such as Ian Hamilton’s The Poetry of War 1939-45 (1965) and Brian 
Gardner’s The Terrible Rain: The War Poets 1939-1945 (1966). 
 Often these books contain useful critical introductions, but while poetry of 
World War Two has now been largely covered by such introductions, Scottish World 
War Two poetry has not been widely anthologised or discussed, with the exceptions of 
occasional poems by Hamish Henderson and Sorley MacLean. As we have already 
seen, there is Maurice Lindsay’s much revised Modern Scottish Poetry from which 
much of the war poetry was subsequently removed in the 1966 edition. Trevor Royle’s 
In Flanders Fields: Scottish Poetry and Prose of the First World War (1990) has a 
strongly militaristic air with the inclusion of work by figures such as Sir Ian Hamilton. 
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It is only in Roderick Watson’s and David Goldie’s edited From the Line: Scottish War 
Poetry 1914-1945 that we begin to see a concerted attempt to gather and offer up for 
scrutiny the Scottish poetry of World War Two, but even this anthology overlooks the 
work of the Spanish Civil War.  
 Therefore, anthologies are useful up to a point in surveying the scene, but 
whereas there is much critical work on Irish war poetry by Edna Longley, as well as 
English and Welsh war poets such as Alun Lewis, Sidney Keyes and Keith Douglas, 
academic discussions of Scottish World War Two poetry are limited at the very most to 
the essay form. Scotland in World War Two has been treated at length more generally 
by historian Trevor Royle in A Time of Tyrants: Scotland in the Second World War 
(2011). The extent of Royle’s engagement in this book with the poetry of the era is 
distilled into his Fras article ‘”Keep listening for Reveille”: Scottish Writing in North 
Africa and on the Home Front, 1939-1945’ (n.d.). The focus on the North African 
military experience is central to all of the collective discussions of Scottish World War 
Two poetry upon which this thesis is based and from which basis this thesis expands to 
include other types of civilian war poetry. These articles are Angus Calder’s ‘Scottish 
Poets in the Desert’ (1999), Peter Mackay’s ‘Scottish and Irish Second World War 
Poetry’ (2010) and Roderick Watson’s book-chapter ‘”Death’s Proletariat”: Scottish 
Poets of the Second World War’ (2007). Robert Irvine’s 2014 chapter on ‘The Scottish 
Soldier in Literature’ looks at depictions of the Scottish soldier ranging across centuries, 
and discusses the work of Hamish Henderson and Sorley MacLean in some depth. With 
the exceptions of enlisted poets such as Tom Scott and Alexander Scott, all of the 
combatant/ conscripted poets served in this North African theatre. While this thesis 
looks at this connection in detail, it also aims for a much wider and more inclusive 
approach to analysing the work of many poets involved in World War Two whose work 
is broadly committed to a post-War programme of national development, 
acknowledging what war literature scholars Simon Featherstone and Rachel Galvin 
have said about World War Two creating war as an everyday lived experience by all 
and the need to reconfigure our limited combatant notions of what war poetry is in order 
to accommodate such work.  
 There are other books that look at Scotland during World War Two, such as 
Gavin Bowd’s Fascist Scotland: Caledonia and the Far-Right (2013) which discusses 
the impact of fascist ideology on daily, cultural and political life in Scotland. That said, 
when the book does mention poets who were in fact strongly anti-fascist, it implies that 
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they are almost crypto-fascist by association with other figures or early contact with 
fascist publications, such as Douglas Young and Hugh MacDiarmid. I do not deny that 
poets like Hugh MacDiarmid engaged with nascent Italian fascistic ideas, when in the 
early 1920s the full extent of the horrific rise of fascism was not yet known. However, I 
uphold that all of these figures were vehemently anti-fascist in the context of World 
War Two, even if they did downplay the threat of fascism to make a rhetorical point 
about Scotland’s relationship with England.  
 More broadly speaking, large edited volumes of collected essays on war poetry 
such as Tim Kendall’s The Oxford Handbook of British & Irish War Poetry (2007) and 
Adam Piette and Mark Rawlinson’s The Edinburgh Companion to Twentieth Century 
British and American War Literature (2012) tackle war poetry and its legacy from a 
polyphonous variety of angles. The book makes very little critical space for Scottish 
poets and highlights the common problem that useful and influential books of 
scholarship and theory on World War Two poetry still neglect the importance of 
Scotland. More specifically, Scottish edited volumes such as A Military History of 
Scotland (2014) range widely over war and militarism but only contain a couple of 
chapters that specifically discuss literature and world war. Linda Shire’s influential 
British Poetry of the Second World War (1985) contains almost no mention of Scottish 
poets. One of the first serious attempts to bring attention to this oversight was made by 
Simon Featherstone who wrote in 1995, in his War Poetry: An Introductory Reader, a 
chapter on ‘British Cultures II: Scottish Cultures and Poets in Exile’ where he reacted 
against ‘anglocentric accounts of war writing’.108 Bernard Bergonzi, writing in War 
Poets and Other Subjects (1999) likewise argued for more critical space for Hamish 
Henderson’s war poetry, so we can actually trace the beginnings of an attempt to really 
assess Scottish World War Two poetry academically to the second half of the 1990s. 
 However, the full-scale recognition of the role of Scottish poets during and after 
World War Two has only recently been adumbrated and has yet to be achieved. This 
thesis aims to give a rounder, fuller and more focussed reappraisal of this work. Much 
of the theory and conceptual import into the thesis has originated from American post-
war criticism or was adapted in reaction to prevailing English discussions made from 
the 1950s onwards. This thesis has largely had to deal with gaps and lacunae, often 
writing into the discourse of war poetry the work of Scottish poets. There is no dearth of 
                                                
108 Simon Featherstone (1995), p. 87. 
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articles and essays about the war in relation to individual poets and their works. Most 
recently, David Kinloch has written about Edwin Morgan’s The New Divan (2013) and 
Eberhard Bort has ensured that Hamish Henderson’s Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica 
is fully explored in his annual edited volumes on Hamish Henderson’s life, legacy and 
work, such as At Hame Wi’ Freedom (2012) and Borne on the Carrying Stream (2010) 
and Anent Hamish Henderson (2015).109 Borne on the Carrying Stream contains a 
chapter by Joy Hendry in which she interviews the surviving Scottish war poets in the 
1980s. Hendry’s chapter actuated the idea of this thesis, as it shows these much older 
poets talking about how they were committed to making Scotland better as a direct 
result of what they had seen and done during the war.  
 The works that have informed this thesis have invariably been journal articles 
and shorter, ephemeral pieces of writing. The task in laying the groundwork for this 
thesis has been to piece together theoretical criteria for Scottish war poetry and a critical 
approach from a range of smaller texts, not necessarily large and influential studies. 
From American post-war literary criticism we have a clearer and more unencumbered 
way of looking at a poetry of ‘possibility’, and against English poetry of movements 
and schools we have the programmatic individualism of these Scottish poets. This thesis 
occupies critical gaps and creates a study out of manifold scattered and smaller 
resources, brought together and curated to give a sense of the collective and communal 
effort of these poets. 
                                                
109 Eberhard Bort (ed.), Borne on the Carrying Stream: The Legacy of Hamish Henderson (Grange of 
Locherlour: Grace Note Publications, 2010); Eberhard Bort (ed.), At Hame Wi’ Freedom: Essays on 
Hamish Henderson and the Scottish Folk Revival (Grange of Locherlour: Grace Note Publications, 2012); 
Eberhard Bort (ed.), Anent Hamish Henderson (Grange of Locherlour: Grace Note Publications, 2015). 
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Chapter One  
‘Mak siccar!’1: Hamish Henderson 
 
 
Hamish Henderson’s (1919-2002) artistic effort in poetry and song during the war 
expresses his profound commitment to enacting, witnessing and recording the defeat of 
fascism ‘on the field of battle’ in North Africa and Italy.2 Even before the war, 
Henderson was involved in early clandestine operations to smuggle Jews or potential 
victims of the Nazi regime out of Germany.3 After the war, Henderson’s poetry and 
song endeavoured to move away from the desolate ‘landscape of half-wit / stunted ill-
will’ of World War Two to a post-War Scotland that was both politically reformist, 
egalitarian and forward-looking but also a culture that reclaimed its rich oral heritage. In 
essence, World War Two was the central political and creative experience of his life, his 
anti-fascist commitment informing much of his later life where he celebrated, recorded 
and disseminated song, from pubs to the School of Scottish Studies in Edinburgh. His 
role in the war as interrogator for military intelligence gave him both a sense of his 
already developing national identity and belief in the importance of Scottish 
internationalism. The ideas of wholeness and ‘reconciliation’4 are recurring terms in 
Henderson’s work and letters and highlight his commitment to facilitating ‘the constant 
fruitful interaction of folk-song and art literature in our tradition’.5 
Corey Gibson reminds us that Henderson wrote about, and worked for, the 
notion of community where ‘interconnectedness of all the elements of his cultural 
interests’ were possible.6 Angus Calder writes that after fighting fascism head-on in the 
desert, Henderson and his poetic contemporaries came home from ‘a literal desert to a 
literary one’ that they endeavoured to make more habitable.7 For Henderson, like his 
                                                
1 Hamish Henderson, ‘Interlude: Opening of an Offensive’, in Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica 
(Edinburgh: EUSPB, 1977), pp. 27-29 (p. 29). 
2 Joy Hendry (2010), pp. 195-227 (p. 216). 
3 Colin Nicholson, ‘For Our Own and the Others’, in Anent Hamish Henderson, ed. by Eberhard Bort 
(Grange of Locherlour: Grace Note Publications, 2015), pp. 337-355 (p. 339). 
4 Alec Finlay (ed.), ‘Afterword’, in The Armstrong Nose: Selected Letters of Hamish Henderson 
(Edinburgh: Polygon, 1996), pp. 299-356 (p. 304). 
5 Hamish Henderson, ‘Review: The Uncanny Scot: A Selection of Prose by Hugh MacDiarmid’, in Alias 
MacAlias: The Collected Essays of Hamish Henderson (Edinburgh: Polygon, 1992), pp. 304-307 (p. 305). 
6 Corey Gibson, ‘Hamish Henderson’s conception of the Scottish Folksong Revival and its place in 
literary Scotland’, in The Drouth, 32 (2011), pp. 48-59 (p. 48). 
7 Angus Calder, Disasters and Heroes: On War, Memory and Representation (Cardiff: University of 
Wales Press, 2004), p. 221. 
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intellectual hero Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937), the Italian Marxist thinker and 
‘inheritor of meridional high-culture as well as hardship and poverty’8, the cultural 
fabric of a nation was not complete unless there is a ‘forceful contact’ between high art 
and vernacular folk traditions.9 Henderson’s important work with the folk revival can be 
seen as an extension of his anti-fascism and the ‘heterogeneous sense of nationalism’10 
he encountered in the works of Lorca (1898-1936) and fought for in the desert. Alec 
Finlay has called his actions a ‘kind of healing process applied to Scottish culture.’11 
This existential, aesthetic and intellectual impetus is made very clear in the envoi to 
Henderson’s ‘Sixth Elegy: Acroma’ where he delineates exactly the kind of expression 
he has searched for and one of the major motives behind his wartime sequence of 
poems: 
 
So, the words I have looked for, and must go on 
 looking for, 
are words of whole love, which can slowly gain the power 
to reconcile and heal. Other words would be pointless.12 
 
The conciliatory and humanist tones of the ‘Sixth Elegy’ were criticised by Henderson’s 
contemporary E. P Thompson who reminded Henderson not to forget that ‘you…are an 
instrument through which thousands of others can become articulate’ but that the poet’s 
sudden and salient use of an ‘I’ persona ‘becomes self-conscious; the focus of attention 
is shifted from the men…to the poet and his words.’13 Henderson’s post-war move 
away from the first-person singular ownership of art into the communal anonymity of 
folk-song is not only symptomatic of his democratic and conciliatory beliefs, but also 
his central contribution as a legislator of ‘possibility’. He returns from the war and 
identifies an area in his culture in which he feels work is necessary and to which he can 
contribute and does so for the rest of his life. At all times his work questions 
government and authority and urges artists of all kinds to remain vigilant to the return of 
any form of repression, Imperialism or fascism. Henderson’s war-time poetry can be 
                                                
8 Hamish Henderson, ‘Antonio Gramsci’, in Cencrastus, 28 (1987), pp. 22-26 (p. 22). 
9 Hamish Henderson, ‘Zeus as Curly Snake: The Chthonian Image’, in Cencrastus, 52 (1995), pp. 7-9 (p. 
9). 
10 Alec Finlay (1996), p. 340. 
11 Ibid., p. 343. 
12 Hamish Henderson, ‘Sixth Elegy: Acroma’ (1977), pp. 33-34 (p. 34). 
13 Alec Finlay (1996), p. 312. 
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seen as the beginning of his engagement with both poetry and folk-song and its power 
to attempt to heal or guide society to better post-war goals. 
Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica is a multi-faceted attempt by an individual not 
to take the horrors of the war upon his shoulders but to wrestle out of the conflict a 
communal statement, one that may give voice to ‘death’s proletariat.’14 Ultimately the 
task falls upon Henderson, as a listener and recorder attuned to many languages, to ‘sing 
them, the dead, the innocent’, and it is the actions of his subsequent culturally enriching 
life that gives such a wartime task its meaning. The book represents Henderson’s move 
away from the hieratic Modernist tones celebrated in the Cambridge circles he moved in 
before the war towards a ‘poetry which must become the people’15 Tessa Ransford 
reminds us that poetry for Henderson was synonymous with life and with people16 and 
this statement reworks Heine’s ‘freedom must become the people.’17 Heine’s 1821 play 
Almansor: A Tragedy, about the Conquest of Granada by Christian knights who ended 
up burning the Koran, contains the prescient lines ‘where books are burned, there / In 
the end, people will also be burned’.18 However the parallels remain between the threats 
Heine saw towards religious and cultural freedom and the burning of books and that 
witnessed by Henderson and the great Nazi conflagration of books in Berlin in the late 
1930s. Heine’s dictum was used by Henderson to help to precipitate cultural renewal in 
Scotland, a freedom that is manifested in people but a freedom that has been achieved in 
such a way as to suit (‘become’) those who practice it.  
This chapter will examine first Henderson’s war poetry represented by Elegies 
for the Dead in Cyrenaica (1948), offering a sustained critical commentary, then to look 
at Henderson’s post-War work in folk-songs and balladry. That said, it will also keep in 
mind the fruitful links between both forms. While much of value has been written on 
Henderson’s folk-art convictions and activist life, this writing at times overlooks the 
importance of the war as a significant influence. In addition, the sheer scale of 
Henderson’s Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica has hitherto discouraged a detailed 
analysis or commentary, which now seems necessary. Analysed together, Henderson’s 
folk-songs and war poetry will show strongly a sense of political continuity, humanism, 
                                                
14 Hamish Henderson, ‘Third Elegy: Leaving the City’ (1977), pp. 21-22 (p. 22). 
15 Hamish Henderson, ‘Freedom Becomes People’, in Chapman, 42 (1985) p. 1. 
16 Tessa Ransford, ‘Hamish Henderson and Scotland: A Crucible of Experiment’, in The Scottish Review 
(2012) <http://www.scottishreview.net/TessaRansford257.shtml> [accessed 01/07/2014]. 
17 Hamish Henderson (1985), p. 1. 
18 Heinrich Heine, ‘Almansor: A Tragedy (1821)’, in Romantic Moods: Paranoia, Trauma and 
Melancholy, 1790-1840, ed. by Thomas Pfan (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2005), p. 439. 
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togetherness and a legislative vision of post-war possibility, informed by both a 
nationalist and internationalist Scottish identity. 
Raymond Ross refers to the Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica as ‘a cairn built 
to the memory of the dead, the innocent but also a cairn to the living – they (the poems) 
symbolise our human house and they prefigure a life-long dedication to the clear 
imperative of action – to build our new Alexandria in the aftermath of the fascist’s final 
solution.’19 The global relevance of the poem can be seen in its ability to present World 
War Two where the landscape is both alien and curiously similar to the barren glens of 
the Clearances with mentions of the ‘machair’ and ‘kirkyard.’ Henderson sees, in the 
‘Third Elegy’, that ‘we are the agents of a dialectic that can destroy us’, and looks 
towards endurance and ‘human steel’ as a means to cultural and spiritual renewal. He 
becomes the mouthpiece or ‘tarbushed dragoman’, the interpreter in uniform, of many 
tongues both ghostly and of the future. This effort is geared towards envisaging and 
arguing for the legislation of possibility as a poet, backed-up practically by a radical 
cultural programme for folk revival in a progressive post-war Scotland.  
 
Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica 
 
In Scottish Periodical in 1947, which would subsequently publish Henderson’s work, 
the possibility of cultural resurgence after the war was discussed. The editorial, by 
Ronald Gregor Smith, was one of idealistic yearning for a better society but ultimately 
tinged with the scepticism of the day. He writes that ‘we wish to encourage those 
writers who show a desire to go beyond the incoherence and confusion of the times of 
the two Great Wars. The marks of a disintegrated culture are inscribed on our society – 
we look towards the hope of a renaissance of the spirit and of letters.’ Smith then 
soberly notes that ‘writing, in the end’ cannot ‘be even as much as a voice in the 
wilderness.’20 This was the prevailing defeatist mood and society to which Henderson 
returned and as a poet, like others of his generation, was called upon to articulate ways 
in which a war shaken society could be made better. The poems simultaneously look 
back to the war, its cost and sacrifice as well as looking to the future. For Henderson, 
the point of the war was to defeat fascism and this mind-set could be transferred back 
                                                
19 Raymond Ross, ‘Hamish Henderson in the Midst of Things’, in Chapman, 42 (1985) pp. 11-18 (p. 12). 
20 Ronald Gregor Smith, ‘Editorial’, in Scottish Periodical, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 
1947), pp. 1-2 (p. 2). 
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home to Scotland where work could be undertaken with ‘no other solution than to 
acknowledge with pride the clear imperative of action.’21 Henderson brought to the 
cultural life of Scotland in the immediate aftermath of the war his ‘human steel’ and 
‘revolutionary humanism’.22 In this light, the poem represents not merely a lone ‘voice 
in the wilderness’ but a rhapsody and a coronach for the dead of the war as well as an 
articulation of the life-giving opportunities and freedoms that were to come from each 
sacrifice.  
Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica was praised on publication, winning the 1949 
Somerset Maugham Award, marking Henderson out as a young poet of exceptional 
promise. In interview, Henderson revealed the small collection of poetry books he 
carried with him during the desert campaign: Robert Garioch and Sorley Maclean’s 17 
Poems for 6d (1940), MacDiarmid’s A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle (1926) and both 
Yeats’ Last Poems and the poetry of Wilfred Owen: ‘without any doubt as far as the 
Elegies are concerned, Wilfred Owen influenced me greatly.’23 This cross-section of 
Henderson’s wartime reading suggests that he was seeking out and absorbing works of 
both national significance and soldier poetry not only of the past but also of his own 
generation. The inability to learn from a literary predecessor is a form of aesthetic 
failure. To actively replicate the conditions, tenor and style of that predecessor renders 
their suffering almost de trop. In an essay, G. S. Fraser (1915-1980), a poet who met 
and befriended Henderson while on service in Cairo, writes that the poet has a 
responsibility to the future generations in his work, as they may be in some way 
‘affected’ by his ideas. While it is perhaps unlikely that any of G. S. Fraser’s work will 
be carried in a young soldier’s kit-bag these days he does note that ‘if that generation 
has to go through the same intense and complicated suffering that I have, I shall feel my 
own suffering has been a little futile.’24 With Henderson there is never any suggestion 
of the ownership of suffering. Suffering belongs to the ‘wronged proletariat of levelling 
death’ and all those left behind to sing them.  
Throughout his life, Henderson received many letters from servicemen 
expressing praise for Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica, such as that of Brigadier Lorne 
Maclean Campbell who wrote ‘I find your poems give a voice to all the queer and, for 
                                                
21 Raymond Ross (1985), p. 11. 
22 Corey Gibson (2011), p. 52. 
23 Hamish Henderson, ‘The Poet Speaks’, in Alias MacAlias: Writings on Songs, Folk and Literature 
(Edinburgh: Polygon, 1992), pp. 321-325 (p. 322). 
24 G. S. Fraser, ‘Recent Verse: London and Cairo’, in Poetry London, X (1944), pp. 215-219 (p. 219). 
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me, quite inarticulate feelings one had in the desert’ and goes on to say that the poem’s 
reference to ‘Lili Marlene’ on the airways, on both sides, was ‘the most tragic I had 
heard, wholly appropriate to a doomed Army bumping along in their trucks in the 
desert, the desert you describe.’25 The fact that this haunting love-song can carry such a 
freight of emotive resonance, for both sides, is one of the levelling techniques that 
delivers such pathos to the sequence. However, in London literary magazines such as 
Horizon were treating emergent regional poets as marginal curios or mere footnotes in 
the overall body of work to come from World War Two. Henderson gets one passing 
mention in a 1947 issue of Horizon where he is considered secondary to Keith Douglas. 
Olivia Manning, in her article ‘Poets in Exile’, accedes that Henderson ‘has written one 
or two good poems, but his work is less individual and accomplished than that of 
Douglas.’26 Despite the unfair criticism that these poems are not ‘accomplished’, 
Manning also makes the mistake in thinking that Henderson is writing for such literary 
circles and trying to achieve an ‘individual’ voice, since one of the strengths of the 
sequence is its polyphony, its folkloric collection of voices. This chorus of voices is one 
of the reasons why the poem had an immediate effect on the troops and the absence of 
any single consistent narrative persona is something far removed from the type of 
poetry circulating and being written at the time.  
 
 
 
 
 
The Prologue and Foreword 
 
The ‘Prologue’ is dedicated to the scholar John Speirs with whom Henderson 
corresponded extensively during the war.27 Speirs seems a divisive figure who animated 
Henderson with some of his views, particularly ‘his gross underestimation of the 
importance of the folk tradition to the wider literary tradition.’28 The major function of 
                                                
25 Alec Finlay (1996), p. 31. 
26 Olivia Manning, ‘Poets in Exile’, in Horizon, Vol. X, No. 58 (1944), pp. 270-279 (p. 278). 
27 Timothy Neat, Hamish Henderson: A Biography. Volume 1: The Making of the Poet 1919-1953 
(Edinburgh: Polygon, 2007), p. 79. 
28 Ibid. 
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the ‘Prologue’ is to highlight some of the seeming paradoxes of the coming sequence, 
such as its call for a ‘unified sensibility’ and its use of a ‘sympathetic imagination.’29  
We are plunged into violence with the ‘dumb-bells’ and the ‘brazen clanging 
path’ but in this we see the poet’s aim to salvage meaning, understanding and ‘a true 
and valued testament’ in a godless wasteland or desert. Here ‘our godhead’ is ‘a sham’ 
and only the ‘brittle arrogance’ of a ‘rash’ poet remains to hold a ‘human barrier’ 
against the man-made ‘storm.’30 The register is authoritative and the language is harsh 
like the landscape around it. By letting his words ‘knit what now we lack / the demon 
and the heritage’ we realise that he is devoted to not only chronicling the horror of the 
immediate conflict but a history that calls for ‘a chastened wantonness’ which ‘sets on 
song a discipline / a sensuous austerity.’31 While these closing lines appear at first 
glance to be oxymoronic, they in fact give the first idea of one of the central themes of 
reconciliation and wholeness. They allude to the ability of the sequence to plough a 
furrow between ‘an eccentric lament for the German dead’ and ‘mere propaganda for 
his [Henderson’s] beloved Highlanders’ to deliver a ‘sublimely equal-handed treatment 
of men and nations at war.’32 
The prose ‘Foreword’, coming after the poetic ‘Prologue’, is significant because 
it introduces concepts that are unique to the sequence and its setting. Here Henderson 
establishes his compassion for the enemy via a fruitful dialogue with a captured German 
soldier who observes that ‘Africa changes everything. In reality we are all allies and the 
desert is our common enemy.’33 In the desert sand storms, boundaries are crossed and 
obscured and vision is blurred. This is precisely what Henderson refers to as the curious 
‘doppelganger effect’ where each side is forced to live off each other against the 
‘geological scale of opposition.’ Added to this is the bewildering effect of mirage which 
‘became for me a symbol of our human civil war, in which the roles seem constantly to 
shift and vary. The conflict becomes for Henderson something much more than a moral 
struggle between right and wrong and a need to defeat fascism. It is also a desperate 
drive to secure ‘peace and well-being’ in a terrible ontological war between ‘the dead, 
the innocent – that eternally wronged proletariat of levelling death’ and ‘ourselves, the 
living, who cannot hope to expiate our survival but by spanning history’s apollyon 
                                                
29 Joy Hendry (2010), p. 212. 
30 Hamish Henderson, ‘Prologue’ (1977), p. 7. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Timothy Neat (2007), p. 98. 
33 Hamish Henderson, ‘Foreword’ (1977), pp. 59-60 (p. 59). 
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chasm.’ The grave task is to span the chasm and not fall into its historical traps but to 
acclaim ‘the runners’ of peace ‘who have not flinched before their ineluctable exploit.’  
The implication here is that World War Two calls for something revolutionary 
and not merely elegiac. Against this backdrop we see the dying breed of the Highland 
soldier cast against ‘a universal predicament’ with only ‘the heroic tradition of gaisge’ 
to ‘sustain them in the high places of the field.’ Henderson sides with this disappearing 
and oppressed people, characterised by the legacy of the Highland Clearances but as a 
result he feels and sings for the fallen on either side. This is precisely the humanistic 
perspective that makes the sequence an important achievement. The sequence adopts a 
classical poise of intellectual coolness which can be seen as a product of the Classics 
syllabus for the tripos at Cambridge University where Henderson studied before the 
war. 
 
‘First Elegy: End of a Campaign’  
 
Preceding the first elegy is a quatrain from Goethe, drawing attention to the great corpus 
of literature in German and looking towards intellectual and cultural reconciliation, not 
the total defeat of reducing everything to rubble attempted by the Wehrmacht at the end 
of World War Two. Henderson explains in his notes that it translates as: ‘The gods, the 
unending, give all things without stint to their beloved: all pleasures, the unending – and 
all pains, the unending, without stint’ and was frequently printed in small anthologies 
carried in the field of battle by German troops.34 Given the secular overtones of the 
poem set in a desert where there are ‘no gods and precious few heroes’ (‘First Elegy’) 
this can be taken as bitterly ironic and shows the layers of disillusionment with World 
War Two already at work, the repudiation of God and the grand illusion of war. The 
gods present in the Goethe quatrain show themselves to be arbitrary in their unstinting 
supply of pleasure and pain and this neatly predicts the poem’s juggling of both ‘Eros 
and Thanatos’ locked in what Tessa Ransford terms an ‘eternal flyting.’35 Henderson 
claimed that ‘poetry is one aspect of human love. As such it is hugely valuable and sets 
                                                
34 Hamish Henderson, ‘Notes’ (1977), pp. 53-56 (p. 53). 
35 Tessa Ransford, ‘Encompass the Crossed-Sword Blades: Hamish Henderson’s Poetry’, in Borne on the 
Carrying Stream: The Legacy of Hamish Henderson, ed. by Eberhard Bort (Grange of Locherlour: Grace 
Note Publications, 2010), pp. 137-160 (p. 138). 
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itself against the religious and legal attitudes to life that are frequently not just stupid 
and cruel but practically obscene.’36  
Tessa Ransford has written that the main stimuli behind Henderson’s poetry are 
‘pilgrimage, love-energy, integration and companionship’37 and these are quickly 
established in the first poem. In interview Henderson claimed that each elegy ‘has an 
aim’38 and the aim here is to set out the overarching themes in the aftermath of a battle, 
set against a landscape: 
 
[…] of half-wit 
stunted ill-will. For the dead land is insatiate 
and necrophilous.39 
 
The poem begins in a highly rhetorical almost panoramic fashion. It has distinct 
emotive shifts from the grand surveying of the destruction of the scene to the cost in 
lives of a campaign where the disembodied poet speaks for the fallen to ‘sleep now. 
Sleep here the sleep of the dust.’ Mario Relich has noted that this sounds uncomfortably 
close to ‘the sleep of the just’ and ‘makes for a muted, yet powerful irony about the 
waste of war.’40 From this ‘necrophilous’ and ‘insatiate dead land’ the poet’s gaze 
moves closer to home, beyond the ‘laboured Augustan speeches or vague imperial 
heritage’ to a poignant vignette of the damage caused to domestic life at home with ‘a 
family gathering in the homely kitchen’ and a ‘lost world glimpsed in the memory of 
letters.’ From this microscopic gaze at one bereaved soldier’s family, the poetic scope is 
exploded in the final stanza where the poet looks back upon Scotland’s war-ravaged 
history to salvage one dictum that ‘we should not disfigure ourselves with the villainy 
of hatred.’ It is the sight of those who go down ‘like curs into anonymous silence’ that 
spurs the poet into his task of remembrance and espousal of peace. He ‘will bear 
witness for I knew the others’ and considering the indifferent birdsong of the 
battlefields he asks, ‘why should I not sing them, the dead, the innocent?’ leaving the 
following poem as his coronach.  
 
                                                
36 Timothy Neat (2007), p. 357. 
37 Tessa Ransford (2010), p. 138. 
38 Joy Hendry (2010), p. 212. 
39 Hamish Henderson, ‘First Elegy: The End of a Campaign’ (1977), pp. 17-18 (p. 17). 
40 Mario Relich, ‘Apollyon’s Chasm: The Poetry of Hamish Henderson’, in Borne on the Carrying 
Stream: The Legacy of Hamish Henderson, ed. by Eberhard Bort (Grange of Locherlour: Grace Note 
Publications, 2010), pp. 123-136 (p. 125). 
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‘Second Elegy: Halfaya’ 
 
The ‘Second Elegy’ is set in a cantonment in Halfaya, Egypt and carries a dedication to 
‘Luigi Castigliano’ who, according to Henderson’s biographer Timothy Neat, was ‘a 
classics student from Milan who, while undergoing training as an officer in Mussolini’s 
army in southern Italy, had deserted and become a “camp-follower” with the Eighth 
Army’.41 Not only is Henderson trying to depict a series of scenes of warfare and its 
effects systematically but he is also intending that each poem should touch upon and 
therefore represent the lives and experiences of others. In contrast to the ‘First Elegy’, 
this is more terse, elliptical and almost note-book like in its swift setting of the scene, 
the laager where not only do the ally units sleep but the enemies also, for the: 
 
[…] laager is one. 
Friends and enemies, haters and lovers 
both sleep and dream.42 
 
Henderson is writing here from a disembodied, omnipresent perspective where he 
observes both sides temporarily relieved from ‘the shabby lion-pelt of the desert’ and 
their ‘limitless ennui’ and unified in their dreams of Arcadian idylls such as ‘a 
landscape / associated with warmth and veils and pantomime / but never focused 
exactly.’ Here where ‘companionable death / has lent them his ease for a moment’ the 
sleepers dream: 
 
Eros, grant forgiveness and release 
and return – against which they erect it, 
the cairn of patience. No dear, won’t be long now 
keep fingers crossed, chin up, keep smiling darling 
be seeing you soon.  
 
The cairn is a reminder of Scotland in the centre of the existential turmoil and conflict.  
The sleepers are haunted too by the voices of their loved ones and read in letters such 
advice as ‘chin up, keep smiling darling.’ The sleep of the soldier is both a blessing and 
a curse – it is a welcome escape but also tinged with bitterness in the fact that eros, or 
                                                
41 Timothy Neat (2007), pp. 154-155. 
42 Henderson, Hamish, ‘Second Elegy: Halfaya’ (1977), pp. 19-20 (p. 20). 
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the hopes and dreams of the sleeping laager, are trapped in the teeth of God, or ‘Yahveh 
and his tight-lipped sect / confound the deniers of their youth.’  
The idea of dreams ruined irrevocably by war is one that, as we shall see in a 
subsequent chapter, surfaces in a poem by Robert Garioch about his experiences as a 
P.O.W, ‘The Prisoner’s Dream.’ This suggests that it is nightmarish to dream of home 
during war until the war is over and resolved but both this poem and Henderson’s 
‘Second Elegy’ seem concerned with, whilst predating the diagnosis of, post-traumatic 
stress syndrome. Despite the clipped nature of the ‘Second Elegy’, it ends on a high 
rhetorical note, reminding the reader of the similarities of both sides, humanising both 
sides once again, and reiterating that the true enemy is a topographical and ontological 
one bearing striking parallels with the God of Calvinism: 
 
[…] they feel through their blankets 
the cold of the malevolent bomb-thumped desert,  
impartial 
hostile to both. 
 
‘Third Elegy: Leaving the City’ 
 
The ‘Third Elegy’ is a touchstone poem in the sequence and deals with the mobilisation 
of troops from Cairo out to the desert to fight and ‘rejoin the proletariat / of levelling 
death’ where ‘stripes are shed and ranks levelled.’ This poem is one of the most 
linguistically fluid and varied, encompassing not only droll radio commands: ‘be seeing 
you when this party’s over’, but also dated soldier parlance: ‘the wogs.’43 This is a pithy 
and action-filled narrative with allusions to Cavafy whose ‘The God Leaves Anthony’ 
also posits ‘Alexandria’ as ‘a symbol of life itself.’ It is in the final two stanzas, beyond 
the setting of the scene, leaving a lush and teeming city to venture out to egalitarian 
sacrifice, where ‘the Colonel of Hussars’ crouches ‘with Jock and Jane in their holes 
like helots’ and where the poet asserts that ‘we are the agents / of a dialectic that can 
destroy us.’ This poem, after the Eros of the ‘Second Elegy’, presents the necessary 
thanatic and adamantine drive of the soldier who grasps the idea of the deadly dialectic 
and thus sacrifices his own life for a greater cause. Like Cavafy, Henderson feels 
himself a man ‘worthy of such a city’ and it is for this reason that he must: 
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be glad that the case admits no other solution, 
acknowledge with pride the clear imperative of action 
and bid farewell to her, to Alexandria, whom you are losing.44 
 
The final stanza of the ‘Third Elegy’ presents most powerfully Henderson’s deep-seated 
humanist dilemma. As the enemies approach almost like mirages, Henderson sees his 
own soldiers in the mirror of his truck, but he avoids personal pronouns and instead uses 
the collective and possessive ‘ours.’ The enemy is an ideology and a dialectic, not the 
men who advance ‘in tropical kit’ who are ‘brothers / in death’s proletariat, they are our 
victims and betrayers’ so ‘we send them our greeting out of the mirror.’ The 
preternatural idea that the greeting comes ‘out of the mirror’ not only implies that there 
is something horrific unfolding but that the poetic gaze sees itself returned in the form 
of not the enemy, but the ally, another human being who will be slain for the sake of an 
ideology. This poem goes far in capturing the dilemma and the constantly shifting roles 
and objectives of the soldier in the desert war. On a smaller scale, the leaving of 
Alexandria can be seen as Henderson drawing a line in the sand between his poetry and 
some of the posturing of the ‘paper wars in Cairo.’45  
 
 
 
‘Fourth Elegy: El Adem’ 
 
In interview with Joy Hendry in the mid-1980s, Henderson recited his ‘Fourth Elegy’ 
and explained that it was here he philosophically considered the ‘plight of soldiers on 
both sides, and because I’m thinking of the Germans as well as our own troops, I 
interweave, in this poem, echoes of German soldiers’ slang as well as British slang.’ We 
need to add to this the underlying existence of Scots words which bring the poem to a 
close with the memorable image of a cairn built from bravery and perseverance.  
The final stanza is perhaps one of the key passages in the whole sequence where 
Henderson orders the soldier to ‘endure, endure’ for ‘there is as yet no solution / and no 
short cut, no escape and no remedy / but our human iron.’46 Alec Finlay argues that 
‘from the crucible of war Henderson brought home a new understanding of the Scottish 
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psyche and of Scottish history.’47 However this poem is attempting to convey much 
more than this quotation suggests - in it Henderson speaks for a great many of the 
oppressed voices of the desert, opening with the translation of a German slang word for 
a cold wind – the ‘sow-wind’ or ‘saukalt.’ The only other contemporary Scottish poets 
who rival and possibly go further in terms of empathy are Sorley MacLean in his 
battlefield poems and George Campbell Hay whose work captures the suffering and 
abuse of the native populations in the desert campaigns. 
Henderson captures the desolation of the desert and the limitless malaise of the 
fighters whose minds ‘are as slack and as rootless / as the tent-pegs driven into cracks of 
limestone.’ They are abject and transitory creatures knowing themselves ‘to be nomads, 
/ impermanent guests on this bleak moon-surface.’ These are the ‘sons of man’ who 
have grown to ‘go down in pain’ and accept their burden but cannot even hear the cries 
of Europe ‘through the nilhilist windvoice.’ Out of this spiritual nadir comes a clear 
voice that urges the troops ‘to use / our rebellious anger for breaking / the vicious fetters 
that bind us.’ Therefore the only solution is to endure the hellish conditions of the desert 
and fight a way out of the dead land where a cairn will be built for the fallen. 
 
 
 
‘Fifth Elegy: Highland Jebel’ 
 
The ‘Fifth Elegy’ is dedicated to the Gaelic scholar and folklorist John Lorne Campbell 
and his efforts to run the island of Canna in the Inner Hebrides as both a working island 
and a centre for the study of Scottish song and folklore. Henderson visited the island in 
1946 and was impressed by the work being done there, dedicating a poem all about the 
desert and wastes of the war to a man who had made an intellectual habitation out of a 
small Hebridean island. The poem is not only historically but, to an exceptional extent, 
topographically engaged. The fusion of Scots and the desert terrain continues and is 
expanded upon with the vision moving beyond and leaving behind the ‘instant camp’, 
‘imbecile wasteland’ and ‘black sierras’ for a ‘well-known house’ in the ‘treeless 
machair’ with ‘kirkyard and valley.’ Here the landscape is morphing into that of the 
blackhouses and crofts of the Clearances where ‘burning byres come to my mind.’ 
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History has blurred the ‘motive and aim’ of this massacre and the ‘dark moorland’ is 
‘bleeding for wrong or right.’48  
The milieu constantly shifts to encompass not only the immediate terrain but 
that of the Clearances, the Trojan War and the mythological ‘Kythiaron’, a place of 
punishment, violence and bloody sport. Henderson’s ‘cloudy jebel’ is a massif on which 
people re-live all of these grisly events simultaneously. We see the brutal oppression of 
the ‘highlander’ reflected in the regiment in which Henderson is fighting and whose 
ghostly memories are exerting themselves on the modern soldier’s consciousness and 
sense of identity. Henderson has written that this is particularly a layered poem of 
‘multiple betrayals’49 and the caverns ‘will number / our momentary cries among the 
sounds and echoes / of this highland’s millennial conflict.’ This poem is a ruminative 
lull before the storm and salvoes of the ‘Interlude.’ Henderson is musing upon 
Scotland’s place in this global war and considering, as he does in his foreword, the 
dying tradition of gaisge, or what Sorley MacLean described as ‘battle joy’ in ‘Move 
South.’50 He evokes the killing of Patroclus by Hector. In this Henderson sees the 
‘warcry of the Macleans who died in defence of their chief at Inverkeithing.’ The 
imminent battle is framed as one of mytho-historical and actual clan skirmishes taking 
place vividly upon a meta-battle-field in a timeless place. ‘The Grecian Gael’ heads 
towards the site of conflict weighted with the duty to fight but also haunted on many 
levels by the ‘multiple betrayals’ of his people and of ‘those others.’ The epigraph by 
Hölderlin talks about a land so captivating that the poet loves it more than his own 
native land. This can be read as a mordant irony but it is much more plausible that with 
Henderson’s fusion of different battle-torn lands he is implicitly looking for that elusive 
coastal land where peace might flourish and prevail once more. 
 
 ‘Interlude: Opening of an Offensive’ 
 
The ‘Interlude’ is broken into three discrete sections – ‘the waiting’, ‘the barrage’ and 
‘the Jocks.’ Few poems of World War Two have gone so far to vigorously capture a 
sense of involvement and action in one of these major offensives with specific narrative 
description akin to that of a documentary or filmic depiction. Henderson has stated that 
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he is here re-living the battle of El Alamein (1942), one of the most decisive and 
significant of the desert war. The ‘waiting’ section is muted and tersely conversational, 
giving us little clue as to the impending onslaught. It is again ironic that Henderson has 
chosen a full-scale artillery attack for an ‘interlude’ – traditionally the juncture in an 
opus reserved for refreshment and quiet reflection. The ‘barrage’ section is 
appropriately a manic short burst of energy which contains some of the most convincing 
‘murderous music’ of the war. It is a fulmination of sound and a conflagration of words 
with lines such as: 
 
Dithering darkness, we’ll wake you! Hells bells 
blind you. Be broken, bleed 
deathshead darkness! 
The thongs of the livid 
firelights lick you 
jagg’d splinters rend you 
 underground  
we’ll bomb you, doom you, tomb you into grave’s mound51 
 
These terrifying lines are addressed not to the German troops but seem to be the voice 
of Hell itself, which has been blasted open by both Allied and Axis forces during this 
offensive. It is only in the third section, ‘Jocks’, that we get a sense of ‘the heroic 
tradition of gaisge’ with the ‘fast vanishing race’ in the midst of a ‘raucous apocalypse.’ 
The sound of the battle is so ear-shattering that it knocks in ‘the night of Heaven’ and is 
a ‘drummeling, overwhelming Niagara.’ Yet beyond this deadly cacophony comes the 
sound of the ‘war-pipes’ and the big music which transcends everything. The war 
threatens to strike the pipes dumb ‘in the blunderbuss black’ but they come again and 
flaunt ‘aggression to the sullen desert’ where ‘its scream tops the valkyrie’ and the 
‘colossal artillery.’ This sound is of the adamantine resolve of the Highlanders to see 
not only the fascist threat to freedom removed but that of religion, of ‘tyrannous myth.’ 
The fact that they hear this stirring strident and prideful music means: 
 
 
[…] that many 
German Fascists will not be going home 
meaning that many 
will die, doomed in their false dream 
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Such is the might and determination of the Highlanders they are committed to quelling 
anything that might be deemed a threat to peace and freedom. In this they will ‘mak 
siccar’ that they destroy ‘the leaching lies’ and ‘the worked out systems of sick 
perversion.’ The rallying cry ‘mak siccar’ recollects the episode in Scottish history 
when, in 1306, Robert the Bruce stabbed John Comyn, one of the claimants to the Scots 
throne, and his aid Roger de Kirkpatrick, sensing the Robert the Bruce was in doubt, 
vowed to ‘mak siccar’ he was dead. This reminds the reader of the martial and blood-
soaked history of Scotland but also shows a deep desire to simultaneously observe and 
move away from that mentality once and for all. If this war is intended to end fascism, 
Henderson seems to be saying, we need to make absolutely certain that we get the job 
done. 
Of all the poems in the sequence, the bellicosity of this passage is the most 
difficult to read from a humanist angle, as it does relish the task of defeating the enemy 
and finds great pride in doing so. Henderson’s ‘Interlude’ serves to show the ugly side 
of fighting in the heat of battle and the ‘sabre-rattling’ nature of the poem shows the 
problematic links between Scottish poetry, battles and nationhood and also evokes the 
Gaelic tradition of poetic incitement. The poems leading up to this onslaught have 
evoked the history of oppression of the Highlands and this could be seen as the last 
eruption of bloody revolution to ensure peace was secured. What is especially novel 
about this section is that it makes clear that the Highlanders are murderers as well as 
liberators. Henderson has said that he felt on the level of the ordinary soldier that both 
sides were as ‘guilty or as innocent’ as each other.52 While this poem is largely written 
in straightforward English, it is the use of the phrase ‘mak siccar’ that locks it both to 
Scotland and to the aspiration of freedom from oppressive forces. 
 
Part Two 
 
At this juncture we can see that the sequence is starting to take shape as a spiritual and 
philosophical quest, an epic journey through the desert and against fascism towards a 
peaceable outcome. Each poem tackles the conflict from a different focal point or stage 
in the campaign. The intensity and energy of the ‘Interlude’ is sustained in the ‘Sixth 
Elegy – Acroma’ but Part Two begins with a quotation from Sorley MacLean’s ‘Death 
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Valley.’53 The extract deployed by Henderson is that of the closing lines of the poem, 
where MacLean reflects upon the sight of a dead German ‘boy’ soldier and sees through 
all of the centuries’ worth of militaristic mummery to the intrinsic lie of ‘honourable 
death’ in battle: 
 
Whatever his desire or mishap,  
his innocence or malignance,  
he showed no pleasure in his death 
below the Ruweisat Ridge.54 
 
After the violence of the ‘Interlude’, this extract re-introduces the great problematic 
humanist dilemma that underpins the sequence. There is no vaunting or gloating at the 
death of a fascist here, but the grave moral ambivalence of seeing a dead boy on the 
battlefield. The poem is quoted in Gaelic and this shows not only the great range of 
cultures affected by the war but also makes a point about the exclusions and oppressions 
of language in the long history of war. The fact that Gaelic was a language in decline, 
that readers might not be able to understand, is exactly the point.  
 
‘Sixth Elegy: Acroma’ 
 
‘Acroma’ is a turning-point in the sequence where, after the violence of the ‘Interlude’, 
the poet is forced to re-assess his position within the desert war and to question the 
purpose of his poem recounting and memorialising the events because ‘the lying films / 
contain greater truth than most of our memories.’ The poem vacillates between the 
previous carnage and the antithetical idea that this vast ‘sacrifice’ was ‘on the whole 
“necessary”.’ Henderson laments that he too has: 
 
[…] acquiesced 
in this evasion: that the unlucky 
or the destined must inevitably fall 
and be impaled on the basalt pinnacles of darkness.55  
 
It is a Tartarean image but the ‘evasion’ to which Henderson refers is also a linguistic 
one, that it is simply too easy to say that death on such a vast scale is ‘necessary.’ On 
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the other hand, to expose the dignified language that surrounds and attempts to 
euphemise war as a manifest lie would cast ‘shame’ on the dead. Here, Henderson is 
articulating the purpose of the poem as a work that must find its own ‘adequate 
exclamation’ against the cruelty of killing.56 It is Henderson’s conviction that only 
poetry can take the war to ‘inaccessible sierras / of naked acceptance, where mere 
reason cannot live.’ Henderson doubts that he is the poet to ‘attain it’ even as he knows 
that something is needed beyond the inadequacies of ‘reportage’ or the ‘anodyne of 
statistics.’ With only these means of seeing the war, people will ignore the memory of 
the dead. Henderson visualises a time where such sacrifice will be forgotten and 
eventually marred by the sectarian animosities of football: 
 
[…] laughing couples at the tea-dance 
ignore their memory, the memoirs almost slight them 
and the queue forming up to see Rangers play Celtic 
forms up without thought to those dead. 
    
Against this Henderson sees the words that his poem has looked for and ‘must go on 
looking for’ are: ‘words of whole love, which can slowly gain the power / to reconcile 
and heal. Other words would be pointless.’ Alec Finlay has claimed that the resolution 
Henderson was seeking, in order to ‘sing in the ears of the living’, was found in song – 
‘in a fusion of personal and communal expression.’57 In the ‘Sixth Elegy’ the idea of 
polyphony versus the lyric ego is left to one side as the poet takes upon himself the 
weight of singing about ‘the whole love.’ Henderson’s friend, the Marxist historian E. 
P. Thompson, believed that this first person voice twinned with the ‘egotistical sublime’ 
of the imagery of ‘inaccessible sierras’ ‘becomes self-conscious; the focus of attention 
is shifted from the men and their actions to the poet and his words.’58 Finlay disagrees 
and sees the difference between the voices of the men on the battlefield and the higher 
noetic reveries of the poet as ‘essential to the cause he fought for.’ They mark the 
movement towards a reconciliation which synthesises ‘emotion and intellectual 
argument.’59 If anything, the ‘Sixth Elegy’ shows us the intensity of Henderson’s 
‘yearning for the shared human values of love and solidarity’ and expounds a ‘new 
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understanding of the Scottish psyche and history’60 as one that is self-referential enough 
to see its historical pitfalls and can learn from them to ‘slowly gain the power / to 
reconcile and heal.’  
 
‘Seventh Elegy: Seven Good Germans’ 
 
In sharp contrast with the seemingly singular bardic persona of the previous poem, 
‘Seven Good Germans’ is a series of small cameos of fallen German soldiers, 
interweaving the idiolects of each dead soldier as the poem progresses. The opening 
explains that the land where these men were to die and lie in anonymous quiet, is ‘a 
kind of no-man’s land’ in Libya called ‘El Eleba.’ This terse opening stamps upon the 
poem a feeling of spiritual and existential desolation where it falls upon the folkloric 
collector of voices to stitch together utterances to invest the dead with last words or 
snippets of written confessions found on their persons. This poem is an act of 
sympathetic necromancy. In naming the place, Henderson seems to be providing 
topographical exactness, the precisions of the map-reader, but the very act of finding ‘El 
Eleba’ in itself seems uncanny:  
 
to get there, you drive into the blue take a bearing 
and head for damn all. Then you’re there. And where are 
you?61 
 
True to the poem’s overall assertion that all the fallen in the conflict are ‘death’s 
proletariat’ the first encounter is with a dead ‘Lieutenant’ – the highest ranking officer 
within the ‘Seventh Elegy’ – and he is accorded only the briefest and most cursory of 
epitaphs, that he wished to remain ‘steadfast / there is only decision and the will / the 
rest has no importance.’ In fact as the poem interviews each of the dead, they lower in 
military rank and the ghostly voices become more demotic and open. The second is ‘a 
Corporal’ and he is much more vociferous in his opinions towards a Dutch Nazi 
conscript, or an ‘old Afrikaner’ who moans about his lack of rations. The inference is 
that if he can ‘dodge the column, pass the buck / and scrounge’ then he should have no 
problem becoming a turncoat and going over to ‘Tommy’ who has ‘all the eats.’ This 
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fragment reveals the racial divisions at play and this emphasises Henderson’s attempt to 
illuminate them and heal such schism.  
Perhaps more poignant is the plight of the ‘third’ who was truly a ‘helot’ being a 
‘farm-hand’ sent to the desert as nothing more than ‘fresh-fodder for machine-guns.’ 
The clinical language that ‘his dates are inscribed on the files, and on the cross-piece’ 
not only hammers home the notion that millions died in this way with only dates and 
not even rudimentary crosses to commemorate them, but it also reminds the reader of 
the oft-quoted gnome of Stalin that ‘one death is a tragedy, a million deaths is just a 
statistic.’ All of the German soldiers who perished in the desert are described as ‘good’ 
and the purpose here is to aim for reconciliation by showing their deaths and their 
domestic pre-war lives. It is an expansive attempt to re-humanise the ordinary deaths of 
mass statistics. In a sense it resembles the collecting of ballads and folk-songs to 
prevent them from falling into obscurity.  
‘The fourth was a lance jack’ and he seems to have died as the ‘Interlude’ claims 
‘in his false dream’ for trusting in ‘Adolf / while working as a chemist in the suburb of 
Spandau.’ A fuller and more genteel picture emerges of this soldier as ‘his loves were 
his cello, and the woman who had borne him / two daughters and a son.’ Here we see 
one of the many who lived and died by the credo of the Third Reich as ‘he had faith in 
the Endsieg / THAT THE NEW REICH MAY LIVE prayed the flyleaf of his Bible.’ 
Henderson acknowledges the zeal of his ideology while simultaneously seeing the need 
to end it and its murderously ‘false dream.’ Roderick Watson praises the epic grandeur 
of the poem as a whole sequence but claims it is the poems that are painstaking in their 
depiction of such minutiae, or the ones ‘that bring this epic vision closest to the 
everyday evolution of the troops on both sides’ that are ‘the most successful and 
memorable.’62 
Pathos builds up throughout so that with ‘the fifth – a mechanic’ – we see that 
abstract values of ‘honour and glory’ in battle mean nothing. This trooper is not under 
the thrall of any Nazi ideology, all he cares about is ‘how to get back to his sweetheart’ 
and the defeatism in his voice is apparent when he states that ‘Tommy’ could ‘put our 
whole Corps in the bag.’ Each of the dead has a motive and a singular perspective on 
the desert war and the poem reveals a gamut of human reactions, such as the difficult 
status of the sixth, ‘a Pole’, ‘who had put off his nation to serve in the Wermacht.’ 
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Despite this act of tergiversation, the speaker insists that ‘he was not a bad bloke’ 
although ‘his mates’ thought he was ‘just a polnischer Schweinhund.’ The ‘seventh’ and 
final dead soldier is ‘a young swaddy’ who had died ‘cramped in a lorry’ on the road to 
‘El Eleba’ which the poem tells us is nowhere but the destination of the dead. What 
marks his end out is that he was a poet who ‘had written three verses in appeal against 
his sentence / which soften for an hour the anger of Lenin.’ 
  
‘Eighth Elegy: Karnak’ 
 
In ‘Karnak’, Henderson is largely concerned with making the Ancient Egyptian 
resonances of the battlefield vividly present. As such, this elegy is an historically, 
linguistically and mythologically complex poem about a modern soldier’s attempt to 
salvage meaning and answers from the Ancients, whose ruinous temple complexes at 
Thebes form part of the backdrop of this mechanised, mobile war. The ‘masters of war’ 
that preside over this poem are that of Osiris, Mohammed and Ra. In Henderson’s war 
notebooks he noted that the Ancient Egyptian civilisation of Karnak was filled ‘with a 
profound death-longing.’63 In ‘the shambles’ of the crumbling temples and tombs, 
Henderson sees a thanatic land and people of a perverse kind of ‘Vollendung’ or 
achievement, those devoted to reaching the fields of Aaru in the afterlife. In all of this 
spent magnificence it is clear that the ‘triumphal barque of civilisation / was weighed 
down with a heavy ballast / of magnetic death.’64 This knowledge forms a stark 
historical antithesis between the dead and fallen age and those of the vivid present, the 
living combatants.  
As a caveat, Henderson reminds us that those who go ‘a-whoring after death / 
will assuredly find it’ and ‘will be sealed in, confined / to their waste palaces’ much like 
Antigone, whose mythology is also deeply steeped in warfare. Henderson is acutely 
aware of a generation either willingly or reluctantly going down with the ‘horsemen’ 
into ‘craved annihilation’ and we already know that the desert’s history of bloodshed 
and death-lust makes it ‘necrophilous.’ Beyond the macabre architecture this poem 
carries a surprisingly clear, optimistic and life-affirming message which is hinted at by 
the nod towards the Cavafy’s ‘barbarians.’ Cavafy’s grand realisation, as channelled 
through Henderson, is that the ‘barbarians’ are ‘a kind of solution’ and that ‘all of us, 
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from Hellenes to Gaelic outlanders of the western world are in a sense beside Thebes’ 
half-civilised clod-hoppers.’ In his notes, Henderson says that even in the modern day 
the barbarian persists, despite all of the time that has lapsed between the past of the 
desert and its present and it is this war-like atavism that Henderson seeks to put to an 
end. 
The modern soldiers in the desert are the ‘standard bearers of the superb 
blasphemy, / felling gods, levelling cities’; they are even ‘severing the umbilical cord of 
history.’ In their deathly pursuits they are like these barbarians; they are ‘trampling 
migrations’ or ‘fellaheen’ to ‘death’s proletariat’, but Henderson also sees the potential 
to harness their dedication to seeking death as a power that could be used for seeking 
and securing life. In essence, the epic vision of this poem is an idealistic one, an 
inversion of the fallen civilisation’s ethos that Henderson sees in rubble around him. If a 
people could be so addicted and committed to peace and life instead of death ‘the 
umbilical cord’ would be severed and history would be revolutionised. The fact that 
these enormous tombs still stand is proof of a ‘stylised timeless effrontery’, an 
achievement of afterlife despite the impermanence of humanity.  
As Henderson writes, ‘if we of the modern West devote a tenth of the time to 
life that Karnak devoted to death, we’ll bring a tangible hope.’65 Henderson recognises 
this as a synthesis implicit in his human condition, to take the best from a fallen 
civilisation and evolve, but he also painfully accepts that his great vision of ‘vaunted 
reconciliation’ belongs to that of ‘Rilke’s single column’ or ‘einsamkeit’ which is 
intellectually mountainous and solitary. Henderson is calling for a movement towards a 
more life-centred civilisation and not one reflexively turning to war or theatres of global 
conflict. After making this haunting comparison, the poem moves on to imagine the day 
as one of feast or celebration in some Arcadian afterlife where the ordinary workers 
must still do their bit, which invariably involves drudgery for a higher power such as 
working the ‘shadouf.’ The final passages try to imagine the afterlife expected by the 
previous inhabitants of this desert. It is a place of vibrant and pullulating activity and 
diversity but the poet recognises that this is all part of another great illusion from 
another time and that ‘prisoners of the war’ will be left to ‘drive the shaft for a tomb.’ 
While Oedipus is seen in aristocratic ostentation ‘in his state chariot’, to his ‘fellaheen’ 
or ‘helots’ of ‘wronged death’ he is a sham ‘flower-strewn godhead / the scourge and 
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the crook, under the sycamore leaves of life.’ His word is as false and meretricious as 
that of the ‘false dream’ of fascism.  
 
‘Ninth Elegy: Fort Capuzzo’ 
 
‘Fort Capuzzo’ is set in the Italian colonies of Libya at the time of World War Two and 
deals with a soldier visiting the makeshift graveyard where he meditates upon the death 
of an enemy. As Mario Relich claims, it is ‘the most straightforward of the Elegies’ and 
‘most directly encapsulates the liminal aspects of life and death experienced in desert 
warfare.’66 The parameters of the ‘desert warfare’ can be expanded upon as this poem 
tries to speak for a type of ‘hard pietas’ that outreaches that of simply the desert 
conflict. It is something that exists throughout modern warfare and harks back to the 
virtues of Ancient Rome and that of Aeneas. If we are to take the Ciceronian definition 
of ‘pietas’ as that of a virtue ‘which admonishes us to do our duty to our country or our 
parents or other blood relations’67 then we find it wanting, along with Henderson who 
observes the soldier’s pang of duty and loyalty mixed with that of ‘survivor’s guilt’ and 
pathos for ‘another “Good Jerry” just eighteen’ to die so far from home. Indeed, the 
‘real enemies’ of this war turn out to be the finagling bureaucrats and propagandists 
such as the ‘newsreel commentator’ whose language has no scope or capacity for such 
emotion as that of one soldier’s ‘pietas’ for a fallen enemy.68 
The ‘pietas’ in this case is not Ciceronian but the informal speech of an ordinary 
soldier who calls him ‘a poor mucker’ and a ‘poor bastard.’ This colloquial soliloquy at 
the graveside not only encapsulates guilt and contrition but a sense of waste for he was 
‘only eighteen’, but this outpouring of visceral grief is kept in check by the ties of 
military bonds. There is a hint of gallows humour to the soldier’s claims that it was: 
 
just as well it was him, though, 
and not one of our chaps. 
Yes, the only good Jerry, 
as they say, is your sort, chum.69 
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This, however, can be interpreted as lines that have been drummed into the soldier, 
feelings he is expected to experience and it therefore can be read ironically, the sonnet-
like form which seems to bring a sense of canonical or classical discipline to the 
soldier’s ‘pietas.’ It closes with an image of a regiment united in death waiting for the 
‘reveille’ of the Rapture where they mistakenly believe, or died believing, they would 
be elected to heaven for their acts of bravery and self-sacrifice. The undercurrent of 
secularism denies any such outcome and makes for pathos, but it is important to observe 
the space and respect the poem allows for such acts of piety, which are similar to the 
poem’s overall call for a revisionist humanism with regard to war. 
 
‘Tenth Elegy: The Frontier’ 
 
Tessa Ransford has said that the ‘Tenth Elegy’ has a ‘particular overview’ to it.70 This 
comes from the positioning of the dead and the ‘remembrancer’ poet in the desert while 
affluent and carefree people travel overhead in aeroplanes, barely taking account the 
meaning of the wars that raged below, ‘idly’ inspecting from the windows ‘the lunar 
qattaras, the wadis like family trees.’ This bird’s-eye view is not an attempt to close the 
poem as a summation of its main argument and themes as it is only the beginning of a 
long movement towards peace. The ‘remembrancer’ is prognosticating a time when all 
of this bomb-thumped desert with its ‘dried blood in the sangars’ will be of as much 
interest to the ‘airborne travellers’ as the ‘Trojan defence-works’ and will touch them 
‘as little as the Achean strategies.’71  
The epigraph from the later poems of Rilke, which reads ‘one must die because 
one knows them’, brings the reader back to the impossibility of Rilkean reconciliation 
and takes a step towards a more unified understanding between nations who all bare the 
grim bequeathal of the dead whose ‘sleep is our unrest, we lie bound in their inferno.’ 
The final conflict is between the wronged dead and the indifferent living inheritors who 
have lost touch with them. The task of the poet, then, is to defy the traditional modes of 
grief and remembrance in the aftermath of such a cataclysmic war. As Edwin Morgan 
has noted, ‘his duty as an elegist must include something more than remembrance, there 
must be something more active if the dead are to be appeased, more active even than 
Wilfred Owen’s warnings. The dead will hold us in contempt if we fail to change 
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society, reform government, make freedom and justice efficacious.’72 Henderson’s 
intention is that this poem should go beyond the poetry of World War One and break 
free from the cyclical idea of wars in history as necessary events that will recur, leaving 
poets to mourn in the aftermath. Its ambition is to evoke the needlessness of war, while 
recognising the fact of heroism, sacrifice and aspiration. 
Henderson demands that we must ‘either build for the living love, patience and 
power to absolve the tormented, / or else choke in the folds of their black-edged 
vendetta’ and this is a radical form of poetic manifesto for war poetry. The poem is 
about breaking away from the usual bonds of what war poetry should do towards 
something aggressively life-affirming and dedicated to achieving something better after 
the war whilst also remembering and honouring the war dead. Honouring the dead in 
Henderson’s eyes means daily carrying the ‘blood, fire and red flambeaux of death’s 
proletariat’ whilst ‘spanning history’s apollyon chasm’ to ‘proclaim them the 
reconciled.’  
 
‘Heroic Song for the Runners of Cyrene’ 
 
Edwin Morgan detects in ‘Heroic Song for the Runners of Cyrene’ something of a break 
in mood from the present-day and forward-looking zeal of the Tenth Elegy and the 
‘extreme stoicism and heroic individualism’ of the epilogue which seems ‘at odds with 
much that had been foregrounded in the Tenth Elegy.’73 The dedication is to the Spanish 
painter and friend of Lorca, Gregorio Prieto, whose work was inspired by ancient 
civilisations and their architectures. This is apposite here as on a surface reading it 
concerns the rivalry between athletes from Cyrene and Carthage, running from each 
other’s cities to decide upon a frontier, the exact point where the runners meet, fight and 
die. In the notes, Henderson makes it clear that he sides with Cyrene, as a ‘symbol of 
civilised humanity, of our “human house”.’74 This is difficult to reconcile with the 
poem’s treatment of the futility of their contest, that each runs ‘to achieve, without 
pause or evasion / his instant of nothing.’75  
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However, the intertextual layering shows that Henderson is not merely re-
enacting a legendary bloody pageant like ‘the jousts of the Toppo’ from Dante but is 
attempting to depict the layers of history one must grasp and learn from in order to be 
part of a better ‘civilisation.’ As the epigraph from Denis Saurat suggests, these are 
salutary examples of clan and tribal warfare, for ‘without suffering and death one learns 
nothing’ and that ‘only those ideas are acceptable that hold through suffering and death 
[…] Life is that which leaps.’76 In the three sections of this poem, Henderson shows a 
race of tremendous achievement but ultimately doomed to ‘history the doppelganger’, 
the same deathless force at work in the same desert thousands of years in the past. In the 
third, final section, all of the Cyrenians’ athletic prowess is wasted as they lock ‘in a 
fatal embrace which solves nothing for the rival cultures.’77 
It is the book’s closing image of the rival runners falling locked ‘like lovers / 
down the thunderous cataract of day’ that gives a stark image of beauty darkened by the 
utter nihilism of their final emptily heroic act. The abruptness of the ending led Edwin 
Morgan to ask if the poem is about ‘heroism’ not being ‘enough.’ This seems a valid 
assumption, as heroism without any programmatic idea of what will follow it once the 
war is over, is an empty and exhibitionist act, no matter how laudable. The fault-lines of 
previous battles and wars underscore any poetic treatment of modern conflict and the 
poet must come to terms with them in order to see and move beyond them. In the midst 
of all of this ‘suffering and death’ only ideas that ‘hold through’ are ‘acceptable.’ Into 
the nihilistic breach imposed by war, the force of poetry looks towards a ‘life that 
leaps.’ ‘Heroic Song for the Runners of Cyrene’ shows a culture nullified by territorial 
dispute leading to bloodshed, one of many fallen cultures whose ghostly presence 
enriches the sequence and gives the poems their resonance. 
 
Hamish Henderson’s Ballads and Songs of World War Two 
 
As we have already seen, there are many aspects of Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica 
which share common ground with Henderson’s prolific writing of ballads and songs 
during the period. The folk-song collecting instinct is evident in the sequence in the way 
it gathers a multiplicity of voices, many of which are as anonymous as Henderson 
sought to be as the author of popular soldier songs. While the poems will forever be 
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synonymous with Henderson’s war, the ballads and songs have the advantage of being 
orally transmissible and more accessible in their delivery. Henderson devoted his life to 
travelling around post-War Scotland collecting the dying songs of dwindling 
communities. Within the categories of Henderson’s ballads and songs there are two 
distinct strains. There are songs that aim to be anthemic, serious and epochal and those 
whose primary function is to boost troop morale and belong to the Naafi. These songs 
are often scurrilous in their content, such as Henderson’s ‘Ballad of the Big Nobs.’ 
Henderson’s biting riposte to Lady Astor’s supposed slur ‘the D-Day Dodgers’ is a form 
of cross-over song between the ribald and the serious and its final verse carries the 
poignant image, which could easily have been drawn from Henderson’s poetry: 
 
The scattered crosses - (there's some which have no name). 
Heartbreak and toil and suffering gone, 
the boys beneath them slumber on. 
Those are the D-Day Dodgers who'll stay in Italy.78 
 
The undertones these songs carry are important and, as E. P. Thompson claims, they 
gave the troops a voice, or gave articulation to their situation. Henderson renounces the 
bardic presence in his poetry to be the anonymous author of folk-songs that will, if 
popular and successful, become the intellectual property of the singer or arranger who 
adds or subtracts from the existing song and the listener who makes any connection to 
it. The text therefore is forever being re-written. It is remindful of what Goethe wrote 
about Burns, that ‘his own songs at once found susceptible ears amongst his 
compatriots’79, and the lasting effect of Henderson’s influence was made movingly 
apparent in the 1990s when Denis Healey gave a tearful rendition of ‘The Ballad of the 
D-Day Dodgers’, a song which he selected for his ‘Desert Island Discs’ on BBC Radio 
4 in 2009.  
Mario Relich has written that there is a ‘bridgeable chasm’ between Henderson’s 
war poetry and ‘more popular poems and ballads in the folk idiom.’80 But the 
suggestion of a chasm between these two strains of Henderson’s wartime output serves 
to reinforce what Tom Hubbard calls a ‘supposed antithesis…between the popular and 
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refined that afflicts Scotland.’81 The vital nexus between high and low art is always 
present. Thomas Crawford writes that ‘if traces of folk influence can be found in 
MacDiarmid’s poetry of intellect, then the opposite is also true of Henderson. The high 
literary tradition has set its own stamp on his popular and political songs.’82 
If we take the songs, both political and scabrous and the war elegies, we find an 
artist attempting to cast vision and find meaning in all his available creative outlets 
during the war, aiming for a comprehensive view. Henderson’s pre-war verse is perched 
on the edge of looming manhood and often takes for its theme a loss of innocence. This 
would certainly arrive with World War Two. In the 1940s Henderson’s commitment to 
folk-song as a fluid entity capable of taking on the most momentous and witty aspects 
of life under war was formed. Henderson wrote that ‘my songs are a sort of fusion of 
my two greatest loves: the anonymous song poetry of Scotland […] and the comradely 
solidarity of the anti-fascist struggle which dominated my early manhood’.83 In this time 
of unprecedented ‘struggle’ Henderson was seeking to reinforce, like Gramsci, all the 
‘positive and progressive aspects of folk culture.’84 
‘The 51st Highland Division’s Farewell to Sicily’ became ‘tremendously popular 
with the troops’ almost immediately after the end of the Sicilian campaign. Charles 
Causley, along with the American folk-singer Pete Seeger, praised ‘Farewell to Sicily’ 
above others for its marriage of ‘modern poetry’ and ‘the old ballad tradition.’85 What is 
notable about the ‘Farewell to Sicily’ is its elegiac tone in contrast to its popularity 
when compared with more rambunctious and bawdy ballads such as ‘The D-Day 
Dodgers’, the tune of which was based on the ubiquitous ‘Lili Marlene.’ ‘Farewell to 
Sicily’, on the other hand, was based on a pipe tune called ‘The Ballad of the Creeks.’ 
This basing of a melody on that of another song is true to Henderson’s twin drives of 
the ‘carrying stream’ that can hold as much as ‘a Dostoevskian debris of ideas’86, and of 
the curly snake that is forever eating its tail and being renewed.  
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‘The 51st Highland Division’s Farewell to Sicily’ is caught between celebration, 
exhaustion and the uncanny feeling that they could still die imminently. Henderson, or 
the singer, reminds the listener in the final verse to ‘leave your kit this side o’ the wa’’87 
and it is this intransigent hold and insistence on peace that informs Henderson’s most 
famous ballad anthem ‘The Freedom Come-All-Ye’ which carries the lines ‘Nae mair 
will the bonnie callants / Mairch tae war when oor braggarts crousely craw.’88 This is a 
direct call for the engagement of art, poetry and song in affairs that directly concern 
Scotland and its governance, a song that insists that people will never more go to fight 
wars for the sake of oppressive or imperialist regimes. The line ‘And the black boy frae 
yont Nyanga / Dings the fell gallows o’ the burghers doon’ is said to have been about 
Nelson Mandela, although this claim is unsubstantiated. What is certain is that on a 
balcony in George Square in Glasgow (1993), Hamish Henderson sang his song 
‘Rivonia’ directly to Nelson Mandela who had been awarded the freedom of the city. 
This anti-apartheid song, penned in 1964, carries the refrain ‘Free Mandela!’89 These 
songs all show the ways in which Henderson could extend the possibilities of what was 
expressed in both poetry and song during World War Two and then in a post-war 
Scotland. These poems and songs are still as relevant and necessary today for their 
continued emphasis on the life-giving and anti-authoritarian capacity for music and 
poetry steeped in the ‘solidarity and idealism of wartime experiences.’90  
 
Conclusion 
 
Henderson’s work in poetry and song defies the typical expectation of art in war as it 
offers the promise of renewal. As Saurat’s epigraph to the ‘Heroic Song for the Runners 
of Cyrene’ reminds us, ‘life is that which leaps.’ Tessa Ransford observes that Elegies 
for the Dead in Cyrenaica and the songs are a form of literature that ‘constitutes life’ 
rather than being an ‘idea of it’, that is, they are not commentaries so much as active 
engagements and represent some of the most vigorous of post-war poetry.91 Taken as 
part of a cohesive and reconciliatory oeuvre, Henderson’s songs and poems look 
towards the death of the lonely soldier poet, or the singular lyric voice for the sake of 
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democratic polyphony, and they also attempt to fill the silent lacuna left by war on 
society. Both artistic forms address the war and its implications from different angles 
that seek reconciliation and empowerment and by doing so offer a sustainable and 
fitting tribute to ‘death’s proletariat.’ More than this, Henderson as a cultural figure in 
Scotland was proactively devoted to trying to make a reality the ideals of possibility he 
had fought for in the war by opposing fascism and thinking of Scotland and its future. 
He went beyond the aesthetic explorations of his war poetry to find an art form which is 
orally transmissible and can be shaped and owned by all who perform or listen to it. 
This chapter has explored the quality of both Henderson’s poems and songs to conclude 
in affirmation of their lasting value. In his work Henderson was keen to continually 
renew and build upon the anti-fascist ideals with which he entered the army in the first 
place and as such his work is firmly one of possibility, social legislation and truth and 
conciliation. Together, and in complementary ways, both song and poetry represent for 
Henderson the character of ‘Life’ that will always win in its ‘Flyting’ with ‘Daith’ 
whenever that song is enacted.92
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Chapter Two 
The Elegy and the Epic: Alexander Scott and Tom Scott  
 
 
Alexander Scott (1920-1989) and Tom Scott (1918-1995) were combatants and near 
contemporaries in World War Two. After the war they both became prominent poets in 
the second wave of the ‘Scottish Literary Renaissance’ as well as teachers, editors and 
anthologists. Writing of Alexander Scott’s achievement, Margery Palmer McCulloch 
maintains that it was his ‘regenerative vision’ of post-War Scotland that marked him out 
as belonging to this particular movement.1 McCulloch also notes that the difference 
between this second wave and the first wave instigated by Hugh MacDiarmid in the 
early 1920s was that these World War Two poets did not on the whole attempt to speak 
‘for an entity called Scotland’ but rather speak ‘out of many Scotlands.’2 Both poets 
began to write in similar circumstances, experimenting with the ‘liberating force of 
Scots’ in the 1940s and different poetic modes during and in the immediate aftermath of 
the war.3  
Tom Scott began by translating European poets into Scots while Alexander Scott 
wrote early poems and plays, such as Prometheus 48 and Untrue Tammas, in a robust 
and rumbustious form of Aberdeenshire Scots. While McCulloch notes the many 
Scotlands these wartime Scottish poets would come to write for, we will see in this 
thesis that core values fought for in the war can be expanded post-war in poetry that 
articulates a regenerative vision for post-war Scotland. Alexander Scott would remain 
largely in the lyrical mode, writing a range of poems from elegies such as ‘Coronach’ 
for the fallen of his battalion and elegies in the 1960s and 1970s for popular culture 
icons such as Jayne Mansfield. Tom Scott would begin to see his creative work in terms 
of heroic and strenuous achievement and as such pursued much more epic modes in 
poems such as ‘The Paschal Candill.’ The epic mode can be seen in Tom Scott’s work 
as the peak of a poet who Carla Sassi has hailed as ‘outstanding and outstandingly 
committed.’4  
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While parallels can be drawn between the early works of Tom and Alexander 
Scott, the trajectories of their poetic careers diverge significantly after their immediate 
post-War work with Alexander Scott exploring both the theatrical and lyrical potential 
of his verse and Tom Scott, disillusioned with the New Apocalypse movement and with 
the lyric form, beginning to adopt more ambitious epic forms. This interest in the epic 
representing the ideal exclamation of his time gave rise to The Ship (1965), At The 
Shrine o the Unkent Sodger (1977) and The Dirty Business (1986) where the central 
images are not allegories but in fact examples of Scott’s ‘polysemous veritism’. This 
terms means the poet voyages into ‘reality and works out meanings in it’ instead of 
imposing ‘an abstract form on reality.’5 Even considering the divergence in their later 
poetic careers, the work of Tom and Alexander Scott can be fruitfully discussed 
together as showing not only the range of responses of poets to emerge out of World 
War Two but also, even at their most different, how they share common aspirations for 
a post-war Scotland, which will become apparent as we look to their poetry that pertains 
to the war itself. This involves scrutinising Alexander Scott’s poems of the 1940s and 
1950s particularly, but with Tom Scott we must look across his poetic life-span as his 
notion of the epic is deeply bound up with the struggle of humanity to better itself after 
the baseness and mortifications of war. Both poets are united by their anti-fascist 
statements and commitments, and from the lyrical ego of Alexander Scott to the 
polysemous epic forms of Tom Scott, both poets show us what was possible for poets to 
achieve in Scotland after the war with work, in translation and Scots, that espouses both 
internationalism and nationalism. 
 
Alexander Scott 
 
Alexander Scott’s career was an academic and educational one at the University of 
Glasgow after distinguished service as a 2nd Lieutenant in the 5/7th Gordon Highlanders, 
earning himself the MC for his leadership and bravery during the Battle of the 
Reichswald. Scott’s subsequent life was devoted to two main goals: the pursuit of 
poetry and the teaching of Scottish Literature at Glasgow, where in the academic year 
1971-1972 he helped to establish the world’s first department for Scottish Literature. 
This achievement alone is a practical manifestation of the notion of ambitious post-war 
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possibility in this thesis, that Scott identified an area of cultural life that he valued 
highly and he added to it in unique and essential, pioneering ways. Scott was also active 
in the encouragement of teaching of Scottish Literature in schools and as such his work 
can be seen as applying to almost all sections of Scottish society.  
While Scott’s primary poetic modes would always remain the lyric, the elegy 
and occasionally the ballad, by the 1970s he was becoming ever more engaged in 
contemporary and pop-culture and sloughing off some of the austerity of his earlier 
work in which much of his most important war poetry is contained. In an elegy for 
‘Marilyn Munroe Still 1968’ Scott is not dismissing or mocking popular culture but 
instead introducing the old bardic form of the coronach to the modern day:  
 
Her beauty’s flame 
Was fed by the forced draught 
That howled from despair, 
The emptiness inmost, gibbering void 
Of bastard ancestral voices […]6  
 
This is remindful of Brecht’s imaginary notion of being in front of a tribunal, answering 
questions about the worth of his art and whether he was ‘really in earnest.’ His reply 
was that ‘I’m not completely earnest’7 and this reminds us that creative works dealing 
with serious topics such as war and death cannot be totally in earnest if they are to be 
effective, in which case they behove elements of humour lest they become prosaic 
repetitions of the obvious, the horrors of war. While many of Scott’s war poems are 
very much in earnest, we must remember what Brecht says above about literary 
earnestness and apply it to Scott the artist and individual who has a right to grow out of 
the traumas of his early manhood into poetic maturity that maintains a sense of the great 
cost of the things he celebrates, but also his sense of growth and enjoyment. There is 
also a sense that Scott’s more playful later poetry is a direct consequence of the war, 
and ‘Coronach’ speaks about singing for those who have died in war, but a time must 
come in the poet’s development when he can sing for himself and his own life. These 
later poems are a result of Scott grasping that life and identity as a poet, brought into 
sharp focus as a result of the war.  
One of the key points of contrast between the scholarly activities of poets such 
as Edwin Morgan and Alexander Scott and their growing engagement with popular 
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culture in their later poetry is their links with the University of Glasgow and their 
respective teaching of poetry at a tertiary level. By ‘popular-culture’, this chapter means 
work that liberally embraces the arts of its time, from popular music and art to film, thus 
moving away from the hermetic study of poetry as its own particular discipline. Morgan 
would introduce fruitful links between Scottish Literature from his post as lecturer and 
professor in the English Department. Alexander Scott, as his biographer David Robb 
reminds us, ‘was the first head of what was (and remains) the world’s only university 
department of Scottish literature.’8 Given their serious and important scholarly work of 
this period, their later and perhaps more ludic poetry forms a counterpoint where the 
difficult subject of war can be transcended in their work.  
Alexander Scott’s work can be seen in secular terms as a poetry of selfhood, 
suggesting that the self has a moral authority to accept the mass-media world in a 
responsible and questioning way, in order worlds to poetically monitor the world. For 
Scott, the important issues are those which impact on the poet himself and are then 
shown through poetic performance or enactment to have wider communal implications. 
In the 1950s Walter Keir noted a distinct ‘individualism and conservatism’ emerging in 
post-War Scottish poetry, when in fact it should be, as Sydney Goodsir Smith claimed, 
‘capable of coping with any subject in heaven and hell.’9 Scott’s early war poetry marks 
the confluence of the individual caught between performance and privacy and a duty to 
those fallen soldiers who were under his command during the war. In this respect, he is 
very much a ‘makar’10 moulded by the war who talks about its impact upon the mind of 
the nascent or young poet as a form of violation. His later poetry tries to surpass the 
war’s imposition upon his work, but can only really suppress a weight he must ‘thole’, 
like the makar’s ‘darg’ in ‘Coronach.’ With the later poetry, Scott’s war experiences are 
borne out in increasingly coded and guarded ways. 
Before Scott distinguished himself as a fighter, he was a pacifist until he 
concluded early in the war that ‘pacifism would only work if it were practiced by a 
whole nation.’11 Scott had a profound fear that the war would kill off his muse if he did 
not continue writing although he felt his work was ‘careless, slack, muddled and 
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wordy.’12 Scott was to become exasperated in later life with people searching for his 
‘war poetry’, such as Alan Bold, and insisted that he had published it only during the 
war and had left that poetry behind. David Robb claims that Scott was never ‘a true war 
poet’ in the sense that ‘poetry for Scott belonged to home’ and there is a gulf between in 
his early work between war and home, the granite city of Aberdeen.13 That said, with 
the exception of Hamish Henderson and arguably Sorley MacLean, there are no poets in 
this thesis that feel any sense of belonging to the battlefield or the war. All of the poets 
discussed here do not celebrate militarism; for MacLean and Henderson it spells the 
defeat of fascism, but for all of these poets the sense of post-war possibility is kept 
firmly in mind and all of their work is for a place where they feel at home and how to 
improve it.  
That said, the war was to inform and influence much of Scott’s verse, 
particularly that collected in The Latest in the Elegies (1948) and Mouth Music (1954). 
Even at this stage in his development his work was to engender some strictures, such as 
a piece by John Schofield who wrote that ‘his recurring interest in the consequences for 
the individual of cosmic happenings like WW2 does not always justify the trouble.’14 
Schofield is correct to detect the individual speaker in Scott’s work, but it is the purpose 
of this discussion of his work to argue that his engagement with the war forms much of 
the basis of his most lasting poetry. 
In David Robb’s biography of Scott, Auld Campaigner, we discover that Scott 
would never talk about his role in the war unless well into a drinking session.15 On that 
basis, we must turn to his poetry where we do encounter a poems that act like sudden 
vigorous disclosures of internalised experiences. Like Hamish Henderson, he wrote a 
juvenile poem on the cusp of war imbued with the minatory atmosphere of the time. 
Scott writes that ‘summer declines like stock before fiasco’16 and given that the Great 
Depression, a direct result of the reparations of World War One, had marred the 
intervening years since the last war, we see the young poet as a scion of a tragic legacy. 
The poems collected in Mouth Music alternate between the droll and the solemn. As a 
starting point it is useful to note ‘Words for the Warld.’ For its compact size, this poem 
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asserts the ego of the lyric poet and also contains a matrix of references encountered by 
the poet in his search for words for the world. The poet is so well read and knows his 
place within tradition that he boasts about reading all of the ‘beuks’ ‘frae Hugh til 
Homer.’ However, the grandeur and swagger of this stanza is sharply undercut with a 
tercet that reveals the means by which Scott discovered his muse: 
 
Till the warld itsel gaed grab at the scruff o my life, 
Shuke me intil a shennachie, skailed frae my ain 
New-opened makar’s mou the wale o words.17 
 
Scott’s early poetry in this light becomes a form of survival and a re-assertion of the 
individual out of the global conflict. In effect, Scott can never again be wholly, or 
abstractedly, literary. He is forced to return time and time again to his war experience 
which will bring both trauma and a determination to achieve ever greater things. Even 
in his most important war poem, ‘Coronach’, Alexander Scott is still taking upon 
himself the great burden of memorialising his fallen comrades, and becoming a 
mouthpiece for the ‘greetan deid’: 
 
Waement the deid 
I never did, 
But nou I am safe awa 
I hear their wae 
Greetan greetan dark and daw 
Their death the-streen my darg the-day18 
 
This is the same humanist dilemma that under-pins much of Hamish Henderson’s 
Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica but whereas Henderson is acting as a conduit for the 
voices of the dead, Alexander Scott’s ‘deid’ are more insistent and rely upon the makar 
to ensure their remembrance. While the identity of the makar is made clear, this is not a 
selfish or self-exalting poem, but one heavy with survivor’s guilt from one person who 
is both cursed and skilled enough to ‘sing to the warld we loo’d.’  
The opening poem of The Latest in the Elegies is ‘Egotist’s Eyes’ where the 
poet writes of seeing the whole world through his glasses with one lens ‘coloured green, 
the other rose.’19 He is aware of his power as a poet when he writes that ‘aspects and 
hue of all that lives or dies / trembles upon the twitching of my eyes’ and ‘to make my 
                                                
17 Alexander Scott, ‘Words for the Warld’ (1994), p. 86. 
18 Alexander Scott, ‘Coronach’ (1994), pp. 27-28. 
19 Alexander Scott, ‘Egotist’s Eyes’, in The Latest in Elegies (Glasgow: Caledonian Press, 1949), pp. 7. 
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dearest enemy my brother / I shut one eye and open wide the other.’ While this contains 
biblical cadences, it also suggests the possibility of opening once more the hateful, 
green eye but, as it stands, the poem appears to argue for the same humanism behind 
Hamish Henderson’s and Tom Scott’s work.  
While the title The Latest in Elegies suggests the overall tenor of the collection 
to be anticipated by the reader, it is also a caustic and ironic statement on the public 
awareness of war poetry and consequent demand for a particular type of poetry written 
by combatant young men. To present the reader with the ‘latest’ elegies implies that the 
elegy is merely a fashionable literary mode and its reception is based on the vagarious 
tastes of a fashion-conscious readership. Although Scott registers his distaste for the 
difficult marriage of poetry and war and seems to support David Robb’s claim that ‘for 
Scott, the war and his poetic destiny were mutually opposed’20 there are poems in this 
early volume of a highly serious import that deal with real or imagined wartime 
experiences. Two of the most significant examples of this are ‘The White Devil’ and 
‘Terra Deserta.’  
‘The White Devil’ carries with it an epigraph from Webster where the poet’s 
‘soul, like a ship / is driven I know not whither.’21 The poem ostensibly follows the 
thoughts of a fatally wounded soldier ‘alone in a dead world’ and its language is as 
bleak and unforgiving as the oncoming blizzard which interferes with the soldier’s 
poignant memories of dancing with his lover. Both poems are attempts to salvage 
meaning from this blizzard and for Scott it is a matter of enduring ‘to the end’ and even 
his assertion that ‘typewriters’ chatter is more than a match for machineguns’ is 
questioned because both the machines of death and creativity are symbiotically 
producing ‘the latest in elegies.’ Meaning and poetry here are almost the plunder or 
hostages of war where ‘campaigners on paper who captured a word or a line, / 
conquered a sentence, or took a verse by storm.’ This poem is a dramatic treatment of 
the shattering effects of the war on the mind of an incipient poet.  
‘Terra Deserta’ contrasts the verdant ‘promised land’ with the barren wastage of 
the desert that warring has brought on humankind. While the opening lines and setting 
of ‘young men born from the bitter womb of the desert’22 suggests a poem based on the 
desert campaigns of World War Two, it is in fact a much more timeless imagining of a 
                                                
20 David Robb (2007b), p. 4. 
21 Alexander Scott, ‘The White Devil’ (1949), pp. 8-14 (p. 8). 
22 Alexander Scott, ‘Terra Deserta’ (1949), pp. 15-17 (p. 15). 
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world where the past is a lost bucolic idyll and where the sons are inheritors of conflict 
and desolation. For instance, they use their fathers’ farming tools and turn them into 
‘tools of death’ and ‘murderous symbols’, which brings to mind the uses of the past in 
Edwin Muir’s poetry which we will explore in the final chapter. These men are ‘lean 
heraldic beasts’ and ‘hunters’ who must fight to survive in the desert, and the poem 
captures both their ruthlessness and heroism. They have created a bleak world of stone 
and now must spend their lives searching for water in ‘another world of irrigation.’ This 
band of desperate warriors are now looking to create a fecund oasis, or a better world 
with ‘a farther vision / Another God, a different law of living, / New ways of love, a 
surer mode of moving.’ Although this is an almost alien place to the reader, it is a 
symbolic rendering of what needs to be called for and achieved by poets in a society 
they have returned to after fighting in World War Two. In this sought-after new world, 
it is now the fathers who try to stymie progress, ‘muttering curses and foolish prayers’ 
and leaving their sons to ‘take the road alone but always forward.’ Utopia is never 
reached in this poem, but the men persevere in their quest to find or create it.  
‘The Sodgers [the soldiers]’ is a straightforward protest against war and a 
criticism of the dangerous class divides that exist within the army. The poet implies that 
we should not entertain the ‘gallus [recklessly brave] captains’ or give any credence to 
‘ramstam [uncontrolled] colonels’ but turn our sights on the ‘sweirt sodgers [reluctant 
soldiers]’ who, although nearly blinded with blood and bandages, are ‘niver near sae 
blind wi bluid / as faa in luve wi guns and swords.’23 It is worth noting that this is 
precisely what the war poetry of Robert Garioch does, discussed in a subsequent 
chapter, and Garioch even refers to himself and others as ‘sweirt recruits.’24 One of the 
more notable poems in The Latest in Elegies is imbued with Alexander Scott’s theatrical 
enthusiasm and is his paean to the fool, or ‘Gowk in Lear.’ The fool makes many cameo 
appearances in Scott’s work, but this poem is Scott’s most sustained engagement with 
the fool. David Robb draws our attention to the fact that Alexander Scott’s corpus is 
almost unique for its ‘near complete avoidance of the descriptions of combat’ for poems 
were ‘oases of peace, written in lulls’ between fighting.25 Robb argues that this poem is 
Scott’s ‘first mature war poem’ but the stepping stone between The Latest in Elegies 
and the more mature and accomplished work in Mouth Music is arguably ‘The Gowk in 
                                                
23 Alexander Scott, ‘The Sodgers’ (1949), p. 31. 
24 Robert Garioch, ‘1941’, in Robert Garioch: Complete Poetical Works (Edinburgh: M. Macdonald, 
1983), p. 69. 
25 David Robb (2007b), p. 4. 
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Lear.’ Scott often thought of the milieu of war as ‘theatrical’, particularly his eerie 
experience of D-Day where the whole day ‘had an air of unreality about it, almost a 
theatrical atmosphere, as if we had stumbled into a play in which our own parts had not 
yet been written.’26 Leonard Mason writes that this poem above others ‘sings with the 
strength, vitality and spirit of having a living speech behind’ it and this quality lends 
itself naturally to theatre and performance.27 ‘The Gowk [the Fool]’ is a symbolic 
statement about the turmoil and confusion of war and how only song and seeming jests 
can make sense of the deathly times, returning us to Brecht on trial which we mentioned 
earlier: 
 
Nane but a Gowk wi nae mair wits nor a burd 
Cud sing like the marlit mavis [speckled thrush] – 
Whit man that’s wyce sae luves the livan word 
 As sing I the howe whar the grave is? 
 
Nane but a Gowk cud sing whan the warld was hell  
 And Christ dung doun bi the Deevil – 
Nane but a Gowk ower glaikit tae fash for himself 
 Cud lauch I the lour o evil.28 
 
Mouth Music was criticised upon publication in The Voice of Scotland by an anonymous 
reviewer, whose writing style bares similarities with the trenchant critical tone of Tom 
Scott. For this reviewer, Alexander Scott’s poems ‘do not explore new areas of 
experience; they contribute nothing towards the establishment of a fuller canon of Scots, 
a lack of the egregious, the extravagant, the large but calculated risk.’29 Dismissing the 
prescriptive scope of these intellectual ideals, Alexander Scott’s poetry does explore 
new experiences but does so in inventive, allusive and symbolic ways. Scott is 
presenting himself as the Gowk, a dolt or clod whose wisdom could easily be 
overlooked because of his appearance and surface wit but is the only voice that carries 
into ‘the howe whar the grave is.’ With this in mind when we approach Mouth Music 
we see increasingly clever strategies of coding and disguising war experience as 
something else, in both tacit and conscious ways. On a subtle level ‘Reid River’ and 
‘Lethe’ become charged when you consider the existence of boundaries in Scott’s work 
and the reality of the Rhine that he had to cross during the War and is apropos to his 
                                                
26 David Robb (2007a), p. 35. 
27 Leonard Mason (1975), p. 8. 
28 Alexander Scott, ‘The Gowk in Lear’ (1994), pp. 41-42 (p. 42). 
29 Leonard Mason (1975), p. 7. 
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idea of pressing on, so that a poet confronted with the Lethe imagined through the Leith 
mist: ‘turn frae its wanhope awa to the warld / And leave it alane to be tint i the sea.’30 
‘Words for the Warld’ and ‘Twa Images’ become salient by their comparable 
violent disclosure of raw wartime experience and trauma. We know that the ‘warld itsel 
gad grab at the scruff o m life, / Shuke me intil a shennachie’ and ‘Twa Images’ deals 
bluntly with the irrevocable impact of the war on the mind of the poet so that he will 
always see the world in two polarised lights, rather like a highly serious re-rendering of 
his early ‘Egotist’s Eyes.’ In peace-time Scott will still see the ‘lift’ for what it is and 
will also see the smoke of war etched forever in it and through all of this is the image of 
the body falling ‘doun and doun and doun’ whose face ‘I canna see, / He might be 
Icarus / Or I.’ Scott claimed in the introductory note to The Latest in Elegies that he was 
not interested in linguistic experiment but was concerned with ‘expressing experience’, 
and these poems stand out because they seem to speak from raw first-hand experience 
and have a lyrical privacy to them, a step away from the dramatic monologue towards 
the soliloquy.31 Two of the strongest poems in this collection are contrasting in their 
approach to dealing with wartime experience. ‘Coronach’ is an unambiguous war-based 
threnody for fallen friends and comrades whereas ‘Untrue Tammas’ is a much more 
symbolic and coded treatment of the casualties of war as seen through ancient myth.  
Leonard Mason believes that ‘Coronach’ is ‘one of the few poems that will 
survive which came out of the 1939-45 war’ and that ‘the interplay of two voices is very 
effective and reminds us that Mr. Scott is a dramatist as well as a poet.’32 David Robb 
writes that it does contain the duality of ‘Twa Images’ and shows a poetry where a ‘hard 
and unideal reality intrudes upon the world of private hopes and dreams’ and the poem 
is the ‘utterance of a man caught between intoxication with experience and recoil from 
it’33 which perhaps effectively expresses the condition of a poet caught up in the midst 
of war. This gives rise to a stoical acceptance of poetry as both a gift and a curse which 
makes the poet re-visit the past daily but also allows him to explore the beauty and 
infinite brutality of the world under war. The war here is an interjection into his poetic 
ideals and lyric ego where his ‘makar’s skill’ must learn to thole the weight of his loss 
and his poetry becomes a necessary ‘darg’ caught between a deep-seated empathy for, 
and duty to, his men, and a ‘tight-lipped, gruff and soldierly manliness.’ We can see 
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31 Alexander Scott, ‘Introductory Note’ (1949), p. v. 
32 Leonard Mason (1975), p. 9. 
33 David Robb (2007a), p. 172. 
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how under these conditions, Alexander Scott was ‘shuke intil a shennachie’ and 
although this poem is a threnody for loss of life, it re-affirms the poet’s bardic authority 
as both keener and celebrant: 
 
‘Makar, frae nou ye maun 
Be singan for us deid men, 
Sing til the warld we loo’d 
(For aa that its brichtness lee’d) 
And tell hou the sudden nicht 
Cam doun and made us nocht.’34  
 
The interaction between the dead soldiers and the poet reminds us that, unlike the epic 
sacral poems of Tom Scott, Alexander Scott is caught between a theatrical drive and 
intensely private and rare outbursts of war-based grief. Due to this more focused and 
specific quality, Alexander Scott’s poetry achieves more of a personalised pathos with 
regard to the war than Tom Scott’s long denunciations of war, such as The Dirty 
Business which can often only operate in terms of abstractions or generalisations. 
In a more symbolic and less immediately apparent vein is Alexander Scott’s 
‘Untrue Tammas’ which David Robb hails as ‘one of Scott’s most ingenious treatments 
of active service.’35 This is a vigorous re-imagining of the myth of Thomas the Rhymer 
and is a bravura display of Scott’s early command of spoken Scots in his poetry. If we 
remember that many of the more traumatic events during the war seemed like a bad 
dream, or ‘theatrical’ to Scott, then the Thomas the Rhymer myth becomes an apt 
analogy of the experience of war. The duration Tammas spends in the faery kingdom is 
‘seeven lang year’ and this takes him out of his realm and into an alien setting. This is 
both an eldritch land where the ‘cheils retire afore they’re twenty’ and where the 
returning gangrel’s stories are dismissed when locals tell Tammas ‘ye’re aff yir heid – 
or else ye’re fou!’36 On an implicit level this poem challenges the reader to be read as 
simply a ‘sumph’s’ frippery and is in fact ‘an ironic exploration of the unbridgeable 
imaginative gap between the home front and those who must return to a land’ where the 
men retire in their youth.37 If death is present in this dream-like landscape, then these 
chiels are the soldiers who died fighting for the ‘promised land’ and their lives are the 
‘haist’ that ‘never needs the graip or plou.’ This poem is both a bitter realisation of the 
                                                
34 Alexander Scott, ‘Coronach’ (1994), pp. 27-28 (p. 28). 
35 David Robb (2007a), p. 41. 
36 Alexander Scott, ‘Untrue Tammas’ (1994), pp. 4-5 (p. 5). 
37 David Robb (2007b), p. 4. 
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phantasmal nature of a better world and another seeming bucolic poem where the war 
encroaches upon Alexander Scott’s poetic and aesthetic sensibilities and as such is, as 
David Robb claims, one of Scott’s most important war poems. The choice of an old 
border-ballad as the base text for this poem is both an attempt to claim and rejuvenate a 
national literary heritage but also, like in many of Edwin Muir’s poems, show the 
ancient nature of war in cultures and societies. By using a myth to make a war poem, 
Scott seems to be suggesting that this cannot be simply wished away, it was actually 
confronted by men like himself even though they may not have been able to believe 
what was happening. 
Scott’s poetry provides us with an example of how a poet can devise strategies 
to avoid direct recollection of the war while still letting its effects permeate his work in 
poignant, subtle and intertextual ways. While the spectre of the war was gradually bred 
out of Alexander Scott’s later work, it was to occasionally surface in explosive bursts: 
for example, in ‘Front Line’ the divide between enemy and ally is dramatically broken 
down into a hellish vision of internecine war where the main aggressor is Christ, a 
synecdoche of religion as fuel for war. Here: 
 
Christ from the crosstree 
charged us 
firing 
 
Christ from the crosstree 
killed them 
crying  
 
Dying and crying 
 
CHRIST.38 
 
This is the very same crying as the ‘greetan greetan dark and daw’ of Scott’s dead 
soldiers in ‘Coronach’, for beneath the frivolity of the later poetry is the idea of this 
‘darg’ and the trauma of war which is often either controlled or sublimated and makes 
poems such as ‘Front Line’ outstanding poetic stress-fractures.  
Alexander Scott presents the reader with an intensely private (unless written in 
character in a theatrical vein) and individual reaction to war, a form of coping 
mechanism where the poet tries, but often fails, to stop the war infringing upon his craft. 
                                                
38 Alexander Scott, ‘Frontline’ (1994), pp. 181-182 (p. 182). 
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He writes movingly about the impact and trauma of World War Two upon the survivor 
and the ghostly voices of his fellow soldiers who he chooses to pay homage to through 
his art and through his lifelong attempts to improve elements of his country, in Scott’s 
case through the promulgation of education, Scottish Literature and poetry. Alexander 
Scott’s war poetry is scarce and the few examples he chose to preserve (for he did not 
leave much unpublished material behind) represent some highly poignant and inventive 
responses to war on the mind of the poet, a body of poetry that, once forced into being, 
the poet wishes did not exist. In addition, he writes about the immediate ordeal of war 
and then ever more tersely about its scarred legacy and as such wrote much of his best 
war time poetry while a comparatively young man. The later, more playful, pop-culture 
centred poetry can be seen as Scott taking and leading the sort of life that was denied to 
his fellow soldiers who fell in the war. Scott’s life and work after the war is clearly 
instilled with a sense of responsibility and a notion of social possibility, but this can also 
manifest itself in the need he feels to ‘thole’ the guilt of the survivor as well as the 
traumas of his own military service. Even in some of his later poems, the stresses and 
cracks can still be seen. For example in ‘One World’, Scott tries to reconcile all of the 
happenings in the world on 17th December 1971 with his rather befuddled existence 
where he goes to an ‘adult party’ and: 
 
[…] chatted to this one, that and t’other 
on sweet damn all, 
got stoned on a half-and-a-half 
and a half-and-a-half 
etcetera ad infinitum […]39 
 
The sense of duty and guilt in the voice of ‘Coronach’ can still be read in these 
intoxicated and muddled lines, some two and a half decades after the end of the war.  
Scott’s later poetry is both a step towards reclaiming his life and happiness, but it is 
also, nonetheless, a body of poetry marked by such attempts as those above to gloss 
over the suffering. While his wartime service shows his anti-fascist struggle, it is more a 
continual sense of duty to his fallen men that governs much of Scott’s post-war work, in 
the determination to lead a poetic and professional life aimed at making Scotland a 
better place. 
 
                                                
39 Alexander Scott, ‘One World’ (1994), p. 177. 
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Tom Scott  
 
Tom Scott was born in Glasgow in 1918 and did not immediately follow a creative or 
academic path in his early manhood, working various odd jobs such as an apprentice 
builder. Although he was a staunch pacifist before the war, he enlisted after he asked 
himself the question ‘if Hitler were in this room, would I shoot him?’40 Scott served 
during the war in Nigeria with the Pay Corps and after being demobbed was to have a 
more varied freelance career, earning a doctorate in the sixties from Edinburgh 
University for his study of Dunbar, later published in 1966 by Oliver and Boyd. 
Through his obdurate opinions and his uncompromising approach to poetry, Scott 
became an increasingly marginal figure in the group of poets that formed the second 
wave of the Scottish Literary Renaissance. That said, Scott enjoyed pockets of support 
in the literary community, particularly in the pages of David Morrison’s Scotia Review 
in the 1970s. Scott was to remain a practicing poet up until his death in 1995 from a rare 
type of plasma-cell cancer called myeloma.  
In writing about his cancer, Scott joins the company of poets who have used 
their disease to denote something wrong with the wider world they lived in at the time, 
often aligning such illnesses with political regimes or wars. For instance, Edward 
Dorn’s final and posthumously published Chemo Sabé (2001) chronicles not only 
Dorn’s fight with cancer but also an acerbic look at the political state of the Clinton 
administration, overshadowed by scandal. Similarly Hugh MacDiarmid would write in 
the 1930s ‘An Ex-Parte Statement on the Project of Cancer’ which is looked at in detail 
in the final chapter of this thesis. This poem is set against the rise of fascism and draws 
parallels between this and the fact that cancer spreads and is becoming a more common 
disease. Edwin Morgan wrote both a poem about the pre-history of cancer in ‘The Sign 
of the Crab’ after his own diagnosis in the early 2000s but also ‘Gorgo and Beau’ 
(collected in A Book of Lives, 2009), a gallus flyting of a fight between a healthy cell in 
the body and a cancerous one. We are reminded once more of Brecht’s call never to be 
completely in earnest, even in the direst of times. These poems of pathology and 
fighting can validly be called war poems because they exist in a state of conflict and use 
this inner conflict to say things about events happening in the world. Scott uses his 
disease in Views from Myeloma (1995) as a starting point for examining not just 
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endogenous malignancy but the exogenous cancers that afflict all of mankind. In 
essence, Tom Scott fought all of his life, in increasingly epic poems, with the ills in 
society and the very nature of war itself, and as an old man aware of his mortality he 
writes about the war that is waging inside himself and in the wider world. It will be 
useful to define what is meant here by the term ‘epic’ since its meaning has become 
muddied in recent years. By ‘epic’ in relation to Tom Scott’s work, what is meant is a 
long poem of strenuous intellectual effort that contains polemical content which fights, 
as traditional epics contained treatments of war, for a better country to live in. 
The paramount need to salvage life back from the death-tolls and ruins of World 
War Two is a concern central to Tom Scott whose condemnatory The Dirty Business 
(1986) seeks to root out the cancers afflicting mankind for the sake of reaching a ‘New 
Jerusalem.’ In approaching Tom Scott’s epic works, it is useful to remember that these 
poems are all borne out of a core practicality and concern for betterment; they are 
‘macrostructures’ whose architecture is not to be admired from afar ‘but buildings 
which house the spirit of humankind, battlements against the destruction of the 
species.’41  
Tom Scott’s interest in the epic form began in the 1950s when he claimed that 
the ‘lyric has been ridden to death’ and that ‘our time calls for a public and epic 
poetry.’42 Scott was drawing his co-ordinate points for his epic from Hugh 
MacDiarmid’s In Memoriam James Joyce (1955) which in itself was informed by C.M. 
Doughty’s Travels in Arabia Deserta (1888). In this light, Tom Scott was trying to align 
himself with the line of descent of the epic from its Homeric roots and to bring it more 
clearly into Scottish literary tradition. The epic for Scott was a poem capacious enough 
to support all of his vast, and sometimes sprawling arguments, a poem of both realistic 
and allegorical import and, like the classical epic, containing fighting but invariably of a 
cerebral kind. Tom Scott embraced the role of ‘propagandist’ poet in the sense that 
Dante’s Inferno can be seen as ‘propaganda for the kirk’ and that ‘not even Dante’s hell 
can encompass WW2’ for it is not for sinners but ‘innocent victims.’43 Here, the lyric 
had ceased to be able to deal with the implications of the war and the spread of man-
made ills in society.  
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If we remember that Alexander Scott operates largely in the individual, secular 
and lyrical vein, then Tom Scott by stark contrast, after his early wartime New 
Apocalypse writing which he left behind, is writing from the core values of the epic and 
the sacral such as the earth as Goddess whose life-giving properties must be protected 
and paid homage. Tom Scott’s gaze and vision belongs to contemporary society as 
much as Alexander Scott’s, but with the addition of an on-going commitment to the 
sacral, to the inviolable sanctity of the earth and humanity. Discussing his long poem 
that grapples with faith, ‘The Paschal Candill’ Scott admitted that he was ‘religious’ but 
his belief ‘has nothing to do with dogmatic religion.’44 The biblical and epiphanic 
cadences of this poem are another feature recurrent in Tom Scott’s life-long work and 
lead Thomas Crawford to call Scott ‘that rare thing, a genuinely religious poet.’45 ‘The 
Paschal Candill’, is a prayer for mankind and a search for the ‘Word’ to which priests 
‘turn a deaf ear’, and the sacral for Scott is a reverence of life and a preservation of all 
of its possibilities. For Scott, modern sensibility means writing about the Aberfan 
disaster or Vietnam or even about Sarajevo in his startling small poem ‘Son of Man’, 
about taking an injured ‘wee laddie’ to the ‘emergency hoose’ where the boy will not let 
go of his grip on the poet. This poem is both a comment on the legacy of trauma but 
also a dawning realisation of the inadequacy of the poet’s craft in making sense of the 
event when he leaves the boy and appeals to the reader ‘whit else could I dae?’46 
Tom Scott considers himself ‘the guardian of values, and all values are spiritual’ 
for ‘poets are not unacknowledged legislators but ought to be acknowledged 
counsellors, men of values and vision.’47 In the context of this thesis, we can see Scott 
explicitly calling for poets as ‘legislators of possibility’ as well as builders of such 
visions. In this light, Scott has often been described as an ‘oracular’ figure, like Moses, 
and carrying on this analogy it is worth noting that there is a significant pelagic psycho-
geography in Tom Scott’s work to which we will come.48 This is the trope which 
surfaces in his translation of Dante’s Inferno where Odysseus voyages out to sea with 
his men into the unknown, which could result in disaster or the discovery of a better 
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world. Tom Scott’s work always ventures further into the unknown in his continual 
quest for the ‘glorie’ of the ‘marble towers’ of a ‘New Jerusalem.’49   
 
Early War Poetry 
 
Tom Scott’s oeuvre can be understood in terms of meliorism. That is, the question of 
how a poet can try to improve, or inspire others to improve, the country in which they 
live and then the world itself. In this quest, Scott can sometimes adopt a proselytising 
voice, as he calls for a better society, in At the Shrine o the Unkent Sodger: ‘This is the 
good city, the longed-for New Jerusalem / Never quite to be reached, nor yet lost sicht 
o.’50In interview with Joy Hendry, Scott claimed that ‘I’m a reformer – always trying to 
make society better’ and accepted that his later work was flawed for ‘a more gifted man 
would do it better, and I hope will.’51 In this light, the efforts of Tom Scott can be seen 
as an attempt to tend the flame, to add to a body of work that will never be complete in 
its ‘ayebydan [ever-lasting]’ search for a New Jerusalem. Scott felt that the war he lived 
through was not the grand illusion, but a bloody reality, thus making it different from 
the poetry of World War One and needing to be ‘written up, partly out of a sense of 
guilt and I wanted to write something for those who did not survive.’52 The war for 
Scott was an important epoch in his poetic development as it showed him a style and 
type of poetry that for Scott would not work, found in the New Apocalypse movement.  
Tom Scott’s poems of the period survive scattered in print, often in anthologies 
and he has cited ‘Sea Dirge’ in an interview as the first war poem he wrote, in 1941, 
that he believed was worth keeping. With Scott, there is no impression of a violent 
repudiation of the New Apocalypse like Norman MacCaig, but an acceptance that it was 
an aesthetic search for a voice that ended in a ‘dead end’ and this impasse was only 
lifted when ‘I found my Scots voice.’53 In this light, Scott’s later work focuses on poetry 
as a moral rather than an aesthetic priority and ‘The Paschal Candill’ succeeds in fusing 
both the aestheticism of religion with a firm sense of reformist morality. With Scots, 
Scott could maintain his place in terms of nationality and locality but his poetry is often, 
if not always, universal in its scope. 
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Tom Scott’s work of the war is marked by both the high obscure rhetoric of the 
New Apocalypse poets and also poems in English of unusual clarity such as ‘Canteen.’ 
While the movement did not produce the utterance or expression he wanted, the poems 
are nonetheless worthy of critical treatment and are often much more accessible than is 
assumed of work carrying the New Apocalypse label. For instance, although ‘Sea 
Dirge’ is written in a plain-spoken standard English, Tom Scott has claimed that lines 
such as ‘I found him drowned on the rock that night / And the wind high’ are essentially 
Scottish in their ballad-style delivery.54 The poem is pervaded with some of the 
characteristic angst of the New Apocalypse, as encountered in early poems by Ruthven 
Todd and Maurice Lindsay, with its dramatic imagery of a grief-stricken lover stripping 
‘my forsaken breasts to the moon.’ The lack of any form of historical signifiers to place 
the poem is an attempt to make a timeless statement about the loss of life, for the 
drowned lover could easily be a sailor or a soldier.  
There are major continuities between this early work and that of the later epic 
forms. Far from seeming a dead end, these poems are imbued with sea-scapes and the 
sea is both a perilous and endlessly protean force in Scott’s work that he can 
anthropomorphise to dramatic effect. For instance, ‘Poem in Three Movements’ is 
written in the lexically excessive style of the time but part ‘III’ deals with sensory 
storms and squalls affecting the poet who is almost commanding them: 
 
Roll, rock-sidling ocean-fields 
Swirl and swing of tragic-waves 
Searching a million of miles 
Restlessly, for lost wonders, 
Trundling, treading god-silenced 
Atlantis’ forlorn acres55 
 
This poem builds in intensity and musical violence and the theme of drowning is 
encountered once again. Scott’s work carries many mythological allusions to sea-based 
chimeras such as Scylla and Charybdis and the sea is a psychological barrier, something 
that is too deep to fathom and a form of turmoil that keeps the poet’s mind ‘eddying’ 
and stirs the confusion of a generation. The image of ‘going down’ seems to allude to a 
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nether-world that the poet will be always caught in, in an Orphean way and similar 
notions of uncharted depth are explored in Tom Scott’s early poems.  
Scott’s early poems can be seen as symbolic of the wartime in which they were 
composed, poems of storms, drowning seas and confusion. In ‘Beneath this Tree 
bearing Hope in its Branches’ the poet conjures up an Arcadian Highland place where 
‘my lover and mother call from their grave of weeds’ but also where the poet cannot rest 
and tries to resist going ‘eddying down those years’ and ‘will go down no more / to seek 
the serpents in their beds.’ However, he realises that this resolve to live a less haunted 
life is impossible and ‘I crumble it to dust within my hand’ ‘and all alone along my 
shores I stand.’ In ‘Poem in Time of Search’ the poet accepts the burden of his artistic 
duty and he searches for a bed rock of stability in the midst of a maelstrom: 
 
Let me believe! Give me the message, 
You arrogant stones, and show me the rock 
Beneath Europe’s maelstrom; ring me, Time! 
Toll me the deep remoteness, sky centre, and turn me 
Then on men. 
 
Give me my gift, and my shift of canvas, 
Set my staff in my hand 
And point me over the tumble to my goal.56 
 
For Tom Scott, the prescient and socially conscious poet may be doomed to periods of 
solitude but he must voyage across stormy seas. The sea in Tom Scott’s poetry is not 
employed lightly, or simply as a mysterious, dangerous trope; instead it carries behind it 
one central concept, that of a generation of people drowned by war ‘Poem’ makes this 
clear where ‘in the bowels of the sea, the spiked / and spitted souls of children’ cry 
‘through the fog’ and where ‘I am hearing the storm-wind sing in my bones / meaning 
business, and I am glad, I am listening, listening.’57 While the closing image is of the 
poet half-gloating in finding his muse in the misery of the sea, this shows the beginning 
of a treatment of the war in relation to the sea that reaches its apotheosis in the epic 
trope of ‘The Ship’ which argues that after the disastrous class divisions aboard the 
Titanic and after its sinking:  
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We follaed up the Ship wi ae gret war, 
Refused to change, sae anither follaed that, 
And refusan to change, a cauld war follaed that, 
And we stand the-day like a scorpion ringed wi fire, 
Ready to sting our racial sel til death 
Raither nor brek throu the bourgeois creed 
That God and wise men clearly hae condemned 
As utterly unreal and moribund.58 
 
Tom Scott has talked about his discovery of Scots in the early 50s as something that 
finally gave him direction out of the impasse of the New Apocalypse and as he was to 
write about Ulysses’ search for his father, his discovery of rendering seminal European 
literature in Scots was part of the ‘search for my own tradition.’59 On a meta-level, the 
synergy between the sea and poetry in Tom Scott is a matter of whether or not his craft 
and world perspective will sink or swim, sail or drown. Tom Scott’s ‘polysemous 
veritism’ is an extension of this concept, twinned with Dante’s idea of ‘polysemous 
allegory’ thus giving rise to extended metaphors and conceits underlying all of Scott’s 
poetry.  
Of Scott’s wartime poems, there are two notable examples that are quite 
different from those written in the archetypal ‘New Apocalypse’ vein. ‘So in the 
Dream’ deals with being demobbed from the army and thinking about the implications 
this has on the enlisted poet at war. It captures much of the foreboding and uncertainty 
of the time when Scott writes that ‘no one knows where the month, where the year / will 
find him; nor feels disposed to care.’60 Scott has described himself as being ‘used to 
Hell’ by the end of the war and this is the moment where his poetry failed him, for 
‘mere release does not resolve our hate’ and the only solution is a  ‘vision of aurora in 
the single mind / expressive of the north that lies beyond.’ This shows the quest for 
home and beauty out of the chaos, akin to the bedrock under the maelstrom, and while 
Scott’s later work is often seen as the work of a dismal theorist when he claimed that it 
was ‘do or die for the human race’61 he is in fact, in his own words, a ‘utopian socialist’ 
or an idealist of the sacral. The vision here is of something bright beyond the war and 
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the two final stanzas are revealing in showing the poet’s purpose and direction and the 
precariousness of his ideals: 
 
So in the dream a girl you’ve never seen 
but known always, turns you from indecision 
to goals she cannot see and you’d forgot, 
 
Which take on new significance, for you – 
And leaves you where you were, feeling you have seen 
The poet’s heaven balanced on a pin.62 
 
We are offered a glimpse of Tom Scott’s post-War life as a poet if he was totally 
unencumbered and could put his dreams into motion. This marks Scott’s new direction 
away from the ephemeral magazine poems of the war towards a longer and more epic, 
programmatic vision. Another poem, with the quotidian title ‘Canteen’, on a surface 
reading suggests an account of the diurnal activities in an army canteen and witnessing 
‘this boy in dirty dungarees’ who stands out from the ‘white-khaki-clad soldiers’ and 
the ‘white-dressed white actresses.’ In all of the cleanliness of soldiers ‘this towsy-
haired boy disturbs me.’ There is something to be said about the effortless humanity, or 
at least the willingness to defy normal rules of behaviour on the part of Scottish poets of 
World War Two in order to relate to a fellow man. There is arguably also a comment on 
ethnicity here but there is an overriding enigma as to why the poet is ‘disturbed’ and it 
is only through research around the poem that it becomes apparent that the poet believes 
the boy is Christ or the ‘second coming’ set to die in the war. In interview Tom Scott 
discussed his growing interest in religion during the 1950s and the motif of 
‘discrucifixion’ in his work and mentioned the image of ‘Christ in dungarees.’ ‘The 
Discrucifixion’ mentions Christ ‘in modern clothes’ and implores us to ‘refuse his 
sacrifice, bring him amang us / a livan, vital, creatan man.’ ‘The Canteen’ represents 
one of Scott’s earliest religious poems – in the sense of venerating humanity in all of its 
forms, and reminds us of Scott’s maxim that ‘we must think people, not statistics.’63 
Much of Tom Scott’s later work is constantly at war with the world, with 
hegemony, greed and inequity as well as poetic complacency. In many ways the war is 
an ubiquitous concept in his later work but as a synthesis of many wars from Troy to 
Sarajevo and his actual wartime experience is largely underexplored. Tom Scott was a 
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pacifist and a reluctant participant in World War Two and yet spends his later years 
waging intellectual warfare. It is easy to see Thomas Crawford’s claim that Tom Scott 
was a latter-day ‘pulpit thunderer’ as all of the poems are imbued with sweeping 
reformist statements and dire prognostications.64 For example, we hear of how the third 
class travellers suffered on board the Titanic and continue to suffer at large in society in 
‘The Ship’, prompting Scott to ask: ‘Hou lang, hou lang, O Lord, sall we hae to dree / 
Helpless slaves in siccan miserie?’65 
Scott has said that his work is devoted to witness and within that trying to 
highlight areas in which society can be made better, which moves his work from the 
realm of witness to possibility and arguing for new legislation. While Alexander Scott 
writes ever more rarely about his experience in the war and settles into a literary and 
academic life, conversely Tom Scott seems to spring into action, taking off from where 
the war ended, to urge readers to remain vigilant, to push at all times in order to make 
post-war society fairer and better. In ‘Hopes’ he writes: 
 
It shouldn’t be too much for our human race, 
The shepherd of subordinate Earthly kinds, 
To hope for peace among our kindred 
Here in this garden of all the planets.66 
 
Thomas Crawford is right to maintain that Scott is a genuinely religious poet, in the 
sense that he possesses and exercises a deep-seated piety or reverence for humanity and 
the preservation of the earth; his poems are hymns, prayers or rhapsodies. That said, he 
is a poet without dogma or evangelical creed; his religion is a poetry that treats the 
temporal, immediate world as sacral, a life-force that must be protected. His poetry is 
laically votive but he is quick to preach damnation when he sees around him hindrances 
towards the march to a New Jerusalem. In ‘The City’ he issues a stark caveat: 
 
A world-order valid for each and all, 
a one-for-all and all-for-one world? 
For variety in unity founded on 
equality of rights and basic needs – 
not of gifts, but common humanity? 
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If that can’t be achieved, Mankind will die.67 
 
‘The City’ is unfinished and remains eerily apt even today when many of the issues 
articulated above seem so neglected or little addressed. Tom Scott’s character  ‘Brand 
the Builder’ strived to build such a superstructure or city but never saw it completed 
within his life-span, thus reinforcing his idea of the poet’s mind being ‘as old as his 
people, not ephemeral as his body.’68 The name Brand reminds us of Henrik Ibsen’s 
1865 play of the same name which concerns a priest who lives by the dictum of ‘all of 
nothing’ and will not compromise, believing only in doing the right thing.69 Like 
Brand’s idealistic urge to save the world which eventually alienates him from the 
society which he serves, the later poetry of Tom Scott is ‘deeply socially concerned, 
nation-centred rather than individualistic’ and chimes with T. S. Eliot’s assertion that 
‘the progress of the artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of 
personality.’70  
While Scott appears to banish the lyrical ego from his work, it is nonetheless a 
poetry of selflessness characterised by its wilful accumulation of data thus making the 
poetry stridently self-generated. For instance, ‘The Ship’ is one of his major examples 
of the cogent use of ‘polysemous veritism’, however At The Shrine O The Unkent 
Sodger (1968) falters because it lacks a central focus and instead is a catalogue of 
descriptions of atrocities and wars spanning centuries. At the Shrine O the Unkent 
Sodger fulminates against war only to be surpassed in its raw ire and intensity by his 
later epic treatise on war, The Dirty Business (1986). Both of these poems contain so 
much matter, factual and poetic, that it is difficult to isolate passages, and the latter 
seeks out so many war crimes that one stanza can contain a bewildering array of 
brutality. It is unsurprising, then, that William Neill praised it for getting to ‘the taproot 
of human beastliness.’71 These poems are examples of the poet who wants to progress 
beyond the war, not suppress nor forget it in passages such as: 
 
Sonia, aged about sixteen 
is taken from her mother and friends, 
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gang-raped, her breasts cut off, 
nailed to a tree and left to die.72 
 
This is one of many horrific acts catalogued by Scott in The Dirty Business. This 
protracted cataloguing, however, is one of the flaws of this long poem. While Scott 
retains the rhetorical force of the poetry, he sacrifices the music of the lines and is 
constantly searching for the best way to deal with the horrors of war. Passages like the 
one above are supposed to shock us viscerally but because they are part of an 
unremitting, matter-of-fact stream of crimes the poem becomes two-dimensional and 
repetitive. Without the discipline of the lyric and the sympathetic humour of many of 
his contemporaries, the poem becomes a long and obvious jeremiad.  Despite this it also 
contains passages of empathy and tenderness but they seem almost prosaic compared to 
the poems and events they try to paraphrase.  
Tom Scott’s aim with this epic poem is intrinsically two-fold. As he has 
mentioned, it was conceived from his sense of guilt that World War Two was never 
fully ‘written up’73 despite the fact that such a task would be impossible and ineffable. 
He is both setting a factual context of the wars during his life, should they ever pass into 
cultural amnesis, and trying to vehemently preach peace for he believes that 
‘humankind can still inherit the earth, and deserves to inherit it.’74 The criticism this 
poem invites is that much of the writing is a litany of horrors so that its hymn of peace 
becomes bludgeoned by the statistics of horror translated into ‘real’ people. The Dirty 
Business is a necessary but insurmountable attempt to contain the war in verse form. 
This task ‘demands a Hercules, if not, indeed a Sisyphus’75 and in fact Tom Scott 
identifies far more readily with Ulysses where he is ‘free from God’s will, and meets his 
death at sea, killed by his own eagerness to know.’76 
Flawed though these later, epic poems may be, they are imbued not only with 
warning and admonition but a consistent humanism which marks Scott out, above all 
his other poetic peers, as the poet who most extensively asserts and insists on, albeit in 
shrill monotony, ever more idealist aspirations for society. He uses the war as a 
touchstone event in which to argue for ways in which the environment and humanity 
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can be safe-guarded. From the rather nebulous nature of war in At the Shrine o the 
Unkent Sodger we nonetheless see the poet devoted to moving ‘forward frae this 
recurran cess o war, / Man be at harmony wi brither man.’ Similarly, Scott defends his 
The Dirty Business by writing that if ‘poetry is essentially a celebration of life’ then it 
must also be a ‘criticism of anti-life phenomena in society.’77 The sheer scale, scope and 
detail of these longer epic poems show that his desire for ‘love to triumph over war’ is 
not simply an easy, modern banner to live under but one that the poet must grapple with 
and call for, Scott the ‘practical poet’ trying to help bring about change through his 
verse.  
Much of Scott’s work taken in isolation could give the specious impression that 
he is a misanthropic orator speaking from the fringes of mankind’s ruin. His speakers 
are a conglomerate of mythological heroes shot through with a modern, post-war 
consciousness, not only Ulysses but ‘Ahab’ in his poem of the same name. If we 
remember that the sea is a shifting and endlessly perilous presence in his work then it is 
also the very brink of man’s ken and Scott’s job is to catch and then drag in the ‘whale’:  
 
The island natives 
Took him for a god, and knelt and prayed 
When they sae the wuiden-legged, hauf-deid man 
Hirplan ashore, haulan at the line 
That held the whale. For the first time he wes free.78 
 
This is by no means a way of implying that Scott portrayed himself as ‘god-like’ or 
Messianic but another distinct thread in Scott’s work is that of ‘man discrucified, his 
cross uncrossed.’ This cross represents the wrongness in society and the wrong choices 
made by a society lacking in intellectual and artistic guidance. Scott’s piety is not for 
God himself but for the earth and mankind; in ‘Adam’ Scott writes about mankind’s 
belief in their first antecedents and here, the post-lapsarian wasteland is a form of 
freedom from oppression on high: 
 
Until it broke intil my sicht, the licht 
O day dispellan Eden’s muinlicht glaumour, 
And I surrendit aa thon vain pretence, 
Wes nae mair God, nae mair afraid to be  
Alane, shut out, nor envied God possession 
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o whit he’d made his ain- nae langer strove 
Wi angels to return, nor feared their sword, 
And fand whit peace I could bein man.79 
 
In ‘Ithika’ Tom Scott writes that ‘a greater warld is mine’ and although he is 
channelling the voice of Ulysses, this is perhaps the most pithy description of Scott’s 
serious ontological aims of his later poetry, to win back ground in the aftermath of a 
disaster such as a world war.  
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Over the course of this chapter, we have seen both the early linguistic similarities and 
later artistic and stylistic divergence of both Alexander Scott and Tom Scott with a 
focus on their poetry of the war, or the concept of being at war in Tom Scott’s life-long 
work. Their respective works ensure that World War Two is shown from many of its 
ugliest to most elegiac angles. Alexander Scott’s war poetry is one of an immediately 
personal and lyrical ilk, articulating the impact of the war on the emerging poet and his 
ego. Tom Scott by contrast is a vaster, existential poet of war and evil in society which 
must be redressed and the only mode of poetry he believed was fit for this task was the 
epic. As Alexander Scott matures as a poet, the war becomes less salient in his work, 
save a few violent interjections. His work begins to take on a tenor of more sympathetic 
humour, performance and wit, although the war is an ever-present concern to him, and 
gives him his sense of responsibility as a poet, to sing for the lost worlds of his fallen 
men. Poems such as ‘Front Line’ remind the reader that the war is always on his mind 
as a poet. Tom Scott does not mellow and instead makes strenuous, if repetitive, poems 
against war, not a specific conflict but a synthesis of wars both ancient and recent in a 
form of mytho-reality such as in The Dirty Business and At the Shrine o the Unkent 
Sodger.  
While the war exerts its influence ever more powerfully on Tom Scott as it is 
waning in the later work of Alexander Scott, both poets came of age during World War 
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Two and their involvement, if not created, certainly steeled and catalysed their poetic 
voices. With the lyrics of Alexander Scott we see the pathos of a poetic mind distorted 
by the war, where the reality infringes on the idealistic notion of what a poet’s vocation 
really is, and with Tom Scott, there is pathos in his tireless but ultimately flawed efforts 
with the epic. This chapter has discussed the elements of willed creation in their work, 
from extremes of compassion and condemnation to selfhood and selflessness. Putting 
aside any of their differences, it is clear to see that both poets were committed to 
intellectually, poetically and practically improving the Scotland they returned to after 
the war, using that war as a recurrent touchstone by which to measure their efforts and 
renew their sense of possibility, of what the poet can bring to the society in which they 
work and strive, with degrees of success, to change for the better.  Between the elegy 
and the epic both poets move from mourning in the aftermath of the war to turn their 
attentions to the heroic struggle to improve society to make up for the grievous losses of 
the war, even if in the case of Tom Scott, this could only be part of an impossible drive 
to reach ‘New Jerusalem’. 
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Chapter Three 
Committed and Confessional1: Sorley MacLean 
 
In Hugh MacDiarmid’s 1943 essay ‘Scottish Arts and Letters: The Present Position and 
Post-war Prospects’, MacDiarmid cites MacLean (1911-1996), by then recovering from 
wounds sustained during the Battle of El Alamein, as one of the most promising poets 
from the younger generation of Scottish poets.2 MacDiarmid is not praising MacLean’s 
war poetry, which at that point was mostly still in draft form, but MacLean’s ‘The 
Cuillin’, which began with the vision of ‘a very long poem […] radiating from Skye and 
the West Highlands to the whole of Europe.’3 Unsurprisingly, although it was ‘The 
Cuillin’ that MacLean substantially repudiated and abandoned after the Warsaw 
Uprising of 1944, MacDiarmid in 1943 chose to praise it as ‘not only a magnificent 
evocation of the Hebridean landscape but of the whole tumult of history and human 
hope.’4 Hope is a salient quality to remember when approaching MacLean’s war poetry, 
as MacDiarmid himself invested much faith in MacLean’s ability to substantially 
contribute to a renaissance in the arts in post-war Scotland. 
It is well documented that MacLean had an often antipathetic stance towards his 
own work, beginning with burning his English juvenilia in favour of his first Gaelic 
work. This reached its apotheosis during World War Two when MacLean seemed at 
times to lose all faith in his work. Yet even in the midst of the desert warfare, he did not 
lose the urge to write poetry. As late as 1989, at the time of MacLean’s conversation 
with Morag Stewart as part of STV’s Off the Page series, he admits that he did ‘dislike 
my own stuff’ and was ‘pretty sceptical’ about the work of others ‘for a while.’5 
However, these views must be seen as vitally transitional, and a symptom of MacLean’s 
dilemma of engagement with the British army and the humanist dilemma of killing 
others which shook his earlier political certainties.  
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MacLean occupied a privileged place among MacDiarmid’s literary friends and 
the younger Scottish poets of the period. Not only did MacLean act as MacDiarmid’s 
Gaelic correspondent, translating literally the poems of Alasdair mac Mhaighstir 
Alasdair and Duncan Ban MacIntyre into English for MacDiarmid’s 1940 The Golden 
Treasury of Scottish Poetry, he is also spoken of in bardic and panegyrical terms by 
MacDiarmid in his autobiography, Lucky Poet. The young MacLean and George 
Campbell Hay are said to have revitalised the ‘Scottish Muse’, a crucial step forward in 
MacDiarmid’s struggle of Scottish culture through and after the war, termed the 
‘kulturkampf’: 
 
The freeing once more of the winter-locked ground, 
The new springing of flowers, another rig turned-over, 
Dearg-lasrach bho’n talamh dubh na h-Alba, 
Another voice, and another, stirring, rippling, throbbing with life, 
  Scotland’s long-starved ears have found.6  
 
Combined with the ‘forcing-bed’ of the war experience, MacDiarmid viewed the bloom 
of his own literary strivings for Scotland in positive, organic and crucially Gaelic terms. 
The renaissance conceived by MacDiarmid in ‘the trenches of WW1 […] leapt lustily 
into life in WW2’7 and the existence of poets like MacLean and Hay helped to prove 
MacDiarmid’s prognostications that the leading poetic language of Scotland would be 
Gaelic, repudiating Edwin Muir’s claim that contemporary Scottish poetry was only 
viable in English: ‘the cultivation of Lallans has been merely a stage in the breaking 
away from English and return to Gaelic.’8 
In this light MacLean seems to be MacDiarmid’s ideal poet for Scotland, a vital 
link between both MacDiarmid’s generation and his own, being of age to be inspired by 
but also question MacDiarmid’s work and gain his admiration through his tortured 
engagement with the Spanish Civil War. Many MacLean scholars, such as Joy Hendry, 
are quick to remind us that ‘the two poets were in similar positions, and achieved 
similar things. MacDiarmid revivified Scots, dragging it’ from the Kailyard and Celtic 
Twilight ‘into the 20th Century, MacLean did the same for Gaelic and Gaelic poetry.’9 
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Alasdair Macrae goes further to point out that ‘MacLean wrenched Gaelic poetry out of 
a largely backward-looking and elegiac mode into a confrontation with contemporary 
actualities on a global scale’, providing yet more compelling links with MacDiarmid’s 
campaign for intellectual change in Scotland. 10 
Dain do Eimhir and ‘The Cuillin’ are widely regarded as Sorley MacLean’s 
master-works, and both from the polished but anguished lyrics of Dain do Eimhir to the 
unfinished vision of ‘The Cuillin’ are deeply permeated with a fear and loathing for 
fascism through its incarnations in the Spanish Civil War and onto the North-African 
battlefields of World War Two. These works occupy much of the criticism of Sorley 
MacLean’s poetry and both are products of not simply a struggle with the rise of 
fascism but a ‘quarrel fundamentally with myself’ which was ‘intensified and 
accelerated’ by the war.11 In this context these works can be viewed as moral, aesthetic 
and ideological  interrogations that take place before the poet encountered the bloody 
realities of war. They are products of flux, revision and change. However, MacLean’s 
war poetry is spare and austere: it is a poetry that does not strive like his early work to 
bring about change and can only offer a ‘frail defense’ against fascism when the poet’s 
absolute hatred of fascism is rendered by the humanity seen by a dead German boy in 
‘Death Valley.’ His war poetry is the meridian of his earlier work, where MacLean 
finally gets the chance to fight and this experience profoundly affects his earlier 
political certainties and convictions. John Herdman has said that much of MacLean’s 
finest work comes from ‘the collision between the ideal and the actual, between 
aspiration and limitation, between the finite and the infinite’ and in his war poems he is 
‘clearly not one who has his head in the clouds.’12  
If MacLean is a ‘tradition-bearer’ and feels the pride of ‘the big men of Braes’, 
his heroism, along with his poetry, must be different from them, it must ‘negotiate both 
the Gaelic martial tradition and the poetry of World War One.’13 MacLean admits as 
much in his critical writings when he expresses his ‘disgust’ at the Gaelic filidh customs 
of poets like Iain Lom, whose function was to ‘do the praising’ of the valor and fighting 
                                                
10 Alasdair Macrae, ‘Obituary: Sorley MacLean’, The Independent (26 November 1996) 
<http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary-sorley-maclean-1354307.html> [accessed 
09/06/2015]. 
11 Seamus Heaney, ‘Introduction’, in Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays, pp. 1-7 (p. 3). 
12 John Herdman, ‘The Ghost Seen By The Soul: Sorley MacLean And The Absolute’, in Sorley 
MacLean: Critical Essays, pp. 165-175 (p. 165). 
13 Peter Mackay (2010), p. 127. 
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of Alastair MacDonald.14 For MacLean, poetry of war is a poetry ‘of commitment’ that 
must be in some way ‘confessional if it is to be true to the existentialist choice.’ In 
essence, in approaching Maclean’s war poetry one must consider both the poet’s 
psychological and ideological fight with himself as well as the physical conflict. In this 
Herdman is right to remind us that MacLean’s heroism is not the unblemished self-
sacrifice of his early heroes such as Connolly and Cornford, but Jung’s hero from 
Symbols of Transformation: ‘the hero is a hero just because he sees resistance to the 
forbidden goal in all life’s difficulties and yet fights that resistance with the whole-
hearted yearning that strives towards the treasure hard to attain and perhaps unattainable 
– a yearning that paralyses and kills the ordinary man.’15 
Coming back from the war with a cache of little over ten new poems, MacLean 
felt that all of his old beliefs had been shaken to the point of breaking. His experiences 
were the making of MacLean the teacher and educational campaigner and reformist for 
Gaelic but they spelt the end of MacLean as an adherent of the Red Army, and his 
turbulent lyrical poetry of that period. In order to distance himself from serving in the 
interests of Imperialism and Empire as part of the British army, MacLean was also 
fighting for the interests of Scotland, for education and the promulgation of Gaelic. 
Again, like the other poets we have so far encountered in this thesis, MacLean’s war 
experience provides the bedrock and stimulus for his post-war life which seizes 
possibility – he not only achieves a prominent status for Gaelic poetry, he also 
legislatively contributes to Scotland by ensuring Gaelic has its place in class-rooms, 
thus ensuring its survival. This is where the interests of nation and the poetic self meet 
in ways that are beneficial, socialist and symbiotic. Although MacLean was to have 
long periods of creative and poetic silence, referred to as the ‘ratreuta’ that Christopher 
Whyte has postulated can ‘be detected in his own poetry in the decades following the 
war’, his legacy and impact on Scottish culture must be understood in terms of the 
political, educational and poetic as well as all three overlapping. 16  
 
War poetry 
 
                                                
14 Sorley MacLean, Ris a’ Bhruthaich: The Criticism and Prose Writings of Sorley MacLean (Stornoway: 
Acair Limited, 1985), p. 12. 
15 John Herdman (1986), p. 175. 
16 Christopher Whyte (ed.), ‘The Poetry of Sorley MacLean: Reinvention and Reparation’, in Caoir Gheal 
Leumraich / White Leaping Flame: Sorley MacLean Collected Poems (Edinburgh: Polygon, 2011), pp. 
xxiii-xxxiii (p. xxxiii). 
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There are two distinct strands of war poetry written by MacLean, the first dealing with 
the war conceptually as a backdrop and often imbued with a retributive edge and an 
anger directed at an unidentified but ‘lying, depraved woman’, and the more effective 
later war poetry written while the poet was in action in North Africa and where he 
deeply interrogates his own beliefs and finds ways of going on and thinking of the 
return to Scotland and what Scotland might be after the war. 
There is a pattern to the poetry of this period moving from the politically 
engaged love poetry of the 1930s through to the bitter poetry written on the cusp of war, 
ending with the poet willingly heading into the dangers and horrors of artillery warfare, 
a poetry of lyrical peaks that wavers between eros and thanatos. The poet, deceived by 
the muse of his love poetry who has told him ‘you cannot marry me / with the wound 
that is in your body’ (‘The Proper War’), writes these confessional and interstitial war 
poems before putting himself in danger by fighting in the war. These moving but 
austere later war poems that emerge as a result of this process mark a new maturity in 
MacLean’s work where the impetuous and aggrieved love poet faces a form of ego 
death in the war and all of his values are challenged and revised. The injured poet, after 
a long convalescence, then experiences a poetic and existential rebirth. This poetic re-
casting accurately reflects the physical realities of MacLean’s war. He volunteered for 
the army in 1939 but, being convinced to wait for subscription in 1940 and finally being 
wounded seriously during the Battle El Alamein in November 1942, spent the rest of the 
war in recovery and was formally discharged in 1944 to resume civilian life as a teacher 
in Edinburgh. One of the most representative of his transitional poems is the quatrain 
‘Knightsbridge, Libya – June 1942’: 
 
Though I am today against the breast of battle, 
Not here my burden and my extremity; 
Not Rommel’s guns and tanks, 
But that my darling should be crooked and a liar.17 
 
While many of these poems take place inside the poet’s troubled thoughts, they are 
beginning to be enacted in tangible places, clearly marked, naming specific places and 
people, such as Rommel and the desert - ‘between El Ragil / and bloody Eleut El 
Tamar.’ However, the enemy remains simply ‘the Nazis’ and the poet’s conscience has 
not been disturbed by the actualities of war captured in his later poems. For instance ‘If 
                                                
17 Sorley MacLean, ‘Knightsbridge, Libya’ (2011), pp. 192-193. 
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I Go Up To Yonder Town’, captures the poet’s dilemma and seems to owe much to an 
American blues song of the period, perhaps a snippet of a song heard on a camp radio, 
suggesting that although Gaelic poetry has bardic and balladic roots, it must be porous 
to the influences of the times in order to remain relevant and up to the challenge of 
documenting an event that affects all nations: 
 
I went down to yonder town 
With the sentence of death in my hand 
Written with two wrongs: 
The great wrong of the Nazis  
And the great wrong of her misery18 
 
These early war poems remain physically untested by the war and are torn by the almost 
equally powerful push and pull factors of love, or a love denied, and the exigencies of 
commitment to fight fascism. Before being wounded in battle, MacLean wrote to 
MacDiarmid, in February 1942, to delineate the new direction his poetry ‘must’ take: ‘I 
must transcend the shameful weaknesses of petty egotism and doubts and lack of single-
mindedness that now disgusts me in much of my own stuff.’19 While MacLean was to 
say repeatedly in interviews that he came back from the war ‘loathing all my own 
poetry and for many years poetry all together’20 these rhetorical statements seem to hide 
the full picture of what was perversely not a pessimistic but positive outlook and vision. 
In the same letter to MacDiarmid, MacLean writes ‘if I survive this fracas, I will 
certainly cut away everything that deters me from a complete devotion to Scottish 
poetry’, and although MacLean was to despair about the war he also that ‘the political 
scene is rather terrifying than hopeless, for […] capitalism and imperialism are doomed, 
and I can imagine that ten or twenty or perhaps even five years hence may be times of 
great hope.’21 
Having gone through the war, MacLean can no longer torment himself with 
speculation about fighting and earns a form of poetic kudos for doing so, as Marshall 
Walker writes that ‘if you dodge the call to righteous arms in the Spanish Civil War, 
don’t expect to get the girl.’22 Competing factors after the war meant that MacLean 
                                                
18 Sorley MacLean, ‘If I Go Up to Yonder Town’ (2011), pp. 176-177. 
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p. 317. 
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International, 10 (1970), p. 10. 
21 John Manson (2011), p. 280. 
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could never truly pursue his work with a pure ‘single-mindedness’, but for the brief and 
violent period of MacLean’s war his work learned to turn against ‘the polemics against 
fascism’ in favour of a ‘resigned wisdom and compassion for the living and the dead of 
either side’23 that is more congruent with his life-long humanism. However, even in a 
combatant role that allowed MacLean to live out both an intellectual and physical 
heroism, he, as Seamus Heaney notes, ‘declines to draw his own profile in his poems as 
heroically as Yeats, being ‘racked between the command to participate and his covenant 
with a non-participant muse.’24 To illustrate the lacuna between MacLean’s early and 
later war poetry, the poetry written before his conscription and the work produced in or 
immediately after the war, we can compare two conceptually similar poems, that of 
‘Heroes’ and ‘Pride caused you to stay.’ ‘Heroes’ comes directly out of traumatic 
wartime experience quickly transformed into poetry and is permeated with MacLean’s 
acute sense of clan heritage and bravery but problematised by the commonality of 
experience of the ordinary man faced with an extraordinary situation: 
 
A poor little chap with chubby cheeks 
And knees grinding each other, 
Pimply unattractive face – 
Garment of the bravest spirit. 
 
He was not a hit ‘in the pub 
In the time of the fists being closed,’ 
But a lion against the breast of battle, 
In the morose wounding showers. 
 
His hour came with the shells, 
With the notched iron splinters, 
In the smoke and flame 
In the shaking and terror of the battlefield.25 
 
Although MacLean expressed his disapproval of Iain Lom’s singing of praises in battle, 
this is an elegiac panegyric directed at the most lowly and unexpected recipient, ‘a great 
warrior of England’ who can take his place with Gaelic heroes and warriors. MacLean 
both admires this ‘poor little chap’s’ heroism and self-sacrifice but also lives out his 
own thwarted heroism vicariously. MacLean’s own Gaelic pride (or ‘gaisge’) is to be 
found in the tone of the language, its bardic cadences such as ‘in the time of the fists 
                                                
23 Roderick Watson (1984), p. 447. 
24 Seamus Heaney (1986), p. 6. 
25 Sorley MacLean, ‘Heroes’ (2011), pp. 202-203. 
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being closed’ and the fact that MacLean is effectively awarding posthumous kudos to 
the dead soldier, something he simply could not do unless he was involved in the battle 
as well.  
The abnormality of the fighting and the incongruity of the hero is illustrated and 
emphasised by MacLean’s use of hypocoristic terms, such as ‘little weeping’ and ‘little 
chap.’ The fact that the fallen soldier can never be ‘Alasdair of Glen Garry’ or ‘Gillies 
MacBain at Culloden’ begins to challenge the poet’s received notion of the Gaelic, or 
even Scottish, ‘monopoly’ of bravery. However, this is less a judgement upon the dead 
than a depiction of the grim actuality and scale of the event as this is happening all 
around and the poet must carry on fighting. If we contrast this with an earlier poem such 
as ‘Pride caused you to stay’ we see a much more unyielding and haughty bardic 
approach to heroism and fighting. Here, the pusillanimous ‘bombardier and the captain’, 
representing the old classes, run off to hide in a hollow while the speaker remains as the 
standard-bearer of ‘Clan MacLean.’ He is inspirited by the thought of the landscape of 
Mull ‘and the meadows around Loch na Keal’ so that: 
 
When the bullets came in a hail, 
bubbling up in the bare sand, 
he remembered Inverkeithing – 
there was inflexible valour in his spine.26 
 
The heroism here is much more exclusive than the democracy of heroism shown in 
‘Heroes’, seeming closer to ‘ruinous pride’ and showing the rigid mind-set of the 
traditional poetic modes MacLean inherited and reinvigorated during World War Two. 
Iain Crichton Smith has written that ‘typical of his war poetry is his freedom from 
hatred of the enemy, whom he sees as involved like himself in a common catastrophe’, 
but there is a feeling when contrasting this earlier work that this view had to be earned 
in a very hard way. 27 MacLean’s compassion for the fallen ordinary soldier is crucial in 
‘Death Valley’ where the speaker’s ideological ‘detestation of fascism’28 is confronted 
with the body of a dead boy soldier, an image that reduces all of the cant and humbug of 
honourable death in battle to the human cost in terms of the lives of young men. Again, 
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MacLean is too troubled by the scene to simply fight in it, and instead takes the stance 
of percipient ‘frustrated man of action’29, confronted by the breakdown of his absolute 
abhorrence of Nazism into the microcosmic horror of this particular poet on this 
battlefield looking upon this dead German soldier, one of too many to compute. The 
poem is partisan in its continued hatred of the Nazi doctrine but revelatory in its 
sympathy for the ‘ordinary’ men who must die in the pursuit of such ideologies: 
 
Was the boy of the band 
who abused the Jews 
and Communists, or of the greater 
band of those 
 
led, from the beginning of generations, 
unwillingly to the trial 
and mad delirium of every war 
for the sake of rulers? 
 
Whatever his desire of mishap, 
his innocence or malignity, 
he showed no pleasure in his death 
below the Ruweisat Ridge.30 
 
There is also an attempt here to impose order and sense on the chaotic scene, to seal the 
moment in writing as almost a form of psychological orientation to prevent the poet 
from becoming completely lost in the confusion and fracas. This fallen German is now 
both geographically and existentially located with the tatters of the military doctrine 
with which he was inculcated, ‘below the Ruweisat Ridge.’ Meg Bateman has claimed 
that landscape is one of the major aspects of MacLean’s poetry for ‘he wrestles with 
himself, not in the shelter of the indoors […] but in the most exposed and elemental 
settings’31 and that place names work ‘on a symbolic level, showing these places have 
been significant to people.’ The specificity of location lends the poems a sense of 
experiential authority as well as a sense that MacLean is always aware of his bearings 
and plan of action. 
MacLean frequently delves way back into history as viewed through a Scottish 
or Highland lens, and fighting in the desert against an oppressive and imperialist power 
                                                
29 Robin Fulton (1989), p. 63. 
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31 Meg Bateman, ‘Skye and Raasay as Symbol in the Poetry of Sorley MacLean’, in Storr: Unfolding 
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becomes a ‘variation on the violence of Highland history.’32 This is precisely what Iain 
Crichton Smith means when he writes that in MacLean’s war poetry particularly ‘a 
Gaelic poet can stand by a corpse in Africa and by writing about a dead German soldier, 
he can bring the weight and power of his own tradition’ to the situation.33 It is 
MacLean’s unique position in addressing his experiences in World War Two that makes 
his work lasting and effective. At a time when MacDiarmid was beginning to branch out 
into an experimental English register, MacLean is trying to show that Gaelic, often 
thought of as a ‘dying tongue’, is in fact a ‘living language’ that continues to give an 
immediacy to his work. 
The closest MacLean comes to issuing a battle-cry is in ‘Going Westwards’ 
where the poet approaches the war with the heavy freight of personal and national 
history upon his shoulders. ‘Going Westwards’ represents the breaking-away from 
MacLean’s early love poetry, as he carries the ‘shame’ of his love and the ‘deceiving 
honour’ of which he is the inheritor. MacLean contrasts the local with the universal, the 
landscape of home with the desert which is the end-point of ‘mankind’s extremity’ and 
evokes previous sites of conflict to conclude that this is the furthest humankind has 
come to and is a measure of the gravity of the occasion. MacLean’s point is that, 
although he holds no hatred for fellow men, the banner under which they fight must be 
stopped and brought down, in an understanding of its abhorrent, inhuman significance:  
 
 
Guernica itself is very far 
from the innocent corpses of the Nazis 
who are lying in the gravel 
and in the khaki sand of the Desert. 
 
There is no rancor in my heart  
against the hardy soldiers of the Enemy, 
but the kinship that there is among 
men in prison on a tidal rock 
 
waiting for the sea flowing 
and making cold the warm scene; 
and the coldness of life is  
                                                
32 Iain Crichton Smith, ‘A Poet’s Response to Sorley MacLean’, in Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays, pp. 
45-51 (p. 49). 
33 Iain Crichton Smith, ‘Real People in a Real Place’, in Towards the Human (Edinburgh: Lines Review 
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in the hot sun of the Desert.34 
 
The last two lines above are arguably one of the most powerful uses of antithesis in the 
poetry of World War Two, capturing both the heat of the scene and the enormous 
cruelty fascism represents, which MacLean often claimed was ‘the denial of all 
humanity.’35 However, death has rendered the men referred to as ‘Nazis’ ‘innocent’, 
alluding to the deep-seated death drive of fascist ideology, as if the men were under the 
thrall of a malevolent spell while they lived. The twin drives of MacLean as combatant 
and chronicler of events are re-affirmed in the final two stanzas, where the cause of the 
war is solidified in terms of personal history and unshakeable commitment: 
 
But this is the struggle not to be avoided, 
the sore extreme of humankind, 
and though I do not hate Rommel’s army, 
the brain’s eye is not squinting. 
 
And be what was as it was, 
I am of the big men of Braes, 
of the heroic Raasay MacLeods, 
of the sharp-sword Mathesons of Lochalsh; 
and the men of my name – who were braver 
when their ruinous pride was kindled?36 
 
The heroism of MacLean’s heritage and the immediate amoral exhilaration of war is 
captured here, but there is a tinge of doubt at such inherited bellicosity, as the pride of 
the ‘big men’ is ultimately ‘ruinous’, injecting the poem with a self-awareness and irony 
lacking in Gaelic war verse of the past. Rommel recurs throughout these poems almost 
symbolically of all that is wrong with the conflict, and as a folkloric war-lord. In her 
introduction to MacLean’s 2011 Collected Poems, Emma Dymock writes that we see 
that ‘a person is not static and through interpersonal relationships and an active 
experience with the external world the poet can gain self-knowledge.’37 In this light, 
MacLean is not simply an easy inheritor of the Highland history that leads up to his part 
in this particular battle. His past and identity must remain fluid and under constant re-
appraisal and interrogation. MacLean is aiming for an overview of the global 
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implications of the fight, not simply the personal adrenalin-rush of preparing to fight. In 
doing this he ‘fuses traditional Gaelic music with European content.’38 MacLean’s war 
did not produce an efflorescence of new poetry, but a significant yet small body of work 
marked by its sudden shift to questioning what was previously accepted as a prideful 
legacy. This poetry, although compassionate, is more readily seen as ruthlessly 
pragmatic and disillusioned with its own creative processes. For instance, this is the 
work of a combatant poet who considers the sacrifice of himself and his ‘men’ as 
preferable to ‘the lonely suffering of say the French and Czech hostages’.39 In addition, 
the poet continues to write despite his growing feeling of poetry’s irrelevance ‘to the 
world situation – a mere aesthetic hobby.’40 The result of these conflicting feelings is a 
terse but powerful body of work that goes above and beyond the immediate bonds and 
rhetoric of the physical war and is both personal and resonant. 
While MacLean scrutinises his role in the war in contrast with that of his 
antecedents, in certain poems he retains a strong grip on tradition and bardic rites such 
as elegy and keening. ‘Alasdair MacLeod’ is almost a coronach in its mourning of a 
fallen friend and the diction of the poem seems to belong to another age: 
 
Between Tobruck and Bir Hacheim, 
though our army was being broken, 
my thoughts were often of you 
lost in Germany  
or in France, with no news of you, 
spirited courageous one, 
so kind and generous, 
so daring and handsome.41 
 
There is an almost intertextual effect achieved here that grapples with modern issues in 
a rigidly traditional frame. Throughout the war poetry of Sorley MacLean there is never 
any sense of exulting in victory. In fact, MacLean’s history and sense of linguistic 
oppression mirror well the poet’s own pessimistic stance and imbue his poetry with a 
feeling of slow attrition and star-crossed bravery: ‘ruinous pride’ and ‘our army was 
being broken’ are just two examples. This poetry is pervaded with heroism but 
tempered with a Pyrrhic feeling of defeat inherited from a past marred by clan warfare 
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and the Clearances. To approach the desert warfare like that of his contemporary, 
Hamish Henderson, in his violent ‘Interlude’ from Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica, 
from the stance that good will always triumph, is to tempt fate and perhaps prompt 
history to repeat itself again. In this sense, the threat of fascism is to MacLean the 
ultimate invading imperialist power, from the microcosms of crofts in Braes to the 
macrocosmic scale of two world powers clashing in the extreme theatre of the desert.  
MacLean’s unique perspective comes across strongly in ‘Move South’ which 
dramatises the Eight Army’s planned counter-attack on the Africa Corps which resulted 
in the loss of 6,000 lives of Allied soldiers. MacLean is quick to remind the reader that 
the racing of the blood at the coming of war is a folly to which one cannot give much 
credence, and that to make grand claims before a battle is tantamount to inviting defeat: 
 
South, south to Bir Hacheim, 
tanks and guns at high speed, 
there was a jump and kick in the heart 
and a kind of delight – 
it was the battle joy – 
as one heard in the tale, 
not knowing if it was a lie. 
 
Going south in the morning 
to meet the Africa Corps – 
we’ll soon reach the French 
and put a stop to big Rommel!42 
 
Here, MacLean is channelling the imagined voice of a headstrong soldier excited at the 
thought of battle and convinced of victory. The intoxication of the scene is swiftly 
undercut by the crushing reality of internecine warfare, and a tone almost eschatological 
in its pronouncements: 
 
Before midday the shells, 
novel birds in the sky; 
we did not reach the French at all. 
a quick stop was put to our race. 
 
MacLean’s work is certainly far removed from the paeans to war and heroism of Iain 
Lom that he finds so ‘disgusting’ and show his movement towards the confessional and 
pessimistic in his work. While defeating fascism remains the moral absolute, MacLean 
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does not try to praise the ways in which the Allies might achieve this end. Instead, he 
remains faithful to ‘the perpetual dilemma of the existentialist choice.’43 One of 
MacLean’s most sobering war poems in its sense of loss and futility is ‘An Autumn 
Day’ which quickly goes against the bucolic intimations of its title. However, this poem 
manages to be something different than the lyrical cry against the horrors of war, for 
although the speaker has ‘six dead men at my shoulder’ he looks back upon his 
Presbyterian island heritage and brings it to light in a modern context: 
 
One Election took them  
and did not take me, 
without asking us 
which was better or worse: 
it seemed as devilishly indifferent 
as the shells.44 
 
It must be remembered that although MacLean eschewed religion he did admire Gaelic 
preachers for, as MacInnes argues, ‘it is perfectly clear that he would not be the kind of 
poet that he is if he had ignored the impassioned eloquence of the church.’45 Given that 
the poet is writing from a secular viewpoint in what would otherwise have seemed a 
‘god-forsaken’ place makes for a sense of hopelessness. Even the landscape, one of the 
great emotional and psychological compasses of MacLean’s work, offers false comfort 
to the soldiers: 
 
In the sun, which was so indifferent, 
so white and painful; 
on the sand which was comfortable, 
easy and kindly; 
and under the stars of Africa, 
jewelled and beautiful. 
 
These are cosmic and universal landscapes but here mankind has been pushed to its 
limits. Implied within this is a vision of the end of the world if fascism is not stopped, 
all the way out here in the North African desert. This poem marks the extreme point into 
which MacLean’s landscape vision would reach, from the initially melancholy love 
poems at the start of the war to the hard-bitten and grimly ontological and ideological 
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‘An Autumn Day’ where the unbelieving poet remains not one of the Elect but stays 
alive and continues to fight despite all he has seen. There is a world of difference and 
distance between these poems, separated by merely a couple of years. The transition is 
from a conceptual and political stance involving personal belief and guilt to an 
acceptance of a common human, yet harrowing, reality. MacLean’s growing 
disillusionment with poetry in the war, his feeling that ‘the golden lyric’ became a ‘frail 
defense’46 in times of war, is understandable, given the poet’s vulnerability in the 
desert. However, poetry, especially in this life-or-death situation, endures, and enables 
the poet to keep a kind of stability as well as lucidly capturing the ‘existentialist 
dilemma.’ 
While poems such as ‘An Autumn Day’ are striking records of the poet’s mental 
state and endurance during the war, there are others that show some of the depth and 
violence of his political convictions that would come to be tested. After the war, 
MacLean would spurn communist credo in favour of more national level, home-based 
reformist politics offered by the SNP and Labour, but a vestigial belief in the force of 
communism over fascism remained. For MacLean, fascism, even consigned to history 
and text-books after the war, continued to be the ‘denial of humanity’, whereas a pure 
and un-perverted belief in the social benefits of communism was ‘an affirmation of 
humanity.’47 Douglas Sealy has noted that for MacLean, subsequent occupations by ‘the 
Red Army’ such as that during the ‘Prague Spring’ in 1968, represented a ‘bitter 
draught for the poet.’48 By contrast, the poet which MacLean cited as an influence, 
Hugh MacDiarmid, would become a more hardened, dogmatic supporter of 
communism, even going as far as standing as a candidate for the Communist Party in 
1964. MacLean, by the time of writing ‘An Autumn Day’ had become disenchanted 
with the untested political certainties of his earlier manhood. He was forced to look to 
issues at home and ways in which he could build upon the defeat of fascism to construct 
a place for Gaelic in post-war Scotland.  
The fervour and unrepentant polemics of the late, unpublished ‘Stalin’, seems to 
defend his brutality in the purpose of the cause of the greater good. We must bear in 
mind the operative phrase ‘others say’ which seems sympathetic to both sides of the 
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argument, a dialectic that shows the great dilemma imposed on MacLean’s belief as a 
result of the war and its aftermath. 
 
But others say 
your understanding 
surpassed all other men’s 
that your capacities were inexpressible, 
that you saw coming 
the crazed army of the Nazis 
and Europe in its entirety 
subjugated by capital, 
with Christ’s mask 
on some of their banners; 
that you murdered now 
in the interests of tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.49 
 
MacLean’s later war poetry, for all of its active engagement in battle, seems to be 
devoted to going against such disturbing ideological extremes. MacLean fights but does 
not speak of killing; instead he lingers on the battle-field to see the human cost that such 
extreme beliefs bring about. His response is compassionate and troubled, but overall 
autochthonous to Scotland and the Highlands, keeping in mind ‘what Hugh 
MacDiarmid called “the great end in view”’50 of social reconfiguration and betterment 
in Scotland after the war. On the evidence of the war poems, MacLean’s ‘understanding 
of necessity’ is not that of Stalin’s, but it is one that causes him to remain until he is 
nearly fatally wounded during the Battle of El Alamein. MacLean in World War Two 
finally gets to fight fascism, after all of the self-flagellation of his Dain do Eimhir lyrics 
about being held back by financial, emotional and familial issues. This does not drive 
him to glory in killing the enemy, nor does it cement his already deeply engrained 
political beliefs – it shatters them and forces MacLean to look ever deeper into his own 
mind and the state and culture of Scotland, particularly from a Highland perspective.  
In Alba, the 1940s bilingual Scottish miscellany of arts in English and Gaelic, 
MacLean is almost immediately after the war hailed as a life-giver to the ‘moribund art’ 
of Gaelic verse.51 In the same volume, scholars wrote that the Education Act of 1945 
heralded a brighter future for Scotland, where teachers could take ‘full advantage of the 
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sensible modern attitude to education.’ MacLean in this sense, directly after being 
demobilised from the army, is a modernizing and life-giving force in two aspects of 
Scottish culture: poetry and education. If we return to John Herdman’s interpretation of 
Jung in relation to MacLean, we see that he merits that appellation ‘hero’ not because of 
clan-based bravery on the battlefield but ‘just because he sees resistance to the 
forbidden goal in all life’s difficulties and yet fights that resistance with the whole-
hearted yearning that strives towards the treasure hard to attain and perhaps 
unattainable.’52 MacLean’s war poetry is the hard-won wisdom of personal growth from 
the breakdown of abstract political convictions and guilt in his earlier verse to a poetry 
that has seen and confronted the horrors of war and extremist ideology. This later war 
poetry, although shaken and haunted, remains one of ‘commitment’ and ‘confession’, 
keeping a steely eye on Scotland’s literary and educational climate and future where 
Gaelic can play a prominent role. As we have seen, MacLean ‘devoted’ himself to the 
causes of Gaelic and Scottish poetry and the breakdown of his early violently anti-
fascist beliefs instil in him life-long socialist and anti-Imperialist commitments that he 
was to live his life by. 
In 1977, near the end of his life, MacDiarmid, with whom MacLean had 
remained a close friend, wrote that ‘there is I think no doubt about you and I being the 
best poets in Scotland…by definition, every good poet has something that is sui 
generis.’53 MacLean’s words of praise for MacDiarmid at the latter’s posthumous 
address on the occasion of the unveiling of the Hugh MacDiarmid Memorial outside 
Langholm on 11th August 1985 could easily apply to the speaker’s work, particularly 
that of World War Two: 
 
A man sending back messages from a forward observation post on the frontiers 
of consciousness, and they are words that can set a human situation against the 
great universe with resonances and rhythms for which the first Scots word I can 
think of is “uncanny”. And his messages are such that the high frequencies are 
transformed in language to what I and many more recognise as truth and 
profundity, the kind of truth that Matthew Arnold called “high seriousness”.54 
 
Bringing his speech to a close, MacLean extolled MacDiarmid as a ‘teacher’ of 
MacLean’s generation who had taught mountains and mountains of things about the 
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human spirit’, a calling fulfilled also by MacLean in his many years as a poet and 
educator. Overlooking the political stance of the poets, this is a tribute that transcends 
such things and emphasises the core commitment of these poets, who have been through 
a traumatic war, to be post-war teachers of the ‘spirit’, and as a teacher of Gaelic, 
MacLean was also a practical legislator, helping to change the face of Gaelic in schools 
as well as poetry. 
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Chapter Four 
‘The Secret Hollow’: George Campbell Hay1 
 
As we have discovered, Sorley MacLean experienced World War Two in a deeply 
ideologically questioning way. The achievement of George Campbell Hay’s (1915-
1984) poetry is often considered secondary to that of MacLean’s, but numerous poets 
have paid tribute to Hay as one of what Iain Crichton Smith terms the ‘major’ Gaelic 
poets.2 MacLean himself reserved very high praise for Hay, as one of only a couple of 
Gaelic poets who could write ‘convincingly’3 in Gaelic in the twentieth century. Both 
poets produced out of this period ‘epic’ poems but whereas MacLean’s The Cuillin was 
abandoned incomplete due to a paradigm-shift in the poet’s political stance and 
circumstance, Hay’s ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ (1982) remained inchoate for far more 
psycho-pathological and existential reasons, namely the poet’s series of traumas 
sustained during both the North African campaign and a fracas ‘involving knives’ with 
a fascist group in Greece immediately after the war.4 The task of this chapter is to 
situate Hay’s poetry within the war and explore for the first time his long, incomplete 
work ‘Mochtar is Dughall’. In approaching this work we shall also look at shorter war 
poems by Hay that give us a sense not only of the traumas he suffered, but how poetry 
acted as a means of safe-guarding the things that mattered most to him. His gift for 
languages led to a number of fruitful and lasting cross-cultural, arguably proto-
transnational, encounters with native Arab populations in the North Africa Campaign. It 
is these encounters that serve to cement Hay’s own nationalist and artistic identity, as 
well as enabling Hay to develop a peaceful cultural transnationalism, providing Hay 
with experiences that he would gain spiritual succour from throughout his troubled life. 
The notion of post-war possibility in relation to Hay’s work is problematic in that Hay 
is both one of the most idealistic of the poets in this thesis, and like the others the war is 
the central experience of his life, but his life after the war is dominated by trauma. What 
is certain is that poetry was a great positive in Hay’s life and enabled him to attempt 
rehabilitation and recovery within Scotland, and his poetry resonates with questions of 
identity, independence and empathetic nationalism. The social or legislative impact of 
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Hay’s work is more limited perhaps than the other poets, but his work shows that while 
poetry arguably makes nothing happen, it can make life worth living for the individual 
at even the darkest of times. 
While MacLean’s letters of the period are full of political ferment, Hay’s 
correspondence of the same period with the same recipients such as Douglas Young, 
abounds with anecdote, wit and an insouciance at the prospect of the war. Hay’s attitude 
towards the war changed significantly as he took part in it, from youthful polemics and 
verbal bellicosity, claiming that the British should have ‘every bomb, bullet and 
explosive’ and that ‘it shall be fascist heads I shall be breaking’, through to 
‘indifference to the whole business’ which ‘is the only reasonable attitude.’5 It is 
striking to see such, often contradictory, opinions being bandied about in these wartime 
letters. For instance, Hay deplores the lack of cultural identity apparent in ‘derivative 
English privates’ and says that once they enter a state of ‘cynicism and je-m’en 
foutisme’ they ‘are a truly terrifying phenomenon.’ Yet this is precisely one of the 
predominant moods in Hay’s letters.6 Also, while such letters may contain badinage, 
early war poems such as ‘Epreuve de Doute’ show that the intensity of Hay’s fear of the 
impact of the war on Scotland was tantamount to that of MacLean’s pathological hatred 
of fascism. Hay writes that when ‘the altar outlives the faith / will you have kept your 
soul?’7 The urge to safeguard the soul is a recurrent one that underlines much of Hay’s 
war verse, and poems such as this, written not in Gaelic but French, are not mere 
polyglottal baubles or linguistic exercises, but a transnational attempt to break down 
barriers between cultures. Ronald Black is correct to say that ‘North Africa […] made 
the difference’8 to Hay’s thinking, radically altering all of the ‘exhortatory poster-
poetry’9 of nationalist rhetoric that had led up to the point where he begins to write his 
war poems engaged with the Arab world. Not only does Hay begin ‘to pull them up (the 
Italian P.O.Ws) quite frequently for buggering Arabs about’10, he ‘no longer concerns 
himself with whose war is being fought; his indignation is no longer targeted at 
Britain’s greatness, nor at the depredations of Nazism, but at the goodly civilisation of 
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Europe, and more fundamentally at the responsibility borne by all Adam’s clan of 
war.’11 What can be gleaned from Hay’s letters of this era, can also be noted more 
deeply in his poetry, that beneath the gloss of ‘wait and thole’12 apathy, Hay was 
becoming irrevocably mentally scarred by his time in the Ordnance Corps. Here, his 
role made him into ‘more of an on-looker than a participant’13 but even in this 
essentially non-violent position, the trauma was sustained by Hay as a helpless ‘on-
looker’ on night-watch, witnessing the saturation bombing of Bizerta. At one of Hay’s 
darkest points in the war, it was poetry that gave him the means to express himself and 
rise out of horror or apathy to moments of singular empathy for the casualties in the 
native Arab populations.   
In 1941, Hay wrote to Douglas Young that ‘there’s no great need to discourse 
about my opinions or feelings as I have hardly time to have any, and the ones I have are 
unchanged.’ Hay continues to quote MacMhaighstir Alasdair, saying that he carries 
Alasdair’s work in his ‘left breast pocket’ like a Bible far too thin to stop a bullet: ‘We 
are in our old condition / And we are before the time of action’.14 Before Hay’s 
conscription, he had spent much time ‘on the run’ hiding in the hills of Argyll under the 
auspices of nationalist artist and author Wendy Wood, to avoid the army call-up, but 
after he was captured and taken to Edinburgh, he succumbed to military conscription. 
Such letters reveal both a fatalistic acceptance of his position and the yearnings of a 
gifted polyglot seeking new experiences and cultures with which to trade the riches of 
his Tarbert upbringing and Scottish nationalist identity. ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ shows us 
that what Hay was seeking in pre-war Scotland he found in North Africa during the war. 
Hay was seeking the sensory, cultural, ancestral and linguistic exchanges with another 
culture in a reciprocal way that could bring his own nationalist fervour into sharper 
focus.  
Hay’s war is not at all like MacLean’s for it is not about the struggle and the 
threat of fascism, although Hay’s opposition to it is tacit in all his poetry. The hungry, 
drunken and heat-deranged Nazi gunner who opens the poem by killing Mochtar and 
Dughall in the desert, is the only Nazi we encounter in his work. The defeat of 
monstrous ideology does not extensively enter into Hay’s war poetry and although 
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Hay’s language can be much more martial than MacLean’s, his priority is not to win the 
war but to establish links with cultures, once perceived as the ‘other’, to which parallels 
with the once oppressed Gaelic language and culture can be made. The incomplete 
nature of the poem shows us that Hay spent much of his war steeping himself in the 
proud and vigorous cultures in the places where the army stationed him, but it is also cut 
short and truncated as he reaches the section on the genealogy of Dughall, showing us 
the curtailment of Hay’s creative life as a result of his time in the war. In doing so Hay 
marks himself out as the major poet of World War Two who focussed on and 
empathised with the plight of the native Arab population caught in the middle of an 
unprecedented conflict. Hay risks himself emotionally with just as much heroism as that 
of the physical bravery of Sorley MacLean.  
While Hay’s ardour for Scotland continues undimmed after the war, which 
‘seemed to herald a new phase of expansion which will require more hard work than 
ever’, there is a sense that Hay lost himself and his identity as a poet during such a 
personally traumatic war, that after coming out of the thrall of Arab civilisation, he 
finds himself somewhat emotionally estranged from Scotland, the thriving young 
polyglot turned into a shaken recluse.15 In this light, his youthful words to Young that 
he is unchanged, ‘in the old condition’, is especially poignant given that he is perhaps 
the most psychologically altered and damaged of the poets of World War Two, or, in 
the words of Alexander Scott, a ‘tragic figure.’16 While still a fiery activist and 
intellectual, before the real onset of his mental illness, Hay wrote in ‘Gael Warning’, an 
essay on the state of Gaelic, that Gaelic poetry need not be just ‘elegies and pibrochs’17 
from a moribund culture and given that Hay’s ‘experience of Gaelic is one of 
reappropriation’18 it is unsurprising that his address is to the caring and talented youth 
of his nation. However, it is nearly thirty years since Hay’s death and while his work is 
slowly gaining the critical attention it has for so long lacked, his oeuvre is marked by 
brief exuberance, but lasting suffering and sadness, giving it a naturally elegiac air. The 
poems this chapter shall discuss all originate from his war time experiences, and are 
arguably the last truly life-affirming statements he made, marking the peak his art was 
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to reach, only to remain effectively undiscovered and ‘chrysalis-like’19 for decades after 
the war. 
 
War poetry 
 
Nobody has been more prescient about Hay’s mental collapse than the poet himself who 
wrote, in Italy in 1945 shortly before the incident that would spark his decline, his poem 
about loss of innocence, ‘The Hollow’. This poem sharply contrasts an Arcadian 
Scottish childhood with all of the pernicious aspects of the world that exist outside of 
‘the secret hollow.’ The youth finds refuge in the hollow as a place where: 
 
There is no outcry or weeping in the hollow, there is no feud in it or treachery; 
It is a shield to me against all harm, which will never let ill come near me. 
 
Envy or hatred are not seen in the hollow, hurting or grief are not seen in it, 
Enmity or wounding will not come near it, consecrated is each stalk of grass in 
it. 20 
 
The pantheistic feelings of the young naïf in the hollow are then sharply undercut by an 
adult voice claiming these are merely an ‘impetuous boy’s praise.’ The poem moves on 
to catalogue the wars from ancient Greece to the present day and in keeping with the 
motif of the voyage that underscores much of Hay’s early work and recalling the 
journey by boat he made to get to North Africa, Hay sees upon arrival that: 
 
There is blood on the sand on which they break, there is blood in each stream 
That mingles with them; they shine dull red in the night from the glare of cities 
Rocking beneath a blind sword. 
 
Here there is a ‘streak of blood at the back of every billow’ and in such ‘frenzied years’ 
Hay has been deafened by the cacophony of ‘the eternal cannon.’ It is this fateful and 
ensanguined journey that has separated Hay the man from the boy in the hollow, who 
once praised the world and all its wonders, and after such frenzied years, what will 
remain for the poet? Hay asks this question himself: ‘After them will I find in the 
hollow / That part of my soul which I once left there?’ 
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This chapter is, in a way, a search for what Hay might have left, or deposited in 
the hollow of his youth and precocity, that was so shattered and shaken by World War 
Two, but whence he could still draw upon for spiritual or existential solace thereafter. 
Donald Meek sees ‘The Hollow’ as symptomatic of a global process of 
‘deculturisation’21 that was suffered nationally first by Gaelic, but whereas Gaelic 
endured centuries of such a process, it occurs throughout Europe in little over six years. 
It is in this six year period that much of the romanticism and pastoral yearning of Hay’s 
early Scottish work is lost, along with his innocence, but this is also a frenetic period in 
terms of vibrant experience for Hay, both traumatic but also linguistically liberating, 
and ‘Mochtar is Dughall’, ‘Atman’ and ‘Bizerta’ would not exist without this 
potentially damaging mix of experiences. Hay’s near contemporary, Derick Thomson, 
has written that ‘his central work had been done by 1950’22 and saving a sudden 
efflorescence of poetry and interest in his work in the late 70s, Hay returned to his 
beloved Scotland, only to find that the hollow was empty, and the rhetoric of his pleas 
for a better Scotland had become hollow and tragic as a result. If Hay left anything in 
that hollow to connect him to the man and poet he once was, it is his now largely 
overlooked ‘major single work’ ‘Mochtar is Dughall’. This poem is a treasure trove of 
sensory awakening brought on by his intimate involvement in and empathy with the 
Arab world. There is a sense that Hay heaped too much expectation during the war upon 
a post-War Scotland, on the land he would return to, so that when he did his love went 
out to its landscapes, and not its people, unlike his time in North Africa.  
The poems of the period 1944-1946 contain the bulk of his major work and are 
caught in a binary opposition between lust for life and deep mental agony. ‘Man His 
Own Prison?’ and ‘Patience the Key to Your Door?’ are rallying calls for men never to 
be oppressed, cowed into inaction or fatalism but they gain a poignancy in hindsight 
given that they set impossible credos for the poet to ever live up to. However, the envoi 
to ‘Man His Own Prison?’ does set out clearly the philosophy Hay employed during his 
time in North Africa: as a poet singing the praises not of heroes or campaigns, but the 
ordinary man, the fellaheen poor in worldly goods, but rich in experience of having 
lived to the full: 
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Whether you are a headlong hawk or a thrush, smooth or shaggy that stuff of  
your character, do not put Creation to shame, by being ashamed of heart and  
body. In thankfulness to the One who put breath in you, if your trust is in His 
Creed, or in generosity to your fellow men, be alive and be yourself. 23 
 
No matter what personal circumstances or vicissitudes occurred in Hay’s life, his 
poetry, even at its darkest, maintains a sense ‘of single minded optimism’ and a ‘belief 
in the rationality and goodness of human beings’24 and his poetry will always side with 
the colourful underdog. His great 1940s manifesto ‘Poetry in the World or Out of it?’ 
essentially reveals the blue-print behind ‘Mochtar is Dughall’, that poetry is not the 
preserve of intellect hidden away ‘in ivory pill-boxes’ but is ‘the rebellion of the 
individual against a strange and hostile world.’ Hay is guided not only by Gaelic 
proverbial wisdom that claims ‘what you ignore you condemn’ but by a raft of other 
thinkers, not least Jean Amrouche (1906-1962).25 A writer of Berber descent, Amrouche 
postulated in the early 1950s that ‘poetry is the language of a total being, an integrated 
being – all those mute things which it is the poet’s mission to liberate from their 
deafness. It is by a mysterious decantation, from generation to generation, that messages 
win through and express themselves in the voice of the poet […] poets must occupy the 
common earth.’26 This quote distils Hay’s main qualities during this period an interest 
in an integrated voice, not a fragmentary one, an aversion to a ‘fatal flippancy’ and 
‘gentle irony that rots like damp’27 that he saw manifested in the work of some of his 
contemporaries. His poetry at this level is a rebellion of the spirit and an almost forcible 
occupation of the common earth.  
He is writing from a sympathetic stance, from a language also oppressed by 
colonial and imperialist super-powers. This is why ‘Meftah Babkum es-Sabar’ as a 
poem tries to explode some of the more fatalistic sententiousness that Hay observed in 
Arabic national consciousness that ‘every beginning and ending / has been written 
already.’ This is not a commanding colonising voice but one that has seen precedents of 
oppression within its native culture. As Michel Byrne has noted, the ‘fatalism it rejects 
is one which many Gaels would recognise as part of their own religious tradition.’28 
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Hay’s is a voice that tries to prevent such a grim repetition by offering rallying and 
forward-looking ideas and mantras. The poem takes place in a ‘dark’ Tunisian café 
during the war and is the exchange between the Gaelic speaker and a native Arab 
interlocutor, discussing their views on making the world a better place: 
 
Seek in each new work of our hand  
life, sore, rough and triumphant,  
for Providence has offered us during our days 
the choice between life and death. 
 
The battlefield of our will, the hearthstone of our fire 
[…] the hall we found without melody,  
and where will be heard, early and evening,  
the music of our forebears and the clamour of our singing;  
the book where we will write 
new poetry below the last verse  
put in it by poets of olds - such will be our land. 29 
Hay’s war poetry in this light is one of rebellion, of aggressive re-appropriation and re-
construction by the young, an existential polemic that is not purely nationalist but 
vitally internationalist. The poet may be far away from home but he is still deeply 
connected to his heritage as a bearer of all that is bequeathed by ‘duthchas’, unlike the 
contempt he shows for ‘rootless’ and fatally flippant English poets such as those caught 
up in the ‘paper wars’ of Cairo. 
Before we approach ‘Mochtar is Dughall’, which reveals the full ‘extent and 
richness’30 of Hay’s engagement with the Arab world, it is necessary to look at poems 
where Hay reveals a profoundly empathetic stance towards the Arab world, poems 
marked by what Sorley MacLean has called ‘the loving delicacy that was so 
characteristic of his genius.’31 The concept of the ‘sympathetic imagination’ is one that 
has been addressed by all of the Scottish poets of World War Two, but perhaps the 
ultimate archetypical poem of this concept is Hay’s ‘Bizerta’, where the poet, now 
helplessly cast as the onlooker in the form of a night-watchman, is in a look-out miles 
away from the town of Bizerta which is being saturation-bombed. This bombing comes 
at the height of the Tunisian Campaign which lasted from November 1942 until May 
1943 and saw the complete defeat of Axis forces. ‘Bizerta’ captures a sense of the 
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devastating tactics the Allied forces resorted to in order to thwart the Axis forces in 
Bizerta, one of two deep-water ports in Tunisia:  
 
What is their name tonight,  
the poor streets where every window spews 
its flame and smoke,  
its sparks and screaming of its inmates,  
while house upon house is rent  
and collapses in a gust of smoke? 
And who tonight are beseeching  
Death to come quickly in all their tongues,  
or are struggling among stones and beams,  
crying in frenzy for help, and are not heard?  
Who to-night is paying  
the old accustomed tax of common blood? 32 
 
The people whose company he has been enjoying are being caught and killed in Axis 
and Allied crossfire and Hay struggles to express the scene in words. He sees once 
again ordinary people being forced to pay ‘the old accustomed tax of common blood’, 
the way he has seen throughout Scottish history and this shows how close Hay had 
come to the Arab peoples. Meg Bateman has criticised Hay’s tendency towards 
producing exhortatory ‘versified sermons’,33 but here ‘with a metre adapted from Italian 
religious poetry’, ‘Bizerta’ becomes a secular sermon against the war and an ‘evil’ that 
has ‘a pulse and a heart’, a perversion of the life-giving ethos expounded in other poems 
of the period and a break away from Hay’s ‘political passion’ towards a ‘passionate 
humanity.’34As we have seen, Hay viewed himself, above that of a poet, as a custodian 
of his father’s great 1914 novel Gillespie, an apocalyptic study of what Iain Crichton 
Smith has termed ‘the remorseless greed of materialism.’35 The work of both father and 
son takes issue with the extremities of imperialism and capitalism and in the work of 
both we encounter the vision of an apocalyptic conflagration, and an evil that is 
uncontrollable and unutterable. If we compare Hay’s vision of Bizerta burning with the 
following passage from Gillespie, where the entire fleet of Tarbert’s ships are burned, 
we see parallels: 
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It had a rhythmic movement which fascinated the eye. Its flat, jagged head 
oscillated backwards and forwards slowly, like the head of a snake. This was the 
main sheet of flame, whose splendour and terror mesmerised. It took a hundred 
fantastic shapes – now like the chain mail of warriors tearing at each other with 
bloody hands in a cauldron…36 
 
However, the salient difference between Hay’s fire and his father’s, is the approach and 
intention. Iain Crichton Smith contends that Gillespie was written with a ‘melodramatic 
gleam.’ Smith also wonders ‘whether his son George Campbell Hay was partially 
thinking of it [the conflagration] when he wrote his wonderful poem ‘Bizerta.’ Yet 
Smith neglects to point out the difference between these two fires and suggests that 
‘apocalyptic imagery’ and ‘realism’ are mutually exclusive. J. MacDougall Hay’s vision 
is an ‘intense’ and ‘pessimistic’ one set against the backdrop of a looming global war. 
Hay has managed to produce a poem that is both realistic and apocalyptic and this 
explains why the poem is so often singled out for praise. The denizens of Bizerta 
represent the common blood currency squandered during the war that saw their homes 
seized by the Germans as a strategic base and port and bombed by the Allies. In this 
light, it is unsurprising that Hay would lose all faith in the war and would align himself 
with no militaristic sides but instead with the common brotherhood of innocent men 
who must suffer at the feet of judges or spill their blood in wars that do not concern 
them. 
The ardour of Hay’s attachment to the Arab peoples he met can also be clearly 
seen in ‘Atman’ which demonstrates what Maurice Lindsay has called ‘that rare gift of 
[…] bodily grasp – the ability to penetrate into the beings of others, into that profound 
being which they are most unaware of themselves.’37 This ability to strike at the anima 
and spirit of ordinary men reaches its apex in Hay’s ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ where he 
essentially invents an Arab lineage that is so vividly real, it is difficult to imagine it as 
fundamentally a work of fiction. In ‘Atman’ Hay posits the charismatic but unfairly 
punished thief ‘Atman’ as his ‘archetype of authentic living’, as a figure who manifests 
all of the qualities of self-assertion and vitality for which his earlier, more rhetorical 
poems called. 38 By sympathising with a petty criminal, Hay is admitting into his poetry 
ways of life and people that other poets of the war might condemn by ignorance and 
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oversight. This poem is also a stage on which Hay can vicariously live out his disdain 
for ‘honourable’ legal powers, powers similar to those that caught and imprisoned him 
and sent him off to fight in a war in which he had no faith. Celebrating ‘Atman’ and his 
zestful way of life, Hay is also defying the judge who sent him to the war, by not 
fighting but praising the ‘fortuitous encounter’39 with a culture that would form a crucial 
stage in his poetic development and whose victims and civilian casualties would form a 
blind-spot in all of the other poetry of World War Two: 
 
I know you, Atman:  
you are a man and you are alive,  
two things the judge is not,   
and that he has lost his chance of being ever. 
 
Your sweat is not seldom in your eyes;  
you know what sporting and anger are;  
you have tasted and tasted the difference  
between sweet and bitter. 
 
You have tried hatred and grief and laughter;  
you have tried tempest and sun;  
you have experienced life  
and never shrunk before it. 40 
 
Hay makes his position clear, that after the condemnation and whipping of Atman for 
stealing out of sheer ‘need’, he will spurn the established powers that be and embrace 
the pride and honour of the downtrodden: 
 
When the decent judge of the court  
gets the fill of his eye of my back,  
I will come aside to welcome you  
across the street if I see you. 
 
Sidna Aissa was crucified  
along with thieves on the top of the hill,  
and it would be blasphemy, Atman, to deny  
that you are a brother of mine. 
 
The language here is stark and direct, in contrast to the existential richness embodied by 
Atman, and it is the closing image of Jesus crucified alongside thieves that reminds us 
how decidedly un-Christian our value systems are. It takes a secular poet to remind us 
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of the teachings of Jesus, and the rendering of his name into Arabic suggests a constant 
balancing and interaction between two colonially affected cultures. The convergence 
point is not one of religious suzerainty of one faith over another, but an emphasis on all 
of the life-enhancing teachings and salutary lessons of all world faiths, while not 
accepting their dogma. The final point of brotherhood is a moment of elevation and 
triumph, not accommodation to a lower social standing out of pity. The ultimate judge 
here is Hay, putting forward a cogent case to the reader, that ‘poets are to be judged by 
the fullness of their humanity, by the extent to which they have experienced life as 
Atman has, and by the extent to which this informs their art.’41 There seems to be a 
balancing taking place here in Hay’s work. The romanticism of his early work has been 
shattered and he has suffered great traumas at the hands of others, having seen 
inhumanity first hand, and yet he still insists on the positivity of life. 
While ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ delves deeply into the past of the Arab genealogy 
and history, it is curiously curtailed as Hay turns to imagine the ‘duthchas’ of Dughall’s 
family. Hay, given the depth of his multi-lingual skill, expertly captures some of the 
sayings of the Arab world, especially in terms of the grave-side blessings and obsequies 
uttered by Mochtar’s friends and family upon news of his death, such as ‘the blessing of 
Allah and His peace be upon him!’ and ‘what was written for him has befallen him!’ 
Here there are no authorial interjections disagreeing with the fatalism of such 
statements, but a contrasting of the grief of one family with the keening of another. 
Christopher Whyte has written that a poem such as this could not have been written 
with an English private perishing beside an Arab soldier, as there would be the 
continual prospect of English supplanting or exploiting ‘the existing culture’ with a 
‘consequent draining of content and self-hood’. Whyte also argues that Hay finds a 
culture ‘sufficiently alien for any hegemonic overlapping to be impossible’ and that 
‘what matters is [Hay’s] perception of it as different, as other.’42 However, it seems 
something of a misnomer to describe ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ as a search for nationalist 
identity in an ‘alien’ culture. The poem, for being a substantial fragment, is in fact a 
search into history and for ‘everlasting fellowship.’ Both Gaelic and Arab cultures are 
altered fruitfully by an interaction with the other and many more parallels appear than 
differences. The greatest curse of the poem is expressed in the first line: that these two 
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men have died before their prime without ever having spoken to each other and their 
silence is akin to the ‘evil’ silence in ‘Bizerta.’ Hay’s point is that is that the 
unnecessary deaths of Mochtar and Dughall means the denial of the bonding potential 
of language gained and given, had they been spared to meet. Instead they are united in 
death in the desert where only the mortar has a tyrannous voice: 
 
The hospitality that followed welcome for you  
was the fill of your mouth of hot dust. 
 
The greeting of your new companionship  
was the sudden, hard voice of the mortar. 43 
 
Here, the only German soldier that appears in any of Hay’s war poetry is portrayed as 
‘no cheerful, eager warrior’ but a man driven mad by heat, thirst, hunger and hangover. 
After he has bound Mochtar and Dughall in their ‘everlasting brotherhood’ by killing 
them, he goes off ‘stooping and whimpering’ while shouting “Der Krieg ist Scheiss! 
Der Fuhrer, Scheiss” (‘The war is shit! Hitler, shit!’) ‘that was his Sieg Heil in the end’. 
Mochtar and Dughall are condemned by the memory of their own mouths, their slurs for 
one another: ‘here are the “lousy Arab” / and the “dirty Roumi” together’. Hay’s 
contention here is that they did not live long enough, or have the right mind-set, to 
benefit from acquiring an understanding of the life and times of the other and as the war 
carries on, urging people to kill one another ‘on account of a burnous or the colour of a 
coat’, the only harmony they can achieve is that, in death, of: ‘A powerful, tyrannous 
reconciler / […] the goodly civilisation of Europe!’44 
Hay reminds us that this is not a ‘World War’ in the sense that every nation is 
fighting another, but that the implications of a war, originating in Europe, have a global 
impact on those who stand for neither side. The poem certainly earns the appellation of 
an unfinished ‘epic’, if not for its backdrop of war and underlying sense of tragedy, but 
in the heroic task Hay takes up to exhume all of the heritage, tradition, change and 
upheaval in the life of each man that led up to such a senseless and unfulfilled end. Hay 
wrote that ‘the tone of heroic literature is often quiet, restrained and almost matter-of-
fact’ and that ‘it is in this quiet way that the deepest things are expressed.’ 45 In 
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‘Mochtar is Dughall’ we do not encounter nationalist oratory nor polemic but a 
restrained and matter-of-fact protest against war. Hay goes to such lengths to catalogue 
the hundreds of years of family values and events that have been lost in the death of two 
ordinary soldiers, not English and German, but the more marginalised Gael and Arab. 
This quiet, heroic voice invests the poem with its ‘grave beauty.’46 In the process, one 
gets the impression that, as Ronald Black has said ‘Hay finds his soul in North Africa’ 
and that he integrates himself into the world of the Arab, only to emerge after the war 
back in Scotland, psychologically damaged and unable to complete the part of Dughall, 
leaving the poem ‘lopsided.’47 North Africa, and in particular the world of Mochtar, 
offered Hay the last place where he felt happy and where his muse flourished before his 
traumatic incident in Macedonia in 1946; it is one of the last links back to ‘The 
Hollow’, but shows how the war is already beginning to infringe upon the sense of 
security he enjoyed there and the solace its memory gave him. There is a sense that the 
poem is both a time capsule and a living text that emerged out of abeyance, and 
survived all of Hay’s years of mental turmoil, to become a monument to his skill as a 
poet and his ‘great heart, intensely obsessed with the suffering and aspirations of his 
own compatriots and of human beings in general.’48 The poem is not, as Whyte argues, 
essentially about nationalism found in terms of difference, but a poem of reconciliation 
and brotherhood where Hay’s praise of ‘the spendthrift, of the passionate […] 
courageous, generous spirited men is a typical Highland paragon.’49  
We only need to turn to Ronald Black’s family tree of the poem to see how close 
the world of Mochtar is to that of Dughall.50 ‘Ahmed’ is Mochtar’s Great-Grandfather 
who fights against the colonial oppressor and his life-span mirrors that of Scotland’s 
heroic age. ‘Omar’ is Mochtar’s Grandfather and as an adventurer and traveller, his life 
reflects that of emigration and the Clearances in Scotland. ‘Obayed’, Mochtar’s father, 
is both a prophet and holy-man and his proselytising life has parallels with the 
introduction and rise of Calvinism in Scotland. Descended from this rich line of 
collective experience is Mochtar who is brought together with Dughall in a global war 
that kills them both, and while all of these men encountered trauma in their lives, from 
Ahmed and his skirmishes, to Omar’s run-in with the Touaregs, it is Mochtar who is the 
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ultimate inheritor of misfortune. Behind all of these men stands ‘the pursuit of new 
horizons, physical and metaphysical’, and while the ‘variety of manifestations which 
this same urge can take is celebrated as an expression of humanity’s infinite variety and 
potential’51 in the poem, there remains a tinge of anger on the part of Hay. Hay’s 
obvious anger is at the war and the ending of such promising lives, that he proves with 
the skill and details of a genealogist, but if we turn to another poem of the period, Hay’s 
‘Do not forsake your native land’ he urges every man: 
 
Do not forsake your native land 
For lands or for wealth, 
For honour or for harlotry. 52 
 
The fatherly figures in ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ all go through youthful and impetuous 
stages that threaten to lure them away from their native land, but even the most decadent 
manifestation in the form of Omar, who in older age regaled people with his heroic 
tales, smoking in cafes, did not desert his land, people and familial duties and finds in 
his own land ample to satisfy him. The poem expresses such feelings in a richly 
allegorical way: 
 
Your father Obayed, his father Omar,  
each one of them an ocean of knowledge  
set ablaze by the seeker’s temperament;  
the same spur prodded them both,  
but quite different was the deer each man pursued.53 
 
Hay, as poet and speaker, has not broken his vow to ‘forsake’ his ‘native land’, but has 
been cleared of it against his will and forced into a conflict he wants no part in. There is 
an element of seduction to Hay’s evocative and descriptive Arab world, but part of the 
message of the poem, and the nature of its incompleteness, is that this war has denied 
one man of his birth-rights, so movingly captured by Hay, but it has also traumatically 
deracinated another man, in the figure of Dughall, whose life is not chronicled, 
suggesting he has died too far away to ever be identified. While Mochtar is given a long 
passage of mourning from the women of his village and his wife, Dughall is denied this. 
It is only fair, given that the war takes place in his natal-land, that Mochtar is focussed 
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upon, but Hay seems to be saying that by opening himself up to the ‘world’ that one 
man represents is more than a poet should have to bear, that the poet has been drained 
by this picaresque poem that includes five lives and represents just a microcosmic loss 
of life in World War Two. The last part of Dughall’s section, before his death, is that of 
a fisherman’s wife pleading with her husband not to go out to sea: 
 
Do not go my darling. Bide on the shore that you know,  
by the tide-lip of the bay where the eddying burn makes music for you […] 
These things leave a silent house, a sore heart and a mournful eye  
looking at the empty chair of the man who is at sea.54 
 
The analogy of the fisher-wife and fisherman at sea is a highly apt one, showing a man 
far away and adrift without any stability other than mental resolve that has been 
irreparably shaken. We do not hear any more of Dughall’s story because he is lost in 
battle, presumed dead and the shape of the poem reflects this; and it is in this narrative 
and poetic lacuna on the part of Dughall that we see Hay’s ultimate loss of innocence 
and an erosion of soul and identity, like that articulated in ‘The Hollow.’ The prismatic 
quality of the poem shows us how aspects of Hay’s character become stylised, idealised 
and dramatised through the adoptive family of an imagined Arab family. In the story of 
Ahmed we see the blueprint of a life heroically led but increasingly edged with trauma. 
After he returns from ‘battle upon battle’ he does not speak of the ‘warfare’, ‘he never 
spoke a word to any soul’: 
 
He went on cold and silent and withdrawn,  
and however minutely he was scrutinised,  
however closely the dead frost of his face was read.  
The crucifixion of his hot heart was not to be laid bare.55 
 
While all of these men have qualities that filter down to Mochtar, it is moments like this 
that seem eerily prescient in terms of Hay’s own wartime experience and his life 
afterwards. Hay attributes Ahmed’s eventual demise to ‘the loftiness of his spirit’, that 
‘when the crystal of the heart is at its purest, / how easy it is to shatter.’ One only needs 
to think of Hay’s early wartime calls for idealism, and his devotion to a cause enacted in 
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‘The Prince’s Army’, to see how resonant and almost unconsciously predictive these 
tales of adventure are.  
Hay once said that ‘steadfastness in the face of odds, loyalty to a manifestly 
losing cause, and independence […] that sort of thing is called Quixotism today!’56 And 
yet within the story of Dughall and his ancestors is a coded awareness of how the purity 
of Hay’s vision has been marred by the war. For instance, the story of Omar ‘the 
garrulous, fluent, knowing one’, clearly captures Hay’s imagination the most, and his 
adventure-seeking nature resonates with Hay, but it is the encounter with a gang of 
murderous Touareg on Omar’s travels that seems to predict Hay’s skirmish with a 
Greek far-right faction in 1946. This faction assumed that Hay was a Communist 
sympathiser because he got on so well with the ordinary people of Macedonia, sharing 
stories and songs with them and in this sense Hay’s great humanity was being punished. 
However, Omar is saved from almost certain death and pillage by the power of 
exchange and accommodation through language, courtesy and ritual. At first ‘the 
bloody devil’ who leads the band of Touareg is portrayed as having a gurgling language 
‘no Believer could understand’, and it is the melody and poetry of Omar’s language that 
charms the leader; this again connects to Hay’s own life, where song and melody could 
be used as an equaliser across cultures: 
 
“Oh noble man that has come from afar to us,  
your converse is more melodious than the stringed lute,  
the learned expositions of the sages of Egypt 
and the songs of Andalusia all together.”57 
 
Both men speak to each other as dignified and eloquent equals and although the menace 
of violence or death remains part of the scene, the men in fact gain some level of 
understanding from one another, aided by Omar’s offer a peace-making cup of tea: 
 
 
In every conversation around the fire   
the Touaregs had got the name  
of living without luxury, after the manner of animals,  
having a lean life on rough fodder,  
on the yellow fruit of the palm trees,  
and the milk of their weakly goats  
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that browsed through stones and sand.  
I made ready, therefore, and offered  
sweet mint tea to the wild robber,  
to see if pleasure would make him give up his fury,  
and if his belly would tame him.  
He tasted it, oh Creator of my soul,  
and drained it in one mouthful […]58 
 
The leader forges a kinship with Omar and allows him on his way. Both initially hostile 
cultures collide in the desert and the outcome is one where neither must renounce their 
own identity for the sake of the other. A similar encounter in the twentieth century 
desert does not have such a culturally illuminating outcome, but shows what has been 
lost when language and cultural exchange are taken out of the equation. Following on 
from the poem’s assertion that men are not ‘formed after a customary pattern’, we find 
that Mochtar’s father, Obayed, was a holy man or imam, whose beliefs and devotion to 
God inspires both frustration and admiration from his adventurous and hedonistic father 
Omar. Each branch of the family and passage of the poem marks the qualities that make 
each man sui generis, and following on from Pindar’s question ‘What is man?’ we find 
the question ‘what can he not be in his times?’  
We see how each man contributed something unique to the world during their 
lives, and it is Obayed’s unwavering faith that radically alters, or expands the 
understanding of the spiritual realm. Obayed shuns the tawdriness of the ‘world’s 
enchantments’ as a ‘beauty and flattery’ made of the ‘horrible whiteness of a leprous 
man.’ Obayed is clearly admired by his father and his son takes on some of his 
teachings in manhood, but there is a sense of religious hubris and worthiness that 
threatens to fragment Obayed and take him out of the world, like the elitist poets of 
Hay’s era who he compared to Antaeus: ‘Far are his thoughts from where he sits, / and 
their journey’s end is neither hill nor plain’. Obayed’s stance is an antithalian one, 
opposed to temporal and sensual experience and a mortification of the body, all as tests 
of religious piety: 
 
 
“The steed of the arrogant body  
will lurch out of control for lack of discipline and beating,  
and the rider who gave free rein  
to its blind dashes and bolting 
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will find himself running a course of danger and constant misery,  
deafened by the neighings of desire.”59 
 
Although there is a sense of regret behind the story of Obayed, who only finds 
happiness upon death when he ‘escapes his enemy the world’, there is nonetheless an 
acceptance of his important role in the integrity of a familial fabric. While Obayed’s 
stance is criticised, it is also praised as one that introduces to lineage qualities of 
humility and that ultimately what Obayed possessed was not mortal or physical 
achievement, but ‘an invisible wealth’ of the mind. While all of these men contribute 
something unique, Hay is still impelled to ask, in the form of the allegorical interlude 
upon a thirsty traveller finding Satan crying in a cave in the desert, when ‘creation and 
Creator would ever be one.’ Obayed brings them briefly together by bringing into the 
world Mochtar, but his devotion to the Creator makes him suspicious and disdainful of 
the world. Dughall’s brief story takes place in a scenic fishing town and Hay connects 
Dughall as a boy to the countryside around him, much like Hay’s earlier, more 
pantheistic poetry of Scotland’s landscapes. Similar to that earlier exhortatory poetry, 
on the topic of ‘lineage and rearing’ Hay slips into a more rhetorical and philosophical 
tone characteristic of his earlier work by asking ‘What are we, children of my country? 
What makes us and what made Dughall?’ There is a decided absence of answers upon 
this question of nation-hood and identity. We see that Gaelic history is one marred by 
violence and oppression: 
 
The history of the Gaels! The tale of the wounds,   
inflicted blow by blow […] 
 
Dughall, your father and your grandfather saw  
their people fleeing fast down a brae,  
and even in days of cruellest hardship still holding firm  
to that priceless inheritance which the common people  
protected from time and its mist.60 
 
We see here a staunch pride in spite of loss that precedes that of Mochtar’s death in 
World War Two, and Mochtar’s story ends abruptly, reflecting that of loss and 
displacement he dies without any sense being made of who he was or could have been. 
It is not until the epilogue ‘Man and War’ that we see Hay’s full indictment of what war 
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has done by denying these two men their rightful inheritances, and a treatise upon what 
is lost when a man dies in battle, what exactly one death represents: 
 
A world apart is each son of man,   
a living world in himself is every person;  
an earth’s sunshine and darkness,   
tides and solstices of blood.  
How many generations go to shape us?61 
 
War in this light becomes an act of destruction against the world and its history, an act 
in which ‘Adam’s Clan still remains a wastrel, / squandering itself blindly, foolishly, 
bloodily.’ Every nation is to blame for making both ‘the butcher and the flock’ of youth 
by sending them to war where ‘nations of the world on a foul night’ shatter ‘one 
another’s bright lanterns.’ Hay’s ultimate inference here is that, as a Gaelic poet in the 
war, he could have easily died like Dughall with his history and character erased.  
As it stands, Hay’s imagination and peace of mind would be profoundly 
damaged by the war, but from his time in North Africa, he gained a level of cultural 
understanding and brotherhood with the native Arab populations that no other poet of 
the period could achieve. This alone is a manifestation of possibility and positivity. 
Dughall’s story is incomplete, as it seems to point to Hay’s life in Scotland after the war 
which would come to be overshadowed by mental illness, leaving this poem in limbo. 
However, Hay also expects, in the mutual exchange of cultures, that a Berber or Arab 
poet might once be compelled to imagine and write the story of a dead Gaelic soldier, 
found in the desert, locked in an ‘everlasting fellowship’ with an Arab. Hay leaves the 
story open, almost as a provocation for someone else to write Dughall’s story, and by 
doing so appreciate the amount of inheritance and potential lost in the death of a man in 
‘the headlong springtide of his days’: 
 
There died the angry pride of regal Ahmed,  
the gentle meekness of Obayd and Omar’s living heart –  
they died a second time along with Mochtar by the mortar. 
 
There died the man who lay at his elbow.  
All his ancestry was blotted out.  
His children were murdered unborn.62 
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Although this is a chilling image, Hay’s war poetry exists to offer warnings as much as 
broadening the horizons of Gaelic poetry in its ability to stretch out and embrace other 
overlooked or misunderstood cultures. While the acquisition and development of living 
languages is central to Hay’s poetry and a means of establishing brotherhood with other 
nations, his often ‘exhortatory’ tone instructs us about our errors and fundamental 
mistakes in speaking about war and other countries. In ‘Esta Selva Selvaggia’ we see 
the ordinary dead of the war gathered in a Tartarean wood, as if in the Inferno, with 
‘snatches of conversation picked up from the perduta gente of this world’63, where 
many languages abound claiming ‘only the great make wars!’ And yet there is no 
communication, only racial slurs that to Hay represent the foundation of war, and 
plaintive voices that ask, why us?: 
 
What crime was it we suffered for? 
They started it. We willed no war. 
Listen to yourselves. Beware. 64 
 
Conclusion 
 
Hay, as a keen acquirer and user of new languages, brings new approaches to 
establishing links with other countries during the war, in terms of verbal 
accommodation and trade, and he chooses to speak for the unheard Arab, a figure 
caught in the midst of a war that has nothing to do with him. Such poetry not only calls 
for peace in rhetorical and allegorical ways, but serves to study language and point out 
ways where people must ‘beware’ and ‘listen to themselves’ and others much more 
often. The ‘savage wood’ Hay finds at the end of the war is not the wood where his 
‘Hollow’ exists, and ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ is both a protest against war but also 
documents the erstwhile happiness that Hay has committed to paper and preserved 
‘chrysalis-like’ in the Hollow, away from harm. Such poetry of linguistic gusto and 
exuberance and life-affirmation stands up against some of the darkest times and poetry 
of World War Two.  
It shows the resilience of Hay’s idealism, a term that frustrated Hay for not 
being an immediately achievable reality post-war. The incomplete nature of the Scottish 
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section of  ‘Mochtar is Dughall’ is a poignant reminder of how Hay’s idealism 
surpassed what was achievable in his life, but it is also a reminder of Hay’s anti-colonial 
commitments and desire for the rejuvenation of Gaelic culture. This idealism to make 
Scotland better remained with Hay throughout his life, but within these poems we see 
coded predictions of what would happen to Hay, in ‘The Hollow’, and how his poetry 
would continue to sustain him even throughout the nadirs of mental illness in later life. 
Hay’s post-war life was dedicated to continuing the ‘rebellion of the individual’ against 
a hostile world and in the 1960s and 1970s he would join other writers in calling for 
Scottish independence. Hay’s work in this context reads as a necessary addition to post-
war Scotland, as someone who had been through the very worst of times, but still able 
to enunciate ideas of peace, idealism and fellowship. The war, and in particular a 
vibrant cross-culture encounter with the Arab peoples of North Africa, was the making 
of Hay as a major poet, but that very twist of fate that stationed him there, also placed 
him in the lookout outside Bizerta and in Macedonia with the Education Corps, and was 
ultimately his undoing. No other poet is so entangled in war, and no other poet’s desire 
to be away from it made so vividly apparent.  
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Chapter Five 
‘Private Morgan’1 and ‘Geerie’ the Kriegy2: Edwin Morgan and Robert Garioch 
 
 
Edwin Morgan (1920-2010) and Robert Garioch (1909-1981) draw much of their early 
inspiration and imagery from an active involvement in World War Two. Although both 
worked in different linguistic modes and mediums – from Garioch’s much-praised ‘very 
considerable craftsmanship’ in Scots3 to Morgan’s growing focus on poetry written in 
English – they nonetheless tried to write about their differing experiences of the war 
contemporaneously and subsequently and the impact of the war on their work is marked 
by its achievement in terms of latency. In relation to the theme of legislation and 
possibility that runs throughout all the work of the poets in this thesis, both Morgan and 
Garioch felt the impact of the war most acutely in their later lives, while their work was 
finding new audiences. In this context, the war serves as a touchstone and reminder, for 
Morgan of trauma but also newfound freedom and sexual discovery, and for Garioch of 
the value of human life and the horrors of oppression. Morgan played a full and active 
role in what he saw as a new cultural Scottish spring; a ‘second life’ where the arts in 
Scotland in the 1960s and onwards become more open, accessible and democratic and 
Garioch was also part of this process. Both men do not make heroic statements or big 
political pronouncements, yet like George Campbell Hay, their anti-imperialist, anti-
fascist commitments are implicit in their work which embraces both the national and 
international. Their war experience directly informs their work and gives them the 
impetus to rise above captivity, conflict and whatever transient joys the war had to 
offer, particularly for Morgan. 
Garioch, who was captured in 1942 in Libya, lived out his experience of war as 
a ‘kriegsgefangenschaft’ [prisoner of war] which informed his democratic and sceptical 
approach to humankind in later life and gave rise to an underlying strain of what Robin 
Fulton has called an acute ‘feeling of being bounded’ which is salient in poems such as 
‘The Wire’ and ‘The Percipient Swan.’4 Garioch’s account of his time as a prisoner of 
                                                
1 James McGonigal, Beyond the Last Dragon: A Life of Edwin Morgan (Dingwall: Sandstone Press, 
2010), p. 61. 
2 Robin Fulton, ‘Introduction’, in Robert Garioch Collected Poems (Edinburgh: Polygon, 2004), pp. ix-
xxiv (p. iv). 
3 Robin Fulton, ‘Review of Robert Garioch’s Collected Poems’, in World Literature Today, Vol. 51, No. 
4 (1977), pp. 663-664 (p. 664). 
4 Ibid. 
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war is captured in his memoir Two Men and a Blanket (1975) which is written in ‘anti-
heroic’ terms and often deals with the sheer ennui of a life dictated by a constant 
struggle for shelter and food.5 In Garioch’s signature self-deprecatory style he claimed 
that although the book had been written on leave from the army, it was not published 
until 1975 because ‘the book lacks dramatic escapes.’6 In Two Men and a Blanket 
Garioch gives one of the most convincing reasons why the poetry of World War Two 
was unlike anything else, for the privations he suffered gave him and others an 
‘intensity which we did not possess in normal times.’7  
There is a feeling also, which is tapped into in some of the more erotically-
charged poems of Morgan’s ‘The New Divan’, that the intensity and the liberation 
Morgan felt during the war was too much for him to contain in his verse, leading to his 
darkest decade, the 1950s, as a time of artistic struggle, malaise and confusion. Latency 
is one of the most obvious aspects of Morgan’s poetry of the war; beyond one ‘highly-
mannered’ poem written during the war, Morgan was unable to write about his 
experiences until the mid-1970s when the Middle East was once again in the news. 
Morgan felt that his almost eidetic memory of the war meant that all of his experiences 
and sensations had been stored up to come back more powerfully than ever.8 It is clear 
that ‘The New Divan’ was, for Morgan at least, one of the major lodestones of his 
poetic career and he was to speak very possessively and defensively of it in interviews 
claiming ‘it is my hidden poem, which no one writes about.’9 It replaces what Morgan 
has referred to as his earlier ‘surrogate’ war poem, his 1952 translation of Beowulf, 
which explores the imagery of sea-voyaging and male companionship as something 
akin to his involvement in the war.  
What marks ‘The New Divan’ out from many of the contemporary poems of 
World War Two is that it is a ‘very delayed action kind of thing… it all comes through 
a process of memory and recreation of the war, which is not at all like writing about the 
war in any ordinary sense of the word.’10 Roderick Watson has noted that Morgan is a 
                                                
5 Roderick Watson (1984), p. 423. 
6 Robin Fulton (ed.), A Garioch Miscellany (Edinburgh: Macdonald Publishers, 1986), p. 59. 
7 Robert Garioch, Two Men and a Blanket: A Prisoner of War’s Story (Edinburgh: Southside, 1975), p. 
41. 
8 Edwin Morgan, ‘Power from things not declared: conflation of two interviews with Christopher Whyte 
(Glasgow, 21 October and 18 November 1988)’, in Nothing Not Giving Messages: reflections on work 
and life, ed. by Hamish Whyte (Edinburgh: Polygon, 1990a), pp. 144-187 (p. 148). 
9 James McGonigal (2010), p. 327. 
10 Edwin Morgan, ‘Your jack london bit: interview with William ‘Buzz’ Barr (Glasgow, 6 January 1982)’ 
in Nothing Not Giving Messages: reflections on work and life (1990), pp. 89-112 (p. 98). 
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poet of ‘growth, change, flux and delight’11 and this drive for transformation over 
tradition twinned with the fact that ‘The New Divan’ is unlike any other war poem 
means that Morgan is not merely copying Persian poetic modes but using them in vital 
and often defamiliarising way, similar to the Russian formalists whose work he had read 
and enjoyed. Morgan’s aim for ‘The New Divan’ was almost revolutionary in its 
attempt to offer a different type of poetry from that popular in the West, where the 
‘reader is worked too hard’ and driven along by an unyielding narrative. The result is 
something of a war-torn medina, where the reader can ‘move around […] cast your eyes 
here and there’12 around a series of emporia that offer different wares and within this is 
contained a sense of the personal liberation Morgan felt as a young man at war; the 
reader is liberated and the poet is free to write in the most ‘cryptic’13 and then sexually 
explicit terms: 
 
Not in King’s Regulations, to be in love. 
Cosgrove I gave the flower to, joking, jumping down 
the rocky terraces above Sidon, my heart bursting 
as a village twilight spread its tent over us 
and promontories swam far below 
through goat-bells into an unearthly red.14 
 
It is the purpose of this chapter to revisit a selection of Robert Garioch’s most 
outstanding war poetry from the viewpoint of Edwin Morgan who in his essay ‘Garioch 
Revisited’ makes a case for the more serious poetry that has been all too easily 
obfuscated by Garioch’s ‘wee-man’ persona and assumed role as droll commentator and 
‘comic versifier.’15 Both Morgan and Garioch are recognised as craftsmen of their art 
and a clear artistic control is evident in their work, not least Garioch’s poetry that re-
captures Edinburgh spoken demotic in stanzaic form, but something far more 
fundamental and linked to the war brings these two poets together. Both delve into the 
tragic, fragile, sensual and social aspects of life during the war in a way that is 
disarmingly anti-heroic and considerably removed from the self-mythologies of other 
Scottish war poets such as Hamish Henderson and Alexander Scott whose physical 
bravery was enacted either on the battle-field or through verse.  
                                                
11 Roderick Watson (1984), p. 439. 
12 Robert Crawford, ‘”to change / the unchangeable” – The Whole Morgan’, in About Edwin Morgan, ed. 
by Robert Crawford & Hamish Whyte (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990), pp. 10-24 (p. 21). 
13 Angus Calder (2004), p. 216. 
14 Edwin Morgan, The New Divan (Manchester: Carcanet Press, 1977), p. 49. 
15 Robin Fulton (2004), p. xiii. 
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The wartime work of Morgan and Garioch does not assert a single tragic ego. 
Morgan’s work is marked by its sense at times of exhilaration and horror while 
Garioch’s is characterised by a Brechtian tragio-comic and ironic tone. Morgan and 
Garioch offer a poetry of the masses lost at war and capture both the boredom and 
exhilaration of the war, and their poems are teeming social units about adapting and 
surviving, even growing from, the experience. This experience is then translated into 
their later work as something that spurs them to achieve something better for and in 
Scotland, from Morgan’s ‘second life’ to Garioch’s extensive translations. If we look at 
Tom Scott bemoaning what he saw as the bathetic underachievement of Garioch’s 
work, he couches his criticism in the language of the epic and heroic, claiming that 
Garioch will never measure up to ‘the prophets and seers’ of MacDiarmid, Muir and 
MacLean.16 However, R. D. S. Jack claims that it is the quiet understatement and refusal 
to sink into self-pity that makes Garioch’s war-poems ‘superior to the breast-beatings of 
Brooke and Owen.’17 Both Garioch and Morgan accept that they are not heroes and 
instead work within their limitations to locate themselves with the human story of the 
war and within community and common humanity. In Brecht’s The Life of Galileo, 
Galileo’s riposte to Andrea’s assertion that ‘unhappy is the land that breeds no hero’ is 
in fact ‘unhappy is the land that needs a hero’18 and the poetry of Robert Garioch and 
Edwin Morgan in relation to the war is written from the premise that there must be a 
malady in the national psyche to seek affirmation through heroism in action or on the 
page. The war is not fully seen through the evanescent acts of an individual but through 
all men living through and trying to survive the war and being, for better or worse, 
deeply changed by that experience.  
These men were writing about World War Two but publishing much of their 
material against the back-drop of the Cold War which underscores the question of what 
was won all those years ago, and the poems this chapter shall discuss invariably answer 
this question in human and temporal, instead of abstract and heroic, terms.  
 
Edwin Morgan  
 
                                                
16 Robin Fulton (2004), p. xix. 
17 R.D.S Jack, Scottish Literature’s Debt to Italy (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1986), p. 56. 
18 Bertolt Brecht, Life of Galileo (New York: Grove Press, 1966), p. 115. 
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In 1940, the then twenty-year old Edwin Morgan registered, like Norman MacCaig and 
George Bruce, as a conscientious objector and in doing so aligned himself with many of 
the young poets of his generation who initially had doubts and considered appealing 
against their conscriptions. Morgan’s stance as a conscientious objector, however, was 
transient as he quickly ‘began to believe that there was, by that time, no real alternative 
to war with Germany but his lingering sympathy for pacifism drove him to an uneasy 
compromise and he asked that he might serve in the Royal Army Medical Corps.’19 In 
Morgan’s oral entry for ‘Remembering Scotland at War’ he recalls his wartime 
experience and expresses relief at his non-combatant posting as a ‘Private’ in the 42nd 
General Hospital branch of the Royal Army Medical Corps, a unit that Hugh 
MacDiarmid himself had served in during World War One.20 For Morgan, it was 
important to play a part in the war but it had to be in a capacity where ‘I could be killed 
myself, but they couldn’t be killed by me.’ In his 1990 interview for ‘Off the Page’ 
Morgan explains that while this posting suited him and enabled him to travel widely 
within the Middle East, giving a rich milieu to ‘The Unspoken’ and ‘The New Divan’, it 
was the fact that he was ‘behind the front-lines’ which meant some of the ‘sharpness’ of 
the war only gradually filtered down to him and gave rise to the delayed nature of his 
war poetry.21  
Morgan was both a ‘private’ in terms of his rank, a rank he steadfastly held onto 
throughout the war, but also a deeply private poet, as Roderick Watson reminds us 
when he states that Morgan had ‘an essentially private and optimistic nature.’22 
Morgan’s compulsion to avoid any promotion in terms of rank and his non-violent 
contribution to the war effort mean that we can already see, from the outset, a poet 
going against the traditional route of heroism or action in war poetry and setting a tone 
of self-effacement that would characterise much of his later work. His commitment to 
the esprit de corps in his unit, ranging from the potential for homo-social and platonic 
relationships to physical homosexual trysts, means that Morgan was without the privacy 
he needed to write throughout the war. ‘The New Divan’ makes clear that while the war 
                                                
19 Kevin McCarra, ‘Edwin Morgan: Lives and Work’, in About Edwin Morgan (1990), pp. 1-9 (p. 4). 
20 Edwin Morgan, ‘Edwin Morgan: A Conscientious Objector’, in Remembering Scotland at War 
(Museum’s Galleries Scotland, n.d.) 
<http://www.rememberingscotlandatwar.org.uk/Accessible/Exhibition/113/Conscientious-Objectors-and-
Non-Combatants> [accessed 11/06/2015]. 
21 Edwin Morgan, Off the Page (Scotland: Abu-Tele/STV, 1991)< http://news.stv.tv/scotland/76519-off-
the-page-edwin-morgan-part-2/> [accessed 11/06/2015]. 
22 Roderick Watson (1984), p. 439. 
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for Morgan could be deeply harrowing, in the case of poem 99, subtitled ‘I hated 
stretcher-bearing’, much of the frankness of this collection shows that the war could 
also bring Morgan more opportunity for sexual exploration and risk-taking. Many 
reviewers of ‘The New Divan’ have been quick to detect the twin drives of candour and 
obscurity in the sequence, caught on what Christopher Whyte has termed ‘a middle path 
between explicitness and concealment.’23 David Kinloch, most recently, has written that 
‘The New Divan’ is in many ways not a poem like those written by Morgan’s 
‘heterosexual compatriots’ about ‘adequately representing World War Two in language’ 
but an ‘evocation of [its] sensual reverberations through time and space.’ The journey 
we are taken on is one of ‘obliquity to frankness ‘ representing ‘a process of difficult 
‘coming out’, of coming to terms in all senses of that expression, a veritable rite of 
passage.’24 
Morgan’s creative struggle came during the 1950s. Here Morgan labelled much 
of his poetry, such as the The Cape of Good Hope (1955), as having reached a ‘crisis 
point’ that expressed a ‘kind of dissatisfaction and worry about creative direction.’25 
McGonigal compares Morgan’s creative frustrations in the 1950s to that of ‘the 
haltering reconstruction of Scotland after the war.’26 Morgan’s breakthrough 1968 
collection The Second Life deals with the creative, personal and national regeneration 
after the war and celebrates Morgan’s embracing of the eclectic and intellectually 
dynamic bent in his work. It also marks Morgan as becoming more candid in his work, 
letting in personal experience and giving out more private revelations which would be 
brought to a new level of explicitness, particularly about sexuality, in ‘The New Divan’, 
although it would not be until a 1990 interview with Christopher Whyte where Morgan 
would finally state his homosexuality. 
The Second Life shows signs of the poet sloughing off his conservative 
background and being re-born much like the development of Glasgow around him. 
Using Glasgow as his physical locus, Morgan travels further than many of the poets of 
his generation into space, time-travel and science fiction making him a poet very much 
of place and of the autochthonous but also the cosmos, an image he would further 
                                                
23 Edwin Morgan (1990a), p. 175. 
24 David Kinloch, ‘The Case of the Missing War: Edwin Morgan’s The New Divan’, in Scottish Literary 
Review, Vol. 4, N. 2 (Glasgow: Association for Scottish Literary Studies, 2012), pp. 85-103 (p. 99). 
25 Edwin Morgan, ‘Let’s go: interview with Marshall Walker (Glasgow, 25 August 1975)’, in Nothing 
Not Giving Messages: reflections on work and life, ed. by Hamish Whyte (Edinburgh: Polygon, 1990a), 
pp. 54-85(p. 70). 
26 James McGonigal (2010), p. 108. 
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explore in ‘The New Divan’ where he conjures Charles Doughty in relation to the desert 
of World War Two and how ‘desert landscapes give you long thoughts’ and ‘you begin 
to understand why monotheism, Islam after all means submission, did arise in those 
parts.’27 The main gateway poem that precedes ‘The New Divan’ is ‘The Unspoken.’ 
Written between 30th December 1963 and 1st January 1964, it is one of Morgan’s first 
war poems to deal directly with his experiences and is divided into three discrete but 
juxtaposing passages. It opens with an awed and awe-inspiring evocation of Morgan’s 
troopship ‘pitching round the Cape.’ The air is celebratory and gives a glimpse of the 
camaraderie Morgan was to enjoy with his fellow privates during the war: 
 
[…] Tommy Cosh started singing ‘Mandalay’ and we joined in with 
our raucous chorus of the unforgettable song, 
and the dawn came up like thunder like that moon drawing the 
water of our yearning 
though we were going to war, and left us exalted, 
that was happiness […]28 
 
However, the key is not the almost hedonistic image of the troops enjoying a sing-along 
nor is it Morgan’s then current interest in space travel represented by nations of people 
fearing and pinning their hopes on a dog sent up in an exploratory rocket; it is the 
‘unspoken’ and the dreary Glasgow day when Morgan and his partner kiss in a bus 
shelter. Morgan repeats that all of these cosmic and momentous events were real but ‘it 
is not like that.’ These events are milestones, but they are not sustainable and the 
poem’s power comes from the gradual diminution of events to this private vignette of 
two lovers making an ordinary day ‘extraordinary’ with the level of their ‘feeling.’ 
James McGonigal has said that Morgan’s poetry gains its power ‘from things not 
declared’29 and the rousing closing lines to ‘The Unspoken’ read: 
 
 O then it was a story as old as war or man, 
 and although we have not said it we know it, 
 and although we have not claimed it we do it, 
 and although we have not vowed it we keep it, 
 without a name to the end. 
 
The quality that Morgan refuses to, or cannot, name is two-fold: it is both the Wildean 
notion of ‘the love that dares not speak its name’ and a matter of such privacy and 
                                                
27 Colin Nicholson (1991), p. 8. 
28 Edwin Morgan, ‘The Unspoken’, in Collected Poems: Edwin Morgan (Manchester: Carcanet Press, 
1990b), pp. 182-183 (p. 182). 
29 James McGonigal (2010), p. 71. 
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affection shared between two people that Morgan will not spell it out, for to do so 
would be to banalise it. We must consider both Morgan’s right to privacy and the 
societal constraints that existed but were beginning to be eroded when this poem was 
written in 1963. For Morgan, World War Two was in many ways a positive experience 
in terms of his sexual awakening. In this light, he is almost teasing the reader with some 
of the more enigmatic passages in ‘The Unspoken.’ However, by the time he comes to 
write his great utterance on the war, ‘The New Divan’ in 1977, Morgan is willing to 
reveal more. Using Arabic poetic modes he has found a way to both reveal and disguise 
his homosexuality in a way that was not possible before. In this light it is little surprise 
that this was one of Morgan’s favourite own poems. When his poetry was accused of 
being too impersonal Morgan defended ‘The New Divan’ in which ‘my life is 
embedded’ (an unconscious play on the polysemous meanings of ‘divan’) and that ‘it’s 
just as personal a poetry as anybody else’s, but the clues are not perhaps as clearly spelt 
out as they would be in other people’s poetry.’30 Morgan not only delves into the 
landscape and poetry he experienced during his time in the Middle East during the war, 
but he finds that narrative structure is almost a Western artifice and that we are ‘too 
obsessed by structure.’31 This is spoken by a man who was punctilious in his 
professional and private lives, so this poem is one of great liberation which follows an 
‘emotional structure, a structure perhaps relating to the life of the person who had 
written it’ in a ‘subterranean sense.’ Themes of trauma, nationhood, Arabic culture and 
sexuality all interweave in ‘The New Divan’ making it simultaneously one of the most 
fascinating and visionary of the long poems written on the subject of World War Two, 
not just in Scotland, but globally.  
Mimi Khalvati, speaking about ‘the old Persian form’ of the ghazal, has said that 
such a poem must somewhere contain a signature of the poet, either by name, 
pseudonym or word-play.32 The Arabic term roughly translates as ‘speaking to women’, 
since the form would have been used as a lyrical and courtly mode, its lapidary form of 
a sequence of between five to fifteen self-contained couplets acting as a necklace of 
poetry, a fine offering. Looking at Morgan’s poems in ‘The New Divan’ we see that he 
at many times deviates from the strictness of the form, thus underscoring the idea that 
this poem is a real departure for more, that he will instead be speaking about men. This 
                                                
30 Edwin Morgan (1990a), p. 132. 
31 Ibid., p. 135. 
32 Mimi Khalvati, ‘Ghazal’ (London: The Poetry Archive, n.d.) 
<http://www.poetryarchive.org/poem/ghazal> [accessed 11/06/2015]. 
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goes someway to explaining why Morgan’s ‘divan’ is potentially mysterious, and while 
these poems are not traditional ghazals – Morgan conjures up the spirit of Hafiz, a 
renowned composer of Persian ghazals, as his recurring point of reference. The cryptic 
tones of the earlier poems in the sequence play tribute to Middle Eastern forms of 
storytelling but also serve to focus the later poems which are much closer to Morgan’s 
actually experiences and contain both affecting and startling disclosures, such as 
Morgan’s dalliance with Cosgrove on Mount Carmel in poem 98 and his fear of 
stretcher-bearing in poem 99 where the dead soldier ‘drained of blood’ seemed ‘light as 
a child.’ The sea change takes place at a crucial opening line in poem 86 where Morgan 
makes it clear that it was ‘Not in the King’s regulations, to be in love.’ 
The sequence as a whole makes recurrent use of imagery relating to the elements 
of fire and water and their various incarnations, particularly ash. While the poem in its 
entirety is a peregrination through personal discovery and ancient history, it is one that 
for all of its mimesis of Persian poetic modes, props and settings, is a quest through the 
deserts of the body and mind that takes on a deeply Bakhtinian pattern of spiritual 
deaths and revival. It moves from the indolent and decadent early poems of drinking 
and lavish beds such as in poem 11, to bereavement and loss for an imagined son in 
poems such as poem 23 to the growing feeling of unease and hostility seen in poem 65 
where ‘Hell is after you, brother’ to the cathartic private disclosures of the final poems. 
The sequence ends on a ‘fundamentally optimistic’33 image of the dead and living 
reconciled on ‘the edge’ where the quest ends as tatters of sail-cloth which the poet 
reminds his spiritual mentor, Hafiz, he will use to ‘bind the leaves of my divan.’ The 
two overarching forces behind this sequence are that of Hafiz, who represents the 
‘shifting sands of history’ and Proteus, or the ‘Old Man and the Sea’ who we are 
introduced to in poem 2 and who symbolises the ‘tidal wash of memory.’34 It is easy to 
see the appeal of Hafiz to Morgan, a poet synonymous with the desert used as a guide 
arguably in similar ways as Hugh MacDiarmid had used C. M. Doughty and his Arabia 
Deserta while writing his poems set on the edge of intellectual wilderness. Whereas 
MacDiarmid expressed the view of the solitary figure against geological opposition, 
Morgan almost revels in the desert landscapes he saw during the war. Such landscapes 
‘give you long thoughts – you have thoughts that are on the verge of what you might 
                                                
33 Robert Crawford (1990), p. 23. 
34 Ibid., p. 22. 
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call religious’, and many of the poems in the sequence are steeped in the Sufi mysticism 
that surrounds the desert. 35  
Poem 1 is an address to Hafiz and a question as to how, against such struggle as 
that of World War Two, ‘you could ever get your song together’, but Morgan reminds 
us of the sequence’s power for revival in beseeching Hafiz to go from ‘grave cloth to 
sail cloth.’ This is the very same sail-cloth we find in tatters at the end of poem 100 
which the poet uses to ‘bind’ his divan. Here Hafiz is given a valediction, as the journey 
is over and rendered into poetry and Morgan talks about the life beyond the sages which 
is on a ‘crag above / a line of breakers’ and addresses ‘you and me’, an ambiguity which 
could mean the poet and Hafiz, the poet and a wartime lovers or the poet and the reader. 
Morgan does not pretend to speak for ‘that eternal break of white’ but of the fallible, the 
worldly, ‘of memories crowding in from human kind.’ For a sequence that could be a 
lonely voyage, it pullulates with activity from wartime Cairo to belly-dancers, pharaohs, 
looters and viziers and it shows us that Morgan is interested in the collective and 
communal, even the other, and is not easily identifiable as a product of his formative 
years, growing up ‘entrée deux guerres’ in ‘an intellectual climate of alienation and 
wastelandism.’36 The sequence is geared towards the subtle personal evolution of the 
poet, as a form of poetic picaresque, where ‘even the most destructive change leads 
towards a positive’ outcome. The poet, through many guises, grapples with the meaning 
of love, from the red skin of a child, in poem 40, who loves her pet gerbil but the gerbil 
‘trusts a cage more than love.’ The red here is the ‘rage of rejection’ and the varicose 
veins of a ‘murderer’ for ‘the heart is dark and broad, / and twisted like an araucaria 
under / a varicose sky.’  
Love and lust manifest themselves in increasingly candid and autobiographical 
ways as the sequence draws to a close and, amid the danger of war, the reader is 
reminded that Morgan ‘takes comedy seriously’ as we see in poem 98, that after sex on 
Mount Carmel, Cosgrove finds a ‘dog’s turd flattened’ on his shirt. The comic effect of 
this image is sharply undercut by Morgan’s acceptance that the thrills he enjoyed during 
the war were transient, as he reminds us in ‘The Unspoken’ that ‘it is not like that’, for 
Cosgrove’s shirt is ‘really unwashable laundry / that finally had to be thrown away.’  
                                                
35 Colin Nicholson (1991), p. 6. 
36 Jack Rillie, ‘The Kind of Poetry I Want: Morgan as Critic’ in About Edwin Morgan, ed. by Robert 
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While the earlier poems of ‘The New Divan’ try on different guises and 
personae and try to get inside some of the poetry of the desert and Sufi mysticism, it is 
the final 15 poems that bring the collection towards Morgan’s time in the desert during 
World War Two. The earlier poems serve to show Morgan’s ‘almost superstitious 
respect for the mystery of inspiration.’37 McGonigal has written that poems 60 to 80 are 
characterised by different incarnations of ‘commitment – political, religious, artistic’ 
and this supports Morgan’s assertion that one of the major roles of the poem was of 
going into the unknown to search for answers. Morgan did not ‘start off from having a 
firm basis of ideas or belief’ and instead uses the trope of the epic quest to reveal in 
both candid and coded ways his experiences and reactions to what happened to him in 
the Middle East.38 For instance, in poem 60 we smell the ‘blood of revolutions’ and ‘not 
roses’; poem 62 reminds us of the story-teller’s ability to evoke magical tales from the 
most mundane of settings, so while he talks about ‘Sindbad’ and his flying carpet, the 
storyteller is merely sitting down, ‘chomping cake.’ Poems 64 and 65 become more 
comminatory with talk of the atom bomb, radiation of children and hell which is ‘after 
you.’ Rain, which has been a recurrent image in the sequence, suddenly heralds 
something more direful, the coming of war:  
 
Clouds bringing rain brought more than rain, brought war. 
Machines tore out, like a tooth, a hemisphere. 
[…] It was the goal of bones.39 
 
These poems, which seem to occur on the precipice of war, are imbued with powerful 
phrases that almost act as axioms on war of any kind, not simply that of the Middle 
East. In poem 68 we encounter a ‘ruffian sage’ who asks the speaker ‘You think / the 
dead will ever eat their way through space?’ but the closing lines present the previous 
encounter as ‘so the story says’ or ‘so the story-teller says.’ It is the fusion of myth, 
fable and cold reality and the interchangeability of such things in this sequence that 
goes beyond mere ‘malleabilities of time and space’ and makes the sequence as 
problematic and troubling as it is rewarding.40 The reader can never stand with any 
stability on a poem that is wholly truthful or fictitious but out of this swirling and 
sometimes intoxicating mix of language and cultures comes a phrase which can 
                                                
37 James McGonigal (2010), p. 243. 
38 Ibid., p. 246. 
39 Edwin Morgan (1977), p. 39. 
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illuminate more than the poem itself. Such a phrase can be found in poem 95, as the 
sequence reaches its painful but intrinsically optimistic conclusion. Here, the war in the 
desert is beginning to turn in the favour of the Allies and Morgan in one resounding 
sentence manages to put into poetry a sense of hope at winning the war: 
 
The night is Rommel’s tree: 
searchlights cut it, history the secretion.41 
 
Poem 87 reminds us that although history can make the mind regressive, there is a 
significant lacuna between what has gone and what is lost. In this case, Morgan is 
accepting that his companion and lover Cosgrove is ‘gone’ but as long as Morgan exists 
and has the power to write, Cosgrove will never be truly ‘lost’: 
 
History so fearfully  
draws us backward 
that to be gone 
even as you are these thirty years is not to be 
lost, although that later war’s long done.42 
 
Morgan has frozen Cosgrove in a certain period, but has used this elaborate sequence to 
excavate not only memories of Cosgrove but to explore the roots of his own 
homosexuality and this is one of the key elements of the poem, which also make it a 
war poem unlike any other. There is an aspect of personal archaeology here that the poet 
does not want to make too obvious as to cheapen his memories, but as we look at poem 
97, we see a return to some of the sybaritic patterns of the early poems, but this time in 
Cairo during the war. Morgan talks about the ‘buzz’ of Cairo with its ‘domes, 
shoeshines, jeeps, glaucomas, beads’ but underneath this bustling energy are: 
 
A million graves, a withered arm, 
sarcophaguses red 
with blood and ochre, smooth 
boats on a dark sub-Nile 
of slaves and captives, the 
oldest way of gold,  
over the dead with gold 
and no haul of good.43 
 
                                                
41 Edwin Morgan (1977), p. 54. 
42 Ibid., p. 50. 
43 Ibid., p. 55. 
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There is a subterranean world here of graves, sepulchres and tombs and the poem 
quoted above does comes close to the thanatic drive of the Ancient Egyptians that 
Hamish Henderson speaks of in his Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica. The dead lie 
under this poem and often transgress from their vaults into the energy of the world 
above, while others make the journey from the living to the dead. For instance, the 
penultimate poem talks about ‘the easiest trip of all I don’t forget’ in the desert, tasked 
with stretcher bearing, Morgan carries: 
 
[…] that dead officer 
drained of blood, wasted away, 
leg amputated at the thigh, 
wrapped in a rough sheet, light as a child44 
 
The twin aims of Morgan’s ‘The New Divan’ are to simultaneously observe and make 
sense of this all-surrounding dead, ancient and modern day, but also come to terms with 
and re-live the beginnings of his homosexual identity, a secret that was necessarily 
buried at the time. The sequence is a crucible of cultures, literatures, language and 
sensation, from decadence and eroticism to the bloody realities of the desert war. The 
sequence is optimistic, for even though it is a picaresque and a quest where the boat 
Morgan sails on ends wrecked as a tatter of sailcloth on the shore, it is one that allows a 
growing artistic self-assertion and an emergence of homosexual identity. In poem 98, 
Morgan accepts that his dalliance with Cosgrove will be transient and that his life in the 
Middle East will not last, for these things are simply not sustainable, making it an elegy 
for the dead, a swansong for his wartime relationships, but also a testament of a journey 
travelled, survived and gained from. In poem 100, Morgan avoids making any profound 
statements based on his ‘quest’ and cannot speak of that ‘eternal break of white’, only 
of ‘memories crowding in from human kind, / stealthily, brazenly, thankfully, stonily / 
into that other sea-cave / of my head.’ Here Morgan is striking both affecting and anti-
heroic notes, for his sequence is one of the most profound of World War Two, and also 
one of the most ambitious for its weaving together of so many strands whilst avoiding 
the lyric or bardic ego.  
 
Robert Garioch 
 
                                                
44 Edwin Morgan (1977), p. 56. 
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In Edwin Morgan’s sonnet ‘North Africa’, written in tribute to the Scottish other poets 
who found themselves in the desert during the war, he describes Garioch as being taken 
prisoner ‘at Tobruk, / parched Kriegsgefangener, calm, reading Švejk.’45 Morgan is 
presenting Garioch in terms of survival and self-preservation and he is not the only 
person to note the importance of Jaroslav Hašek’s novel The Good Soldier Švejk to 
Garioch’s day-to-day life in concentration and labour camps. Roderick Watson says that 
the experience of having been a POW ‘was central to his way of viewing the world’46 
and that some of his most sceptical work, where he takes the stance of the bystander, 
‘shares something of Švejk’s disingenuous but canny instinct for survival.’47 Garioch’s 
memoirs of his POW experience, Two Men and a Blanket, make for affecting and anti-
heroic reading and are often concerned with matters of food for survival or whose 
camp-bed is sacrificed next for fire-wood so that ‘the brew must go on.’48 Angus Calder 
has written that the motif of the camp, and what Robin Fulton has called a ‘gnawing’ 
sense of being bounded, pervades Garioch’s work and leaves a problematic legacy.49 
Serving with the Royal Army Signals Corps, he was captured while trying to salvage an 
engine from a truck outside Libya in 1942 and spent the rest of the war in various camps 
across Germany and Italy. 
Tom Hubbard maintains that Garioch’s work appeals more to ‘populist 
sentiment than democratic commitment’ and that his persona of the ‘wee man’ playing a 
faux naïf Socratic game trying to take down ‘the big yins’ made for a body of work in 
‘the reductive idiom rather than visionary grandeur.’50 Hubbard is applying a false 
dichotomy to Garioch’s work, saying that it can be classified as populist instead of 
democratic and R. D. S. Jack has written that ‘even in the midst of conflict and pain he 
maintains that wit and clear-sighted vision.’51 As we have seen with the work of Tom 
Scott, to risk the wholly serious tone of diatribe against the evils of war makes his 
poetry flat and humourless and much of the great poetry of World War Two contains 
humour. However, this study of Garioch’s war poetry is interested in how Garioch tries 
to maintain his equanimity in writing about times of distress, but the humility of his 
stance and work mean that moments of ‘visionary grandeur’ almost go unnoticed by the 
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reader. Garioch is steadfastly a poet of the anti-heroic and avoids the heroic ego; 
although his early war work is often in a lyrical vein, it is also often ‘social rather than 
solitary.’52  
His work on the war falls into two different camps, that of immediate experience 
captured simultaneously or afterwards, and of trauma belatedly surfacing in his most 
mature work. To illustrate this point, we will compare two Garioch war poems that fall 
into these different categories. ‘Prisioner’s Dream’ was written in 1955 but deals with a 
prisoner at a camp in ‘Italye’ eating an ‘ingin’ and then going to sleep only to suffer an 
eldritch dream where he wakes to walk into Edinburgh from ‘Canogait’ and this 
nocturnal wandering gives ‘Embro an ambience’ that can ‘cam doun / like haar about 
my hert.’ Garioch reveals that the thought of being in Edinburgh while the war is on, 
especially while he is a kriegy with only ‘sleep and time’ for ‘friens’, bites and nips his 
conscience ‘like the East wun.’ The poem’s eerie tone and musical metre owes 
something to the Habbie stanza of Burns’ ‘Tam o’ Shanter’ but it is the lines ‘weill-kent 
forgotten frenishen / shut aff my steam and screwed it doun / aneth a strang steel spring’ 
that show this to be dealing with a very modern human condition. Garioch is telling 
himself to bottle-up his feelings and fears as they are no good to him now and these are 
the fracture lines along which Garioch’s praised ‘cool self-analysis’ start to break down. 
Readers of Garioch’s work have been slow to appreciate his darker strain. D. M. Black 
drew critical attention to Garioch’s ‘easy to ignore stance, beneath which passions 
burned.’53 Here we see the passions underneath that modest ‘wee man’ exterior and like 
many of Garioch’s war poems, music is used as a triggering device and an antidote to 
suffering, so that the prisoner wakes from his nightmarish dream to the guard singing: 
 
I heard a sang, and I was wauken 
intill yon prisoun strang. 
It was our sentry’s Woggy sang 
whilk in my lugs like music rang, 
wi joy I heard his singin.54  
 
The poem ends, once the grim reverie of guilt and home is lifted, with a humorous 
diagnosis of the source of these nightmares: ‘it maun hae been the ingin.’ Garioch is 
melding something painfully close to his own experience and letting us in only so far to 
quickly appease the reader with humour. However, on a simple level this poem presents 
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a prisoner to which the idea of home is traumatic during war and the actual inversion of 
this can be found in Garioch’s short poem ‘During a Music Festival.’ This poem deals 
with a traumatic flash-back to the war and shows an older man haunted by his wartime 
past; it takes a throwaway image of a cigarette burning among sand-castles and 
explodes its scope to universal significance and symbolism: 
 
Cantie in seaside simmer on the dunes, 
I fling awa my dowp of cigarette 
whaur bairns hae biggit castles out of sand 
and watch the reik rise frae the parapet. 
 
Suddenlike I am back in Libya; 
yon’s the escarpment, and a bleizan plane, 
the wee white speck that feeds the luift wi reik, 
dirkins a horror-pictur on my brain.55  
 
This is not a mere flashback, but a carefully controlled conceit and Garioch as craftsman 
has given the poem metre and rhyme. There is also a sense that everything that was 
suppressed in ‘Prisoner’s Dream’ is potentially explosive to the older Garioch and must 
be controlled and made sense of through his verse. The redemptive power of music is 
again employed to good effect with the final stanza that brings together wars millennial 
and shows that music and art still make life worth living: 
 
And aye the reik bleeds frae the warld’s rim 
As it has duin frae Babylon and Troy, 
London, Bonn. Edinbro, time eftir time. 
And great Beethoven sang a Hymn to Joy. 
 
Garioch’s earliest war poetry is contained in his first solo and self-printed chapbook 
Chuckies on the Cairn in 1949. The eponymous epigraph poem already sets out, at this 
early stage, to define and confine Garioch’s oeuvre markedly beneath the achievement 
of great men, like Beethoven or Berlioz: 
 
Thae twa-three chuckie-stanes 
I lay on Scotland’s cairn 
biggit by men o bigger banes 
afore I was a bairn. 
 
And men of great micht 
will trauchle up the brae 
and lay abuin them on the hicht 
                                                
55 Robert Garioch, ‘During a Music Festival’ (1983), p. 67. 
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mair wechty stanes nor thae.56  
 
Of the eight poems collected in this chapbook, at least four deal directly or indirectly 
with the war. In ‘Sang tae Glaidness’ we see again the link between music and suffering 
and endurance, the poem being ‘owreset frae Schiller’s poem’ and triggered by listening 
to ‘the last movement o his [Beethoven’s] Ninth Symphony; eftir hearin it on a coorse 
nicht o sirens an bombs.’ Even on these louring ‘pit-mirky’ nights of the soul during the 
war, it is music that offers some form of spiritual fillip. ‘Property’, ‘Letter from Italy’ 
and ‘The Bog’ are the three most accomplished war poems in the collection. We will 
return to ‘The Bog’ in relation to two others of Garioch’s most serious and ‘profound 
responses to his wartime experiences’57 in ‘The Bog’, ‘The Muir’ and ‘The Wire.’ 
These form a trio of long philosophical poems showing Garioch as far removed from 
his feted wit as he was ever to achieve and these poems have been both praised and 
misunderstood. 
The most lyrical and immediate of Garioch’s war poems is ‘Letter from Italy’ 
which Edwin Morgan reminds us was ‘one of his favourites’, bringing ‘together the 
Classics and astronomy and the ordinary nostalgias of separation.’58 Angus Calder 
picked out ‘Letter from Italy’ from Garioch’s body of work as being a poem that 
achieves a ‘timeless universality.’59 The language here shifts from Lallans or an 
Edinburgh demotic to a heightened, almost Augustan register, highlighting the sense of 
identity crisis that a POW must endure being held against his will, so far from home. 
There is a sense of security in Garioch’s captivity when he writes that he is ‘safe from 
the crawling enemy’ but we are reminded of the barbed wire and that ‘perimeters have 
bounded me, / sad rims of desert or sea.’ This poem movingly explores Garioch’s 
underlying interest in limitations to freedom and how art can be used at times to devise 
ways of transcending the immediate situation. Sorley MacLean wrote that in ‘Letter 
from Italy’ we are offered an ‘authentic reflection of a rare, fine and honest human 
being.’60 While the speaker is not planning any daring escapes from his camp, he is 
finding a way out through his imagination in locating a link between his love back home 
and himself in Tobruk: 
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Late summer darkness comes, and now 
I see again the homely Plough 
and wonder: do you also see 
the seven stars as well as I? 
And it is good to find a tie 
of seven stars from you to me.61 
 
Garioch lies in a ‘hostile land’ and is on all sides bounded topographically from ‘the 
tedious Antipodes’ to the ‘barbed wire’ but his poet’s instinct for seeing meaningful 
patterns in things forces him to look upwards, where his vision is unbounded, towards 
the ‘Pleiades.’ The war for Garioch is dominated by prisoner camps but he is as much 
concerned with self-preservation as the preservation of his own craft and poetry against 
the creatively weakening effect of the war on the contents of the mind and of language.  
‘Property’ appears next to ‘Letter From Italy’ in Chuckies on the Cairn and 
makes a good contrast as a poem that looks backwards to the war as it begins with 
simple badinage in a pub when a character ‘drinks his pint’ and states that ‘a man 
should have no thought for property.’ Other Garioch poems contain fleeting, flash-back 
glimpses of the desert such as ‘Disparplit’ which cleverly contrasts the Libyan desert 
where Garioch is held captive with that of an old friend who withers ‘desolat’ in Yarrow 
and where ‘our herts as cley in simmer, cracked and dried.’ ‘Property’ however, charts 
the bitter life-lesson the desert has taught erstwhile soldiers about belongings and begins 
with the impedimenta of property: 
 
Later, in Libya (sand & scrub, 
the sun two weeks to midsummer) 
he carried  all his property over the sand: 
socks, knife and spoon, a Dixie, 
toilet kit, the Works of Shakespeare, 
blanket, groundsheet, greatcoat, 
and a water-bottle holding no more water.62 
 
However, as the men trek through the heat, the whistling ends and items start to be 
jettisoned, as the dire situation makes them seem like fripperies: 
 
The greatcoat first, then blanket discarded 
and the other property, lay absurd on the desert 
but he kept his water-bottle. 
In February, in a cold wet climate, 
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he has permanent damp in his bones 
for lack of that groundsheet. 
He has a different notion of the values of things. 
 
There is an implicit comment on the absurdity of bringing such men out into the desert 
at the very extremes of a World War and Garioch’s utilitarian attitude to property can be 
extended to the way he crafted poems in a solid metre and with useful, not fanciful, 
language. D. M. Black writes that Garioch wrestles with his war experience, attempting 
all the time to ‘hold his own values in spite of it.’63 The poems such as those discussed 
above show a way of coping with and utilising these experiences in a modest and anti-
heroic fashion which makes them plausible and shows how the mind of at least one 
great Scottish poet was forever changed by the war.  
Before we approach Garioch’s most ambitious and serious war poems, it is 
worth noting that wartime imagery and memory pervades much more of his work than 
has been assumed in previous studies of Garioch’s poetry. For instance, ‘1941’ and 
‘Hysteria’ deal with the plight of soldiers under the dominion of their superior officers. 
In ‘1941’ ‘the sweirt recruits’ ‘bash our tackety ballet, out in the sun’ while in the 
second, final stanza they are almost taunted by the image of a ‘civvy amang the trees’ 
‘wi deck-chair, sandals, bottles on ice.’ This figure, who could be real or a mirage, ‘kens 
that Man was meant for Paradise’ and throws a question onto the suffering and drudgery 
of the soldiers: why are they out in the desert doing this? Garioch does not join this 
hedonistic figure under the trees, but acknowledges, like Morgan, the necessity and 
importance of what he is doing. ‘Hysteria’ is concerned with the dizzying effect of 
taking countless orders to march and the impact this has on the mind of a private: 
 
Left! Richt! Left turn! Richt turn! Richt about turn! 
I birl, thinking nae mair nor I maun. 
For this is meant to reive me of my wits; 
They need me as a nummer, no a man.64 
 
Comparable to Garioch’s ‘Percipient Swan’ this poem looks at an entity taken on face 
value, in this case as mere ‘cannon-fodder’, and thrown into an oppressive situation. 
Whereas the swan’s ‘last lauch’ is a swansong, here the recruit feels that he is wiser and 
can laugh at the absurdity of this scenario and that his laughter will not be heard ‘for the 
bashing of the buitts.’ He triumphantly exults that ‘Ha-ha! They’ll niver drive me gyte, 
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nae fear!’ and that he’ll ‘birl’ the hernia that this activity will give him. The sadness 
here comes from the fact that the man is ‘hysterical’ and out of his wits and for all of his 
protestations, he is a broken man. 
R. D. S. Jack has singled out ‘Malaria’ as one of the finest poems of World War 
Two65 and this is an unusual selection for a poem that was hitherto unmentioned by 
other critics of Garioch’s work. ‘Malaria’ works as a dramatic monologue from the 
point of a prisoner of war in a camp in the desert suffering from malaria and its 
associated feverish hallucinations. Far from being an exclamatory poem like ‘Hysteria’, 
the delirium here is calmer but more disturbing with the gradual descent into 
hallucination captured in detail: 
 
It is a broun desert, wi lizards that hae baith 
A cleidin of licht-green scales, and kina dark-green feet. 
It is a mottie jungle pentit full of faces 
of men wi broun faces, green hair and dark green lips, 
wrocht in ae pattern, and moniefauld, and seen 
maist cleir, but nou the broun and green cheenge places, 
swee aye frae richt to left, fast, fast […]66 
 
As the speaker starts to lose grip on the real world, he is struck by an image of startling 
philosophical and ontological clarity, of himself trapped in a wheel that is revolving but 
never taking him anywhere else, the plight of the prisoner of war. Just as he begins to 
make sense of this concept, his fever takes hold and he loses his line of thought, seeing 
green and ‘broun’ as the colours of an unknown enemy approaching: 
 
[…] I am inside the wheel, 
the pattern swees by, aye in the same place, 
but I ligg here still, I feel the stanes aneath, 
haud aa thon, weary, haud it aye their, 
tak haud of colour, tak haud of the broun. 
Thae baists are broun, in a place of green and green, 
green trucks in the desert, cannae be green, 
cannae be ours, green in the, 
broun in the, 
the.  
 
In addition to the polished poems that Garioch published during his life-time are drafts 
for other poems that come ‘from Garioch’s notebooks.’ There are two poems of 
particular pertinence to the war, ‘Now I Remember You, McAlister’ and ‘For Ruthven 
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Todd.’ The first is a longer poem of reminiscence about a character the speaker knew 
when they were younger, ‘with whom I played those games of cautious chess, / moving 
our wooden stylised kings and queens / over a battlefield of polished wood.’ This 
opening image is well chosen and shows us again Garioch using something small, 
mundane and microcosmic prop, such as chess-pieces, to represent the war that rages at 
the end of the poem. The poem is an inventory of shared interests that the speaker and 
McAlister enjoyed when they were young, all the while continuing this game of chess. 
The speaker becomes concerned for McAlister, asking if he is warm enough and trying 
to make the fire glow ‘and all will be well again.’ The painful volta comes when the 
speaker is snapped out of his reverie of better days by the arrival of a letter: 
 
Now a slow letter brings me news of you; 
last May, I read, your room, your books, and you 
received a direct hit from a very large bomb. 
Strange! Whereas on these snow-covered plains 
of Central Europe I cough, and cough, and cough.67 
 
This poem displays not only a solicitude and compassion for those also in the war but 
an awareness of what is happening across the globe, even from the confines of a POW 
camp. The pathos of the ending to this poem is intensified by Garioch’s understated 
language and his anti-heroic account of himself and few of the poets in this study 
exhibit such flashes of warmth and compassion for specific people, as opposed to 
groups or bands of men, in their work from World War Two. ‘For Ruthven Todd’ is a 
more difficult poem in that it contains sympathy and criticism in equal measure. 
Dedicated to the exilic Scottish poet Ruthven Todd, this poem begins with a paranoic 
epigraph from Todd, fearing he is a target of the war: “But now, from the map, a gun is 
aimed at me.” Garioch sets out to assure him that: 
 
What enemy V1 or 2, 
propelled by rocket through the blue, 
could ever get the range of you,68  
 
The whole poem is a question to Todd, which carries multiple inferences: that Todd is 
paranoid and egotistical to think he would be specifically targeted, that he must not 
worry about such things, but also that he is in America and, as such, safe. With a gory 
image that brings to mind the bed and rhyme scheme of Blake’s ‘Oh Rose’, Garioch 
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says that the beds of heroes are those where less conscientious men bled and these men 
are to Todd ‘nothing more than bits of thread.’ The word ‘conscientious’ is a deeply 
loaded and critical one, suggesting work at his poetry but also that he is a ‘conscientious 
objector.’ Garioch is criticising Todd for saving his ‘skin’: 
 
[…] the hero’s gory bed, 
where men less conscientious bled 
was nothing more than bit of thread 
 
suspended, on a map, from pins, 
studied in distant northern inns 
by cautious people with whole skins? 
 
The most discussed of Garioch’s war influenced poems are ‘The Bog’, ‘The Wire’ and 
‘The Muir.’ All three have been published sequentially, beginning with the shortest and 
oldest ‘The Bog’, before ending with the substantive ‘The Muir’, where ‘in an 
unbelieving age Dante’s Hell becomes terrestrialised.’69 All three take place on what 
seems like Highland terrain, from the morass of ‘The Bog’ to the scientific heights of 
‘The Muir’ and it becomes clear how pervasive the effects of the war were on Garioch’s 
creativity. The experience of having been a POW seems to be explored on home terrain 
where men find themselves trapped in the mire, wanting to run but caught forever ‘in 
thae never-ending clarts.’ ‘The Bog’, being the shorter poem, belies the complexity of 
its themes, for these men are not simply trying to reach some ‘howff juist owre the brae’ 
when they might find warmth and shelter, but a gnawing sense of guilt and trauma that 
lasts after they come home ‘forever doomed […] to future ease.’ Everything is 
remindful of the past, but it is a grim distortion of what was there before that cannot be 
recaptured and like most of Garioch’s poems of heightened emotion and intensity, 
music plays a key role: 
 
Nou the impassioned banshees, in F-moll, 
screich out wi siren voices, anger-riven, 
Beethoven’s chord of Opus 57, 
the same that skieched us in the Usher Hall.70 
 
Even the sturdy craftsmanship of the Georgian architecture of Garioch’s native New 
Town Edinburgh is threatened by the churning up of mud by prisoners in ‘The Bog’: 
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The causey street we staund on shaks and shogs, 
freestone fowre-storey houses flee in air; 
real super-realism everywhere 
maks grand pianos mate wi clarty bogs. 
 
As with the poetry of Sorley MacLean and Hamish Henderson, Garioch’s ‘The Bog’ 
makes it clear that the ‘enemy over there’ knows ‘the same despair’ and we see both 
Garioch’s compassion and survivor instinct brought out here. Unlike MacLean and 
Henderson, however, there is a sense that the existential issues the war has provoked 
can never be overcome or escaped and the poet must carve out his niche in ‘The Bog’ 
and live out the rest of his life as best he can. In the final stanzas, with bitterly ironic 
stoicism, he tries to make peace in his dismal landscape with the chance of a ‘watergaw’ 
over the bog, bringing to mind MacDiarmid’s masterly early lyric and one of the centre-
pieces of the Scottish Literary Renaissance: 
 
 
The bog – I ken the feel o’t weill eneuch, 
tak its conditions, staund and dinnae fecht 
to lowse my feet, and find it tholes my wecht 
ablow the haar, gin my heid be laugh. 
 
 
 
And there are colours braw as onie shroud: 
broun and dark broun, black and mair black, an aa 
the fud or hint-end of the watergaw, 
whaur I hae fand my forpit-met of gowd. 
 
‘The Wire’ is a more detailed depiction of life in an unrelenting prison camp on ‘ane 
endless muir’ where there is beauty in its flora and fauna but it is indifferent to human 
suffering. For instance, ‘gossamers glint aa the airts’ and there is a ‘bog-myrtle scent in 
the air’, but: 
 
Nou guns gaun aff, and pouther-reik 
and yappin packs of foetid dugs,  
and blobs of cramosie, like blebs 
of bluid squeezed frae vanilla bugs.71 
 
MacDiarmid’s early lyric ‘The Bonnie Broukit Bairn’ is conjured up in ‘cramosie’ but 
the beauty of the surroundings and of human literary achievement is sharply juxtaposed 
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with, and tainted by, association with the war and a world where good men are 
oppressed by guards who are not to blame for following orders set by a totalitarian 
super-power: 
 
Impersonal in uniform, 
the guairds are neither friens nor faes; 
nane ettles to propitiate 
nor fashes them wi bribes or praise. 
 
Efficient and predictable,  
they carry out their orders stricht; 
here naething happens unforeseen; 
it is jist sae, no wrang nor richt. 
 
It is tempting to conjecture that there is more here than a mere reconstruction of a 
microcosm of a Nazi state, or the human condition of the prisoner of war. By bringing 
the oppression closer to home and towards the Scottish literary tradition (we also see 
this in Garioch’s imagined dialogue with Robert Fergusson in ‘The Muir’) Garioch is 
also grappling with ghosts of the Scottish Enlightenment. The oppression of these good 
but ‘sma’ people is not imposed by a specific entity and the captivity most be ‘tholed’ 
and cannot be explained. You could argue that Garioch is making a more deeply 
theological or even atheistic point about the Calvanist conception of God as the ultimate 
autocrat, from which you are under constant scrutiny and suppression and Garioch sees 
the traditional view of God as slipping away and becoming usurped by terrestrialised 
God-figures who command obedience. The closing stanzas of the poem serve to 
confirm that Garioch, whether he likes it or not, is irrevocably cast as the anti-heroic 
survivor, the canny self-preservationist. His entire view of the world and its limitations 
upon him are derived from wartime experience: 
 
Wi utmaist pouer of forcy thocht 
they crine their life within its core, 
and what they ken wi certainty 
is kent inby the bracken-spore. 
 
And aye alane or twae by twae 
they gang unhurt amang the noy 
of thon fell planet, and their een 
lowe wi the licht of inwart joy. 
 
Outwardly they seem at rest, 
binna the glint of hidden fires. 
their warld shaks, but they bide still 
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as nodal points on dirlin wires.  
 
Garioch’s war poetry is one of the mind that can be hidden from view, and reminds us 
of D. M. Black’s claim that beneath his modest ‘wee man’ persona, Garioch had 
passions that ‘burned.’72 What Garioch does as a poet rarely threatens the perimeters of 
the wire, but the risk is there and many of his poems are concerned with oppressed 
people, such as ‘Sisyphus’ and the ‘invisible walls’ of ‘Brither Worm.’73 Seldom does 
Garioch’s work explore themes of actual freedom, although we see it in ‘Percipient 
Swan’ where liberation comes only in death, with a ‘swan-song’. Similarly, his war 
memoirs Two Men and a Blanket ends abruptly, shortly after his release back into 
civilian life. While this chapter has devoted much time to debunking the common 
notion of Garioch as a waggish poet, the humour is a necessary counter-weight to his 
feelings of gnawing captivity. The risk of this is that a poetic comic effect can be all too 
easily employed as a glossing device to the true emotions of ‘The Wire.’ In ‘The Bog’, 
‘The Wire’ and ‘The Muir’ we are offered a glimpse of Garioch’s burning passions and 
his wartime trauma, each poem presented as ‘the’ definitive experiential article. The fact 
that these poems capture being manacled so well, makes them at times difficult to read 
and has led to other critics stating that poems such as ‘The Wire’ are ‘unsatisfactory.’74 
These poems are important and singular, however, in showing that Garioch never quite 
escaped the trauma of his prisoner of war experience and that this filtered into his 
civilian life, and therefore much of his subsequent poetry, as both canny survivor and 
part victim. 
The longest and most complex of Garioch’s poems is ‘The Muir’ which is 
written in a secular time, moving beyond the traditional damnation of Calvinism and the 
pathological fears of the 18th century Edinburgh poet Robert Fergusson, while in 
bedlam in the last year of his life, fearing he was going to hell for his libertine lifestyle 
and poetry. While Garioch sets out to show that science has done much to repudiate the 
concept of hell in biblical terms, it has since manifested itself in worldly terms. The 
‘Malebolge’ of Dante’s Inferno was ‘real eneuch to him’ but now that abode of the 
damned is closer to home, and the old, supernatural ballads of ‘Thomas the Rhymer’ 
can still divert us, but never put our minds at ‘ease.’ ‘The Muir’ in many ways shows its 
‘consanguinity with Fergusson’ with its rollicking and roving rhyme scheme, similar to 
                                                
72 D. M. Black (1981), p. 1. 
73 Robert Garioch, ‘Brither Worm’ (1983), p. 10. 
74 Robin Fulton (1983), p. xxv. 
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that of the wry flanêur in Fergusson’s ‘Auld Reekie.’ Here however, the subject matter 
is serious and profound and lacks some of the young poet’s insouciance before his 
accident that lead to his madness. The structure of the poem is also Dunbarian, in that it 
unfolds rather like a flyting dialogue between hell, the Devil and evil on earth and 
notable Scottish men who have made some valuable contribution to knowledge in 
adding a ‘chuckie-stane’ to disprove the teachings of religion: 
 
 
Men like Hugh Miller gied theirsels the pains 
to name and classifie the auld Yird’s banes 
but didna meddle wi her elements.75 
 
 
Garioch is not here criticising the geologist Hugh Miller for not interfering more with 
religion with his findings, as he was a deeply devout man; he is instead saying that once 
religion, in Garioch’s mind, has been disproved, science has taken its place and is 
beginning to show its hellish side. Such ‘meddling’ has brought about, in Garioch’s 
lifetime, Hiroshima, and science, after giving us its cold facts, ‘removes / what mental 
siccarness we seem to have.’ Hamish Henderson’s ‘Interlude’ from Elegies for the Dead 
in Cyreniaca describes a military offensive so powerful that it nearly blasts open hell 
and destroys heaven. Garioch’s ‘The Muir’ sets out to intellectually and ideologically 
blast away hell and then make sense of the wastelands that the extremes of scientific 
achievement have brought us to. The condition of the soldier, faced with death or 
fighting such as Henderson, is little different from the mental torment suffered by 
Fergusson, and following orders Garioch marches up to great heights like Sisyphus:  
 
We that draw rations frae the Graund Auld Duke, 
ten-thousan men responsive to his gyiss, 
mairch up and down the hill, nae suiner look 
on bienly hichts abuin the upper neuk 
of life’s dark corrie, and enjoy a wee  
bit pleisor, but he cleiks us wi his heuk 
and yerks us doun again amang the scree. 
Maun we miscaa a sodger, syne, gin he 
gae seik, fling aff his ammo-buitts and cry 
his terms of sairvice doun and mutiny? 
What sall we dae wi him? What dye think? 
 
                                                
75 Robert Garioch, ‘The Wire’ (1983), pp. 54-67 (p. 56). 
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The orders and regimental confines of World War Two have replaced the old rectitudes 
of religion and ‘pleisor’ is denied as under Calvinism. If there are dictators vying for the 
positions of Gods or Devils and service during war is the removal of freedom, then we 
have engineered hell on earth and all of our scientific achievements have cemented this 
without ever trying to understand or treat the human condition of the soldier, especially 
the one who falls mentally ‘seik.’ The erroneous idea of the sick soldier’s ‘mutiny’ for 
putting down his weapon is similar to that of Garioch trying to carry a ‘muckle stane’ 
up a hill, for gravity will always ‘owregaes my muscles and they mutiny.’ The refusal to 
fight, or to put up with the oppressions imposed by war, is a form of instinctual, not 
ethical, gravity: that you must either opt out of it or risk a breakdown like that of Robert 
Fergusson’s. We are offered a glimpse into Garioch’s canny survivor mentality, the 
reasoning that kept the contents of his mind intact through the long spells in prisoner of 
war camps. The war, as precipitated by the darker side of science, is for Garioch one of 
the last major existential obstacles, and he must ‘thole’ it to overcome it. This is not the 
moral necessity of Sorley MacLean or Hamish Henderson to see fascism defeated at all 
costs, but a fear for the impact of such ideological extremes on the mind of the ordinary 
man. It is hardly surprising that Garioch ends this long poem with a ‘celebration of the 
human dimension’:76 
 
It taks a human tongue to sing Amen 
in melody by whilk Man’s hairt is mevit. 
By twafald weys our life may best be levit, 
quod Benda: anelie by precisest thocht 
the philosophic god may be discrievit; 
Jehovah by the hairt maun aye be socht. 
 
Conclusion 
 
This chapter has sought, as highlighted above, to mark the poetry of Edwin Morgan and 
Robert Garioch out from many of their wartime peers, such as MacLean and Henderson, 
as work of canny survival, anti-heroism and witness as well as action. In such poetry we 
are not looking at the certitudes of the warrior ego but rather a spectrum of dramatised 
uncertainties given shape when set against things of real value, such as love, family, 
music and self-discovery. These concepts of the redeeming values of things such as 
human life, art and music means that their work is also complementary to the overall 
                                                
76 Robin Fulton (1983), p. xxviii. 
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theme of post-war possibility and legislation behind this thesis. Morgan’s creative life 
mirrors and remarks upon the stages of the post-war reconstruction of Scotland and 
Garioch’s work, while showing us the traumas of war, also shows the worth of a 
lifelong dedication to poetry as a way of moving beyond the fear of oppression. Both 
men were clearly major figures in what Edwin Morgan has termed the ‘Scottish spring’ 
and both sought to open poetry up to wider audiences, and admit writer who had 
previously been marginalised. This can be traced back to their both liberating and 
narrowing experiences during the war and represents an act of great positivity in the 
context of post-war possibility. 
If we view the war as only one strain of Morgan’s multi-faceted themes that run 
through his work, then we encounter a different form of self-preservation and self-
interest than Garioch’s survival mode. ‘The New Divan’ achieves many things but 
above all it allows Morgan to explore the roots of his sexual discovery and identity in a 
half-coded, mystical way. This sequence celebrates the amoral exhilaration brought 
about by war and its opportunities for companionship and sexual experience. It is also 
steeped in trauma and horror but whereas Morgan looks back on the war in this 
sequence as an exhilarating rite of passage, it is Garioch that spends the rest of his life 
dwelling on it, while trying to write his way back out to freedom. Morgan, in his work 
and his experience of the war, even down to the free-flowing structure of ‘The New 
Divan’, is a free but cautious agent; Garioch is always in one way or another 
physiologically tethered. Garioch’s work is essential, along with that of George 
Campbell Hay’s, in showing how the war can threaten to trap certain poets, but that 
their work will inevitably rise above such trauma, even if this is only for periods. D. M. 
Black writes that in spite of such harrowing experiences and huge upheavals, the fact 
that these poets went on to lead active lives in poetry and translation is a sign of the 
vitality of their minds.77 Not only were these figures resilient, but they invested their 
lives after the war in the democratisation of post-war culture and never ceased believing 
in the fundamentally redemptive power of writing and art to distance society from the 
traumas of the war.  
                                                
77 D. M. Black (2013), p. 24. 
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Chapter Six 
‘The war for libertie!’ The Cases of Douglas Young and Norman MacCaig 
 
 
Sydney Goodsir Smith (1915-1975) wrote a ballad in support of his contemporary 
Douglas Young (1913-1973) who was incarcerated in the early 1940s for refusing 
military conscription on political grounds that enabled him to argue for Scotland’s 
independence from the UK. It is clear from a 1947 letter from Goodsir Smith’s to 
Maurice Lindsay, that he ‘understood’ Young’s ‘line’ but felt it was an unrealistic 
stance for poets such as himself who had been ‘pro-Republican Spain.’1 That said, 
Smith clearly admired Young for making such a stand, and sought to praise his political 
refusal of conscription in ‘A Ballad for Douglas Young’: 
 
When Douglas tellt them historie’s truth 
Nae answer could they gie, 
They pit him by for a twalmonth 
I’ the war for libertie! 
 
But bide a wee, ma bonnie Lords, 
There’s twa can play yir game 
And we’ll hae Douglas oot again 
And Scotland rule her ain!2     
 
While Smith did not endorse Young’s views wholesale, we see that Smith looked up to 
Young as leading an internal, national-level war for self-government, a litigious war 
centred on proving that, according to the Act of Union treaty of 1707, no Scot should be 
suborned by an alien government for the purposes of war. A similar line was taken in 
the early 1950s by Hugh MacDiarmid’s son Michael Grieve who had become 
impassioned by both his father’s and Young’s arguments for Scotland’s independence. 
As we will see, Young was wrongly thought of as a conscientious objector, when in fact 
he was very much pro-War. He refused conscription to highlight the cause of Scottish 
independence, whereas his friend, Norman MacCaig (1910-1996), was a conscientious 
objector who was diametrically opposed to the notion of killing people. Marjory 
                                                
1 Sydney Goodsir Smith, Saltire Self-Portraits 3: Sydney Goodsir Smith: A Letter Written to Maurice 
Lindsay in 1947 (Edinburgh: The Saltire Society, 1988), p. 10. 
2 John Manson (ed.), ‘A Ballad for Douglas Young: Sydney Goodsir Smith’, in Electric Scotland (n.d.) 
<www.electricscotland.com/culture/features/scots/douglas_young.htm> [accessed 12/06/2015]. 
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McNeill describes MacCaig as being ‘totally anti-War’3 and in many interviews, 
although MacCaig had a reputation for being evasive in such situations, he was always 
clear that he was not going to ever allow himself to be put in a position where he had ‘to 
kill anybody.’4 For both their moral and political stands, Young and MacCaig served 
two custodial sentences each. While the obvious linguistic difference in their work 
separates them, both men were scholars of Classics, teachers and controversial 
anthologists. Young praised MacCaig’s ‘Scottish accent of the mind’5, and while Young 
wrote in Lallans for as much political as literary reasons, MacCaig’s unyielding stance 
of self-determination and individualism is arguably as political as Young’s, from his 
insistence on writing poetry in English to his refusal to kill people on secular grounds. It 
is certainly true that MacCaig was attached to Scotland as an individual, but was not an 
overt Nationalist. The main difference between the two men was MacCaig’s dislike of 
Young’s sweeping propaganda and the need for ‘recruits.’ In interview with Marshall 
Walker, MacCaig claims to be ‘100% Scottish’6 and in interview with Jenny Brown he 
is ‘a patriot for me’,7 reflected in his poem ‘Patriot’: 
 
My only country  
is six feet high 
and whether I love it or not 
I’ll die 
for its independence.8    
 
Joy Hendry is right to maintain that MacCaig’s dogged views on issues like 
conscientious objection are ‘in fact aggressive, not passive.’9 When MacCaig did make 
concessions about his obstinate beliefs, they were often qualified by wit and antiphrasis, 
such as his statement that ‘I don’t want to hurt people whom I like by saying what I 
think about their obscene beliefs.’10 While this chapter shall look at the war poetry of 
both Young and MacCaig, an acceptance must be made that the public and private 
                                                
3 Marjory McNeill, Norman MacCaig: A Study of his Life and Work (Edinburgh: Mercat Press, 1996), p. 
16. 
4 Isobel Murray (ed.), ‘A Metaphorical Way of Seeing Things: Interview with Norman MacCaig’, in 
Scottish Writers Talking (East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 1996), pp. 84-131 (p. 94). 
5 Joy Hendry (2010), pp. 195-227 (p. 198). 
6 Marshall Walker, ‘Interview with Norman MacCaig’ in Seven Poets, ed. by Christopher Carrell 
(Glasgow: Third Eye Centre, 1981), pp. 33-38 (p. 38). 
7 Jenny Brown, ‘Off the Page: Interview with Norman MacCaig’ (STV, 1990) 
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk62QDRk9EY> [accessed 12/06/2015]. 
8 Norman MacCaig, ‘Patriot’, in Collected Poems (London, Chatto & Windus / The Hogarth Press 1985), 
p. 229. 
9 Joy Hendry (2010), p. 198. 
10 Marshall Walker (1981), p. 35. 
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nature of their lives during the war is always at risk of eclipsing the achievement of 
their wartime poetry. Indeed, their work might best be seen through the lens of pacifism 
and political refusal of conscription. In the case of Norman MacCaig, this involves 
looking at some of his earliest work, poetry which he repudiated later for its links to the 
‘New Apocalypse’ movement, which stressed the importance of the imagination and of 
surrealism above realism and social, political documentation. That said, there are ideas 
and threads in this early work which are also central to MacCaig’s later work, as we 
shall see, and many of the poetic excesses of his early work can be seen as reactions 
against being forced into doing things profoundly against his will. Both poets in this 
chapter were put on trial and imprisoned for their stances and beliefs and yet the work 
of both also insists on the freedom of the individual and the artist. Both men were 
keenly attuned to the political climate of their times, and both in their own ways 
attempted to challenge, influence or change the status quo. This, by its very nature, 
shows ideals of post-war possibility being pushed into the realm of reality and therefore 
legislation. Young, as a politician and poet, tries to changes the laws of his country and 
thinks at all times in terms of an independent nation, MacCaig focusses instead upon the 
liberation of the creative individual from war. Both men made important stands in their 
poetry and their work belongs to a different, but complementary strain of home-front 
combatant writing. 
We shall look at Young’s wartime poetry and translations as well as drawing on 
a selection of political pamphlets from the large raft he produced during the war. In 
Young’s entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Derick Thomson hints 
that Young was too much of a polymath to ever excel at any one thing,11 and his role 
during World War Two is a unique one, a mixture of original poetry, prolific polyglot 
translation and propagandist pamphleteering. Young is a central figure to the Scottish 
Literary Renaissance, a correspondent with major poets such as George Campbell Hay 
and Sorley MacLean. With both of these Gaelic poets, Young was not only the foremost 
translator of their work into Lallans, he was also in a position, given his stretches in 
prison, to revise the type-scripts of their first collections, securing publication for Sorley 
MacLean’s Dain do Eimhir (1943). Indeed, Young’s own first collection Auntran 
                                                
11 Derick Thomson, ‘Young, Douglas Cuthbert Colquhoun (1913-1973), translator and Scottish 
nationalist’, in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford, n.d.) 
<www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/40382> [accessed 12/06/2015]. 
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Blads, also published by William MacLellan, was substantially composed of 
translations, many from the Gaelic of MacLean and Hay.  
In the introduction to Auntran Blads, Hugh MacDiarmid presents Young as a 
worthy dauphin of the Scottish Literary Renaissance movement, admiring the synergy 
in his work between politics, intellect and poetry. MacDiarmid sees Young as a man of 
enormous commitment, devoted to reclaiming ‘elements which had been more or less 
lost in the process of assimilation to English standards to which Scotland has been 
subject since the Union.’12 MacDiarmid praises Young’s ‘literary and political 
leadership’ and his ‘intellectual position (pedantic position, if you will)’ and sees 
Young’s poetry as vitally conjoined ‘to practical political activity’ which ‘seems likely 
to bridge the appalling gulf between Poetry and the People which has yawned ever 
wider during the past century.’ Therefore, Young’s oeuvre contains only a handful of 
original poems that deal with wartime experience, but his legal and nationalist activities 
during this period make him a unique and significant case, trying to span the gulf 
between poetry and politics. MacCaig wrote poetry prolifically during the war, but this 
survives only in rare books and ephemeral magazines. MacCaig’s own opinion in the 
many recorded interviews is that this work is ‘incomprehensible’ and a ‘vomitorium of 
unrelated images.’13 While MacCaig vocally disowned this work, it is a fascinating and 
undeniable part of his development as a poet, and many discussions of his poetry work 
from the premise that his early poems are forbidden and that MacCaig is made as a poet 
by the publication in 1955 of Riding Lights. We should not be so quick to dismiss 
MacCaig’s early work, particularly that which falls under the influence of surrealism 
and the ‘New Apocalypse’ movement.  
MacCaig’s brief attachment to the New Apocalypse movement shows, in the 
words of Roderick Watson, as desire to create ‘something positive to set against what 
they felt to be the spiritual and material chaos of the war years.’14 These poems are 
imperfect attempts to strike a note of celebration over despair and all of his work is 
marked by a tendency to balance the external stimuli of the world and the poet’s 
response. In a much later collection, The Equal Skies (1980), we see the speaker of 
‘Equilibrist’ cast as a man who must constantly balance the good and the bad, and it is 
                                                
12 Hugh MacDiarmid, ‘Foreword’, in Auntran Blads: An outwale o verses, ed. by Douglas Young 
(Glasgow: William MacLellan, 1943), pp. 5-9 (p. 5). 
13 Isobel Murray (1996), p. 104. 
14 Roderick Watson, The Poetry of Norman MacCaig (Aberdeen: ASLS, 1989), p. 2. 
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also worth noting that in this collection MacCaig writes a number of elegies for his 
friend Angus MacLeod: 
 
It’s the balancing that shakes my mind. 
 
What my friends don’t notice  
Is the weight of joy in my right hand 
And the weight of sadness in my left […]15 
 
Both happiness and sadness are weighty for MacCaig and his early poems have not 
quite perfected this binary balancing act, but they contain much of the blueprint that 
MacCaig would draw upon for poems in later life: the classical Aristotelian acts of 
balancing, the struggle with imagery, the interest in surrealism. Two of MacCaig’s 
earliest published poems (beyond that which he printed while an undergraduate at 
Edinburgh University) appeared in a 1936 issue of the international journal Transition, a 
major organ of surrealist art and writing. This publication puts the then 26-year-old 
MacCaig in the company of Joyce, Hemingway, Kafka, Matisse, Breton, Miro and 
Mondrian. The overriding mood behind these poems is the struggle to communicate and 
produce something positive and musical: 
 
This carded mist tangling my face with ghosts 
Blows through a horn for bones to echo with 
And in the cheated glimmer of hero-feasts 
I plant spruce music […]16 
 
There is a jostling of many striking images in these poems, but they also seem to discuss 
the nature of the poet and his compositions. He is working against a ‘carded mist’ and 
the ghosts in his face seem to be the voices of all the dead poets he is aware of, or 
inspired by. The imagery flows freely and confidently and carries with it a heady and 
intoxicating quality. Roderick Watson has written that these early poems contain an 
acute sense of ‘antithesis’ between ‘light and darkness, between an intense celebration 
and an equally intense sense of decline.’17 They may seem cluttered and chaotic, even 
                                                
15 Norman MacCaig, ‘Equilibrist’, in Collected Poems (London: Chatto & Windus / The Hogarth Press, 
1985), p. 331. 
16 Norman MacCaig (McCaig), ‘Two Poems’, in Transition: A Quarterly Review: Number Twenty-Five, 
ed. by Eugene Jolas & James Johnson Sweeney (Transition: New York, 1936), pp. 14-15. 
17 Roderick Watson, ‘”…the weight of joy… and the weight of sadness” Dilemmas of “noticing” and 
“balancing” in the Later Poems of Norman MacCaig’, in Norman MacCaig: Critical Essays, ed. by Joy 
Hendry & Raymond Ross (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990), pp. 132-144 (p. 137). 
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‘grasshopperish’18 as MacCaig once described them, but they are fundamentally joyful 
acts of creation and contain some startling phrases and wordplay such as: 
 
O holy terrier baying the moon for Blighty 
I who incur your tallest rage now scatter 
Tin-tacks for burglars in the marriage suite, 
And the astonished sweep in the Christmas litter 
Finds one born blind but armoured […] 
 
There is a sense of ‘blind’, head-long blunder to these poems, but it is clear that within 
them MacCaig’s gift for image, which he would hone down and control, is fully-formed 
and evident. Neal Asherson makes the distinction that MacCaig is not a romantic, but a 
metaphysical, as a romantic ‘joyfully obliterates himself in the thing seen’19 – yet this is 
precisely the quality of these early poems, a drunken abandon and a febrile drive to take 
everything into the poem which curiously removes the ego or identity of the poet. 
Although this work is loosely brought under the ‘New Apocalypse’ banner, perhaps due 
to MacCaig’s appearance in a number of anthologies associated with the movement, we 
can see that he has always been his own man and the freedom he explores here is the 
right to be himself as an artist. The stubborn individualism of MacCaig makes him a 
special case in this study of Scottish World War Two poets, as he has so little time for 
the joining of groups, armies or movements. MacCaig wrote ‘to please himself, not with 
one eye on a place in Parnassus’20 and he ‘hatefully’ rejected the notion that the only 
poetry possible ‘is a poetry of extremes’, a value system that completely dismisses the 
bulk of literature whose ‘cause, purpose and effect is pure celebration.’21 
MacCaig’s extremism is to be found in his drive to be himself and his own man 
at all times. This level of existential and poetic liberty is a goal all of the poets studied 
in this thesis have in common, from Hamish Henderson’s growing post-war folk-art 
commitments to Edwin Morgan’s passionate literary internationalism. MacCaig 
perseveres with his poetry as if the war were a minor inconvenience and realises early 
the artistic freedom that many of his contemporaries felt compelled to go out and fight 
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to protect. MacCaig dislikes unexamined, stock replies to big issues22 and insists that it 
is the mastering of poetry which teaches people to be good critical thinkers. In a 1938 
letter from MacCaig to Hugh MacDiarmid, he writes: 
 
[…] if an anatomist were to map my brain in the manner of the old cartographers 
the Political Regions would be left blank…this doesn’t worry me as the same 
cartographer might find such regions in the minds of other people with diversely 
impossible monsters.23 
 
Douglas Young, on the other hand, is keen to see his work aligned with nationalist 
struggle and political agenda and his work is also painfully self-aware of the debt it 
owes to MacDiarmid’s renaissance and the Lallans movement. In many ways, Young is 
even more idiosyncratic than MacCaig. He is certainly more of a colourful public 
figure, ‘a sort of modern Admirable Crichton’24 and his ‘praefervidum ingenium’25 or 
polymathic talents have meant that he is not remembered for one specific towering 
achievement in any field. While his poetry does occasionally have a inkhorn nature to it, 
he made it clear that ‘it isna […] an academic ploy.’26 This becomes apparent in one of 
his most abiding war poems, an elegy for an erstwhile student ‘For Alasdair’, who was 
killed in the Libyan desert: 
 
Hauldan the Germans awa frae the Suez Canal, 
Ye dee’d. Suld this be Scotland’s pride, or shame? 
Siccar it is, your gallant kindly saul 
Maun lea thon land and tak the laigh road hame. 
 The spate rins drumlie and broun, 
 Whummlan aathing doun.27 
 
The ‘laigh road’ here is the one that leads to Scotland; although Young occupies the 
high road, it is Alasdair who, having fallen for Scotland in Libya, is immediately back 
in Scotland, in everything Young sees, including a river that seems to drown everything. 
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Young’s ambivalence in this poem does not come from a consideration of Alasdair’s 
loss of life to fight fascism, but that the ‘shame’ might be that Scotland is not fighting 
independently of England. Young makes it clear in his translation of George Campbell 
Hay that Scotland is paying heavily in young lives to further the Imperialism of Britain: 
 
Sair the price maun be dounpitten 
By the island-fowk for the greatness o Britain.28 
 
Some of Young’s poems in Auntran Blads are concerned with the war and assess it in 
terms of binary opposition with an enemy and the cost Scotland must pay for ‘the 
adjacent kingdom of England.’29 In his second and final collection, A Braird o Thristles 
(1947), the threat of the war becomes retrospective and seen through Young’s own 
recollections, although Young’s nationalist ardour remains undimmed. In ‘For a 
Scotsman Slain’ we see how Young’s poetry of this period can seem too much like 
empty rhetoric, an elegiac call to arms. The first quatrain is celebratory, the second is 
threnodic, but the overall effect is one of powerlessness: 
 
In England’s hour o need 
He quit his greitan bride, 
Wi youthful virr and pride 
Gaed aff and focht and dee’d. 
 
Sick wi despair and grame 
Tuim day follows day. 
A a we do or say 
Canna bring him hame.30 
 
This harks back to the balladic responses to lost soldiers of previous conflicts. However, 
as the reader may feel that Young is straying into the futile mourning of much of the 
poetry of World War One, he follows this with ‘Dulce et Decorum…’ This poem serves 
to subvert the Anglo-centric ownership of the poetry of war as belonging to gentlemanly 
soldiers like Owen, and is as uncompromising and confrontational as that of Hugh 
MacDiarmid’s ‘At the Cenotaph’, published merely a decade before Young’s poem. 
Standing at the Cenotaph, MacDiarmid’s speaker asks us: 
 
Are the living so much use 
                                                
28 Douglas Young, ‘Thonder They Ligg: Frae the Gaelic o George Campbell Hay’ (1943), pp. 20-21. 
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That we need to mourn the dead? 
Or would it yield better results 
To reverse their roles instead?31 
 
It is perhaps erroneously assumed that MacDiarmid is attacking both national modes of 
grieving and the sacrifices of world wars. The message here is a positive and 
regenerative one – that these men have fallen so that we can and must change the social 
inequality of the country we live in. This is the very essence of the ethos of the notion of 
post-war reconstruction and possibility, of poetry being empowered by politics to point 
towards new legislation. This is also a note underscored by Young, one of 
MacDiarmid’s followers, in his 1943 poem where Young blames those that plough so 
much of the public purse into erecting gaudy tributes to the dead as the living continue 
to suffer: 
 
D’ye see thon muckle black angel o Cupar,  
A buirdly queyn wi muckle black wings, 
Standan thunder on a pedestal aside the Fluithers, 
To commemorate the laddies and their wasteit lives? 
 
Dod, the sicht o’t fair pits ye in a stupor. 
They micht hae spent their pennies on a hantle ither things, 
Thae profiteeran fermers and lairdies, and the mithers 
Greitan for their sons, and the widdawt wives. 
 
They’re geyan orra fowk the buddies o Fife, 
Mair keen to pit out siller on daith nor on life.32 
 
The envoi here puts the image into perspective: the town’s folk are more willing to 
bring out their ‘siller’ in death than in life. In Young we see both a radical desire for 
change, that ‘after a prolonged coma, Scotland is waking up, and the Renaissance in 
Lallans is […] one manifestation of this process’33 yet this is marred, as Bill Finlay 
detects, by a largely rhetorical enmity towards any form of English influence. This takes 
shape in much of Young’s propagandist writing as ‘linguistic exclusivism’ – that ‘if all 
else fails admit a Hottentotism rather than another Anglicism’ – and Young refers to 
this free linguistic choice as a matter of ‘policy.’34 Despite this ‘linguistic exclusivism’, 
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Young at times in his pamphlets appropriates the eponymous term for Nazi defection, 
‘Quisling’, to apply to men and women in Scotland whom he sees as being ‘opposed to 
the national independence and prosperity of the Scots nation.’35 Young sees his 
pamphlets as acts of ‘patriotic duty’ even though they risk, as Gavin Bowd has claimed, 
‘downplaying […] the fascist threat.’36 In fact Young viewed ‘the cold-blooded 
financial stranglehold of London on the coolie and semi-coolie peoples under the aegis 
of democratic Westminster as quite as repulsive as the hooliganism of the Nazi storm-
troopers.’37 After a police raid for seditious material, Young said that ‘there is nothing 
subversive to be found here, nothing that would injure the war effort.’ It was not 
Young’s intention to downplay the military priority of a war against fascism, yet he 
waged very much an internal war of liberty.  
Young’s vision of a post-war Scotland is couched in terms of the re-settlement 
of the Highlands where he pictures the oppressed working class of inner-city slums as 
working once again in a traditional, agrarian culture.38 Within this he states that he is 
trying to re-sculpt Scotland for Scottish people and even goes so far as to define a ‘Scot’ 
as ‘a man [sic] whose ancestry is preponderantly Scottish, not merely a man born in 
Scotland.’39 While there is within Young’s propagandist writings ample evidence to 
show that he was a radical, well-connected and left-wing man of letters of the period, 
there is also an element of extremism and exclusivism to his vision. Under the 
leadership of Young, the Scottish National Party became increasingly concerned with 
the ‘reconquest of Scotland’40 above the defeat of fascism and the Labour landslide of 
1945 forced Young to the political margins and marked the ‘high watermark of anti-
fascism.’41 
MacCaig’s extremism of this period is manifested in terms of its pursuit of total 
existential and poetic individuality. When challenged in interview by Robert Tait as to 
whether or not he recognised the threat of Hitler at this time, MacCaig answered that 
while ‘of course I recognised the threat […] I was born 100% pacifist […] I’d be shot 
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against a wall before I’d drop bombs on anyone.’42 This is not mere flippancy or even 
perversity, but a level of conviction that is as intensely felt and experienced as Sorley 
MacLean’s moral imperative to fight in order to remove fascism from the world. Joy 
Hendry urges us not to believe MacCaig’s self-styled view of his early work as a 
‘vomitorium of images’ but as nascent examples of MacCaig’s assertion of his 
‘individual consciousness’, a trait which MacDiarmid claimed was the mark of ‘the true 
poet’ who ‘never merely articulates a preconception of his tribe.’43 The same maxim 
must surely apply to criticism of MacCaig’s work, and to accept this early work as 
aesthetically bad is to fall into the trap of which MacCaig himself warns us, that it is 
dangerous to have ‘unexamined beliefs.’44 
The major issue that arises from MacCaig’s outsider position in the ‘New 
Apocalypse’ movement is that, on the one hand, it offered a receptive and fertile 
environment which ‘put a lot of stress on individualism and examination of the self.’45 
On the other hand, being part of any group risks an infringement upon self-image and 
expression. In a letter to Alexander Scott regarding membership of a Lallans movement 
group, MacCaig wrote of the dangers of ‘inauthenticity and learnt feeling’: 
 
I can’t help suspecting the bad influence of such facts as being a member of a 
group with its insidious tendency to regulate one’s own reactions to things and 
events […]46 
 
Alexander Scott in return would be one of the few self-styled ‘makars’ of the Scottish 
Literary Renaissance, along with Douglas Young, who would defend MacCaig’s 
apprentice work as not merely ‘a regrettable surrender to a passing craze, but an attempt 
to build on an individual world of private images.’47 After placing his poetry in a 
European, expressionist and surrealist milieu in the mid-1930s, his next prominent 
appearance in print came in 1938 with four poems appearing in the entirely Scottish 
anthology Albannach, an early precursor, edited by J F Hendry, to The New Apocalypse 
and The White Horseman anthologies of the war years. In these poems we find both 
Alexander Scott’s individual world of private images but also what Alan Riach has 
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called MacCaig’s ‘inebriated vision.’48 Each poem, despite being replete with vigour 
and imagination, is entitled ‘Poem’, and some show MacCaig’s joy in reacting to the 
natural world, and the task of translating that joy which assaults the senses into 
language: 
 
The grain that gilded your muddy acres 
Had linnets in it. I heard them dancing 
In threes, striking the ground with blunt claws, 
Each grass had a worm at its roots and hid 
A spot of mud in the worm’s lockers. 
I felt the ridged tails wind round 
 
Softly and the shoulders shrug in a crumble 
Of earth. I looked through the spiky wires 
And saw your face scratched with a gold nail 
And in the linnets on their jointed stilts 
And skin twitching with a wormy tremble 
And gold o gold waving in lights and lights.49      
 
There is an almost immanent life-force that underlies each of these poems, and in this 
particular ‘Poem’ everything ‘other’ is connected to everything else, leaving the 
dilemma of the perceiver who looks on and tries to make out a drawing of the face of 
his lover through ‘spiky wires.’ It is as if MacCaig is telling the reader that his vision is 
still obstructed by the ‘marvels’ he sees. Another ‘Poem’ is a return to a much more 
surrealist vein, which seems to take its inspiration from the insouciant verse of the fin de 
siècle where the poet ‘sings love’ and captures the drunkenness of exuberant youth 
casting off ‘the darkness / the old legs’: 
 
The old men kick up their skirts and I 
Sing shrilly across the candles. 
Somewhere in the hall fishes have 
Quadrilles in their minds, and over the darkness 
The old legs flash bonily. 
We sing wine, we sing love. 
 
I and my chorus, my naughty nineties, 
Off whose heads arrows of candle 
Light slid into the wings. 
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Foam rings cling in your glasses, 
We see teeth, hear fish talk twinkle, 
Heave knees up through our lacy songs. 
 
With these early poems, while it is difficult to pin-down exactly what is happening, 
something important like a rite of passage is undoubtedly taking place. The poem 
evokes the ‘Yellow Nineties’ but also within it are passing references to figures like 
Icarus in the lines ‘arrows of candle / Light slid into the wings.’ The poems appear like 
historical and intertextual melting pots, the raw and untamed materials which MacCaig 
would later learn to control and discipline. While the reader cannot be certain about the 
era in which the poem occupies, it is made all the more eerie for its appearance in print 
on the cusp of war. There are hints scattered throughout these poems that the party may 
be ending very soon, and within the seeming vivacity, there are elements of decline and 
collapse. For instance, in another ‘Poem’ we are witnessing Rome burning while 
‘inside’ the revellers try to convince themselves that the party is in full swing: 
 
Inside the plate birthdays burn lovely candles 
And a mastodon walks and fire moves in the slime, 
And on it a knife glitters a mathematical witness  
To mathematics forgetting the ram in horn handles. 
 
These poems are more like small and half-controlled bonfires of the imagination, but it 
is clear that the threat of the war is impinging on MacCaig’s artistic freedom. MacCaig 
attempts to defy the distancing effect of history to make wars of the past vividly alive 
and part of the present so that ‘Troy is burning / Beside the plaguey Thames’ which 
brings to mind the psycho-geography of T. S. Eliot’s The Wasteland. Recurrently, it is 
the ‘clock’s kittens’ which disturb the poet with their incessant mewing and crawling 
and the poem reaches its most striking and absurd image in the final stanza where: 
 
[…] Moscow  
is burning on a sledge drawn by one famished husky 
round a Christmas tree dated with chimney pots 
on which all the cocks on earth comb the drowsy 
stillness with combs of rough gold. The teeth are 
kittens that crawl over the mewing slates 
and the snow is feathers, the feathers link down slowly 
clamping in ice, an angel in each feather. 
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Nigel Forde has written about the search for the ‘inscape’ that takes up much of 
MacCaig’s poetry. This is an attempt to cast insight on the ‘uniqueness of an object, a 
landscape or even a feeling’ and that ‘MacCaig is a man continually delighted and 
astonished at the world.’50 Much of MacCaig’s early work concerns interiors and 
indoors, as if the world is too great to be confronted in the wilderness as his later work 
does, and that he uses the tangible filter of bringing outside influence indoors as a 
means of trying to control it through his apprentice verse. In 1955, Walter Keir wrote of 
MacCaig’s new collection Riding Lights that as a poet MacCaig is not ‘like Ahab’ 
taking on ‘whole oceans’ but lies like ‘Ishmael among the phenomena.’51 In his work 
written during the war there seems to be a tension between a temptation ‘to commit that 
aesthetic sin’ of using ‘imitative form’ to reflect ‘the chaotic times’,52 and an emergent 
sense of what Marshall Walker has called ‘a rigorous test of validity in competition with 
the appeal to the poet of leaving the subject alone without interference from him.’53  
MacCaig published four untitled poems in the first anthology of the New 
Apocalypse movement, The New Apocalypse (1939), where in an age of ‘soldiers’ he 
asks what is the point in merely mirroring the times: 
 
I watch you dipping in your cold triangle  
A glossy foot and measuring with soldiers 
The marches to your winter; and the sighing 
Light slides on arms and tiny insects tingle 
Above the water, and summer hangs in alders, 
Whitening itself with thoughts of winter’s crying. 
 
Pools in geometry furnish in your eyes 
Pagodas for procession through the begging 
Crowd of new seasons and other eyes like pennies 
Stick on your dancing brow from past seasons. 
Why mirror them, since you lie in snow’s lying 
Already there where winter’s mirror is.54 
 
These poems abound with signifiers of the times such as references to anarchism and 
snipers, and manage to appear simultaneously engaged and current whilst also at a 
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distance from the era. The problem of vision and focus remains a pressing issue when 
‘fistfuls of exhibits flutter in the air around me.’ Here MacCaig is often at war with 
himself more than taking on board the mood of the times, his individualist stance 
marking the struggle for artistic freedom and a grappling for meaning and unclouded 
sight. These early poems are coded, sensory and perceptual experiences and MacCaig 
would develop a more lucid and overtly political type of poetry in later life. For 
instance, in numerous interviews MacCaig exercises the right to say ‘no’ to received 
notions or unexamined absolutist and extremist views and in ‘Yes’, from his 1983 
collection A World of Difference, he shows us that often acceptance is much more 
pernicious than defiance, and that MacCaig’s personal post-war role as a poet is to urge 
us to think critically and refuse governmental, religious or militaristic diktats: 
 
You must say Yes, said the Commissioner 
And the Gauleiter and the Priest and 
Their wet-lipped toadies. 
 
[…] 
 
They even said it to the child 
Walking hand in hand with his mother. 
 
And God trembled  
Like a man caught 
With the imprint of a gun butt 
Still on his palm.55 
 
In his next substantial appearance during the war years, MacCaig published nine poems 
in The White Horseman (1941). These are increasingly concerned with taking the 
artistic and poetic struggle for expression to higher ‘meta-poetic’ levels. For example, in 
‘I brought you elephants and volcano tops […]’ the poet is exasperated with his 
intended audience for opting instead to go ‘away to pick weeds out of the ground.’ 
These poems are perhaps some of MacCaig’s most sinister and pessimistic, marking the 
incursion of the war into a poet’s imagination, where the instinct to sing and praise is 
increasingly marginalised by the call for a more serious, universal poetry. Here 
MacCaig brings the reader a ‘prairie / and moved only your eyebrows’ and vows to 
‘grow a weed, a wood of weeds on your back. You’ll / be a hedgehog heaving a world 
along on each quill.’ Gifts are no longer enough, a poem cannot simply give the reader 
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something, it engage more actively. Implicit in this surreal image is the idea that other 
poets of the time may be trying to take on too much and in his small, confessedly 
‘trivial’ way, MacCaig is arguing for a type of poetry that does not overburden, but aims 
to illuminate.56 
MacCaig’s early work is playful, subversive and fully aware of pressing external 
‘big’ issues, exploring them in often absurdist and allegorical ways. In ‘I saw the knave 
and the king […]’ both characters conspire to kidnap ‘babies’, which seems to imply the 
loss of innocence brought about by war. The minister who tries to break up their plan by 
sending them ‘to bed’ can only send them to a place where they can ‘cheat the cheating 
moon’ and where roles are reversed and the world never seems stable, changing 
according to the light and the obstructions to the poet’s line of vision. In ‘In the file of 
snow was a red line joining me to Moscow’, political allegiance is rendered surreal 
along with scenes that point to the war effort, the harvest of which ends up in the poet’s 
own larder, as if he is stocking up on his own images for a difficult winter: 
 
The drunkard woods drivelled away over 
Horizons and leaders of harvests with wheels 
Of straw on their heads tossed the now and sang 
In miracles of prisons, and in slides of miracles 
Brought the harvest humming into my larder 
Where miracles hung and flies of winter were buzzing.57 
 
Alan Riach has written that one of the strengths of MacCaig’s mature art is ‘the 
permanence of miracles’58 but here, with the recurrent image of the old man and the sea, 
we see his work as something vitally protean, ephemeral and changing. Some of this 
work does seem to posture and pose and live up to MacCaig’s claim that in this period 
he was ‘on the surface deep’ but ‘deep down shallow.’59 These poems prefigure his 
decade-long fight for lucidity. They are mere exercises and experiments, rather than 
mature expressions of creative freedom or a distinctive voice. Although his stance is 
mainly optimistic, the younger MacCaig was far from deaf to the mood of his times. In 
‘He walked in, the buccaneer with the lace collar’, MacCaig presents us almost with a 
flight of fancy from another time, however it is made clear in the closing lines of the 
poem that MacCaig’s imagination has the power to minimise and marginalise war: 
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[…] fitted up at an untrue mirror 
and launched in a stream of ink. Men laid the halfed 
axes of arms along the walls and were shrugged 
into shadows, while the addled egg of war 
crowed in its shell, where its shadows crowed and strutted. 
 
In MacCaig’s eyes, the impotent posturing and strutting is not in his own New 
Apocalyptic work, but in the language and nature of war, and our reactions to those who 
fight in it. This is an uncompromising position, and one that MacCaig would retain 
throughout his life; even when he talked about the war his instinct was, while acutely 
cognisant of the achievements of his combatant friends, to side-line the war as ‘six years 
passing’ during which he worked the land as a gardener. The swagger of these poems is 
founded in part on artistic insecurity and MacCaig’s outlook would become more 
sceptical and modest as his work matured; in this New Apocalyptic work we see 
MacCaig examine fakery in society, being taken to what Angus Calder has called ego-
driven and ‘prophetic, god-like’60 proportions, a god who is the scourge of the received, 
the untested and the fake and whose clarion call is the inverse of anything established: 
 
This false in fur that throws my weather out  
To write in doorways cries Bring in your dead. 
There is a floor of needles for the martyr, 
A bite of angels to crown his wormy blood 
If he will walk the scale of crusted water 
That floats as beetled armour on my moat. 
 
[…] 
 
This false in silk hides talons in her shoes 
And mocked in powder hangs a wreath of follies 
Upon my battered neck […] 
 
Therefore, the urge in many of these early MacCaig poems is to turn everything on its 
head and approach the world from an entirely new, shaken-up and individualist angle. 
This is little different, saving the changing stance of the poet and his adoption of greater 
directness, from his later poetry of epistemological and phenomenological enquiry into 
the world, into people, other living things, and the landscape. In the highly coded 
‘Poem’, appearing in Scottish Arts and Letters 1 (1944), we see the motif of the ever-
changing sea evoked alongside that of court rooms and the old orders of monarchy and 
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religion which the poem posits as the cause of much destruction in the world, while 
simultaneously trying to oust or topple them with a ‘gentle voice’: 
 
The crying courage that has wolves running in it 
Is the only courage that outlasts a wave falling 
And hearts heedless after mining the hearts 
Of other men crack before the cracking mast. 
Where can courage sound for me its appealing 
And gentle voice, who visit the dismal courts 
 
Thumbed by a grimy king and snivelling courtiers 
Whose voices echo emptiness, only the emptiness  
Bred inside them by a destruction of vision, 
Murder of sympathy even with their own stars, 
Egotism that scorns even time’s richness?61 
 
MacCaig’s early poems are at times densely cryptic and idiosyncratic to the 
extent and expense of losing some meaning and impact on the reader. However, this is 
one of their main functions, an exhibition of private and intensely individual images and 
reactions to the external stimuli of the world, particularly a world undergoing war. The 
much more limpid and direct declarative style we associate with MacCaig’s mature 
verse is commonly assumed to have began with Riding Lights in 1955. However, there 
is clear evidence that MacCaig was moving away from the enigmas of his New 
Apocalyptic verse almost immediately after the war. MacCaig has described this as his 
movement towards lucidity, but within this seems to lie the idea that MacCaig sees the 
limitations of both socialist, realist poetry and more surrealistic, bardic New Apocalypse 
poetry. Both arguably belong to Alice Templeton’s categories of a poetry of ‘witness’ 
and ‘outrage’, even rebellion, but crucially not ‘possibility’. Central to each poet in this 
thesis is the sense that they were either changed as poets by the war, or made as poets 
during the war. MacCaig’s change of direction can be seen as an act of possibility – that 
he sensed the need in his work to speak to others and have a greater, social application 
or resonance without signing up to any schools or literary fashions. His lucidity is an 
attempt to open up his work and project it to an ever widening post-war audience. There 
is a sense that the some of the socially committed and overtly political work of poets 
such as Auden, Spender, Day-Lewis and MacNeice reaches its end with the failures of 
the Spanish Civil War, just as MacCaig’s imagination is beginning to flourish for not 
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letting itself become so entangled politically and poetically. In ‘Grief in Spring’, first 
published in Scottish Arts and Letters 4 in 1948, MacCaig writes from a post-War 
malaise to warn humankind about living in a state of grief so immanent it encases the 
thinker in a carapace that numbs sensory experience: 
 
What do you make then of your sadness? Will 
Your wrists be curved over always with its weight? 
Is the sun’s light forever to be sliding off you 
And leaving you hooded there in a dark thought? 
 
[…] 
 
It will be what you breathe, your hands will rise 
By its strength. In a world of it you’ll move  
Between delirious trees and your heart will tremble 
To hear a thrush in a tree go mad with love.62 
 
Many of Douglas Young’s poems of this period exist primarily to rally and 
exhort nationalist fervour; A Braird o Thristles (1947), for instance, would contain a 
mixture of poems written from a nationalist agenda and more personal reflections on the 
war. Many of Young’s contemporaries are in agreement that Young contributed more to 
a literary, cultural and intellectual Scotland as a teacher and a propagandist than as a 
poet. In the memorial volume A Clear Voice: Douglas Young: Poet and Polymath 
(1974), the impression given was one of a late elder statesman who had fought for 
Scotland but died effectively in exile and irrelevance in America, a man who had ‘left 
no one great monument behind him.’63 Young, in his own entry as a promising young 
man of letters for a 1947 article in The New Alliance and Scots Review, writes 
presciently that ‘Scotland is strangely indifferent to her men of talent – she let Edwin 
Muir go and Young sometimes talks of going to the States.’64 In this light, although 
Young has a vitally propagandist and hortatory purpose to his verse, he is as much his 
own man as MacCaig, but the very nature of the Labour landslide after World War Two 
pushed Young and his political beliefs and ideals out of the spotlight. Young, in his 
most overtly nationalist poetry, enunciates his ambitious and overhauling goals for post-
War Scotland, but there are elements of heavy rhetoric to Young’s style, as if he 
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envisages a Utopian Scotland that could not become a reality, rather like the aggressive 
idealism of George Campbell Hay’s poetry. These political dialogues of nation and self-
government often begin within the arts, or are at least memorably articulated by them, 
and this is an area in which these wartime poets impacted in a vitally legislative way on 
post-war Scotland. Young’s nationalist fervour, however, was never as thoroughly 
shaken or interrogated as that of his combatant contemporaries, such as Sorley MacLean 
who was forced to square his early politically absolutist beliefs with the humanist 
dilemma of conflict and killing, but his prison sentences show the obstacles he had to 
face: 
 
Scotland, awauk, be agin a nation 
Win back your wealth and your libertie 
Shake aff the chains o’ the dominion 
O London toun and its usurie. 
Tak in your hands your ain salvation 
And be aince mair rich, proud and free. 
 
[…] 
 
Five million fowk, frae the desolation 
O Lawland slum and Hieland muir 
Tae rule your sels is the ane foundation 
O wealth for aa. Why are ye puir? 
Your hairns and haunds can rebigg the nation 
Scotland’s your hope, your hope is sure.65 
 
As we have seen, Young’s eagerness to articulate or appeal for a new Scotland lead to 
him diminish the threat of a Nazi invasion, the unfortunate corollary of which was that 
Young became vilified ‘as a Nazi sympathiser’66, for his belief in brokering a ‘separate 
peace deal’67 in the event of Germany winning the war. Young was certainly never, 
throughout his career, a crypto-Nazi but his vision of a racially selective new Scotland 
is certainly a highly problematic one. For instance, his friendship with the pro-Franco 
and openly fascist Professor Charles Sarolea is unusual, as well as his use of the 
Poundian and tacitly anti-Semitic term ‘usurie [usury]’ in the poem above. Gavin Bowd 
argues that his focus on engineering a new, independent Scotland made his stances on 
the fascist threat both ‘ambivalent’ and ‘half-hearted’ yet it is clear in some of Young’s 
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poems, such as ‘After Lunch, Ekali’, that fascism was a great threat and he appropriates 
fascist terminology, such as ‘Quisling’ or ‘Gestapo’, to use in a sensationalist and 
pejorative way on figures of English imperialism, such as the police.68 Such usage 
suggests that Young knew that fascism was the ultimate threat, but his particular fight, 
in prison, was the state of Scotland within the Union and was also to write that he never 
engaged in any activities that would ‘injure the war effort’.69 Young’s views and work 
of this time, above his contemporaries, call for sensitive historical relativism and 
contextualisation.  
While each poet discussed in this thesis helped to expand and rebuild the 
cultural, educational and intellectual strengths of Scotland after the war in their own 
unique way, it is perhaps for the best that Young’s radical vision of a new Nationalist 
and separatist Scotland remained in the realms of the unrealised. For instance, in 
William Wallace and This War, Young aligns his litigious struggles with refusal of 
conscription to the fight for liberty spearheaded by William Wallace seven centuries 
before. However, Young refers to soldiers as ‘warriors’ in a dangerously romanticising 
way and criticises how the defence of Scotland has been left to ‘a polyglot and 
heterogeneous influx of Poles, Czechs, Anglo Saxons, Negroes and other species.’70 In 
another chronicle of his on-going battles with the Scottish law courts, The Free Minded 
Scot, he admits, in the heights of rhetoric, more than a conspicuous streak of racism that 
while Scots are being transported for war labour down to the South of England, 
‘Scotland is invaded by a swarm of miscellaneous foreigners making themselves at 
home.’71  
The crucial difference between this passage and the previous one is that Young 
makes the grave mistake of moving the blame from that of an oppressive, London-
centric government, to that of the homeless and displaced of the war seeking refuge in 
Scotland. This view runs counter to the beliefs of nearly all of the other poets mentioned 
so far in this thesis, and even in pamphlets designed to inspire nationalist feeling, 
Young posits himself as a critic of imperialist government while simultaneously using 
deeply imperialist language in order to describe his plans or vision for Scotland. In The 
Re-Colonisation of Scotland he states that ‘we can build an economy and a culture in 
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Scotland which will be a model for the world.’72 Although Young’s more nationalist 
verse in his second collection is intensely felt, it does seem somewhat oratorical and 
hollow, even pompous, given the post-war depression and need for physical, not merely 
verbal, action: 
 
How shall we adore thee, Scotland, our mother and bride, 
When we, thy lovers, are thy masters, in patriot zeal and pride? 
Sorely have they defaced thee, the boors that have held thee in thrall, 
Entombed thee in slums of cities with squalor and smoke for a pall, 
Defiled thee with hideous churches and shops upon every side, 
Smothered thee foully in ragweed and bracken over all. 
 
The day of our future shall come, when we shall ourselves decide. 
Sweet springing pastures we’ll give thee, and crops upon every side, 
Fair buildings and fairer people and life fairly planned, 
Temples of art and science and music on every hand. 
Such be our masterful zeal and such our patriot pride, 
So adoring and adorning our bountiful motherland.73 
 
Young repeatedly states that his purpose is to offer guidance for Scotland when it wakes 
from a prolonged coma or slumber. Here, and in other poems, Young envisages a new 
Scotland in ethnically or hereditarily pure terms that go in hand with a Hellenic and 
intellectual overhaul of the country. He posits himself often as the voice of change, but 
many of his views seem reactionary and conservative, disconnected from the people 
whose interests he aims to hold at heart and there is crucially no substance to any of his 
rhetorical calls for change. However, even entertaining the thought that Young’s politics 
are questionable now and that his grand vision of returning to a scholarly and rural 
Scotland was an impracticable one, he remains a singularly influential and important 
figure for his poetry, polemics, teaching and propaganda. Looking beyond Young’s 
poetic achievement, there is his prolonged and principled stand against military and 
industrial conscription on the grounds of protest against taking orders from what this 
Scottish Nationalist considered to be an alien government. He was certainly the most 
vocal campaigner for this type of non-conscription and Compton Mackenzie, in his 
essay from the volume On Moral Courage, cites Young as a man who has ‘moral 
courage’ in abundance, arguing that ‘one of the hardest tests of a man’s moral courage 
is his ability to face disapproval even of his friends for an action which strikes at all the 
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traditions of his class but which nevertheless he feels compelled to take in order to be at 
ease with his own conscience.’74  
Any misconceived idea that Young in fact sympathised with Nazism can be 
quickly and decisively gainsaid by one of his finest war poems: ‘After Lunch, Ekali.’ 
This is set on the very brink of the war, after hearing Hitler’s bellicose announcements 
on the radio on September 1st 1939. It takes place in the hot and fractious environment 
of a holiday in Ekali, where any idea of escapism is ruined with the announcement of 
war. Like George Campbell Hay’s ‘Esta Selva Selvaggia’ it deals with elements of the 
‘Inferno’ and the melting pot of languages that are swirling around in the netherworld of 
a global war. However, Young captures the exact moment the gulf opens up between 
him and his hosts and the poem envisages Young’s coming struggle for self-
government. After spending a pleasant afternoon with his hosts; 
 
There is an awkward silence. Harsh and tireless 
Choirs of cicadas make a shattering din. 
Madame is restless, crosses to the wireless, 
Twiddles the knobs, and gets, at last, Berlin.  
Meine Entscheidung hab’ ich jetzt getroffen 
Die Polen auszrotten. Then Sieg Heil! Sieg Heil! 
Did I hear right? Or am I ganz besoffen? 
This to the Reichstag… Well, it’s done in style   
 
We do not speak, nor look at one another; 
Between us now a deep cold gulph has sprung. 
My hosts are German… It is hard to smother 
Excited words that throng upon the tongue… 
Now I am calm, and contemplate a glaucous 
Columnar cypress by the garden fence. 
I hardly hear the individual raucous 
Shouts of the Fuehrer, but I know the sense. 
 
My hostess says, Gott sie Dank! Du bist Schotte. 
Du bist hein Feind. Technically not so, 
In view of 1707, I thought. But not a 
Symptom of contradiction did I show. 
Vous allez revenir après la guerre, 
They said, and beamed, but with a hopeless look. 
En peu de temps, I answered, je l’espere, 
And wrote in Doric in their visitor’s book […]75 
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While many of his pamphlets only make a footnote of the threat of Hitler in comparison 
to the threat of English government, we hear Young say ‘I hardly hear the individual 
raucous / shouts of the Fuehrer.’ As German becomes associated with Hitler and the 
coming war, Young and his hosts switch to speaking in French and he ends the poem by 
writing a comment in the visitor’s book in Ancient Greek. This tacitly suggests a return 
to the origins of civilisation, or a civilised way of life that has now come under direct 
threat. Young then allies this idea with the use of ‘Doric’, the language in which he 
mainly writes, implying that he sees civilisation as possible in his native Scotland. 
However, Young’s flaunting of many languages is what Timothy Neat has termed 
Young’s ‘self-parading intellectualism’76 and it is a streak in Young’s poetry which 
prevents it from fully speaking out and connecting with others in the manner of Hamish 
Henderson’s Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica. 
 
Conclusion 
 
We have seen the reasons why both MacCaig and Young refused military and industrial 
conscription and how the course of the war affected their writing. Young’s talent and 
energies were spread over many fields and his most urgent impulse was not to write 
poetry at this time, but a raft of polemical pamphlets that argued his case for Scottish 
self-government. Young wrote propagandistically for a wide audience while his poetry 
became more rarefied. MacCaig, on the other hand, remained completely devoted to the 
pursuit of poetry, and his work is deeply coded and acutely aware of the mood of its 
time. MacCaig’s struggle is an internalised and personal one, Young’s is a national one 
taken to often the symbolic heights of a martyr. However, both are uncompromising 
individualists and both share a dedication to fighting for poetic or political liberty as one 
of the most important goals to work for after the war.  
Both men were, politically and poetically speaking, men of extremes, 
uncompromisingly committed to their own visions of a post-war Scotland. Young 
wanted to govern and change the laws of Scotland and engineer a very particular type of 
post-war reconstruction. MacCaig sought to examine and interrogate all of the 
prevailing or received beliefs of his time and argued for the importance of the 
individual. Both Young and MacCaig raises questions of individual and national 
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identity and their actions shows that they were often concerned with ideas of legislation 
in poetry and post-war possibility. However, there are clearly darker elements to both 
figures, with various prejudices creeping into the purity of their visions – MacCaig was 
at times reactionary and isolationist and Young was often racially insensitive and 
showily rhetorical. The difference between both men, who were close friends, is 
cogently expressed by MacCaig in his 1959 tribute to one of his poetic mentors, Edwin 
Muir, who was cited by Young as a fellow literary Scot exiled by an uncaring Scotland. 
When MacCaig writes about Muir he is also revealing his preference for the approach of 
poets to their craft and to the world as one radically different from Young’s agenda and 
approach. For MacCaig, Muir was ‘one of those men who show that toughness, tenacity 
and courage are not the prerogative of two-fisted fighters, uttering challenges, trampling 
on conventions, taking the world by the throat and shaking it into some resemblance of 
being awake.’77 We only need think of that recurrent phrase in Young’s pamphlets and 
poetry of ‘Scotland, awauk!’ to see the difference between the private and the national 
in the attitudes of both of these significant poets.   
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Chapter Seven 
‘It does not mak siccar you ken aboot weemin’1: Scottish Women Poets of World 
War Two 
 
Joy Hendry claimed that the question of the literary achievement of Scottish women in 
general represents ‘the double knot in the peeny’ which describes ‘the double 
disadvantage suffered […] in being firstly Scottish and secondly female.’2 In the context 
of the war, there is a third knot: how can women write within and about a society in 
which gender roles were destabilised from tradition in a state of military priority, and 
who might read their work with the same sense of priority and urgency? This thesis has 
explored and depicted a largely masculine terrain, drawing on war poetry written by 
men, most of them of the ‘Seven Poets Generation’. This chapter focuses on a selection 
of work by four poets whose distinctive and in many ways ground-breaking work takes 
a bold step towards forming a body of work and artistic endeavour which could be 
argued as representing Scottish women’s poetry of World War Two. These poets are 
Naomi Mitchison (1897-1999), Joan Ure (1918-1978), Janet Caird (1913-1992) and 
Margaret Tait (1918-1999). The title comes from a line in an unpublished poem by Joan 
Ure’s which we will return to. The historically freighted phrase ‘mak siccar’ (to ‘make 
sure’ at all costs) is invoked by Ure to connect her poem to that of Robert the Bruce, 
Hamish Henderson and all the other occasions that have called for its use. The phrase in 
this context implies that humankind has been through all of this, slavery, war and 
religious fanaticism, but the time has come to ‘mak siccar’ for women.  
Simon Featherstone claims that the definition of war poetry needs to be revised 
and expanded to include women’s experience.3 The role of the grieving widow or poet 
writing elegies from the home-front is an important part of the story, as the work of 
Flora Garry, Bessie MacArthur and Alice Stuart shows, but taken on its own this 
provides an incomplete picture of what was being written during and immediately after 
the war by women who wanted to change their circumstances and be heard. Clearly, 
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grouping these women together purely on the basis of their gender is wilful, as this 
chapter shows a diverse range of poetic styles, strategies and perspectives. However, 
like their male contemporaries, the work looked at here is united in its vision of post-
War reform, the drive for change, education and regeneration. Unlike the male war 
poets, these poets are confronted by further obstacles and social hindrances that their 
work attempts to address and interrogate. These poets are doing something new, 
speaking out for a change in circumstances making necessary the distinction of the war 
poetry of Scottish women. In a chapter on Scottish women writers and the ‘Scottish 
Literary Renaissance’, Douglas Gifford, Alan MacGillivray and Sarah Dunnigan 
emphasise the necessity of such focussed consideration in the overwhelming maleness 
of the canon.4 
Every poet of writing age during the war engaged with its effects, impact, 
meaning and legacy in their work, no matter how marginally, latently, symbolically or 
briefly. The complex, protracted and at times frustrating paths these women had to take 
in order to be heard or to see their work published highlights that something was 
profoundly amiss at the time. Notable Scottish poets not included in this chapter are 
those such as Olive Fraser, who was only published after her death when her friend 
Helena Shire retrieved and reappraised her work. Ann Scott Moncrieff’s work should 
belong in any discussion of Scottish war poetry, but her early death and dearth of poetry 
as a result means we cannot see the trajectory of her creative life after the war. Lillias 
Scott Forbes had to wait until old age for their work to appear in print. In the case of 
Joan Ure (Betty Clark) much of her poetry remains unpublished and is being discussed 
critically for the first time in this chapter. Dorothy Sheridan, writing about the 
experiences of women in World War Two generally, stated that ordinary women had 
ambivalent views about the war. While most agreed that ‘Hitler had to be stopped’, they 
viewed the war as a time of both liberation from the traditional roles of maternity into 
employment, and a reluctant acceptance that this was upheaval, not conscious reform of 
society along more equitable lines.5  
War made traditional conditions of society abnormal, but often also emphasised 
conventional gender roles, and whatever was gained for women was often temporary. 
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Trevor Royle acknowledges in his 1990 edited anthology of Scottish World War One 
poetry In Flanders Fields that the demonstrations by women that followed their 
removal from wartime work after the war was ‘a further sign of the radicalism which 
was one of the war’s lasting consequences in Scotland.’6 Men might place ‘great 
emphasis […] upon the “experience of war” that would give them in many ways direct 
intellectual free-hold on what was written and what would last from the war.’7 Male 
combatant poets such as MacLean and Hay saw their role in the war as problematic, 
given their resistance to the imperialist power for which they were fighting. Women 
poets were confronted with a war that offered them not the change or equality they had 
been seeking in the pre-war era, but a provisional model of this change. Many women 
believed that this period was spent between brackets’ and walking ‘on ice’, where there 
was neither a public forum nor call for their literary work.8 The semblance of change 
offered by war has certainly powered the social and poetic work of the women poets in 
this chapter and shows the ways in which women could break from the narrow aesthetic 
constraints and expectations of a women’s poetry of elegy, witness and outrage to a pro-
active and challenging poetry of possibility aimed at freeing the voices of women and 
allowing them a say in the political make-up of post-war Scotland. They seize post-war 
peace-time as an opportunity to reform the discourses of nationalism and play an 
important role in the reconstruction of Scottish society, allowing the rise of the ‘Scottish 
spring’ during the 1960s and onwards. 
Dorothy Porter refers to these ‘secret narratives of women’ as a ‘hidden female 
tradition […] reached by breaking through […] barriers.’9 This alerts us to the historical 
depth of redress that was required. Hamish Henderson argued that the degrees by which 
women’s voices have been audible throughout history have fluctuated and that in the 
nineteenth-century ‘during the Clearances, women offered […] resistance’ and their 
voice held the status of ‘high prestige.’10 One of the outcomes of the war was the 
historical reconsideration consolidated in Agnes Mure Mackenzie’s series Scottish 
Pageant (1946-1950). This aimed to bring the Scottish history of both men and women 
alive by collating and editing the voices of historical figures. It ran to four volumes of 
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scrupulous scholarship offering an accessible and substantial cultural resource in the 
immediate aftermath of the war. Mackenzie wanted to let readers ‘know who is 
talking’11 and take into account Scotland’s long relationship with war and fighting. 
However, the dedication of the first volume clearly articulates a non-violent call for 
intellectual action, emphasising the need for scholarship and creativity leading in turn to 
a hope for regeneration: ‘To my companions of the Saltire Society, who desire that 
those things which were cast down shall be raised up and those things which have 
grown old shall be made new’.12 This educational commitment, so clearly prioritised by 
Mackenzie, is shared among most, if not all, of the poets, both men and women, in their 
post-War work.   
Virginia Woolf argued for a separatist politics for women of disinterest in 
militarism and an embracing of pacifism that would lead to a new type of ‘feminist self-
determination.’13 It should also be noted that this argument first appeared in Virginia 
Woolf’s Three Guineas, published in 1938, on the very cusp of the outbreak of war. 
 This new outlook for women had to find its own adequate register of the war 
experience and in the post-war world. This is perhaps why Hugh MacDiarmid 
castigated so powerfully the ‘doggerel verse and nineteenth-century lyricism’ of women 
writing lachrymose elegies for men lost on the battlefield.14 And yet one of the most 
significant poems of martial mourning in Scottish poetry comes from the aftermath of 
the Battle of Flodden and is written from the perspective of a mourning wife, ‘The 
Flowers of the Forest.’ This poem has seen many incarnations, and the stilted English 
eighteenth-century gentility of Alison Rutherford’s rendering might warrant 
MacDiarmid’s criticism: 
 
I’ve seen the smiling of Fortune beguiling, 
I’ve tasted her favours, and felt her decay: 
Sweet is her blessing, and kind her caressing; 
But soon it is fled – it is fled far away.15 
 
Despite the fluency of these lines, the song itself is traditionally performed by pipers at 
funerals and the tune forms the final movement of the string quartet ‘Threnody’ by Sir 
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John Blackwood McEwen, written in 1916, in the midst of World War One. The music 
is literally printed at the end of Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s Sunset Song, first published in 
1932, where it is played by a piper as a lament for those of the village killed in World 
War One, specifically all the main male characters of the novel. 16  The novel’s central 
character, Chris, is tearful and grief-stricken, but her survival presents her with new 
problems that are explored in the following two novels of Gibbon’s A Scots Quair 
trilogy. Here is Jean Elliott’s eighteenth-century version of the song in Scots, which, 
while it captures the sense of loss and pathos, also casts the singer as a female mourner: 
 
Dule and wae for the order sent our lads to the Border; 
The English, for ance, by guile wan the day: 
The Flowers of the Forest, that foucht aye the foremost, 
The prime o’ our land are cauld in the clay.17 
 
This plaintive song has a long tradition in Scotland, so perhaps it is unsurprising that 
times of warfare would place an inherited stress on women to act as chroniclers and 
mourners, witnessing the bravery of their fallen men. The poetry discussed in this 
chapter certainly serves witness, but not simply as passive observation or ‘doggerel’ or 
lachrymose elegies. Many of the poems discussed here demand radical action and 
reform, refuse to stay in a position of social expectation, and instead, push for greater 
engagement by, and awareness of, women poets. For women poets, the war permitted 
and indeed provoked both a departure from male poetic discourse, and a freeing of the 
female poetic perspective, from the restrictions of simple elegy. One of the keys to 
understanding Scottish poetry by women of World War Two lies in Catherine 
Kerrigan’s introduction to her An Anthology of Scottish Women Poets where she argues 
that poetry by women must be understood within the tradition of ‘women’s work and 
women’s experience.’18  While this sounds like an essentialist stance, as the inverse 
could be argued for men’s work and experience, this is one of the first attempts within 
Scottish literature to provide critical space and attention for Scottish women’s poetry of 
the twentieth century. As we will see with poets such as Joan Ure, the protesting 
elements of their work are an attempt to close the gulf between the writing of men and 
women while demonstrating originality in its own terms.  
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There are four Scottish women poets who lived through World War Two whose 
work is distinguished not only by its quality but also by its ability to diagnose the 
problems affecting wartime and post-War society in which women were expected to 
resume their roles in the home. Their poetry presents a reformist vision that places their 
work either at the centre of events or self-consciously on the margins as an act of 
protest. These poets are Joan Ure, Naomi Mitchison, Janet Caird and Margaret Tait. 
Marina MacKay writes that literary women such as Naomi Mitchison ‘argue for the 
necessary marginality of the woman writer at the same time as they place her at the 
centre of an active political engagement.’19 All four of these poets are committed to the 
social values World War Two was fought for and the prospect of peace underlines their 
claim of right to be read seriously and to effect change in the world.  
While all of these women are united in this struggle and all are notable for the 
strengths of their work and character, it would be erroneous to group them together 
without stressing the differences between them. In broad terms of class and upbringing, 
Joan Ure and Naomi Mitchison are polar opposites, one born into a working-class 
Glasgow milieu, the other born into minor aristocracy and part of a large dynasty of 
men distinguished in many fields. The dramatic work of Joan Ure and the filmic 
experimentation and work of Margaret Tait, in addition to their poetry, heralded the 
efflorescence in the arts in the 1960s and 1970s in Scotland, and the rising number of 
women poets such as Liz Lochhead, Kathleen Jamie, Jackie Kay, Angela McSeveney 
and Carol Ann Duffy rose to prominence in the 1970s through to the 1990s. While all 
four poets here stand alone in their respective achievements, they are united in their 
historical commitment to write themselves into a regenerated, less patriarchal, national 
tradition.   
 
Naomi Mitchison (1897-1999) 
 
Naomi Mitchison stands alone in her unflagging engagement with the war-effort, 
pursued not only in her poetry, but in novels, political pamphlets, diaries and short-
stories. Of all of these forms, Mitchison’s poetry was ‘closest to the hurting core’ and it 
was her poetry, particularly during wartime, which gave her a vital medium for 
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confession and disclosure of painful personal experience. The death of her baby 
daughter is at the heart of ‘Clemency Ealasiad’. Tom Harrison, one of the founders of 
Mass Observation, who urged Naomi Mitchison to keep her startling war diaries (which 
were later published under the title Among You Taking Notes), wrote that he was 
particularly interested in his studies about what women had to say, because: 
 
I believe that women are bearing the brunt in this home-fronted war. I believe 
that the way they react to the strain may largely determine the outcome. And I 
see everywhere […] very little sign that the woman’s point of view matters 
nearly as much as the man’s. This war is being led by men and run by men, 
mostly old men. They are appallingly ignoring women’s problems.20  
 
While it is certain that Mitchison would have agreed that men needed to listen to what 
women had to say and that the war was perpetuated by men, perhaps she would have 
found the view that what women needed was an enlightened man to listen to them 
problematic.  
Joyce McMillan wrote that ‘women have never been as obsessed with the 
questions of Scottishness as men; men have always been far more inclined to support 
the S.N.P. It is tempting to speculate about some kind of Bannockburn complex or 
Flodden factor, the connection between national military prowess and personal 
virility.’21 McMillan’s claim is hard to accept, but it nonetheless represents a genuine 
response by a woman to issues of nationhood and it is supported by Susanne Hagemann 
who writes that there is ‘no obvious connection between women and nationhood’, that 
women writers ‘subvert the notion of Scottishness as pre-given or definable’ looking 
back instead to a pre-social time before a land was influenced by patriarchal discourses 
and institutions.22 Yet, under the exceptional circumstances of the war, we see women 
poets trying to influence change in many ways and what often emerges is two countries 
co-existing on one land mass. For instance, while Mitchison’s husband Dick, an M.P., 
spent much of the war in London, she took care of the estate in Carradale and envisaged 
a new, peaceful and socialist Scotland, although the diaries reveal she resented that she 
and her husband effectively lived different lives in different lands. Mitchison’s knowing 
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sense of unhappiness at this domestic arrangement shows the inherent desire for greater 
connectedness between the sexes. Mitchison’s work is permeated with despair, grief, 
frustration and anger, but it nonetheless transcends the temptation to respond to an 
unfair society and situation with ‘an equal and opposite chauvinism.’23   
The threat of fascism and the war is omnipresent in Mitchison’s work of the 
period. In Among You Taking Notes, she states in 1940 that ‘if this is to be a world of 
military values, then my side has lost […] we have got to have other virtues.’24  While 
the tenor of Mitchison’s diaries fluctuates from peaks of joy to nadirs of despair, her 
idealism for a brighter Scotland remains constant. It is a much more fatalistic Mitchison 
who returns in her late eighties to write the preface for these diaries upon their 
publication, and who states that her ‘bright vision’ for a ‘new kind of world’ has faded, 
only to finish with a glimmer of her earlier optimism, ‘we wait for a new wave of 
hope.’25 Approaching her nineties, Mitchison underscored this hope in her introduction 
to her Saltire Self-Portrait that Scotland needs the self-determination and independence 
she fought for herself: ‘I would like to see some of this before I die.’26   
Mitchison’s approach to defeating fascism from the home-front took into 
account both men and women, from fishermen to poets, professors and land-girls, from 
her estate in Carradale, Argyll. The war and its implications are ubiquitous in 
Mitchison’s work, and her public and private lives and her vision are framed within 
images and ideas of regeneration, creativity, reform, nationalism, socialism and 
feminism, her feminism being ‘deeper in me […] nearer the hurting core.’27  Margery 
Palmer McCulloch agrees that behind all of Mitchison’s actions and achievements lies 
the feminism which was a fundamental part ‘of her drive to change society’28 in ways 
that spell what Jenni Calder has termed ‘radical reconstruction without revolution.’29  
From the depths of war, Mitchison dwells on existential rebirth, from both physical and 
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literary labour and delivery: ‘if I could start a baby now, during the worst time, and 
write a book as well, then it would be something won against the enemy.’30   
Beth Dickson has pointed out that Mitchison never ‘separated life and literature: 
writing and political action are indissoluble aspects of a whole human identity devoted 
to the eradication of injustice.’31  While all of this points towards her vision of an 
‘integrated, fulfilling future’ characterised by a community awareness and sense of 
‘agape’, or secular philanthropy, Mitchison realised that none of this was achievable 
without radical change and the disruption of the established, patriarchal social order. In 
her treatise The Moral Basis of Politics (1938), she writes that there are two types of 
nationalism, the nationalism of chauvinism and big business holding onto its assets, and 
the nationalism ‘of those who want a change’32 and in her foreword to Douglas Young’s 
immediate post-War pamphlet The Labour Record on Scotland, she calls for ‘an upset. 
Something that would make the people wake up and think and use their capabilities […] 
a change, a turning upside down, an alteration of focus.’33 Isobel Murray writes that 
Mitchison was ‘profoundly and directly affected by war’34 and her memoirs of World 
War One, All Change Here, show us that she was spurred into action, leaving her 
medical or scientific studies to travel to be with husband Dick, injured fighting in 
France. Jenni Calder too has said that her long life-span means that she lived through an 
unprecedented ‘age of extremes’ being at all times much ‘more than an observer.’35   
The central poem of her life, and one of the key Scottish poems of the war, is 
‘The Cleansing of the Knife.’ Written between 1941 and 1947, this ambitious long 
poem reads like a narrative cycle, making sense of the devastation and loss of the war, 
in terms of what gains may be won in its aftermath. Its purpose is to deliver a sense of 
human value, to present a sense of humanity regenerated after the devastation of war. 
The poem seeks to change societal patriarchy by casting a woman at its centre who is a 
figure in the action and one who shows a profound awareness of Scotland’s martial 
history. It scours the decade of its composition for events of communal or national 
significance. The central image, the blade, a scian-dubh, has been given to the main 
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character as a present by one of her estate fishermen at the beginning of the war, and 
must be cleaned and only used ceremonially or emblematically as a defender of peace-
time. The knife then appears at weddings and heralds a new song, one which, having 
seen the disruption in the old military and warring ways and regimes of men, calls for: 
 
Not death, not death, but life, 
The hours of a working day 
And social over-time – 
To clear the blood from the knife, 
Maybe the only way, 
Scraping away the grime 
And tears of centuries 
And blood of treacherous killings, 
A little at a time. 
 
The knife may be seen literally in ceremonial use, and metaphorically as something 
other than an instrument for killing:  
 
At last and at long last 
There will be getting and spending 
For the sake of Alba, our mother, 
There will be hope and life, 
The pibroch over the hill 
And the fiery cross of good will, 
And I see my poem’s ending 
And the cleansing of the knife.36   
 
This optimism can seem willed, however. In contrast, Mitchison’s darkest, most 
plangent and fatalistic war poem is ‘Clemency Ealasaid, July 1940’ which serves as the 
prologue to her war novel The Bull Calves. Calves and images of calving are recurrent 
throughout Mitchison’s wartime diaries, and are to be understood within the context of 
her work on the land and the agricultural commitments of her estate. Isobel Murray 
writes that the poem came about after and as a direct result of the death of Mitchison’s 
daughter ‘at one of the most dangerous and suspenseful times of the last war.’37 Again, 
there is both literal and metaphoric significance here. There are also a number of eerily 
prescient moments in her memoirs when a pregnant Mitchison speaks as if she has 
already lost her daughter: ‘I haven’t made any she-plans about it [the baby] as I did with 
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the others; the future is black and fogged ahead of one.’38  It is important to note that 
‘The Cleansing of the Knife’ was written after, not before, this poem of despair at the 
war and the loss of her daughter, who was supposed to have been ‘a binding between 
me and Carradale’ and who ends up ‘not in my arms, not in my womb: in the box 
Angus made, a small weight.’ The poem moves from the local tragedy to that of fascism 
on the rise in Europe, and how the allies are themselves responsible for bloodshed. In 
the poem, Mitchison’s personal bereavement intensifies her sense of lives wasted in 
war:39 
 
From mothers of French sailors, babies who had lived 
Through the years of hope and pride and delight, boyhood and manhood, 
Now murdered by the Ally, perfide Albion?40  
 
For all of the poem’s despair, Mitchison effectively integrates her local grief with that 
of the global loss of innocence. She is still binding herself and her efforts to a larger 
community, so that ‘the roughest day is not yet’: 
 
This was a rough day 
For me and perhaps for Carradale. But the roughest day, 
The day lived through by Macbeth who had been king, 
Some say a good king, and by Gruach, my ancestors, 
Hangs now in the future, the unturned page, the history book; 
So far unwritten, and we, single-sighted… 
There will be another birth, a fair one, or is West Europe 
Too old, too old for that, as I shall be too old 
For another bearing. 
 
Mitchison accepts that she will not bear any more children and the worst of the war lies 
ahead, but even here, at this precarious, despairing and uncertain juncture, she is 
presenting the struggle and grief as a communal one, and, as with all of Mitchison’s war 
writings, there is a scintilla of hope, no matter how buried: 
 
But the trees I planted in the heavy months, carrying you, 
Thinking you would see them grow, they will be tall and lovely: 
Red oak and beech and tsuga, grey alder and douglas […] 
 
Characteristically, Mitchison is not thinking of her own salvation, as she believes she 
will be lost and forgotten the way her daughter has been, but she is thinking of the 
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household of the earth and its future inhabitants. She believes that it is part of her vision 
of ‘global responsibility’41 to put aside her own happiness on earth for the sake of a 
better future for generations as yet unborn: 
 
The hot tears will be cooled and the despair of the middle-aged, 
Rolling up their map, 
Will be forgotten, with other evil things, will be interpreted, 
Will be forgiven at last. 
 
In this light, Mitchison’s poems serve as eloquent enunciations of the hope for future 
civilisation, from an imperfect and war-torn world. For Isobel Murray, Mitchison 
ultimately ‘makes an act of faith in human survival and improvement through time […] 
in place of her dead daughter, she makes an act of faith in the distant future.’42 Her 
belief is in future generations who will understand these extremes in a peaceful world 
and who will offer clemency to those who have gone before and fought for something 
vital. The vast historical and forward-looking sweep of this poem encompasses the same 
depth and breadth of scope as her historical novels, and in its own emotive way argues 
for a necessary ‘upset’, a ‘turning upside down’ of what has gone before. Read in this 
light, the optimism of ‘The Cleansing of the Knife’ might be seen as committed, rather 
than willed, into being. ‘Clemency, Ealasaid’ prefigures ‘The Cleansing of the Knife.’ If 
the sequence of tragedy and regeneration seems formulaic, the intensity of personal 
experience recorded and the generosity of human compassion enacted is nonetheless 
convincing. Taken together, Mitchison’s two serious war poems are a lasting 
achievement. 
 
Joan Ure (1918-1978) 
 
Joan Ure was the pseudonym of Glasgow-born playwright and poet Elizabeth Clark. 
Seldom mentioned now, Joan Ure’s name only appears in discussions of post-War 
drama, owing to her only substantive book publication Five Short Plays. However, Ure 
also often contributed poems to Scottish journals, and her archive contains many 
unpublished poems. Ure made it clear on numerous occasions that she did not write 
poetry, but if she did it would be like ‘your ruins – what and who caused it should be 
like skin and hair – guessable yet ambiguous/anonymous […] it should be, if you like 
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[…] a failure – not intentionally, but because of the world.’43 This remark comes 
towards the end of Ure’s life, at a time of frustration at the lack of recognition. It shows 
us Ure’s willingness to dramatise her struggle to be heard and taken seriously as a poet 
and playwright writing in an unreceptive time. As she writes to Edwin Morgan, she was 
‘willing to become a beggar for freedom’ and for the sake of her identity as a creative 
writer, poet, essayist and playwright.44 
Alasdair Gray and Robert Trotter, in their respective accounts of the life of Joan 
Ure give us a sense of the difficulty she went through before, during and after the war. 
For Gray, ‘Betty was born into a culture which gave her good food, good clothing and a 
well-furnished home in return for self-suppression’.45 Also for Gray, her imagination 
and identity as a writer provided the only escape from drudgery and neurosis. 
Immediately after the end of the war Ure’s sister committed suicide. Her creative and 
professional lives (she worked as a clerk) were marred by eating disorders, depression 
and associated ill-health, culminating in her death from respiratory failure, brought on 
by asthma, in 1978. Her mother was struck down by tuberculosis when Ure was 12, 
forcing Ure to assume the role of housewife and surrogate mother for her younger 
siblings. In later life she ploughed ‘a lonely furrow’ in 1950s Scotland as a playwright 
and poet, giving rise to many of the poems discussed in this chapter. 
Ure had a conflicted relationship with Scotland, wavering between individual 
national pride in remarks such as ‘I would not, if I could, exchange it for another’46 and 
a denunciation of Scotland as a ‘blasting, cold and philistine land’47 devoted to intellect 
and masculine virtues and where ‘imagination is the suspect step-bairn.’48 Unlike any 
other poet discussed here, Ure believed ‘in ideas but not one is worth the sacrifice of the 
life of one single human being.’49 Her work almost amounts to a prolonged and 
articulated self-sacrifice ‘in the wilderness’ of women’s writing for a cause. With a 
poem entitled ‘Another Attempted Suicide’ she also envisaged her poetry as ‘soliloquies 
like arrows’ which suggests something about her urge to fight for a cause but also 
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acknowledge that change might still be far off. Ure stressed the underlying irony of her 
work and worried that many would not understand her.  
The nemesis of Ure’s writing is the figure of the brave Scottish soldier, who she 
reviles for being such a looming presence in the nation’s consciousness and 
imagination. She blames him for her failure to be heard and for the dominance of male 
attitudes and values and society’s veneration of brave fighters. Ure’s significance in this 
thesis is vital because she so utterly disavowed all war, fighting and sacrifice of life as 
symbolised by the representation of the ‘Scottish soldier.’ Yet her work is marked by its 
tenacious resistance against giving in and resilience to the setbacks and indifference of a 
hegemonic status quo. It could be argued that Ure is an important war poet because 
much of what she writes about is to do with her experience and silence during the war, 
when her husband ‘was posted overseas and for five years she lived alone in Glasgow 
bringing up her young daughter.’50 Ure acts as both a post-war custodian and reformer 
of things fought for in World War Two, arguing that women must be listened to and 
appreciated. Her on-going chronicles articulate an understanding of the nature of her 
own conspicuous ‘failure.’ Her work is marked by both its polemical nature and its 
belief that change must be possible, at the cost of self-harm, clinical depression or even 
one’s own life. 
In ‘Headline!’ and ‘Another Attempted Suicide’ we get a sense of Ure’s 
polemics, irony and acute awareness of the position of women, but we also are given a 
modicum of hope, and if that hope is denied, the denial prompts a public act of protest, 
assertion and determination, rather than self-sacrifice. For instance in ‘Headline!’ Ure 
broadcasts a story perhaps many wished had gone unmentioned: 
 
In the beginning 
of this hopeful day 
a woman is building 
for herself a cage 
placed on the through 
road of the city that 
fronts the theatre. 
She wears for warmth 
a sedate sandwich board 
that soberly states 
ALL I ASK IS FREEDOM 
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TO BE HEARD.51 
 
Even in the nadir of despair with the prospect of suicide, the thwarted woman writer is 
brought back from the brink by an angry and dogged belief that she cannot accept that 
this is the only option left to her. In ‘Another Attempted Suicide’, two characters 
dramatise the conflicted dialogue in her mind: 
 
Another Attempted Suicide: next time she’ll make it unless: 
I choke on her resentment 
I stutter on her melancholic withdrawal 
I witness for her chronic disappointment 
I grieve that she’s finished with it all 
I know that it’s not inevitable 
I believe it could be changed 
I see there’s no mirror for her reflection 
and that’s why she’s deranged.52 
 
In ‘The Tiny Talent’, Ure adopts the patronising hypocoristic words used by men to 
describe the achievements of women: 
 
There was this woman and she had this tiny talent. 
I call it talent for things must have a name. 
She had this talent that it happened to be death 
to hide. She knew this empirically because, having, 
the first time tried to hide it, she 
broke out in a rash. 
But she was Scots and difficult to convince.53 
 
Ure’s speaker reaches the conclusion that her talent is real and undeniable and to 
continue hiding it will result in untold harm. She may be hiding her talent because of 
her upbringing or class, but it is more likely a comment on a patriarchal society’s 
readiness to dismiss women of talent and literary achievement. Ure’s speaker admits as 
much, and seems to call for a break in history. Yet the awkwardness of Ure’s expression 
suggests both a loss of inspiration, and a frustrated attempt to spell out the issues: 
 
This is a story that only seems sad at the end 
but it is not sad because it is not a story but a 
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parable. It is good to know what they meant  
when they talked of the talent, however small, 
and it is death to hide it, however late you 
find it out, it is always good to know what it was  
they meant, those few who’re describing things that 
can’t be proved, but can be acted out 
again and again. 
 
Ure also wrote a series of bitterly ironic essay-cum-dramatic-monologues which vividly 
capture a sense of gender inequality. For instance, in a 1962 issue of New Saltire she 
provocatively offers advice to young mothers: ‘if you’ve any little girls with both 
intelligence and imagination, send them to the under-privileged countries to fulfil 
themselves in good works, for they should never be encouraged to explore their 
imagination.’54 Ure was dedicated to attacking the entrenched sexism of her society, in 
her plays, stories, monologues and poetry thus leading the way in shaking post-war 
Scotland out of its pre-war attitudes and values. Likewise, she discusses in ‘Scotland the 
Brave and Me’ the nature of the male monopoly of bravery, with an emphasis on the 
‘Scottish soldier’ in whose world ‘there is no valid place […] for women.’55  
In many of Ure’s poems there is a startling blend of irony and genuine love for 
people and the way things could be. The following poem is a statement of Ure’s craft, 
and it is worth noting her use of spitfire imagery: 
 
My year for being resentful is over 
I only have to twist my arm 
to prove it myself. 
I have to believe that there isn’t 
in Scotland a reactionary trend 
that only a spitfire could penetrate. 
I try to tell myself that 
there are people who see my material 
as a sort of balance, not a threat. 
Surely the Scottish soldier, the Scottish 
policeman, the Scottish Jack Tar 
is not all there is in Scotland, 
for if it is, we haven't got  
very far. 
But it's not my year for being resentful 
it’s my year for loving everyone again.56 
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And so, there is more to Ure’s poetry than polemical protest. She wrote movingly 
symbolic poems about the position of women in society. ‘Margaret on a Monday’ 
introduces us to the title character, a widow, an independent older woman returning 
from the shops and walking up a steep hill. The speaker of the poem observes Margaret 
from the window: 
 
An older man, moving slowly himself, 
stopped so as to have the privilege 
of walking beside you. 
He knew enough already to see 
that he had a lot to learn from you. 
I looked up again for the seagulls. 
 
Man flies higher than any bird 
and in spite of the force of gravity 
I would not have known, precisely, 
what brought me to the front of the house 
if I had not happened to see you 
going up the hill 
as if it was easy.57 
 
This suggests that Margaret is a widow who has adapted to life alone, and the speaker is 
encouraged by the vision of an independent woman tackling the hill ‘as if it was easy.’ 
The hill is symbolic. The man here is not portrayed as a competitor or predator, but 
someone who wishes to learn from experience and is keen to be viewed as an equal. 
Writing about Joan Ure, Alasdair Gray argues that ‘she was a woman’s liberationist 
[…] but liked men too much to want the two main sexes divorced.’58 This poem is a 
moving example of Ure’s search for balance in her poetry and shows how change is 
possible. 
Perhaps Ure’s most confrontational and ambitious poem is ‘Answer on the Side 
Drum in 1963 to the Blast of the Trumpet in 1557, with less than respect.’ In four parts, 
it addresses the polemical outpourings of Knox against ‘the monstrous regiment of 
women’, based on his objection to the authority of women tout court. The doctrinaire 
political misogyny of Knox is also dealt with by Liz Lochhead in her play Mary Queen 
of Scots Got Her Head Chopped Off (1987), but Ure’s poem long pre-dates this. Ure 
grapples with the dichotomous legacy of Knox, who brought the Bible to the people, a 
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school to every parish, and was the scourge of a corrupt church, yet who also endorsed 
entrenched hostility in Scotland to women rising above whatever position they had been 
allotted by men. Ure makes use of the ambiguous reference to Robert the Bruce, ‘mak 
siccar’, a phrase used in Hamish Henderson’s Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica. Here 
is Ure’s use of the phrase:   
 
He was nineteen months in the galleys 
It guarantees you wont like rowing 
It does not mak siccar you ken aboot women 
but you do ken aboot slavery. 
 
[…] 
 
I owe that man my education 
I can’t help whiles being glad of it 
I know he meant the books for the boys 
but now they have got to me. 
 
Ure holds Knox up as both a radical reformer and a segregationist and misogynist, but 
his attitudes seep down through the centuries in both harmful and indirectly beneficial 
ways to writers such as Ure. In the twentieth century, widespread literacy brought about 
by a democratic ideal of education springs its own revenge on the doctrinaire 
authoritarianism and repressive patriarchy that insisted upon it in the sixteenth-century. 
Ure’s poem is a riposte to Knox’s broadside from a time of increased awareness of 
women’s rights. Knox himself becomes the subject of scorn, not the ‘monstrous 
regiment of women’: 
 
The truth is, once you open as a question 
the authority, for a start, of the weemin – 
although thon weemin were bonny queens 
they could burn you then like a tree – 
you get the hale notion of equality started! 
 
[…] 
 
He can’t blast me doon noo wi his blethers 
I ken fine he’s no God for me. 
But it’s no just his mistakes that hiv scarred us 
- except as we continue to make them, 
we’d be better finding oor ain mistakes, 
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if mistakes there must always be.59 
 
The tables have turned on Knox and women now have voices of their own. Knox is 
presented as a tub-thumping bigot like many others preaching in the streets. Yet Ure’s 
age will not make the mistake of wishing he never existed. Instead it will treat him and 
his objectionable opinions with the right to be heard: 
 
No, if Knox lived among us in the Sixties 
he’d be worth his vote, his meat and potatoes 
with the rest of us, for he earned it. 
We could grant him our equality. 
 
In this light we can see that even Ure’s most polemical work is balancing protest and 
reconciliation. From the parable-like nature of some of Ure’s poems such as ‘The Tiny 
Talent’ and outright nationalist or socialist statements made by Mitchison, what 
becomes clear is that women living through World War Two developed different 
motivations and purposes in their poetry than those of the more familiar combatant men. 
While the women’s poetry discussed here questions the status quo and calls for change, 
it is not mere protest and confrontation. Rather, it articulates new strategies and ways 
forward that are deeply informed by past experience. Feminism, through the experience 
of war, is beginning to find new ways to enter into and change the discourse of post-war 
nationalism. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Caird (1913-1992) 
 
Janet Caird, like Ure, lived through the war and only came to limited prominence as a 
poet in the 1970s and 1980s. Her poetry was written after a series of crime and detective 
novels. Most of it is contained within the lapidary collections Some Walk a Narrow 
Path (1977) and A Distant Urn (1983). While Caird does not write directly about the 
war, but her work does engage deeply with the issues that all of the women we have 
studied in this chapter have in common: the struggle to speak out and be heard, to find a 
                                                
59 Joan Ure (Betty Clark), ‘Answer on the Side Drum in 1963 to the Blast of the Trumpet in 1557, with 
less than respect’ (unpublished typescript poem, 1963), in Betty Clark archives, Special Collections, The 
University of Glasgow Library [accessed 01/2014]. 
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receptive audience and to effectively redress patriarchal society. Caird’s poems are not 
as confrontational as Ure’s, and they act in subtle ways which scrutinise existing myths, 
particularly those which cast men in negative and morally compromised lights. In her 
first collection we find traitors gendered as men, and poems addressed to Midas, David, 
Joseph and Narcissus. If we look at a tribute Caird wrote for Marion Angus, we see her 
praising Angus’s ability to rise in her poetry above the level of the topical and 
historical, suggesting a narrative that has run uninterrupted through all of these events: 
‘Her life spanned 80 years, from the middle of Victoria’s reign till after World War 
Two, but apart from a poem on Remembrance Day, nothing of the events of that 
tumultuous period is reflected in her verse’.60 Often the purpose of Caird’s poems is to 
present clearly and memorably a moral and revisionist voice in historical tableaux we 
can learn from. For instance in ‘Isaac’ we see a father encumber his son with a belief-
system and set of rites that he can hardly understand, suggesting the wartime rhetoric of 
those who wanted the youth of the land to fight in inexplicable sacrifice. Here is a 
patriarchal imposition that is difficult to support: 
 
The father laid his principles on his son’s shoulders, 
and the child bore them lightly 
to the place of decision. 
[…] 
The rite accomplished 
the gesture made, 
he strode away glowing, 
and the son stumbled after 
bearing the cost.61 
 
Similarly in ‘Joseph’ we are shown the sheer cruelty of a power-based patriarchy which 
leads to tyrannical rule: 
 
The coat, dyed the spectrum of the rainbow 
was heavy for the child, 
heavier for the halving, 
bondage for the man. 
Sloughing it meant pain; 
and Jacob wept over the shed skin, 
nor ever understood 
the sundering of the manacles of love 
that led to Egypt, 
                                                
60 Janet Caird, ‘The Poetry of Marion Angus’, in Cencrastus, No. 25 (1987), pp. 45-47 (p. 47). 
61 Janet Caird, ‘Isaac’, in Some Walk a Narrow Path (Edinburgh: The Ramsay Head Press, 1977), p. 39. 
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power, 
magnificence, 
Pharaoh’s vice-regent.62 
 
In ‘David’ neither the hero nor the death of the giant is celebrated and the poem ends 
with an image of ‘the chuckle of living water’ rising out of the silence. These poems 
serve to puncture much of the mythologised self-righteousness of men, questioning 
fables in which women are subjected. Caird seems to disengage from myths of heroism. 
In all of her poems the cost of established regimes and power-hungry patriarchy is paid 
for by children who undergo adult initiation ceremonies. In ‘Absolute Monarch’ from 
her second collection: 
 
I was presented as a child, 
bobbed an awkward curtsy, 
unnerved by his cold fingers, 
his unfocussed eye.63 
 
In ‘Experience’, Eden is a garden where the fruit remains unplucked, ‘the lawns untrod, 
/ her gain / was pain and bruising’ and women’s lives are post-lapsarian. Caird’s poems 
are historically revisionist vignettes, highlighting areas where inequality has been fixed 
between men and women. In ‘The Somme’ it is geology that makes the soil red, not 
blood. Caird realises the pain entrenched in the scene, but also acknowledges that what 
lies beneath the ‘patchwork fields’ ‘stifles speech and dislocates breath.’ Conventional 
war poetry of praise or elegy for loss on battlefields is intrinsically anathema to the type 
of poetry Caird writes because it valorises or validates those things Caird wishes to see 
superseded.64 On the surface, it may seem like Caird’s work and outlook contrasts 
strongly with the poems of battlefield immediacy and urgency of Hamish Henderson 
and Sorley MacLean, but there is perhaps a deeper affinity linking them. Both men, and 
Edwin Morgan who participated in the same theatre of war, upheld ideas of freedom 
and made possible in Scotland what Morgan has termed ‘a Scottish spring’, ‘a period of 
liberation (where) I would almost date my life from 1960 instead of 1920.’65 While the 
Scottish spring was brought about not only by an older generation, but by new creative 
innovators, it can be seen as one of the achievements of the post-war drive for 
reconstruction and redefinition in Scotland. It is a celebratory and revolutionary stage to 
                                                
62 Janet Caird, ‘Joseph’ (1977), p. 38. 
63 Janet Caird, ‘Absolute Monarch’, in A Distant Urn (Edinburgh: The Ramsay Head Press, 1983), p. 13. 
64 Janet Caird, ‘The Somme’ (1983), p. 43. 
65 Edwin Morgan (2002), unpaginated. 
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come out of wartime austerity and sacrifice as well as anti-fascist commitments, as well 
as the product of decades of post-war pushing for ideals for these poets, from 
educational change to political dialogues of independence and transnationalism. This 
process did not happen meteorically, but was a form of ‘gradualism’ that enabled 
Dorothy McMillan to claim, in 1997, that ‘Scottish women’s poetry is probably having 
a better time now than it has ever had, assisted perhaps by important Scottish women of 
letters, like Tessa Ransford […] and Joy Hendry’.66 Caird, too, belongs to this period of 
liberation but the subtlety of her technique contrasts with that of Liz Lochhead, who 
was also beginning to be published at exactly the same time Caird’s collections 
appeared. 
Given that Caird’s poetry was written in her later life, she is effectively one of 
the last creatively active women poets of the war generation, and her work comes not 
from the hopeful or optimistic stance of Mitchison but from a post-war Scotland where 
a better world has not been fully realised. Caird’s poems speak from a position of 
disillusionment, but her subtly subversive treatments of patriarchal myth allow us to 
hear a voice rewriting the rules. This is true of all of the Scottish women poets of World 
War Two. They give us alternative priorities. 
 
Margaret Tait (1918-1999) 
 
The Orcadian physician and film-maker Margaret Tait served in the war in the Royal 
Army Medical Corps in India, Sri Lanka and Malaya. Tait, like Janet Caird, produced 
no explicit war poetry, but the editor of her Poems, Stories and Writings (2012), Sarah 
Neely, writes that it was during the war that ‘she began focussing on her writing.’67 
Tait’s poems were written mainly throughout the 1950s and 1960s, and fluctuate 
between the symbolic and the polemic. All approach the world from the perspective of a 
marginalised figure. Tait’s poems certainly share some kinship with Joan Ure’s ‘The 
Tiny Talent’ in being witty, mordant and at times explicitly antipathetic towards 
traditionalism and gender inequality. A number of Tait’s poems first found publication 
in the periodical The Voice of Scotland, edited by Hugh MacDiarmid. MacDiarmid 
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appears to have been committed to poets, men and women, who wanted to provoke 
change, discussion or controversy with their work. Up until the appearance of Tait’s 
Poems, Stories and Writings she was mainly known as a filmmaker but MacDiarmid 
was committed to publishing Tait as an important poet. In ‘A Fire’ we see again the 
ironic use of the diminutive, ‘tiny’, or here, ‘tiniest’: 
 
The tiniest twigs will nearly always light, 
Even if they’re wet, 
And then, when they’re going properly 
Add the slightly bigger ones. 
[…] 
Tending a fire 
As a full time occupation 
Is a feminine contentment 
[…] 
I build a little flame 
And keep it there, feed it, keep it going 
To warm you all by and feed you and cheer you by 
And cheer myself too, 
Cheer the deepest comfortless dark in my own self.68 
 
The rhetorical resonance here is complex and multi-layered. Firstly, Tait is subverting 
an act that is thought of as an almost atavistically male rite, the gathering of wood and 
making of fires. Tait melds this idea with the preconceived notion of a woman as a 
domestic and maternal figure who must feed and comfort her family. Both of these 
notions are tacitly refuted, and the flame then becomes something much more 
existential and sociological. It becomes the talent or poetic flame of the poet, and shows 
how poems that work on the level of the symbolic can be disrupted by women poets in 
this way, a slow introduction of bigger sticks, bigger ideas, until the blaze is there for all 
to see. ‘Bushels’ is much more fiery and polemical: 
 
Women under bushels, 
Extinguished lights, 
Women poets 
- Poetesses - 
You never had a chance, had you? 
 
 
They either dressed you in blue stockings 
Or put you in the kitchen. 
You could be gracious  
                                                
68 Margaret Tait, ‘A Fire’ (2012), pp. 39-40 (p. 39). 
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Or gossipy 
Or good cooks, 
‘Motherly’ 
or, if not that, then ‘manly’, they insisted, 
never strong, never that, 
never women, poetesses, 
beings and doers in your own right.69 
 
This poem rejects the male-designated terminology used to encapsulate and diminish 
the efforts and achievements of women. ‘Mary, Queen of Scots’ also presents an image 
of an intellectual woman being stifled by the confines of her society: 
 
So Mary was supposed to squash herself 
Into the man-made corsets 
Of staid deportment, 
Seemly deference to her statesmen 
And ear-drum-shattering demands that she change her church 
IMMEDIATELY. 
Mary was young. 
She imagined life was for enjoying. 
She imagined that sensible people would listen to her. 
But she was wrong.70 
 
We have seen that there has existed in Scotland a hidden stream of poetry by women. 
Tait is in deep accord with women poets who lived through the war. All the poets 
discussed in this chapter felt and wrote about the need to be heard and understood, the 
desire to change society, to redress gender inequality and to drive for egalitarian 
relations between the sexes. Tait’s approach aims to openly challenge the reader by 
taking on historical figures and writers of great stature, such as this irreverent address to 
D. H. Lawrence in ‘Secrets’: 
 
Ah yes, Mr. Lawrence, you are wrong. 
I have to tell you you are wrong, 
And I can say so 
Because you are wrong 
- Not about the pomegranates, though, 
About the figs, - 
Wrong about women and their secret, 
Because the time of women is at hand 
And the good will come of the secret not being secret anymore.71 
 
                                                
69 Margaret Tait, ‘Bushels’ (2012), p. 80. 
70 Margaret Tait, ‘Mary, Queen of Scots’ (2012), p. 81. 
71 Margaret Tait, ‘Secrets’ (2012), p. 82. 
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‘Secrets’ is a riposte to D. H. Lawrence’s sensuous but questionable ‘Figs’ where the 
male speaker compares the fig with female genitalia: 
 
 The fig is a very secretive fruit. 
As you see it standing growing, you feel at once it is symbolic: 
And it seems male. 
But when you come to know it better, you agree with the Romans, it is female. 
 
The Italians vulgarly say, it stands for the female part; the fig-fruit: 
The fissure, the yoni, 
The wonderful moist conductivity towards the centre. 
 
Lawrence’s speaker then uses this extended metaphor as a springboard to draw wider 
parallels between the seemly way of eating figs in polite society and the way women 
should behave, with a sense of decorum and secrecy: 
 
The was a flower that flowered inward, womb-ward; 
Now there is a fruit like a ripe womb. 
 
It was always a secret. 
That’s how it should be, the female should always be secret. 
 
 
The description of the physical appearance of the fruit becomes a male-projected image 
of womanly ‘secrecy’ or silent introversion, and a sense of inevitability dictates the 
time-span of its life, after which it becomes rotten: 
 
The year is fallen over-ripe, 
The year of our women. 
The year of our women is fallen over-ripe. 
The secret is lid bare. 
And rottenness soon sets in. 
The year of our women is fallen over-ripe.72 
 
Set against this poem, Tait’s ‘Secrets’ combines wit and indignation at Lawrence’s 
almost dictatorial pontifications about who women are, what they should do and the 
limits of their capacity. Tait here is calling for an opening up of the secrecy of poetry 
and art by women. In her 1950 poem ‘One is One’, Tait begins by writing about self-
determination and individualism, ‘then sing your song without me: I shall sing / 
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alone.’73 However, this development, of being able to stand up alone and be heard 
without all of the previous structures of male-imposed society, only represents a half 
victory. The ‘claim of right’ of poetry by women was still being made alongside social 
claims of right for good housing, education and health-care, social ideals fought for 
explicitly and implicitly by many poets, men and women, during and after World War 
Two. This is why Tait ends her poem with a vision of the shared purpose of both men 
and women:  
 
The world may laugh in answer to our prose 
Or weep for our sadness sung, as well it may; 
Yet there remains the individual cadence 
Which those who know us follow like a pulse. 
For you my words have ultimate transparence, 
As I in your rhythm feel my own impulse. 
Dear, you must know I chiefly sing for you 
In a common language specialised for two. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Douglas Dunn, Douglas Gifford and Dorothy McMillan agree that earlier in the 
twentieth century, women poets in Scotland were ‘prominent’.74 But the process of the 
Scottish Literary Renaissance, a largely ‘male-generated and male fixated’ 
phenomenon, initially overlooked the work of women, until the Scottish spring of the 
1960s, in which many of the poets in this thesis played a part, placed greater value on 
the poetry of women.75 To say that all Scottish women poets of the twentieth century 
were part of a ‘smooth story of sisterhood and continuity’ would be simplistic and risk 
‘papering over the cracks, the ideological or aesthetic fissures between women 
writers’.76 That said, by the end of World War Two and the beginning of the second 
wave of the Scottish Literary Renaissance, the poets in this thesis began to influence 
and change the poetic climate of the country, helping in many ways to ready the land for 
a revolution, in the 1960s and 1970s, in ‘Scottish women’s poetry, the fruits of which 
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we are still enjoying’.77 Previously, the neglect of Scottish women writers moved poets 
like Helen Cruickshank to connect their social and poetic lives to support each other to 
try and achieve ‘professional autonomy’.78 Simon Featherstone’s claim that it is not 
enough to simply scrutinise the poetry written by women during the war for poems that 
conform to masculine or preconceived notions of war poetry rings true. It is also true 
that much of the work explored in this chapter was not written during the war and does 
not explicitly mention the war, but we cannot allow silence to stand for these women 
during that time when they were, in the case of Mitchison running a Highland estate and 
farm and looking after a family, or raising a daughter single-handedly and aspiring to 
become a playwright in the case of Joan Ure. In the work of every poet looked at in this 
thesis, there has been a deep commitment to social reconstruction and political reform, 
ideals that made the defeat of fascism imperative, and in the case of the poets looked at 
here, they began to argue for or enact these changes after the war, but their struggle, like 
that of their male contemporaries, belongs to the war nonetheless. In terms of the 
historical story, forms of address, the lyrical voice and the epic effort to bring about 
social change, the possibilities of what poetry can do are reconfigured in the work we 
have considered in this chapter. 
We have looked at only a fraction of this work, but on the basis of this alone, 
during and after World War Two, ‘the time of women’ was at hand. However, Naomi 
Mitchison claimed in later life that the socialist and feminist ideals she had hoped for 
had not become a reality for Scotland. This is cautionary, for she remained positive for a 
‘new wave’, and defiantly hoped for a time when only good would come of poetry by 
women from this period ‘not being secret anymore.’ Mitchison’s feminist and literary 
hopes were realised to a certain extent two generations later in the women poets who 
rose to prominence in the 1970s through to the present day with poets such as Claire 
Askew (b. 1986). Their work continues to extend the range, in both sympathy and 
challenge, interrogation and exploration. Germaine Greer, in Slip-shod Sibyls: 
Recognition, Rejection and the Woman Poet, argues that twentieth century poetry is for 
women full of ‘terrible precedents’ where creative women not only destroyed 
themselves ‘but are valued for poetry that documents that process’.79 While poets such 
as Joan Ure dramatise being pushed to these limits, all of the poets in this chapter were 
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dedicated to post-war construction over destruction of the self. The priorities and 
provenance of poetry by women and men have reached a new context in the twenty-
first-century, all the more reason now to see how much struggle was engaged in to make 
that happen. In this light, war poetry is not what we have narrowly assumed it to be. 
Considering the work of these women poets, it is part of the re-writing of conventions 
which helps revise and rejuvenate the discourse of creative, public and private identity 
in post-War Scotland. Far from the aesthetic expectations of a war poetry of elegy and 
mourning, or ‘witness’ and ‘outrage’, these women were every bit as involved in 
questions of post-war Scottish identity, possibility and legislation as their male 
contemporaries. War had offered them only the semblance of social change, and as a 
result their post-war work had to push to challenge and change their society, or in the 
words of Joan Ure, to call for ‘freedom to be heard’.  
 213 
Chapter Eight 
Hugh MacDiarmid and Edwin Muir 
 
Both Hugh MacDiarmid (1892-1978) and Edwin Muir (1888-1959) believed, to 
different degrees, in a form of cultural revolution in society based on a return, as Scott 
Lyall has written, to ‘the dynamic diversity and internationalism’ of ‘pre-Union 
traditions’ in Scotland. In Muir’s work this can be seen as a yearning for a pre, or even 
post, industrial world and in MacDiarmid’s it is the intellectual fight against ‘a capitalist 
society that ceaselessly creates the conditions for war and limits the educational 
opportunities of those who will fight and be killed in them as so much cannon-fodder’.1 
In this light, both older poets, were beacon-carriers of certain ideals from the peaceful 
and spiritual to the practical and political and both wrote work during the war that can 
be seen as contributing to a sense of post-war intellectual legislation based on poetries 
of ‘possibility’. MacDiarmid himself paid close attention to the younger generations of 
writers in Scotland, particularly the poets in this thesis, as he believed that ‘the younger 
generation should be a sign of the retention of integrity but also the healing of harms’.2 
Carla Sassi, in discussing Alexander Scott’s extended 1972 essay The MacDiarmid 
Makars, writes that many of these younger war-generation poets, like Scott, viewed the 
Scottish Renaissance ‘as centred on a single, charismatic figure, rather than as the 
polyphonic movement that it was in reality’.3 The truth is that all of these figures, 
whether they revered or reviled MacDiarmid, contributed to a belief in a better, 
polyphonic society that is entirely congruent with MacDiarmid’s own notions of the 
values of the periphery, the archipelago, the local and the global – that there are many 
Scotlands which make us aware of ‘the dangers of ideological closure’ and that these 
figures are all part of a big tidal movement towards a freer, fairer and more culturally 
enriching post-war Scotland.4  
In writing about MacDiarmid’s letters, Alan Riach argues that in periods of 
breakdowns in political regimes, the job of the poet for MacDiarmid was one of the 
most serious roles in society, that ‘the unacknowledged legislators have far greater 
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constituencies than the acknowledged’.5 The post-war possibilities that MacDiarmid 
seized upon and expounded were ‘the cultural questions, the language and literary 
questions that [will be] the decisive factor in the national regeneration’ after the war.6 
For Scott Lyall, MacDiarmid’s aim by ‘rebelling against established institutions and 
received ideas of all kinds’7 was to achieve a ‘new cultural topography’ in Scotland.8 
However, warfare, in particular ‘international conflict’, was for MacDiarmid the 
ultimate expression of imperialism with very little distinction made between the forces 
fighting and the regimes they represented. This has led to a slightly more ambiguous 
stance to fascism than other poets in this thesis in the sense that MacDiarmid challenged 
any force that inhibited his cause of ‘Scottish self-determination’.9 We must also 
remember that at the time of the war, the ‘cultural renewal’ MacDiarmid was fighting 
for was swept up in the general ‘concern of the economic condition of the country and 
the threat posed by political developments on the continent of Europe, despite an 
increased attention and pressure being placed on young combatant poets.10 For 
MacDiarmid after the war, ‘the real literature of the war’ was not that which used the 
subject of the war itself, but rather a literature that attacked ‘the mechanisms of 
civilisation that generate war’. In this light MacDiarmid was committed in a very real 
and legislative sense to creating a post-war, post-imperial/ colonial state in Scotland. 
 Although not as combatively phrased or pursued as MacDiarmid, Edwin Muir’s 
peaceful vision, as a modernist of the same generation as MacDiarmid, was centred 
around the ‘essential meaning of modernism […] that life is potential, its beauty 
withheld by mistaken social and spiritual assumptions’.11 MacDiarmid and Muir were 
men in their late forties and early fifties by the time World War Two began. Both 
belonged to an earlier generation that had direct experience of World War One, Muir as 
a civilian worker in a bone processing factory and MacDiarmid as a sergeant in the 
R.A.M.C in Salonika. Both men also lived to see the aftermath of World War Two and 
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the looming Cold War, which became a focal subject in Muir’s work as well as an 
implicit context for MacDiarmid’s later work.  
Muir’s poetry dealing with the war is nuanced, theoretical, symbolic and 
reflective whereas MacDiarmid’s poetry is directly polemical, incendiary and shocking. 
Both, however, prompt fundamental questions about the ways in which wars are waged, 
countries are governed and the working class is oppressed, abused or manipulated by 
the language of the state. So, both men are open to the main issues of the era in their 
work and both consider questions of value, the worth of poetry in the context of war and 
the value of creative and political struggle. How can such work, which on the one hand 
promotes peace and on the other, in the case of MacDiarmid, promotes extreme political 
ideologies such as post-war Stalinism which all of the other poets in this thesis 
renounced, point towards a better and more pluralist post-War world? While it could be 
argued that MacDiarmid was only ever interested in supporting extreme views that he 
would often recant when they received wider support or public knowledge, such as his 
early engagements with Fascism, his Stalinism strongly belongs to his ‘tendency to push 
toward the extreme in order to extend human consciousness’ and was not intended to be 
embraced by others.12 Scott Lyall has written that MacDiarmid was intrinsically a 
‘cultural worker’ whose primary interest was in ‘the evolution of humanity’ and it is in 
this context, of sincere meliorism, that we must see MacDiarmid’s more extreme and 
attention-seeking stances.13 
The poems considered in this chapter are among MacDiarmid’s most 
contentious works, selected, edited and published for the first time in 2003 as The 
Revolutionary Art of the Future. They would not have been easily available to scholars 
before then and, despite a brief journalistic cause-celebré surrounding their publication, 
have been under-explored and arguably misinterpreted since, with the exception of Scott 
Lyall’s Hugh MacDiarmid’s Poetry and Politics of Place (2006). On the surface some 
of these poems appear indefensible, such as the provocatively titled ‘On the Imminent 
Destruction of London, June 1940’ and yet these small, explosive poems are so layered 
and complex, it would be facile to take them at face value. It is paradoxical to note that 
at a time when MacDiarmid was calling for ‘giantism in the arts’,14 and producing an 
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epic, ever-expanding poem, he was also returning to his roots by writing in note-book 
form topical poetry of reportage on the themes of imperialism, tyranny and freedom. 
Bob Purdie reminds us that MacDiarmid’s urge to ‘revolt’ in his poetry was always 
done ‘in the name of a future Scotland’, which for MacDiarmid would have represented 
a Scotland where the arts played a great, and more political role in questions of 
nationalism, its governance and the goal of its independence – a fairer, Republican and 
classless society where the general public sought to better itself through education and 
intellectual activity.15 In this light, MacDiarmid needed to write belligerent verse, 
drawing on facts, figures and newspaper reports, to project his anti-war, progressive 
stance. Muir’s response to the war and its aftermath was much less clearly forward-
looking, more haunted by the past, and much less direct in its statements or 
pronouncements, working instead through coded myths and fables, applied to modern 
society. In Muir’s resignation or reluctant fatalism, humanity reiterates or relives 
ancient martial mistakes. 
It is worth noting that both poets had a similarly hard, financially precarious 
time during World War Two. Muir worked in a rationing office in Dundee and in the 
Home Guard where he nearly suffered a heart attack carrying sandbags.16 MacDiarmid 
was forced to leave his family on Whalsay when he was conscripted into hard labour in 
a munitions factory and on ships on the Clyde when the ‘meshes of National Service’ 
closed over him.17 However, the artistic status of the two poets was increasingly 
different. Mid-way through the war, Harvey Wood invited Muir to work as a 
teacher/lecturer in Edinburgh and the enhanced life-style and value shown to his work 
enabled Muir to write many of the poems that would make his name as a poet, 
beginning with the collection The Narrow Place in 1943. By this point Muir was an 
admired European man of letters with the security of Faber and Faber as his publishing 
house and T. S. Eliot as his friend, editor and supporter. On the other hand, MacDiarmid 
found it harder to find good publishing houses for his work during the 1940s. T. S. Eliot 
followed his career from a distance, publishing extracts of his work in The Criterion but 
also arguably delaying the publication of In Memoriam James Joyce by a number of 
years by sitting on it at Faber and Faber. When the Nazi occupation of Paris took place 
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in 1942, it put an end to the planned publication of Mature Art by the Obelisk Press. 
MacDiarmid found himself publishing little and that which was published was locally 
produced, via William MacLellan and the Caledonian Press.  
While Muir was beginning to find new ways of expressing his vision to an 
international readership, MacDiarmid was arguably coming to the end of his creative 
life, in the sense that most of his work had been written. However, the short, largely 
unpublished note-book poems were one of his last sustained poetic efforts and show a 
man still vigorously opposed to imperialism. Both men look beyond World War Two 
and continue writing, in the case of Muir, compellingly about the immediacy of the 
Cold War and, in the case of MacDiarmid, sporadically up to Vietnam. It could be said 
that Muir’s power as a poet is only beginning to open up fully after a long 
‘apprenticeship’18 as MacDiarmid’s is drawing to a close, but the arc of MacDiarmid’s 
creative career opens out in a much more provocative way post-War, whereas the tone 
of Muir’s poetry of the Cold War is often that of a lament. However, both men have a 
long view of society, MacDiarmid believing in a goal that could not be realised in his 
own lifetime and Muir, arguably, speaking out and dying without even the consolation 
of such commitment.  
 
Hugh MacDiarmid 
 
MacDiarmid was conscripted into the industrial side of the war effort, working long, 
tiring and dangerous days in the Copper Shell-Band Section of Mechan’s Engineering 
Company where he was to be seriously injured in an industrial accident. He was then 
transferred to the Merchant Service where he worked on and off Allied fleet-ships in 
Greenock as a postal officer.19 This cannot have allowed him the time to carry on with 
the epic, visionary poem he had begun during his time on Whalsay and which he would 
be revising and publishing well into his old age. The shorter poems he wrote at this 
time, however, carry the same sense of responsibility, social and socialist commitment 
and progressive scope as the longer poems such as In Memoriam James Joyce (1955). 
These shorter poems can perhaps be seen as part of an interrupted narrative, a long, 
pluralist and polyphonic poem of World War Two in fragments, reflecting the 
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disruption of the war. Attention should be drawn away from the first person singular 
speaker as MacDiarmid himself. Beyond the undeniable violence of expression in these 
poems is an underlying pulse of profound ‘anti-war feeling’20 and a recurrent sense of 
the ‘hopefulness’ and ‘optimism’ of his ‘kulturkampf.’21 This is perhaps only coming 
into view now. For example, Seamus Heaney, in an interview with Dennis O’Driscoll 
(2009), maintained that MacDiarmid’s ‘ambitions are still the right ones’.22  
One of the most controversial of MacDiarmid’s war poems is the sensationally-
titled ‘On the Imminent Destruction of London, June 1940.’ The editors of the 
posthumous book in which this was published have drawn attention to the fact that it is 
misleading to quote phrases from these poems out of context. The received notion of 
MacDiarmid during this era has become that of an Anglophobe taking bludgeoning 
swipes at the Establishment and England from a Scottish nationalist margin. Such a 
claim suggests these poems are crude and offensive pieces of polemic, when in fact they 
are nuanced and complex. Even considering that this poem pre-dates the Blitz, the 
opening lines are designed to shake us out of any conventional attitude towards violence 
and destruction: 
 
Now when London is threatened  
With devastation from the air 
I realise, horror atrophying in me, 
That I hardly care.23 
 
On the surface this seems blunt and bellicose, but already there is much going on here. 
The moment of ‘horror’ connects this poem to a canon of poems that treat London as a 
place of spiritual despair, physical disease and suffering, such as William Blake’s 
‘London.’24 The speaker is saying that his sense of horror is beginning to wane, not that 
he is totally without a capacity of experiencing horror. The numbing to a continual 
onslaught of horror is well-known to happen in times of intense fighting or conflict. The 
following stanzas operate as a thought-process, rationalising why London above all 
places should be bombed. Our primary reaction of shock needs to be countered by 
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sensitivity, as if MacDiarmid was deliberately testing our capacity for reason and 
sensitive apprehension, in the face of the attack, not only of what is depicted but his 
own reported attitude to it: 
 
For if any place as is inevitable 
Must in this way be burst asunder, burned, and lost 
It may as well be London as any 
Nay, London far better than most. 
 
Other places may be blasted to bits 
And it simply does not matter. 
But London, London, what countless shackles  
Must with its shattering shatter. 
 
This poem is trying to persuade us of MacDiarmid’s metropolitan fears, of London 
representing the stronghold of English imperialism and the need for a post-colonial 
society where power is decentred to nations such as Scotland, but it is not calling for 
war or bombing, nor is it revelling in bloodshed or destruction. Conversely it appears to 
be a call against war. It seems to be saying that unless the great cities of imperialism are 
destroyed, war will continue. MacDiarmid’s ‘amanuensis’ on Whalsay, Henry Grant 
Taylor, captures the humanist dilemma that he faced by both being exhilarated by the 
impending collapse of imperialism and empire and horrified by an awareness of the 
deaths of innocent people – ‘when the Blitzkrieg started the poet was rather delighted 
[…] he thought the old order was being smashed up’, however this was quickly offset 
by his fear that ‘the war can only make for a bestial submergence an perhaps final 
dissolution of all decent values’.25 MacDiarmid saw the imperial empires of the world 
as being based on an excessive wealth that generated excessive violence, with their 
destruction being the means by which people may be liberated from oppression. Peter 
McCarey has written that in the case of both World War One and Two, MacDiarmid 
believed that there was a choice to be made between ‘status quo or the apocalypse […] 
Hugh MacDiarmid, of course […] plumped for the apocalypse.’26 
In the bombing of London, MacDiarmid foresees two oppressive regimes 
exhausting themselves but he does not want to see London reduced to rubble, he wants 
to shock people into an awareness of the possibility of it happening if affairs continue 
unchanged. While it is well-documented that MacDiarmid enjoyed the artistic and 
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bohemian company and pub-life in London pre-War,27 he views it here as the capital of 
an empire which has marginalised and persecuted Scotland and the rest of the world. 
There are many occasions in MacDiarmid’s letters particularly where he expresses, 
alongside Sorley MacLean’s opposition to fascism, an equal or even greater resistance 
to the British bourgeoisie: 
 
I note what you say about the War but do not agree although the Germans are 
appalling enough and in a short-time view more murderously destructive, they 
cannot win – but the French and British bourgeoisie can, and is a far greater 
enemy. If the Germans win they could not hold their gain long – but if the 
French and the English bourgeoisie win it will be infinitely more difficult to get 
rid of them later.28 
 
This prompted the critic Gavin Bowd to state that MacDiarmid’s ‘anti-Englishness and 
anti-Imperialism’ led ‘to a downplaying, if not downright denial, of the threat 
emanating from Berlin.’29 However, such a claim is problematic. Douglas Dunn 
suggested that MacDiarmid looks like ‘an armchair fuehrer’30 and Neal Asherson’s 
stance is that he was ‘a racist […] it is perfectly clear that he thought that heredity could 
determine national culture’, but we must look again at MacDiarmid’s own words, and 
more recent criticism.31 Despite intemperate pronouncements by MacDiarmid himself, 
Bob Purdie finds that MacDiarmid ‘subtly distanced himself from this blood and soil 
rhetoric’ of other Scottish nationalists such as Lewis Spence and felt that under war 
conditions ‘racial antipathies had flared up from time to time’ but he remained ‘as open 
to the English as any other friends.’32 Behind MacDiarmid’s pose of ‘Anglophobia’ lies 
a much more reasoned and considered stance of resistance to the super-structures of 
governments, the military, and economic power. MacDiarmid’s war is not based on 
race, but on systems and structures of government. He was willing to risk, as he wrote 
in a letter to Ronald Muirhead in 1928, becoming an unpopular fighter, if that meant 
being an enemy of accepted things.33 Against accusations of narrow and isolationist 
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nationalism, MacDiarmid, writing under the pseudonym Arthur Leslie, wrote that he 
believed that while he concentrated on ‘his own immediate neighbourhood’, his 
‘comrades’ in other nations would do likewise and produce an era of ‘integrated 
communism.’34  
One of MacDiarmid’s later poems, dating from 1966, shows us that he was not 
blind to global humanitarian crisis, and intended to shock people out of mere sorrow 
and into indignation and action: 
 
The disaster that befell  
The children of Aberfan 
Is nothing compared with Viet-Nam’s 
Where there’s an Aberfan every day 
Is that nothing to you, 
All people who could stop 
This insensate and bestial war 
In a moment if with one voice 
You condemned its perpetrators?35 
 
MacDiarmid uses the local here as a means of shocking us out of narrow-mindedness or 
cultural myopia. His poems about World War Two, written largely before the Blitz and 
before a global awareness of the Holocaust, are rhetorical attempts to make us aware of 
the neglected local and wasted potential in the midst of global conflict. The violence 
advocated in these poems is rhetorical hyperbole, intended to jolt us out of simple 
political dichotomies and abstracted binaries of good and evil. MacDiarmid was 
committed to ending the British Empire, and addressing the needs of the people. The 
crucial difference between the disaster in Aberfan and Vietnam in MacDiarmid’s eyes is 
that, while innocent and ordinary people suffer in both, the latter was a direct result of 
military aggression and political imperialism.  
Throughout his poetry from ‘The Eemis Stane’ onwards, MacDiarmid returned 
to the image of the war memorial or the gravestone. We see the grave or memorial as 
the focal point in poems such as ‘The Skeleton of the Future’, ‘Five Minutes Silence’, 
‘At My Father’s Grave’, ‘At the Grave of William Livingston’ as well as ‘At the 
Cenotaph’ and ‘The War Memorial’. MacDiarmid’s repeated message has been not to 
waste time, money and energy on the dead, or to repeat the mistakes of the dead, but to 
unlock the potential of the living:  
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We knew them – queer that side by side in the ranks 
The immortal heroes alone should all have been slain 
And only the worthless, the unemployables, the scum 
Like us spared to come home again. 
 
Spared to come home and appreciate to the full 
The services our fallen comrades gave. 
A country fit for heroes to live in. Certainly 
It takes a lot less courage to lie in the grave.36 
 
Written from the perspective of the poet’s own wartime hardship, the speaker is not 
repudiating the heroism of the fallen or undermining their humanity. Joan Littlewood’s 
1941 remark to MacDiarmid in a letter that ‘others are singing “Roll out the Barrel” in 
air-raid shelters, saying that now is not the time for propaganda – we feel such 
behaviour is insulting’37 implies that for all of the shock and visceral emotion, of what 
David Goldie calls MacDiarmid’s ‘splenetic’ wartime anger, these poems are radically 
different from the vaudevillian sing-song and ‘keep calm and carry on’ government 
propaganda.38 They could be taken as misanthropic or anti-democratic, yet MacDiarmid 
might defend his anti-democratic stance as being against those ‘pre-conditioned by mass 
media’ and ‘subject to hidden persuaders’.39 In fact, these poems dramatise the poet’s 
frustration with ‘ordinary lives’ precisely because he ‘wants no life to be ordinary’, the 
‘objective is to change human nature’ for the better.40 Hamish Henderson has described 
MacDiarmid’s war poems as the actions of a social surgeon cutting away ‘the rotten 
flesh of contemporary society’ with his ‘draconian surgery.’41 In Lucky Poet, 
MacDiarmid stated that his task during the war was to ‘dream of creating a poetry 
which will operate on mankind’ and in this light we can turn once more to ‘On the 
Imminent Bombing of London’ and read the line ‘London is like a foul disease’ as not 
an attack on ordinary people at all, not an attack on human life, but a diagnostic and 
utopian war-cry against dogma and imperialist ideology and how this is represented in 
the industrial and post-industrial phenomenon of ‘the city’.42 
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Another poem which attacks the convention of commemorating the war dead is 
‘Five Minutes Silence.’ Here, MacDiarmid uses this time to argue what this solemn 
silence really represents. Alan Massie has written that at the heart of MacDiarmid’s 
fiercest polemics and poetry of resistance are ideas of love and affirmation, that these 
poems are acts of ‘passionate protectiveness, at times quasi-paternal.’43 This poem 
closes with MacDiarmid thinking about those who have died and those who have 
returned from World War Two, but he casts his mind back to his own military 
experience: 
 
And I remember how I too 
A quarter of a century ago 
Became one man in a similar horde 
Not because I was valiant and brave 
And full of faith in my action 
But carelessly, helplessly until I hoped to be killed 
In order that I would no longer  
Have to suffer the intolerable sense 
Of shame for being a man, 
One billionth part of what was called  
‘The Civilised West.’44 
 
The speaker is a survivor who bears the guilt of survival, in a complex anger at the 
society that engendered the war itself. Alan Bold is correct to say that at the heart of 
MacDiarmid’s most politically uncompromising poems lies the urge to be at war ‘with 
misery’ and the political super-structures and regimes that make and prolong human 
suffering.45 MacDiarmid despairs of the fact that the ‘Civilised West’ has been at war 
since before any living memory, but the poem is not purely fatalistic, but rather acts to 
stir the reader out of mere acceptance of the world covered ‘in marching men.’ The 
speaker seems to be addressing a new generation, in what might indeed be described as 
a ‘quasi-paternal’ way, to move them to reject old political and martial systems of 
governance.  
However, even if MacDiarmid is aiming his ire at the British Empire, the 
problem remains of the much greater threat of fascism. In a letter to Sorley MacLean, 
quoted earlier in this chapter, he wrote that he thought fascism with or without war 
could not last, that it possessed too much of a death-drive to sustain itself for long. This 
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idea is neatly distilled in the lines that describe Hitler as the kind of man who ‘would 
chop up a Stradivarius violin / To grill a steak.’46 Fascism is referred to in various ways 
throughout MacDiarmid’s work, from the fleeting advocacy of nascent Italian fascism 
in the early 1920s when it was a new force that challenged conservative politics, 
through his treatment of it as a disease in his poems of the 1930s, such as ‘Ex-Parte 
Statement on the Topic of Cancer’. However, there is a grey area in MacDiarmid’s late 
1920s / early 1930s use of certain fascist terminology and concepts, much like the use 
made of such terms as ‘Gestapo’ and ‘Quisling’ by Douglas Young during World War 
Two. In the early 1930s, MacDiarmid wrote that the extremist Scottish nationalist 
society to which he belonged, ‘Clann Albain’, essentially ‘resembles the Fascist 
movement’ and in a review of Wyndham Lewis’s Hitler, in The Modern Scot in 1931, 
he argues for Scottish nationalism to adopt the concept of ‘blutsegefühl [blood-feeling]’ 
because he wishes to see an end to ‘class-consciousness’ and replace it with ‘race-
consciousness’ like ‘Hitler’s Nazis’ have done.47  
It is upon such seemingly incriminating statements that Neil Oliver and Gavin 
Bowd base their misleading claims that MacDiarmid was not only a fascist, but a Nazi 
sympathiser, if not overt supporter.  In Oliver’s 2009 A History of Scotland he not only 
engages in roundly judgemental and at times ad hominem writing about MacDiarmid as 
a ‘wild-haired, chauvinist English-hater’ but also claims that his early 1920s call for 
fascism in Scotland ‘cast such a dark and disproportionately large shadow’ over the 
Scottish nationalist cause.48 Oliver neglects the proper historical context of Italian 
fascism of the early 1920s, that it ‘puts MacDiarmid in the company of the majority of 
writers of the period’.49 Such writing by Oliver is very much in the register of the sort of 
‘phobia’ he accuses MacDiarmid of, and this type of middle-market tabloid writing has 
no place in modern, contextualised historical discussions about Scotland. Against such 
claims of Nazism we could quote the title the first proposed publication of the ‘Hugh 
MacDiarmid Book Club’ in the mid-1930s: Scotland and the Question of a Popular 
Front against Fascism and War50 or MacDiarmid’s own claim that he was ‘absolutely 
anti-fascist [and] anti-imperialist’.51 What seems to appear from these contradictory 
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statements is that MacDiarmid’s politics was always in a state of flux and revision and 
his pronouncements after the mid-1930s were always vehemently anti-fascist, as if to 
atone for engaging with literature that had formed the basis of one of the most brutal 
regimes in human history. Scott Lyall writes that from the mid-1930s onwards 
‘MacDiarmid’s communism hardened […] in opposition to the rise of European 
fascism’52 and Owen Dudley Edwards surely has the right of it when he observes that 
MacDiarmid’s real target was always Scotland and within this his political credos often 
changed.53 Indeed, when it comes to discussions of MacDiarmid’s ideology it is Bob 
Purdie who notes, a ‘great deal more historical context is necessary’ before making such 
flimsy and sweeping claims.54 While it is beyond question that MacDiarmid espoused 
certain fascist tenets in the early 1920s through to the early 1930s, he quickly turned 
against fascism when he discovered more about it in practice in Germany. Many of 
MacDiarmid’s political beliefs, both positive and misguided originate from his ‘desire 
for a better way of living […] the given world was never to be merely accepted and 
used, but celebrated and criticised, built upon or demolished’.55 
 By the time MacDiarmid was writing these war poems, the threat of fascism was 
well established and he believed that it was already in its terminal stages. He therefore 
either satirises it generally, or else makes it a means to attack the English establishment. 
A good example of the former is ‘While Goering Slept’, a squib where two caterpillars 
challenge themselves to be the first to crawl the length of a sleeping Goering’s mouth: 
 
Thrice they went, and the same worm won 
Though the other failed to see it run. 
Then, ‘Tell me how you do it, pray?’ 
‘It’s easy,’ the winner replied, ‘By heck! 
You go the whole length of the lips. I take 
The short cut round the back of the neck.’56 
 
Although this seems no more than a squib, it makes a large claim that Nazism is 
essentially based on loud-mouths and hot-air and its radicalism comes from the fact that 
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the poet is not moved into righteous indignation, but irreverence, suggesting that such a 
regime is beneath his contempt. This is precisely the same attitude Brecht was adopting 
in his drama of the era, and can also be seen in evidence in Charlie Chaplin’s 1940 film 
The Great Dictator. David Craig has compared the war work of Brecht with 
MacDiarmid and found that both use humour and satire in similar ways. The principle 
here is that in times of oppressive earnestness, the most effective weapon is laughter. 
For Brecht, as a communist writer, the political context was opposition to ‘the most 
savage of all reactionary antagonists – German fascism.’ 57 MacDiarmid’s work, by 
contrast, was, according to Craig, allowed to ‘splairge all over the place in the un-
urgent, fumbling, amateurish milieu of Scottish nationalism.’ Yet it is surely wrong to 
say that MacDiarmid’s work lacked focus or consistency. Against accusations of 
inconsistency we could turn to Edwin Morgan’s point that ‘I don’t think he, so much as 
life itself, was being inconsistent.’58 Indeed, in these war poems, MacDiarmid attacks 
people he thinks inconsistent, such as the clergymen of the Church of England who 
preach peace while owning ‘armament shares’: 
 
Who speaks of sacrilege in England’s shrine 
Where boys are taught sweet Christmas carols to sing 
And next forced on to human butchering 
And all war’s horrors by the same suave swine? 
Con men, gangsters, corrupters of youth, condign 
Must be the punishment of those who bring  
Successive generations to the bloody bull-ring 
Blandly in the name of the dud-Divine.59 
 
Similarly in ‘Surely It Were Better’, the speaker brings into question the binary 
oppositions of right and wrong in wartime conditions. Given that the war would end 
with the Atom bomb, this poem seems eerily prescient. The point is to shock the reader 
into horrific fresh perception: 
 
Surely it were better to perish at their hands 
Than beat them by outdoing their atrocities 
Destroying helpless civilians, women, and children 
While mouthing still all our old hypocrisies.60 
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This poem is fundamentally endorsing the worth and sanctity of human life, as opposed 
to approving of mass murder and bombing. In ‘Ballad of Aun, King of Sweden’, 
MacDiarmid shows how particular systems of power send their children out to die just 
to extend their reigns:  
 
 Nine sons in succession was the grim 
 Record of Aun, till the people rose and slew him. 
 
 But when will the people rise and slay 
The ubiquitous Aun of State Murder to-day? 
 
Both poems explicitly oppose the drive to go to war in the first place. An important 
touchstone that shows the consistency of MacDiarmid’s views is his 1972 pamphlet A 
Political Speech where he clearly states his ‘auld enemy’ is ‘English Imperialism’ and 
not the English people and that ‘no one in his senses wants warfare, but if we are 
determined to be absolutely independent, it may be, and almost certainly will be forced 
upon us.’61 This pronouncement is meticulously worded, and is not the act of an 
intemperately hot-headed ‘armchair Fuehrer.’ As Alan Riach reminds us, while 
MacDiarmid had his followers, he was not a ‘kind of authoritarian figure’ who had ‘rule 
over a whole cultural scene’ and his years on Whalsay show how vulnerable and 
helpless he was, at that time.62 His aggression stems from idealism and his anger is 
reserved for anyone who stood between him and his comprehensive vision of people 
and society and the arts, a cause of ‘Scottish national awakening’ he saw younger 
writers taking up after the ‘forcing bed’ of war and military experience.63  
In a note to ‘The German Bombers’, MacDiarmid writes that it was occasioned 
by the ‘murderously unscrupulous attitude towards Scotland of the English 
Government.’ It is worth mentioning again that even a controversial poem such as this 
is carefully worded: the anger is addressed to centres of power, governments and things 
that synecdochally represent such systems of imperialist power. ‘The German Bombers’ 
takes place after a day in which Nazi bomber planes have flown over Edinburgh and not 
dropped a single bomb. The speaker reads into this the English establishment’s 
contempt for its neighbours: 
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Scotland might have been shattered to smithereens  
For all the English cared, or the Scots themselves dared; 
We owe our thanks to German inadvertence, 
Not English protection, that Edinburgh was spared.64 
 
When readers look beyond the blunt anti-English message, they may see that both 
fascism and imperialism are treated here as grave threats if it was not for human failure. 
The gratitude expressed is mordant. Edinburgh seems to have survived despite the 
neglect of England and due to the incompetence of Germany. Alan Riach is right to 
point out that these poems are not merely acts of ignorant racism or Anglophobia, but 
are carefully considered attacks on specific aspects of political and cultural life from a 
Scottish nationalist standpoint.65 Note in the extract below how MacDiarmid is clearly 
referring to a few, not all, of London’s inhabitants: 
 
The leprous swine in London town 
And their Anglo-Scots accomplices 
Are, as they always have been, 
Scotland’s only enemies. 
 
MacDiarmid’s life, as is well documented, was not only that of a poet and intellectual, 
but also that of a political worker, reformer and agitator. He had practical work to do in 
Scotland, from defending cottars against unreasonable hikes in their rents on Whalsay to 
running as a political candidate on a number of occasions.66 In this sense, these poems 
are as literal and immediate as journalism, coming out of the danger and exhilaration 
that MacDiarmid lived with on a daily basis. In an interview with George Bruce he 
acknowledged that people may rashly consider this cynicism, but that MacDiarmid was 
thinking in terms of improvement and regeneration. He urged people to take the ‘long 
term perspective’ and even these little, seemingly impetuous war poems do this, and are 
misread when described as merely callous or brutal.67 The long-term view, of 
commitment to regeneration, is perhaps not immediately apparent on a first reading. 
Many other poems take place in a much more mundane or domestic setting, such as 
memories of MacDiarmid’s time on Whalsay. These quieter island poems, while still 
demonstrating MacDiarmid’s radicalism, seem to act in symbolic ways that bring to 
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mind Edwin Muir’s techniques of myth and fable. For instance, in ‘A Shetland 
Cottage’, MacDiarmid uses his ascetic existence on Whalsay as a means of trying to 
strike at the heart of the matter as he sees it. The poem is about not only the search for 
shelter and stability on the island, something MacDiarmid would bring down to 
ideological and imaginative bedrock in ‘On a Raised Beach’ in the 1930s, but an 
attempt to locate the source of the global chaos surrounding the poem. MacDiarmid 
diagnoses the source of the problem as not a racist or prejudiced attack on groups of 
people, but the corrupting power of capital; it is the ‘money age’ where ‘money has 
become supreme’ 
 
That is going to make the world hell – for none of the realities 
Are capable of a rational justification. 
Every other week the papers are full of details 
Concerning the most appalling catastrophes 
Earthquakes, massacres, and God knows what. 
But no one ever mentions them. They’re forgotten instantly. 
The only things that are taken seriously are sweepstakes. 
But they relate to money. Money is the only reality left. 
There’s no need to even pay lip-service to anything else.68 
 
This poem challenges us to agree with such a fatalistic and cynical assessment of the 
world. Yet its closing lines above ring out as prescient when considering the fiscal 
exigencies of our own age. Such poems read like warning messages from a different 
era, urging us to value above all human potential, to restore in a broken and fragmented 
era a ‘bracing and zestful appetite for life’: 
 
How glorious to live! Even in one thought 
The wisdom of past times to fit together 
And from the luminous minds of many men 
Catch a reflected truth: as, in one eye, 
Light, from unnumbered worlds and farthest planets 
Of the star-crowded universe, is gathered 
Into one ray.69  
 
These poems maintain their power to generate controversy to this day. They seek out 
‘the extreme in order to extend human consciousness.’70 MacDiarmid claimed the world 
and its traditions are not to be accepted unquestioningly; we must apply the same 
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approach here. Their intention is to shock readers out of complacency and uncritical 
thinking. As we have seen, these poems do not call for war or bloodshed. At their core 
they are deeply hopeful and dedicated to peace and what that might bring. While they 
combine symbolism with information and journalism with poetry, they are clearly 
written by a poet who was aware of the facts and figures. According to Tom Scott: 
 
To scientists and philosophers we look for facts, information, truths, principles, 
ideas, wisdom: but in matters of value and priority the poet is, or ought to be, 
consulted. That he isn’t is one of the main reasons why the present mess is the 
present mess.71  
 
Tom Scott’s views articulate the role of the unacknowledged legislators of poets and the 
impact they have on the society they wish to change or improve and the obstacles they 
face. In addition, Scott’s points extend, and make more directly applicable to 
MacDiarmid’s work, Ezra Pound’s belief, expounded in the 1913 essay ‘The Serious 
Artist’ that ‘the arts provide data for ethics.’72 Pound qualifies this statement by taking 
us through his thought-process. In his mind ‘ethics are based on the nature of man’ and 
we ‘must know what sort of animal man is before we can contrive his maximum 
happiness.’ The arts, including literature and poetry, are as much a scientific discipline 
as chemistry, and in this context they ‘give us our best data for determining what sort of 
creature man is’ and the important role of poetry in this light, of the war, becomes a 
matter of utmost necessity. In effect, there is a responsibility on the part of the serious 
artist, as envisaged by MacDiarmid, to adopt a scientifically precise approach to art, for 
any work that may provide essential data for mankind and its progress becomes ‘the 
permanent property’ of humanity. This adds another element to MacDiarmid’s 
particular contribution to the legislation of possibility by poets in post-War Scotland – 
his work calls for deeper engagement with other disciplines, such as science, as well as 
offering a vitally proto-postcolonial and anti-fascist voice that is informed by his 
modernist commitment to seeing life as potential and possibility that has been denied by 
hegemonies and war-generating imperialisms.   
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Edwin Muir 
 
 
Older than MacDiarmid by four years, Muir was only beginning to reach his poetic 
maturity during World War Two after, Margery Palmer McCulloch reminds us, ‘an 
initial late entry into poetry’ and ‘a lengthy apprenticeship’.73 George Bruce attributes 
this lateness to the ‘physical and spiritual deprivations’ Muir suffered throughout his 
early adulthood, up until an offer of work for the British Council in Edinburgh relieved 
him of the hard labour of the Home Guard and work in a rationing office in Dundee, 
work which pushed Muir to the point of a heart attack.74 Muir’s biographer suggests that 
at this period of privation and hardship, Muir’s spiritual inner core began to deepen in 
response to the point where he felt – set against the backdrop of war in Europe – that he 
was living a real and worthwhile life: 
 
I am happier than I have been, in spite of the state of the world, for I have had 
something like a sense of the presence of God, a sense which I have never been 
consciously aware of before.75 
 
Roderick Watson has effectively summarised the salient differences between the work 
of both Muir and MacDiarmid, and finds that ‘Muir’s concern to find the fable as a state 
of grace beyond the circumstance of history is absolutely contrary to MacDiarmid’s 
furious dedication to the specific material details of the world’ as he sees them.76 Both 
Christopher Wiseman and Seamus Heaney have isolated Muir’s 1949 collection The 
Labyrinth as a breakthrough book in Muir’s oeuvre, where he is able to explore and 
interrogate the position of evil in his life and times and where he begins to achieve a 
‘wholeness of spirit.’77 By this point, Heaney believes that Muir’s work began to be 
held up and recognised as ‘representative.’ His mythopoeic work which ‘kept him out 
of the political swim of 1930s poetry’78 could now be regarded as politically purposeful 
and relevant ‘in a time of severe international disorder about which the individual can 
do little and where there seems to be no foreseeable end to conflict.’79 Here, even in his 
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darkest and most fatalistic poems, Muir maintains a firm hold on positives such as 
‘personal values and relationships’ where ‘love is the supreme quality […] more 
important than immortality.’80 
The scope of Muir’s first mature wartime collection, The Narrow Place (1943), 
is, like its title, restricted to treatments of nationalism and the experience of the war 
from the fringes and the home-front. ‘The Wayside Station’ attempts to dramatise the 
drudgery of Muir’s war work and specifically his commute from Leuchars Station to the 
rationing office in Dundee. The poem acts like a broken aubade, praising the morning 
light that is made impossible by the impositions of the war. The speaker is both out of 
the action but also seemingly on the cusp of a momentous event, but a better land which 
the poem gestures towards remains out of reach: 
 
Now in the bedroom where the pillows gleam 
Great and mysterious as deep hills of snow, 
An inaccessible land. The wood stands waiting 
While the bright snare slips coil by coil around it, 
Dark silver on every branch. The lonely stream 
That rode through darkness leaps the gap of light, 
Its voice grown loud, and starts its winding journey 
Through the day and time and war and history.81 
 
Similarly, ‘The Refugees’ begins with another mundane stimulus: the portent of a crack 
appearing in the heart of the home, the ‘hearthstone.’ From this opening image, Muir 
develops a collective vision of all of Europe as a mass of homeless bodies, precisely 
because of the lack of action, of ‘dumb animal patience’: 
 
We bear the lot of nations, 
Of times and races, 
Because we watched the wrong 
Last too long 
With non-committal faces. 
Until from Europe’s sunset hill 
We saw our houses falling 
Wall after wall behind us. 
What could blind us 
To such self-evident will 
And all the sorrows from their caverns calling? 
 
This was our punishment.82 
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Muir deliberately places his focus at the heart of ordinary lives, the home, not out of any 
escapist fantasy, but to force us into an awareness of the darkness and inhuman powers 
surrounding the poem and the time of its composition. This seems to be a poem of firm 
political commitment, but given the feeling of ‘narrowness’ in the collection, of masses 
of people forced to live in fear and privation because of war, it ends on a call for 
change, but does not suggest methods for achieving that change and leaves the world 
much as it found it: 
 
[…] Tenement roofs and towers 
Will fall upon the kind and the unkind 
Without election, 
For deaf and blind 
Is rejections bred by rejection 
Breeding rejection, 
And where no counsel is what will be will be. 
We must shape here a new philosophy. 
 
‘The Narrow Place’ expresses a frustration with a place that has looked inwardly for so 
long it has lost contact with the outside world. Muir chooses classical means of 
measuring this incommodious land: ‘you could not swing a javelin / and if you shot an 
arrow / it would skim this meagre mountain wall.’ Muir conjures up here notions of the 
epic and of heroic effort, to contrast it with a land that is arid, ‘niggardly’ and 
‘parsimonious.’ The central image of the tree, and the reader who is instructed to sleep 
underneath it, reminds us of Thomas the Rhymer and suggests that Scotland may be ‘the 
narrow place.’ The land struggles to wake from inertia and dormancy and tied into this 
is Muir’s own artistic frustrations: 
 
Sleep underneath the tree. 
It is your murdering eyes that make 
The sterile hill, the standing lake, 
And the leaf-breaking wind. 
Then shut your eyes and see, 
Sleep on and do not wake 
Till there is movement in the lake, 
And the club-headed water-serpents break 
In emerald lightnings through slime, 
Making a mark on Time.83 
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This appears to herald a re-awakening and perhaps the gift of truth like that given to 
Thomas the Rhymer upon his re-entry into the world after a seven-year absence, which 
almost mirrors the span of World War Two. ‘The Annunciation’ seems to follow this 
poem’s call to make a mark on time by stressing the ‘now-ness’ of the annunciation of 
the purpose of Muir’s work to strive for wholeness in a fragmentary and entropic time 
of conflict, ‘this iron reign.’ Muir’s vision does not abrogate the social and material 
ideals for the post-War Scotland with which MacDiarmid’s work is primed to imagine 
and bring into being, but it seems to look beyond even this to a spiritual plane where the 
aspiring soul and the lagging body are reconciled, in a union of dualities: 
 
Whether the soul at first  
This pilgrimage began, 
Or the shy body leading 
Conducted soul to soul 
Who knows? This is the most 
That soul and body can 
To make us each for each 
And in our spirit whole.84 
 
Muir is simultaneously arguing for the importance of the individual and the unison of 
people in the face of a cause of anti-fascism and the drive for peace at a time of global 
conflict. One of the most salient features of the stanza above is the notion of the 
journey, the voyage, the ‘pilgrimage.’ It seems that from this early collection, of coming 
to terms with the brute reality of the war, Muir’s poetry embarks on a gnostic odyssey, a 
voyage that seeks the peace, union and wholeness enunciated here. As with Muir’s 1935 
travelogue Scottish Journey, this undertaking allows him to witness what he sees as the 
‘Fall’ of mankind, or a global loss of innocence, a lament for things as they are and a 
resignation that he can do little to change anything. The motif of the journey implies an 
act of curiosity or searching, but it can ambiguously also mean a reluctant departure.  
Muir’s next collection, The Voyage (1946), broadens out the theme of war with 
poems set in Ancient Greece as well as World War Two. ‘The Return of the Greeks’ 
strikes a resonantly topical note, given the date of the collection’s publication, with ‘the 
veteran Greeks’ coming home ‘sleepwandering from the war.’ Muir’s delving into 
ancient history shows the timelessness of conflict and war in society but by placing it in 
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the context of modern warfare it also shocks the reader into an awareness of human 
powerlessness in such a cycle and history of conflict. The veterans return, much like the 
survivors in MacDiarmid’s poems, to find very little provision made for them. Peace 
renders them redundant and they long to relive past glories: 
 
But everything trite and strange, 
The peace, the parcelled ground 
The vinerows – never a change! 
The past and the present bound 
In one oblivious round 
Past thinking trite and strange. 
 
But for their grey-haired wives 
And their sons grown shy and tall 
They would have given their lives 
To raise the battered wall 
Again, if this was all 
In spite of their sons and wives.85 
 
Although Muir’s oblique approach to writing about World War Two means that his 
poems lack the polemical directness and bite of MacDiarmid’s poetry, they are made 
powerful because of their deployment of the past and myth. ‘Reading in Wartime’ 
brings us back to the 1940s with a vision of Muir’s bedside reading. The poet is 
isolated, insulated from reality. The poem accepts that reading can do little to heal the 
four and a half years of ‘wives’ and mothers’ tears’, but he treasures the shared 
experience of reading and sees this as a means of achieving wholeness through art:  
 
Perhaps to someone now 
Searching an ancient book, 
Folk-tale or country song 
In many and many a tongue, 
To find the original face, 
The individual soul, 
The eye, the lip, the brow 
For ever gone from their place 
And gather an image whole.86 
 
There seems to be the idea of a literary post-War Scotland here, an internationalism that 
looks to both sophisticated poetry and the common currency of folk-song, from Hugh 
MacDiarmid’s In Memoriam James Joyce to Hamish Henderson’s ballads. These are 
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implicitly sources of spiritual sustenance within a prescient war poem about the practice 
of reading. Christopher Wiseman is correct to note in these poems that Muir’s belief in 
immortality has yet to fully grapple with the notion of evil in its own time.87 Poems in 
The Voyage find Muir on an ideological cusp, between the convictions of his faith and 
ways in which that faith would be shaken after his move to Czechoslovakia after the 
war to work for the British Council, a move that gave rise to The Labyrinth. However, 
these poems strongly express Muir’s ‘innate positive disposition’, held on the brink of 
another ‘fall’ in his work.88 ‘In Love for Long’ shows how faith and agape can be 
tormented under the conditions of war. The speaker suggests that love exists like a rare 
flower, which has been endangered by war, making necessary an attempt to rediscover 
and re-distribute it: 
  
This happy happy love 
Is sieged with crying sorrows, 
Crushed beneath and above 
Between to-days and morrows; 
A little paradise 
Held in the world’s vice. 
 
And there it is content 
And careless as a child 
And in imprisonment 
Flourishes sweet and mild 
In wrong, beyond wrong, 
All the world’s day long.89 
 
The Labyrinth (1949) finds Muir in much darker terrain and where his visions of a 
better, peaceful society he envisions in his earlier work slip further out of reach. He 
finds himself trying to navigate endless mazes which dramatise not only the war 
outside, but the great upheaval and disorientation taking place in his mind and art. ‘The 
Helmet’ explores the impersonality and inhumanity of fascism, but is presented on a 
timeless plane without any historical signifiers. James Aitchison is surely closer to the 
mark in saying that these poems are not simply ‘about war’ but ‘also about that element 
in the human condition that makes war inevitable.’90 In ‘The Helmet’, war becomes a 
parasitical entity that latches itself onto any wearer of the helmet. It is impersonal and 
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non-specific for this very reason – to show the omnipresence of a warlike mentality. 
The speaker is prevented from getting home, much like the wearer of the helmet, for 
‘terrors roam / whose shadows fill his face.’91 
‘The Combat’ uses heraldic history to show various cryptozoological creatures 
battling it out as in a contest between rival families, or political causes, or social classes. 
These are represented by a hybrid of a leopard, eagle and lion and ‘a soft round beast as 
brown as clay.’ Just as one creature gets the upper hand, the other will not die as fury 
and revenge take over. The ‘unequal battle’ continues to rage as ‘the killing beast that 
cannot kill / swells and swells in his fury till / you’d almost think it was despair.’92 ‘The 
Combat’ shows how deeply entrenched the readiness to fight is in our culture, in all of 
our heraldic symbols, and the poem expresses a weariness towards the pointlessness of 
such a futile cycle of fighting, defeat and revenge. The sheer otherness of this bizarre 
tableau takes us out of a conventional war scene and shocks us into an awareness of the 
absurdity of the ritual of fighting. As such the poem can be read as deeply pacifist. That 
said, Muir’s sub-text is that fighting is intrinsic to being human, and while expressing 
disapproval of conflict, it is nonetheless resigned to the fact of it.  
  Other poems in The Labyrinth belong to the home-front and concern spying, 
intelligence and censorship. ‘The Intercepter’ is ostensibly about the struggle to achieve 
freedom of speech for the artist in war conditions. The poem raises the dialectical notion 
that the artist is both an enemy and an over-zealous protector. In the final two lines it is 
suggested that the intercepter may in fact be the conflicted poet himself, caught between 
coping and surviving in a war and trying to envisage a better life: ‘The Intercepter 
frowns at me / with my own frowning face.’93 ‘The Interrogation’ extends this notion 
that there is a better life in the poet’s sights continually denied to him because of the 
material constraints of life. Again, the military junta that appear to be interrogating the 
speaker find their form in the war, but seem to originate from within the speaker’s 
mind: 
 
We have stood and answered through the standing day 
And watched across the road beyond the hedge 
The careless lovers in pairs go by, 
Hand linked in hand, wandering another star, 
So near we could shout to them. We cannot choose 
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Answer or action there, 
Though still the careless lovers saunter by 
And the thoughtless field is near. 
We are on the very edge, 
Endurance almost done, 
And still the interrogation is going on.94 
 
The careless lovers seem to represent an ideal Platonic world of the forms that Muir can 
visualise but is prevented from reaching. The poem seems to hang on the brink of a 
pivotal break-through and for that it underscores Muir’s positive disposition, but the 
interrogation continues within the poet’s mind and he is still far from peace. With this 
dichotomous vision, Muir closes the collection with ‘Song’, an invocation of that 
‘supreme quality of love’ that Muir places above all else. Given the events and poems 
that lead up to this particular closure, it can be read as an acknowledgement of Muir’s 
personal, or mankind’s eternal, vulnerability: 
 
Sunset ends the day, 
The years shift their place 
Under the sun’s sway 
Times from times fall; 
Mind fighting mind 
The secret cords unwind 
No power can replace 
Love gathers all.95 
 
The poem synthesises the past and present and aims for a wholeness, a reconciliation 
that puts to one side all difference and discord and gathers everything under the banner 
of ‘love.’ It can be read as a resigned comment on the futility of such an attitude in the 
context of the times, but more rewardingly as a refusal to abandon a belief in the value 
of hope. It ends on an affirmation of a knowledge and world-view that could only be the 
product of a heroic voyage, but the reader approaching Muir’s stance from a more 
modern secular standpoint might see such a gesture as an opting out of the material 
world: 
 
The quarrel from the start, 
Long past and never past, 
The war of mind and heart, 
The great war and the small 
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That tumbles the hovel down 
And topples town on town 
Come to one place at last: 
Love gathers all. 
 
Without surrendering any of the immediacy and accessibility of his poems, Muir’s work 
in his final decade, the 1950s, moves into a vatic and mystic vein, where the legacy of 
world war turns to the threat of the Cold War. Sorley MacLean wrote about the threat of 
nuclear war in ‘Screapadal’ and MacDiarmid dealt with it in ‘The Unholy Loch’ which 
protests against the establishment of a Polaris base in Scotland. That said, no other 
Scottish poet in this thesis engages in such a sustained and searching way with the 
possibility of a nuclear holocaust as Muir. He died in the shadow of such a possible 
outcome.  ‘The Heroes’ questions the presence of, and need for, heroes in modern 
culture in ways comparable to that of Brecht’s The Life of Galileo discussed in relation 
to the poetry of Edwin Morgan and Robert Garioch in a previous chapter. Although 
much less confrontational, the poem is reminiscent of MacDiarmid’s war poetry, 
particularly in poems that deal with the survivors as ‘scum’ and the dead as the elect. 
Muir describes how death makes heroes by stripping them of names and individuality. 
Our culture of memorialisation and glorification of heroes is deeply thanatic, in which 
deep longing for a ‘glorious’ form of death is a profound motive: 
 
What could that greatness be? It was not fame 
Yet now they seemed to grow as they grew less, 
And where they lay were more than where they had stood. 
They did not go to any beatitude. 
They were stripped clean of feature, presence, name, 
When that strange glory broke from namelessness.96  
 
In ‘The Road’ mankind is depicted as following one path, all the while blind to another 
potential route or turning. The marching military platoon doubts the straightness of the 
road, turning to look back to see a route of great convolutions, twists and turns. The 
poem makes a haunting point about humanity trying to control the future. It urges the 
marcher not to unquestioningly take the straight road, and to beware: if you must return 
the same way, it will have changed drastically.  
‘One Foot in Eden’ takes us to the heart of Muir’s vision. This vision began in 
his earliest poems of looking over to islands and archipelagos in Orkney. Here, though, 
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there is a global loss of innocence. There is no simple longing for paradise, heaven or 
immortality. Instead, Muir suggests that the only tenable stance is to have one foot in 
both worlds. The poem talks about the harvest of fields sown with both ‘love and hate’ 
growing crops of ‘charity and sin.’ The imagery is pastoral, but in a way that 
underscores the starkness of the message, that these ‘famished’ fields and ‘blackened’ 
trees ‘bear flowers in Eden never known’: 
 
 
Blossoms of grief and charity 
Bloom in these blackened fields alone. 
What had Eden ever to say 
Of hope and faith and pity and love 
Until was buried all its day 
And memory found its treasure trove?97 
 
Muir seems to be saying that many of the most positive qualities of mankind can only 
exist in a matrix of good and evil, that faith and hope can only be fully experienced and 
valued within a climate that makes them necessary, a condition which is aspiring to be 
something better. Seamus Heaney describes Muir as a ‘dual poetic citizen’ with a 
double perspective into reality and the immortality of his faith.98 It is only at this late 
point he seems to successfully show how the two exist symbiotically, but this does not 
mean he embraces or even accepts the political condition of the modern world. ‘The 
Horses’ shows us a world in which nuclear war has destroyed much of civilisation and 
reduced the survivors to a pre-industrial existence, where once again they must develop 
meaningful working relationships with horses. The poem shows how the past can be 
called upon to rejuvenate the present. Here the horses restore a form of pre-lapsarian 
innocence: 
 
We did not dare go near them. Yet they waited, 
Stubborn and shy, as if they had been sent 
By an old command to find our whereabouts 
And that long-lost archaic companionship. 
In the first moment we had never a thought 
That they were creatures to be owned and used. 
Among them were some half-a-dozen colts 
Dropped in some wilderness of the broken world, 
Yet new as if they had come from their own Eden.99 
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In defence of ‘The Horses’, which appears to strip humanity back to a form of rusticity, 
Muir wrote that ‘I am not advocating a return to the past that has gone forever, or 
romanticising the coarseness of peasant life […] all I want to suggest is that the vast 
dissemination of secondary objects isolates us from the natural world […] and that this 
cannot help affecting our sensibilities and our imagination.’100 ‘The Horses’ presents a 
world in the aftermath of a nuclear war, and yet even here there are survivors and hope 
for recovery.  
In keeping with the pattern of most of Muir’s mature collections, there is a cycle 
of decline, spiritual death and revival in One Foot in Eden. Muir goes as far as giving 
poems the same titles as in previous collections as if to show some form of evolutionary 
meliorism, or variations on a set theme and how these topics and subjects can change in 
relation to the time and mood in which they are set. At the end of this collection we 
have another ‘Song’ and ‘The Late Swallow’ which closes the collection with a 
symbolic image of difficulty, danger, but also hope: 
 
Leave, leave your well-loved nest, 
Late swallow and fly away. 
Here is no rest 
For hollowing heart and wearying wing. 
 
[…] 
 
Shake out your pinions long untried 
That now must bear you there where you would be 
Through all the heavens of ice; 
Till falling down the homing air 
You light and perch upon the radiant tree.101 
 
In Muir’s last poems we are offered glimpses of such a society that must rebuild itself 
after an imagined nuclear disaster. Many of these poems are prefixed with ‘After’ and 
are triggered by speculation on work of what might happen in an apocalyptic future. 
Other poems have deeply eschatological titles such as ‘Petrol Shortage’ and ‘After 
1984’ but the poet is still in the centre of events. In ‘After a Hypothetical War’, he 
begins from ground-zero. We find ourselves in a time when murderer chokes murderer 
in the dark. The earth is seen as if from the grave and even a portentous harbinger such 
                                                
100 James Aitchison (1988), p. 55. 
101 Edwin Muir, ‘The Late Swallow’ (1991), p. 233. 
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as a meteor can only ‘void’ its ‘refuse’ on the earth. From this bleak scene the speaker 
suddenly asks, closing the poem, ‘What rule of governance can save them now?’102 
The question is provocative, designed to break the reader out of any sense of 
despair or ennui. James Aitchison reminds us that these last poems are not merely 
hypothetical fictions made for the sake of entertainment, they respond to ‘the greatest 
problem mankind has ever had to face.’103 Other hypothetical poems such as ‘After 
1984’ criticise the almost mechanical urge to memorialise historical events in such a 
way that fictionalises what they were about. In ‘After 1984’ the young believe that 
‘necessity’ warranted warfare, whereas the old veterans have forgotten what it is was 
they were fighting for, by turning ‘our monotone to red.’ The poem reacts against the 
cycles of rise and fall, of remembrance of war in times of peace and how ideals fought 
for are eroded in time: ‘How could we ever be released? / Turn about widdershins and 
be free?104 The speaker identifies the enemy as the ‘strangely familiar’ which has re-
established itself in the years following a global war. In this sense, this poem calls for a 
radically different programme of change. 
In ‘Nightmare of Peace’ we are warned that ‘peace’, being a nebulously emotive 
and potentially rhetorical word, can be abused by those in power and how another 
blanket term, ‘the everyman’, can be manipulated in the quest for ‘peace’ called for by 
those at the head of regimes or governments. Muir is delivering a coded warning against 
embracing any of the high-flown rhetoric of peace that may be called upon to justify a 
‘necessary war.’ His poems insist that we stay on our guard and remain critical: 
 
We had crossed the border, must come down, 
And were again in the conference hall 
With Peace the Tyrant’s pitiless law, 
While still within our minds we saw 
The beast trampling, Everyman down.’105 
 
Although Muir’s last poems find him attempting to find a way through the darkest 
labyrinths of post-War Europe, his most final poems are, as in those of his previous 
collections, prayers, calls or annunciations of the spirit. ‘I Have Been Taught’ is Muir’s 
exit from the labyrinth, where he looks back upon his life and the knowledge he has 
accrued. Muir died in 1959 and here he courageously acknowledges his mortality and 
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104 Edwin Muir, ‘After 1984’ (1991), pp. 246-247. 
105 Edwin Muir, ‘Nightmare of Peace’ (1991), pp. 259-260. 
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reconciles his vision with the realities around him, dropping the first person singular ‘I’ 
after the first stanza to denote universal applicability: 
 
Have learned and drunk from that unspending good 
These founts whose learned wings keep 
My feet from straying  
To the deadly path 
 
[…] 
Have drawn at last from time which takes away 
And taking leaves all things in their right place 
An image of forever 
The One and whole. 
 
And now that time grows shorter, I perceive 
That Plato’s is the truest poetry, 
And that these shadows 
Are cast by the true.106 
 
The mood and underlying message of this final poem is comparable to the hard-won 
epiphany experienced by MacDiarmid on Whalsay during the 1930s, where he reached 
a new ontological and existential awareness of himself, reconciled to the non-sentient, 
the stones of a raised beach. Muir has also been tested to the extreme by his life and 
times and has reached ideological ground-rock. Even with two World Wars in his life 
and the threat of a nuclear holocaust hanging over him, he asserts his belief in a higher 
existence of forms, a place where all oppositions can be united, thus closing the arduous 
journey of his life and poetry. While Muir’s life’s work ends here, MacDiarmid’s 
experience of Whalsay was central to a much longer journey. MacDiarmid matures as a 
poet arguably before his senior contemporary Muir. Muir’s work deepens and draws 
strength from inner resources of belief after the end of World War Two. MacDiarmid’s 
intellectual vitality never ebbs and he continues to revise, add to and publish a great 
body of work in his later years.  
Despite this difference, a better world remained elusively out of reach for Muir, 
and conditions were little improved for MacDiarmid. And yet these poets were always 
moving forward, refusing to dwell in mourning or despair. Both came out of and moved 
on from World War Two, therefore their creative trajectory leads into the work of the 
poets of the thesis, who as young men would have read their work. Muir and 
MacDiarmid were both devising in their poetries strategies for making the modern 
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world more habitable for the arts, poetry and the mind. They tried to make Scotland a 
country fit for the old and young alike. By the time the younger poets were publishing 
more, the legacy of Muir and MacDiarmid was beginning to be understood in a new 
way. The work of Hamish Henderson and Edwin Morgan clearly shows how the 
intrinsic issues in Muir and MacDiarmid were picked up and taken on. Their drive was 
to find new ways of gauging human value, of establishing systems of support which 
meant poets and artists might no longer find themselves isolated or exiled but instead 
empowered. More than this they helped to bring into being a national identity which 
could accommodate and enable diverse forms of work and social practice, thus shaping 
the vision of the next generation as it had been for Muir and MacDiarmid. 
War and the threat of fascism and later nuclear annihilation and cold war had 
brought these virtues, and this great creative effort into its sharpest and most urgent 
articulation, providing the ‘forcing bed’, as MacDiarmid called it, of all the arts and the 
visions they hold forth of what human value may be and the realisation of human 
potential. Muir’s war poetry is largely marked by its appeal to the spirit, for 
reconciliation, wholeness and internationalism. Both Muir and MacDiarmid could be 
seen as Scottish proto-transnationalists, encouraging Scotland to be opening up to the 
world and trade in a cultural and intellectual sense. Margery Palmer McCulloch writes 
that their work can only now be recognised as having a ‘transnational cultural and 
political discourse’ that was inspired largely, and to a great extend for MacDiarmid, by 
a ‘decolonising or post-colonialist agenda’ that is not always credited to the Scottish 
renaissance movement.107 MacDiarmid’s work is less coded and symbolic than Muir’s 
and much more directly polemical, yet both transcend the general sense of 
‘helplessness’ that Angus Calder has diagnosed as the prevailing mood of arts during 
the war.108 According to Calder the main dilemma was how ‘could the writer, made 
intensely political by the events of the era, hope to influence events, if not by 
propaganda’.109 It is clear that both Muir and MacDiarmid were for most of their adult 
lives committed to the modernist tenet that life is potential that is often denied by 
patriarchal, colonial constructs, and Calder’s remark shows an awareness of the power 
of poets in society as legislators who desire change and try to enact it through work that 
tries to persuade its reader by shocking or provoking them with dystopian futures or 
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extreme viewpoints. Both men obviate the helplessness that characterises much of the 
poetry written during World War Two and the difference is this notion of possibility, of 
practical and spiritual goals that need to be reached after the war. For every one of the 
poets we have considered in this thesis, this was what could be called ‘the revolutionary 
art of the future.’ 
 246 
Conclusion 
 
This thesis began by discussing the position of poetry within the achievements of art 
and culture of World War Two, and how the poetry of ‘pity’ and horror, achieved by 
poets such as Wilfred Owen during World War One, placed an aesthetic burden of 
expectation on the poetry of this subsequent war, thus relegating it to inferior status. We 
saw how anthologists, as early as 1945 in the case of Richard Eberhard, were beginning 
to hint at the ways in which the poetry of this war might develop and build upon the 
sense of futility and loss of World War One. Indeed, in the years after World War One, 
in Scotland, editors and intellectuals such as J. H. Whyte (of the Modern Scot) were 
beginning to see and articulate evidence of cultural renewal in Scotland, something that 
might make up for the carnage of World War One, and something that might make a 
second war ideologically imperative in the context of the rise of fascism. We have seen 
this sense of ideological urgency and necessity in the work of Hamish Henderson and 
Sorley MacLean particularly. J. H. Whyte, while discussing the threat of Hitler, argues 
that ‘the sap of Scottish nationality, having sunk to the roots, is rising again and giving 
promise once more of real fruit’.1 This campaign for social and intellectual Scottish 
revival took many forms, and with MacDiarmid, it took on a sense of almost militaristic 
determination. Such views as Whyte’s seem resistant to moods of defeatism that we see 
as prevalent in certain writers of the period, such as Maurice Lindsay, who confessed to 
his wife his lack of faith in World War Two. He believed that there was a ‘nobility’ to 
the poetry of World War One, despite ‘the gradual awakening to the filthy realities of 
war, which this time we have never had. They believed in to-morrow after the war, but 
we don’t really.’2 
Lindsay was of course not alone in his stance; many poets of the New 
Apocalypse movement captured a sense of this chaos and malaise in their work and as 
such their work is highly reflective of, and sensitive to, the mood of its times. At the 
same time, the work of the more socialist, realist Pylon school of Auden, Day-Lewis, 
MacNeice and Spender registers a sense of political disillusionment and a belief in the 
inadequacy of poetry to change the social make-up of a country. That said, these moods 
were not entirely preponderant and permanent, and this thesis has explored the work of 
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two Scottish poets who began in the New Apocalypse movement but expanded out into 
new poetic avenues. For Norman MacCaig, his entire creative life has been an 
expression of unbounded individuality and freedom; his life is in many ways the 
incarnation of the creative freedoms many of these poets fought for, when they fought 
to oppose fascism. Tom Scott, unlike MacCaig, did not disown his early work but saw it 
as a process of artistic meliorism, and his early war poetry has all the marks of the faith, 
humanism and heroic optimism that was to come to characterise his later work in epic 
modes. This thesis has examined and presented a cross-section of representative work of 
this conflict, and where there have been critical gaps, such as in the case of women’s 
war poetry, the scope has been expanded and re-configured so as not to judge women’s 
war poetry by hegemonic standards or male military experiential priorities. This 
answers Simon Featherstone’s call to move beyond the ‘peripheral space’ allotted to 
women poets during war, and an aesthetic view of this poetry that has been dictated by 
the experiences of men. In essence, the work of these women resists the ‘subordination 
of poetic discourse to male experience’ whilst also contributing in vital ways to the 
opening up and democratisation of poetry in post-war Scotland.3 This thesis has also 
focussed on the work of poets living in Scotland and returning to Scotland after the war 
with a view in their poetry to helping alter the face of post-war Scottish society. This is 
why certain exilic Scottish poets have not been looked at here; although they do deserve 
a place in the history of World War Two poetry, their work does not centre its struggle 
and energies on the cause of Scotland. 
One of the over-riding impressions all of this work taken together gives is that of 
difference and identity, yet, at the same time a distinctive dedication to a similar 
programme of post-War reform in Scotland, from Joan Ure’s poems that argue for an 
equal footing for the art of women, to Hamish Henderson’s devotion to the folk-song 
cause after the war, they are all similarly committed to a belief in diversity or 
heterogeneity in unity. In more or less every case here, the poet performed both a 
creative and educational function, from the teaching of Gaelic in the case of Sorley 
MacLean to the compilation of a Scots dictionary in the case of Robert Garioch. There 
is a spectrum of reactions to the war, as well as cases of lasting trauma and artistic 
renewal. We have seen George Campbell Hay’s deeply scarred war poetry, through the 
anti-heroism of Robert Garioch and Edwin Morgan, to the fulfilled post-war lives of 
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figures such as Alexander Scott, who helped to found the first Scottish Literature 
department at the University of Glasgow, to Hamish Henderson who acted as the 
collector, guardian and custodian of a vast body of folk-art that might otherwise have 
been forgotten. We have seen women such as Naomi Mitchison, who dedicated 
themselves physically, emotionally and intellectually to the war effort, and Joan Ure 
and Margaret Tait who satirised the society they lived in, ever pushing to project their 
voice and work, readying the ground for the efflorescence of writers who emerged in 
the 1960s and 1970s. Despite all of this difference, all of this variety, and the occasional 
dispute or flyting along the way, all of these poets directly contributed to the post-war 
reconstruction of Scotland in ways that gainsay Auden’s notion that ‘poetry makes 
nothing happen’.  
Hugh MacDiarmid argued that it was not chauvinism that led to his fiercely 
nationalist fight for a better Scotland, but a belief that after the war all small nations 
would do the same and he referred to his post-war vision as ‘our national spirit 
changeless throughout the centuries in its call for Freedom’.4 While the focus of the 
work of these poets was mostly on social issues, the nationalist angle is something that 
is also implicit in the case of Hamish Henderson’s work which focuses on cultural 
identity or explicit in the case of the polemical work of Douglas Young and Hugh 
MacDiarmid. This thesis has also centred itself on MacDiarmid’s 1942 observation that 
the war acted as a forcing bed for writers and that ‘The Scottish renaissance was 
conceived in the First World War, and leapt lustily into life in the Second World War.’5 
At no time other than during and after World War Two was this call for freedom, peace 
and intellectual progress put so urgently and sharply into focus and effect, and these 
poets reacted most proactively and effectively to this call.  
This commitment to revolutionising the old ways and mores of Scottish society 
may have been born in World War One and gained great momentum by the end of 
World War Two, but it must also been seen as very much alive and in process today. 
Each successive literary generation in Scotland has built upon the work and gains of the 
poets of World War Two and even today we hear emphasis placed on poetry and art for 
change, such as in Alan Riach’s 2013 manifesto which begins ‘There is only one 
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argument for Scottish independence: the cultural argument’.6 In the case of Douglas 
Young, the main concerns for Scotland during the war were cultural and political ones. 
While Young, as we have seen, believed in the necessity of defeating fascism, he felt 
Scotland’s independence was the primary concern, a belief for which he was imprisoned 
when he refused to recognise the order of a British government enlisting men for war. 
Throughout this thesis, many important avenues of experience have been explored to 
show a sense that this war was not a case of fighting far away and little else. While 
many of these poets fought in the North African Campaign, and were brought together 
in Morgan’s 1984 sonnet ‘North Africa’, they returned from this conflict in every case 
shaken by what they had seen but also with a firm grasp on Scotland’s cultural future. 
Poets such as Campbell Hay captured a sense of the terrible cost of this war, in poems 
that sympathise with the ‘common blood’ shed in wars, to Sorley MacLean whose early 
political certainties were shaken by the humanist dilemma of killing young men bound 
up in a twisted and extreme fight of empires.  
These poets show us the cost, the sacrifice, the horror and the loss as well as 
many poets of World War One, but much more they show us new paths, and unlock 
potential for Scotland in social, poetic, intellectual and political ways; even the surest 
fighter such as Hamish Henderson is a man profoundly committed to peace as his post-
war life shows. Angus Calder and Beth Junor show that poetry actively tries to heal 
societies after war, because 
 
war, like all forms of oppression, depends for its sustenance on premeditated or 
unconscious impoverishment of language. War depletes language; poetry 
enriches and refreshes language and good war poetry breaks silence, restoring 
voice to those who have experienced horrors that lie beyond the language of 
everyday discourse.7 
 
This thesis has made even more of the poetry written by these Scottish men and women 
who lived through the war, that their work has within it not only an awareness of 
historical and cultural riches, the rediscovery of language, but also a long and 
responsible view for society, a programme that seeks to maximise Scotland’s potential 
and minimise its involvement in future wars. Through spiritual nadirs, traumas and 
horrors, these poets maintain their hold on a sense of human value and the value of the 
arts in times of global distress. Joy Hendry, who has hailed these poets as her true 
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teachers,8 wrote that she was struck by the sense of camaraderie these poets shared in 
later life, that ‘in spite of estrangements, feuds, reclusiveness, whatever, all were 
singing from a unique and very special hymn sheet.’ Pushed to define this ‘hymn sheet’, 
Hendry says: 
 
It would be something like this: an unshakeable faith and belief in the work and 
lives of ordinary people whose voices must be heard; that there are communities 
who must be allowed to define themselves in their own way […] They saw a 
profound ‘common cause’ between the individual, the town/city, the country, the 
continent – indeed right across the planet, which extended into an acute 
consciousness of basic humanity, even between enemies […] And finally, for all 
of them, an unusually powerful sense that it is not about ‘me’, but about History, 
Memory. Now, the Future – and what they could contribute to it.9  
 
This thesis has gone in search of this work and these poets to give a sense of the scale of 
this vision and the body of work produced. They all contributed to a sense of the future, 
and now that decades have passed since they saw action in the war, we can begin to 
assess their achievement, from Edwin Muir negotiating both the daedal and mythic 
terrain of the mind and post-War Europe to MacDiarmid’s incendiary call for the end of 
old powers and regimes, they are all contributing to, and staking a claim in, Scotland’s 
future. As Hendry contends, Scotland is a ‘lucky country’ to have had so many creative 
and visionary figures invest their very lives in the sake of its protection and 
betterment.10 That said, World War Two poetry in general still lags behind that of 
World War One in terms of its critical recognition and understanding and within this, 
even though specifically Scottish anthologies such as Watson’s and Goldie’s From the 
Line (2014) are beginning to appear, little has been done to overcome both the dearth of 
criticism of this work and its largely Anglo-centric scope. This is precisely the terrain 
occupied by this thesis: to bring into one document all of these disparate yet 
sympathetic approaches to war and show how they all work towards a similar, or at 
least complementary, programme of peace and cultural overhaul in Scotland. The 
displays of respect and belief shown in the work of other poets, such as in Joy Hendry’s 
interview with surviving Scottish war poets in the 1980s, show that these poets to a 
large extent transcended personal differences, such as the overt nationalism of Douglas 
Young and the private, personal nationalism of Norman MacCaig. Both men were 
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friends and both supported each other to extend the range of influence and impact of 
their poetry.  
The recurrence of an ancient and bloody Scottish phrase such as ‘mak siccar’11 
which is here remoulded by the poets who use it, shows the life-and-death seriousness 
of what was at stake. This was a poetry that went far beyond literary fashion or trend 
such as the New Apocalypse school; this was a work that was always about survival and 
life above death and mourning whilst also painfully aware of the debt to the dead, as in 
Alexander Scott’s poem ‘Coronach’, where the voices of the dead men in his regiment 
become ‘my darg the-day’.12 The work discussed in this thesis has been framed within 
the context of Alice Templeton’s three categories of war poetry – that of ‘outrage’, 
‘witness’ and ‘possibility’. Templeton argues that it is only the poetry of possibility that 
makes progress and remains memorable many years after its composition. All of these 
poets fought in peaceful ways on the frontlines of post-war society under the banner of 
national reconstruction and their influence is not merely poetic, but spiritual, 
intellectual, practical and in many ways legislative, helping to highlight arguments for 
independence, educational reform, language status and social fairness. We have seen 
how these poets have expanded the post-war terrain of poetry, from MacDiarmid’s 
proto-transnationalist and post-colonialist messages, through Hamish Henderson’s work 
on the interface between high art and folk art to the work of Sorley MacLean in Gaelic 
and the social reforms espoused in the work of Joan Ure. Taken together this work is all 
centred on an anti-fascist commitment ground in wartime experience and an ensuring 
belief in the sanctity and importance of a peaceful heterogeneous culture. In this sense, 
living through and experiencing World War Two was a central influence on their work, 
often for its harrowing nature and the trauma it inflicted, on poets such as George 
Campbell Hay. All of the poets here also seem to draw equally from the modernist 
concepts of life as potential that has hitherto been denied by patriarchal power structures 
that need to be changed and the romantic notion of poets as operating on the peripheries 
in ways that are deeply responsible, caring and not often credited – the unacknowledged 
legislators. Hamish Henderson himself claimed that ‘there is always a romantic 
component […] let’s face it. The idea of a classless society is in itself a romantic idea; 
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but nevertheless it might be a rewarding and even a possible idea’.13 All of the poets 
here saw the urgency and need to defeat fascism, but after the war they fought to retain 
‘an enduring commitment to the removal of want, injustice and inequality as the prize 
they were fighting for’.14  
Angus Calder, in The People’s War, recalls Tom Harrisson’s (of Mass 
Observation) impressions after reading much of the literature produced between 1939 
and 1941, that much of ‘this output […] consisted of low-grade fiction’ and that 
Harrisson’s was shocked ‘by the right-wing sympathies of most of the authors, and by 
the prevalent anti-Semitic tone’.15 Calder also diagnoses a general sense of 
‘helplessness’ in the writing and a call for the ‘brevity’ of poetry. In this context we can 
begin to appreciate the importance and value of the poetry examined in this thesis. 
Against Auden’s claim that poetry makes nothing happen and George Orwell’s call for 
writers to accept and resign themselves to their time, these poets resist to a large extent 
such fatalism and through their poetries of possibility contribute not only to the cultural 
memory of Scotland and the war effort, but fight for and in the interests of the unborn 
who now live, and with each successive generation steps have been made to call for or 
achieve progress. The inheritance of these Scottish war poets is still vividly with us, but 
the enactment or preservation of their work and vision requires continual intellectual 
striving and vigilance. 
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